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The objective of this study has been to assess the current state of minor, planet epheme-
rides and to develop the means for providing and updating these ephemerides for use
by both the mission planner and the astronomer.
Mission modes for studying asteroids and comets proposed by mission analysts in-
clude flybys of single targets, multiflybys, and surface sample return missions. Of
particular interest as a background to this study are the multiple asteroid flyby mis-
sions proposed by Brooks, Hampshire, and Drewryl , 2 and others. These missions
demonstrate the need for readily available estimates of ephemeris accuracies, inas-
much as their analysis involves a large number of constantly changing targets. Velocity
increments to effect close flyby of several asteroids on a single mission are highly de-
pendent on the relative positions of the asteroids. From a systems point of view, these
ephemeris uncertainties impact spacecraft propulsion and acquisition and guidance sub-
systems and thus could tend to restrict the number of suitable targets. It is usually
assumed that ephemeris accuracies for asteroids being approached at flyby velocities
should be on the order of 1000 kin, but a better estimate of the worst tolerable position
uncertainty must await further design studies of possible spacecraft configurations.
The resulting criteria for ephemeris accuracy, in conjunction with a great deal of
recent work to define physical characteristics of asteroids from ground-based obser-
vations,3 will aid mission planners in more sharply defining desirable multiple flyby
missions.
An immediate source of partial answers to questions about ephemeris accuracies for
the numbered asteroids is contained in Ephemerides of the Minor Planets, published
annually by the Institute for Theoretical Astronomy, Leningrad, U. S. S. R. In addition,
current observations are published in astronomical journals and released from time to
time by various observatories. While these and other sources contain the raw data
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necessary for determining ephemeris accuracies, the mission analyst needs an easily
accessible means of interpreting such data. Also, the computational means required
to reduce the raw data to quantities suitable for use by the mission planner are not
always available. Thus, the results of this study are needed to facilitate determina-
tion of ephemeris accuracies.
The study began with a consolidation of the data contained in the Ephemerides of 
Minor
Planets. This is published in Appendix A in the form of a computer listing. Second,
a thorough search of other available astronomical literature was made to establish 
a
complete base of existing minor planet ephemeris accuracy data. 
Next, a new com-
puterized method was developed for the systematic ephemeris 
determination of all
numbered minor planets. Examples of how data generated by the new method can be
used by the mission planner and astronomer are provided in Appendixes B, C, D, and
E. It should be noted that the osculating element data presented in these appendixes
are shown as examples of output only and are in most cases not as accurate as data
provided by the Ephemerides of the Minor Planets. On the other 
hand, the perturba-
tion data shown are sufficiently accurr :e to be used directly with current observational
or other more recently published data. Appendix F is a short description of the 
main
computer programs and subroutines developed during the contract period.
The accuracy of the existing ephemerides for all of the numbered minor planets was
examined on the basis of data contained in the annual volumes of Ephemerides of Minor
Planets and elsewhere. An empirical formula was developed and used to estimate 
the
present ephemeris accuracy in terms of angular errors 
and distance errors in kilome-
ters. These are listed in Appendix A and are summarized in Table 3-1. Discussion 
of
the methods used and results obtained are given in Section 3. Results from this survey
show accuracies ranging from 1.0 arc-sec (1,000 kin) to 4,000 arc-sec (4,000,000 km)
and thus indicate the need for developing a new system for keeping track of the minor
planets.
A new system of providing data for all of the numbered minor planets was planned,
and computer programs for its initial mechanization were developed. Essentially,
this new system furnishes the osculating elements for all of the numbered minor planets
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at an adopted date of 10 October 1972 (JD = 2441600.5 days) and at every 400-day date
over the years of interest. It also furnishes the perturbations in the rectangular co-
ordinates elative to these osculating elements at every 4-day date. The overall
ephemeris accuracy depends on the accuracy of the adopted elements at the initial
date, which must be improved in stages to meet future standards. Details are given
in Section 4; samples of listings are contained in Appendixes B, C, D, and E.
A new computer program was designed and developed to integrate the perturbed motion
of a group of 50 minor planets simultaneously. This mass production approach secures
great economy in both machine time and supervision. On the CDC 6400 computer, the
numerical integration of 50 minor planets at a step interval of 4 days over one 400-day
interval requires about 100 seconds of central processor time. At this rate, more
extensive integrations than originally planned become practical. Appendixes B, C, D,
and E came directly from listings made by the program. Details are contained in
Section 6.
The data furnished by this new system and program are so extensive that only samples
are listed in this report. However, all data computed during the study by the new
system for all the minor planets are available on magnetic tapes. The osculating
elements at each 400-day date and the perturbations in these elements are listed in
full whenever a run is made. However, the perturbations in the rectangular coordi-
nates relative to these osculating elements at each 4-day step are listed for only one
of the 50 minor planets in each group during any given run. Again, data for all 50
minor planets are placed on magnetic tape. Details are given in par. 4.3, and
examples of some typical uses of the data are given in par. 4.4. The listings in
Appendixes B, C, D, and E show that the perturbations in the position of a 
minor
planet after 10 years can exceed 3 degrees (roughly 10,000,000 kilometers). This
error, of course, is often small in comparison to the error resulting from the pro-
pagation of velocity errors in the initial conditions; that is, in the osculating 
elements
at the adopted date. Thus, improving the initial elements is of paramount importance
for obtaining accurate ephemerides at future dates.
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A method to improve the initial elements on the basis of observed or ephemeris posi-
tions without the extensive computation of perturbations was developed and tested.
Theory and discussions are contained in Section 5. However, this method was found
to be less important than originally anticipated because of the high speed of the numer-
ical integration program. so its use is now planned for only those minor planets having
low ephemeris accuracy as reflected in the Appendix A tabulation. For the other minor
planets, the numerical integration program can be used economically to reduce the
m)ublished elements from their epoch of osculation to the adopted standard date.
Section 7 contains recommendations with regard to work needed to establish and imple-
ment the new system on a permanent basis.
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2.1 ASTRONOMICAL POSITION OBSERVATIONS OF MINOR PLANETS
Following the discovery of the first minor planet in 1801, an attempt was made by
astronomers to secure as many accurate position observations as possible for every
known minor planet. After 1845, new minor planets were discovered at an ever in-
creasing pace and the number of known ones soon became so large that this practice
could no longer be continued. In an attempt to provide some observational material
for all known minor planets, the measurement and publication of approximate positions
was eventually introduced. For much the same reason, many apparently accurate
positions were published, although made with small telescopes equipped with 
inferior
micrometers. As a result of these policies, it is often found that old position obser-
vations are good and that modern ones are excellent but that position observations
made over the many intermediate years are only approximate and essentially useless.
With the exception of a few of the very brightest objects, all modern position obser-
vations of minor planets are made photographically. The first four minor planets
and occasionally a few others are observed with meridian circles. During the last
century and the first part of this one, most of the accurate position observations were
made visually with the aid of filar micrometers attached to refracting telescopes of
large apertures.
With the possible exception of the relatively few meridian circle observations, all
position observations of minor planets are relative. This means that the 
position of
the minor planet is compared, either on a photograph or visually at the telescope, with
neighboring stars, called comparison stars, the positions of which are assumed 
to be
known. The positions of these comparison stars are taken from one or more catalogs,
which are based on meridian circle observations, either directly or indirectly. The
relative positions of all stars change slowly with time because of the space motions
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of the stars and the sun. These changes are called "proper motions. " They vary
enormously from star to star and must be determined by direct measurement. As a
result, a catalog position may be accurate for some year (called the epoch of the
catalog) but may be quite poor a few decades later (or earlier) unless the proper
motion of the star is known. Good proper motions are known for most stars visible
to the naked eye, for a considerable number of stars brighter than the 9th magnitude,
and for a few fainter stars of special interest. The proper motions of faint stars that
must necessarily be used as comparison stars on photographs made with large tele-
scopes are totally unknown.
The older published positions of minor planets were based on comparison star positions
taken from various catalogs. An intercomparison of these catalogs shows that each
differs systematically from the others and that these differences depend on various
factors, including the right ascension of the star, its declination, its brightness, and
its color. Tables of these "systematic corrections" have been published for the im-
portant catalogs. An application of these systematic corrections and of proper motion
reduces the position of a comparison star to a given adopted astronomical "system"
and to the date of observation. This procedure is necessary in obtaining the most
accurate results, but it involves a great deal of work so is often avoided.
Modern photographic positions oi minor planets brighter than magnitude 12, say, are
based on comparison star positions taken from special catalogs. The included stars
are chosen to provide (1) a quite uniform distribution over the entire sky, (2) a spacing
between stars suitable to secure an adequate number of comparison stars on photo-
graphs taken with telescopes of moderate apertures, and (3) magnitudes sufficiently
large to eliminate some of the difficulties inherent in the use of comparison stars very
much brighter than the minor planet. Positions obtained in this way can have a prob-
able error of about 0.1 second of arc. For fainter minor planets and for larger tel-
escopes, the same catalog positions of the comparison stars are often used; but the
resulting positions for the minor planets are somewhat less accurate unless special
procedures are used (such as a coarse objective grating, or field plates, or both).
For the faintest minor planets a id for the largest telescopes, comparison star positions
must necessarily be taken from the Astrographic Catalog. About this catalog, suffice
it to say that the epoch of the catalog is about 1900 and no proper motions are known
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for comparison stars taken from it. As a result, minor planet positions based on this
catalog are never known to better than 1.0 second of are and can quite easily be in
error by 4 seconds of are.
Modern positions of minor planets are all referred to the standard mean equator and
equinox of 1950.0. Somewhat earlier positions were often referred to the mean equator
and equinox of the beginning of the year o observation (e.g., 1934.0). Still earlier
positions, especially those from the last century, were referred either to a mean
equinox or to a true equinox of date or they were apparent positions (true equinox and
stellar aberration). Thus, for a particular position, reductions for precession, nu-
tation, and stellar aberration may or may not be required. In the last century, the
measurement of positions was practiced by most astronomers, all of whom were so
familiar with the then current but changing practices that published positions often do
not contain precise statements about the system to which they refer.
The ultimate accuracy inherent in a particular photograph or in a particular instrument
was, and is, not always attempted. Often quality has been intentionally sacrificed for
quantity. The purpose for which the observations were made governed this, and cor-
rectly so. The fact that such observations are now available for general use is an
added feature. However, their correct usage depends on a knowledge of the intended
usage, the standards attempted, the inherent advantages and defects of the instruments
used, the actual accuracy attained, the systematic errors introduced, and on many
other factors, sometimes including the habits of the observer!
2.2 DETERMINATION OF ORBITS OF MINOR PLANETS
Ceres was observed for several weeks following its discovery in 1801, after which ' it
remained too close to the Sun to be observed for several months. For the first time
there was need to provide a finding ephemeris for a star-like object on the basis of
observations extending over only a small part of an elliptic orbit. The finding ephem-
eris needed to be good, since the only way to distinguish Ceres from the many stars
of similar brightness nearby in the sky was to watch each star for several hou:is until
one was found to be moving relative to its neighbors. The problem of furnishing a
good finding ephemeris was that of determining a good orbit on the basis of observed
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positions extending over only a short interval of time. The problem was solved by
Gauss, who invented a complicated and ingenious method, the principles of which are
still in use.
An elliptical orbit is defined by six constants, and as each observed position provides
two independent measures (right ascension and.declination) a total of three observations
is necessary to find the orbit. A basic quantity in the orbit determination process de-
pends on the geocentric distance of the minor planet, the radial velocity of the minor
planet with respect to the Sun, and the energy of the orbit. In this basic quantity, the
geocentric distance is multiplied by the square of the smallest time interval between
any two of the three dates of observation, the radial velocity is multiplied by the cube
of this interval, and the energy is multiplied by the fourth power of the interval. Thus,
the geocentric distance is the easiest quantity to determine, whereas the energy is the
most difficult to determine. The mean daily motion in the orbit depends solely upon
the energy of the orbit, and so is much more difficult to deternm ne than are the other
elements. In the computation of an ephemeris, the mean daily motion is multiplied
by the time, whereas none of the better determined elements is so multiplied. Thus,
the accuracy of the ephemeris depends almost completely upon the accuracy of the
mean daily motion, which is the most difficult element to determine. For best accu-
racy, the time interval between the first and last observations should be as long as
possible, and the second observation should lie near the middle of this interval.
Geometrical considerations, as well as the above dynamical ones, affect the accuracy
of an orbit determined from three observations. The determinant of the problem is
very nearly the determinant of the 3 by 3 matrix formed by the direction cosines of the
three observed positions. This determinant will be zero if the three observed positions
lie along a great circle. A minor planet often moves many degrees across the sky in
a path that approximates a great circle. Even if the motion does not lie on a great
circle, nevertheless the three basic positions may, accidentally, lie on a great circle.
If a minor planet should move in the ecliptic - that is, if the inclination of its orbit
should be zero - it would permanently move in the great circle that is the ecliptic.
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The determination of an orbit from observations extending over several weeks or
months is essentially the problem of determining an orbit from three observations.
The above dyn"-mical and geometrical considerations still hold. The value of additional
positions lies in the resulting opportunity to select three accurate ones at times that
maximize the geometrical determinant or keep it as large as possible while keeping
the time intervals as nearly equal as possible. If enough additional positions are
available and distributed in a suitable manner, the three basic positions may be chosen
as "normal positions, " which are a general average of several nearby positions.
In principle, the determination of an orbit is the same as the solution of any set of
transcendental equations. Methods peculiar to the problem at hand must first be used
to find a good approximation for each constant needed to define the solution and to
select the particular solution of interest if there is more than one solution.
When the constants that define the solution have been determined with sufficient ac-
curacy, the problem can be "linearized"; that is, the problem of determining the con-
stants themselves can be replaced by the problem of determining the corrections to
an assumed set of constants. The equations that determine these corrections are
linear, provided that the corrections are sufficiently small. If the corrections are
not sufficiently small, the solution can be iterated through successive sets of linear
equations, but the convergence of the process depends upon the accuracy of the initial
set of constants and upon the degree of nonlinearity of the equations that define the
original problem.
In the determination of the orbit of a minor planet, the direct solution based on three
observations should ordinarily be employed throughout the discovery apparition and
may continue to be used through the second or even a third apparition. For a numbered
minor planet, an "apparition" covers the interval between successive conjunctions with
the Sun. After two apparitions the problem must ordinarily be linearized - partly
because the methods based on three observations become less satisfactory and partly
because all or many of the accurate observations should be used through the applica-
tion of least squares to the solution of the many linear equations, which number two for
each observation.
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In the last century, each new discovery was assigned a permanent number at its first
apparition, even though only a few observations of questionable quality were obtained.
In some cases the orbital elements determined from the observations of the first
apparition were not accurate enough to provide a sufficiently good ephemeris for the
next apparition; as a consequence, the minor planet was lost. The brighter minor
planets so lost were rediscovered later, but 14 (mostly from this century) remain
lost at this date. Over the years the requirements for assigning a permanent number
have gradually been tightened, and as a result no additional numbered minor planets
should be lost.
The enormous amount of icsearch that was done on the orbits of the minor planets
during the last century and early part of this century was collected, discuss-ed, and
condensed by Professor Leuschner in his Research Surveys, which was published in
19355. This thick volume is the most authoritative reference on the orbital work done
during the time interval it covers. No comparable publication exists for more recent
work.
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Section 3
SURVEY OF ACCURACY OF EXISTING MINOR PLANET EPHEMERIDES
3.1 OBJECTIVE OF THE SURVEY
The principal objective of the survey was to assess the ephemeris accuracy that has
been achieved for each of the 1779 numbered minor planets. The data used to accom-
plish this have been taken from annual volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets and,
to a much smaller degree, from other publications.
3.2 MINOR PLANET IDENTIFICATION
All of the lower-numbered minor planets have been assigned permanent names, but many
of the higher numbered ones have not. By international agreement, the discoverer of a
minor planet has the privilege of naming it when or after its permanent number has been
assigned. Until the discoverer assigns a name, the temporary designation assigned at
discovery continues to be used.
This temporary designation consists of the year of discovery followed by two letters,
which may or may not be followed by an integer. The first of the two letters denotes
the half-month of discovery. The second of the two letters is assigned in alphabetical
order beginning with A and continuing through Z, after which A is again assigned, fol-
lowed by the digit one, etc. Thus, a given numbered minor planet will often have two
names associated with it: first, the temporary designation; later, the permanent name
assigned by the discoverer. Sometimes the permanent name is not directly assigned,
and the temporary designation continues to be used for many years.
3.3 LAST KNOWN OBSERVATION
The year of the last Imown observation for a numbered minor planet is a crude (but
very effective) indicator of the gross accuracy of the orbital elements of that minor
planet. If a minor planet has been observed in recent years, then its orbital elements
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must at least be good enough to provide a satisfactory finding ephemeris. If, on the
other hand, it has not been observed for many years, it is hopelessly lost and will
probably be rediscovered only by accident. Several minor planets have not been ob-
served since their discovery many, many years ago. Their orbital elements were not
determined with suitable accuracy at that time, and they would not have been assigned
permanent numbers under present rules. A few numbered minor planets that have
not been observed recently, but which are deemed not to be hopelessly lost, are
placed on a "critical list" to encourage observers to search for them.
The year of the last known observation for each minor planet is given in the annual
volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets. Since this publication is the principal
source (and almost the sole source) for much of the information about the orbits and
ephemerides of the numbered minor planets, it seems desirable to digress with a dis-
cussion about some of its contents.
3.4 OPPOSITION VIEWING
The principal purpose of the annual volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets is to
provide observers with "opposition ephemerides" for all numbered minor planets. A
planet is said to be in opposition when its right ascension differs by 12 hours from that
of the Sun. An object in opposition crosses the meridian of an observer at midnight,
and so is observable all night, or nearly so. It is then closest to the Earth, and as a
consequence is then at its brightest for the year. Each of these factors makes the
neighborhood of opposition the most favorable location for observation of an ordinary
minor planet.
The opposition ephemerides given in Ephemerides of Minor Planets are tabulated at an
interval of ten days, and run for about one month before and one month after opposition.
During that time the apparent motion of an ordinary minor planet is "retrograde"; that
is, it moves westward relative to the stars with its right ascension decreasing. Just
outside these opposition ephemerides (both before and after) the motion in right ascen-
sion halts, and the minor planet is said to pass through a "stationary" point, although
its motion in declination does not necessarily vanish at the same time. Before the
first stationary point, and after the second one, the apparent motion of an ordinary
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minor planet is "direct"; that is, its motion relative to the stars is eastward and its
right ascention increases. When the motion of an ordinary minor planet is direct,
the planet is not close to the Earth and so is relatively faint; its position in the sky is
also relatively unfavorable for observation. While the brightness and location in the
sky are not unfavorable near the stationary points, the problem of identifying the minor
planet there is acute. On a short photographic exposure, a minor planet and a star
appear exactly alike. In order to easily distinguish a minor planet from a star, it is
necessary on most photographs to continue the exposure until the motion of the minor
planet relative to the stars produces a "trail" on the photographic plate. Thus the
neighborhood of opposition is the only favorable location for observing the ordinary
minor planets, and most minor planets are actually observed only in that neighborhood.
The needs of the professional minor planet observer are satisfactorily met by the
opposition ephemerides. The needs of observers of things other than minor planets are
not fully satisfied by the opposition ephem -rides. For example, an observer may find
a bright trail on a photograph he has taken for another purpose. He is curious to know
whether this minor planet is now, or which one it is, if it is not new. If his photograph
was taken in the opposition region, he can turn to the opposition ephemerides for a
positive identification. If his photograph was not taken in the opposition region, his
curiosity will probably never be satisfied. No ephemerides for most minor planets
exist outside the opposition region. 'The identification of a minor planet without an
ephemeris is a most time-c I;nsuming process, and may be entirely unsuccessful. Once
or more each year some enthusiastic observer becomes convinced that his "bright
trail" comes from a really new and unusual minor planet, or even from a comet (fuzzy
appearance due to poor seeing and/or guiding), and announces his "discovery" by the
usual astronomical telegraphic system. Then the professional must spend considerable
time and effort to identify the minor planet and prove his identification.
The opposition ephemerides of minor planets are given with an accuracy of about one
minute of are. This accuracy is sufficient to properly point even large telescopes. The
aim of the makers of the opposition ephemerides is to attain this accuracy, and their
principal efforts are expended in this direction. The effort needed to maintain this
accuracy for all of the numbered minor planets taxes to the limit the resources of those
doing this work. In order to cover all of the numbered minor planets as well as possible,
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approximations have often been found necessary, especially for the lower-numbered
planets that are relatively bright and can be found quite far from their predicted posi-
tions. It should be noted that an observer searching for a stray minor planet need not
look in all directions from the predicted position, but instead only along a narrow band
through it. The const ults that define this band are given with each opposition ephemeris
and are computed on t.. basis that at any instant the orbit of the minor planet traces a
line on the sky, and, of course, the minor planet itself must be somewhere on this line.
For the higher-numbered minor planets that are relatively faint, efforts to obtain higher
accuracy are often made to prevent their loss. The procedures that have been employed
to provide the opposition ephemerides were adopted by necessity in view of the very
small budgets available. The results have been adequate for the intended purpose. In
fact, the results are somewhat remarkable when one realizes that some outstanding
astronomers consider the minor planets to be the "vermin of the sky. "
3.5 BASIS FOR ORBITAL ELE1\ENTS
Data about the orbital elements themselves - their observational basis, their likely
accuracy, the perturbations that were included, etc. - are given in condensed form in
the annual volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets for those planets for which new
elements were computed since the previous volume was issued. Data were found in
each of the annual volumes from 1948 through 1972. The data published vary slightly
over the years, but usually consist of:
a. The years of the first and last oppositions from which observed positions
were used in the orbit computations
b. The total number of oppositions that had usable observed positions
c. The major planets included in the computation of the perturbations
d. The largest residual mn right ascension (see below)
e. Reference to publication of the orbit work (Given only in recent years,
and then for only a small number of the minor planets)
Item d. above needs some discussion. By "residual" is here meant the difference
between an observed right ascension and the right ascension computed from the orbit
elements and associated perturbations. This residual may be due to an incorrect
observed position, to insufficient perturbations, to the employment of approximate
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methods, or to other possible causes; nevertheless, when properly evaluated, it is a
good measure of the accuracy of the orbit elements. It is given by the orbit computer
solely for this purpose, and presumably the value he has quoted is based on his best
judgment of the accuracy of his work. In any case, it is the only estimate of orbital
accuracy that is consistently published for all of the numbered minor planets, and it
must necessarily be used as a principal datum in the estimate of ephemeris accuracy.
New sets of elements for each numbered minor planet appeared at least twice in the
annual volumes mentioned, and many minor planets had three or more sets of new ele-
ments in that time interval. Each set of new elements was keypunched into cards, and
a computer program then selected the latest set for each numbered minor planet.
The orbital elements themselves were taken from the table of elements in the 1972
volume of Ephemerides of Minor Planets. For each minor planet, these are:
* Brightness (in astronomical magnitudes) of the minor planet itself
* Epoch and date of osculation (here identical, but not necessarily so,
in general) to which the elements refer
* Mean anomaly at Epoch
* Argument of periheli n
* Longitude of the ascending node on the ecliptic of 1950.0
* Inclination to the ecliptic of 1950. 0
* Eccentric angle (The eccentricity is the sine of this)
* Mean daily motion in seconds of arc
* Semi-major axis (Not used, since the value obtained from the mean
daily motion is more accurate)
The date of osculation is the instant at which the elliptical orbit osculates - not in the
ordinary mathematical sense, but in an astronomical sense, which defines the osculat-
ing orbit to be the ellipse that represents the instantaneous orbit at the instant of oscula-
tion. Stated another way, the instant of osculation is the instant at which a numerical
integration of the perturbed motion must be started with the stated elements. On the
other hand, the epoch is the instant for which the position of the minor planet in the
ellipse is stated. That the epoch and date of osculation are here identical is simply a
matter of convenience - a single date serves two purposes.
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3.6 EPHEMERIS ACCURACY, A GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The principal part of the inaccuracy of an ephemeris computed from a given set of
elements arises from the failure of those elements to fit exactly the actual positions
of the minor planet at the times of observation. This may be due to errors in the
observed positions themselves, to failure to fully compute the perturbations, to a dis-
tribution of observations that leads to a poorly conditioned determining matrix, or to
other causes. Whatever the causes, the sizes of the residuals will usually be good
indicators of the quality of the resulting orbital elements. A visual inspection of all
the residuals is the best way to judge the quality of the elements, since it will reveal
systematic trends that are often meaningful. A single number like the probable error
(or mean error) of the mean daily motion lumps together the errors of observations,
the blunders of computation, and the systematic trends, but usually provides a good and
meaningful measure of the accuracy of the elements. In the present case, neither the
residuals nor the probable errors are available for most of the minor planets. The
only datum here available is the largest residual in right ascension, described earlier.
This must necessarily be taken as the only available measure of the accuracy of the
elements, or more particularly of the accuracy of the mean daily motion, since by far
the largest part of the ephemeris error arises from this element, with the other ele-
ments playing only minor roles.
3.7 EMPIRICAL FORMULA DEVELOPMENT
In order to predict the ephemeris uncertainty, it was necessary to devise an empirical
formula that utilized as well as possible the available data of somewhat doubtful quality.
It is well known that the error in the mean daily motion is the most important source of
error after a long time. During the computation of a predicted position, the mean daily
motion is multiplied by the time interval since the epoch, while all the other elements
are not so used. The problem of using the largest residual found during the orbit
computations as a measure of the ephemeris accuracy is then the problem of converting
this residual into an error in the mean daily motion. No rigorous theoretical basis
exists for doing this. The method used was simply to assume that the error in the mean
daily motion was equal to the quoted residual divided by the time interval covered by
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the observations used in the orbit determination. In many cases, this will turn out to
be a good assumption; in some cases it may be quite far from the truth. However,
there is no apparent better way of proceeding.
A small error in the mean daily motion also arises from the limited precision 
with which
the mean daily motion is quoted in Ephemerides of Minor Planets. This can 
give rise
to an error as large as 0.0005 second of are per day, which amounts to nearly 0.2
second of arc per year. After 20 years, which is often the inte'rval since the epoch
of the elements, this amounts to nearly four seconds of arc.
The epochs for current elements fall in the range of years from 1892 through 1969, with
major clustering in 1951 (with 348 minor planets), 1957 (with 237 minor planets, and
1962 (with 395 minor planets).
Another small error arises from the limited precision with which the other elements
are quoted in Ephemerides of Minor Planets. This error does not 
build up with the time ,
Each of the above errors applies to the position as seen from the Sun. At opposition,
the minor planet is one astronomical unit closer to the Earth than it is to the Sun; thus,
the error computed from the empirical formula derived as outlined above must 
be
multiplied by the factor A/(A-1), where A is the semi-major axis of the elliptical orbit.
To compute the ephemeris uncertainty, the sum of the two errors in the mean daily
motion was multiplied by the interval between the year of interest and the earlier 
of
(1) the year of the epoch or (2) a year near the middle of the interval covered by the
observations on which the orbit determination was based. To this was added 
the con-
stant error of 1. 8 seconds or arc. This sum was then multiplied by the factor A/(A-1)
to give the predicted ephemeris uncertainty in seconds of arc. 
The result was also
reduced to kilometers in the orbit. Usually, 1 second of arc here corresponds 
to
roughly 1000 kilometers; but the conversion factor depends, of 
course, upon the dis-
tance of the minor planet from the Earth.
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This empirical formula, or procedure, has been used to estimate the ephemeris un-
certainty for each of the numbered minor planets. A computer program provided a
listing of the basic data, of the predicted uncertainties expressed in seconds of arc
and in thousands of kilometers, and of brief remarks concerning a few special cases
among the minor planets. The final computer listing of these results is shown in
Appendix A. The computer program also.writes all of this on a magnetic tape from
which additional copies of the listing can be made directly.
The remark "LOST" appearing in Appendix A after 14 minor planets is self-explanatory.
The remark "ESTIMATED" appears after 46 minor planets. It indicates that for those
minor planets the predicted uncertainty in seconds of are was not computed from the
empirical formula used for other minor planets. Instead, the uncertainty was estimated
directly in seconds of arc, usually because the data needed by the empirical formula
were either missing or inadequate. However, for the first four minor planets (Ceres,
Pallas, Juno, and Vesta) it was estimated to be 1.0 second of are because excellent
orbit determinations and perturbations exist for these large and bright minor planets.
3.8 DISCUSSION OF SURVEY RESULTS
Results from the survey of published minor planet ephemeris data, primarily from
Ephemerides of Minor Planets, can be summarized as follows:
a. The details of how the orbit determination was computed are not often
published.
b. The only accuracy indicator provided by the published data is the maximum
residual in right ascension.
c. Using an empirical relationship to estimate current ephemeris accuracies
resulted in a wide range of ephemeris uncertainties. An attempt to improve
this empirical relationship, based on data from a few selected minor planets,
showed no significant change.
d. The survey showed that the published data provide ephemerides of accept-
able accuracy for only a very few minor planets.
The distribution of the predicted uncertainties according to size, as taken directly
from the computer listing of Appendix A, is shown in Table 3-1. It is hoped that the
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accuracy of these estimated uncertainties is a little better than order-of-magnitude.
At first sight, this may seem to be very low accuracy, but it should be noted that the
estimated uncertainties range from 1 second of arc through 3000 seconds of arc. Thus,
the presumed accuracy of the estimates is significant in that the numbered minor planets
are separated into at least several groups between which the ephemeris uncertainties
differ widely.
Table 3-1
DISTRIBUTION OF PREDICTED UNCERTAINTIES
Range Number Range Number Range Number
(Seconds of (Seconds of (Seconds of
of Arc) Planets of Are) Planets of Arc) Planets
0 - 10 49 0 - 100 1209 0- 1000 1654
10 - 20 480 100 - 200 .141 1000 - 2000 48
20 - 30 327 200 - 300 89 2000 - 3000 16
30 - 40 140 300 - 400 82 3000 - 4000 1
40 - 50 80 400 - 500 53
50 - 60 49 500 - 600 26
60 - 70 28 600 - 700 14 LOST 14
70 - 80 22 700 - 800 18
80 - 90 21 800 - 900 13
90 - 100 13 900 - 1000 9 ESTIMATED 46
1209 1654 _ 1779
Attempts were made to locate additional data in the literature with which to improve
the accuracy of the predicted uncertainties. In the last century and during the early
part of this one, all orbit determinations were published in considerable detail. This
rarely happens now, presumably because of high cost and the desire to devote avail-
able space to other things. As a result, most orbit determinations for the numbered
minor planets are not published outside of Ephemerides of Minor Planets, and a very
condensed form is adopted for those that are published elsewhere. The additional
data that were located in the literature added little that was new and helpful.
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Accurate residuals with accurate perturbations included were computed for 21 numbered
minor planets in an effort to calibrate or improve the empirical formula used. These
residuals showed nothing unexpected and agreed with the estimated uncertainties within
the (admittedly large) uncertainties of the uncertainties. No basis was found for attemp-
ting to make a significant improvement to the procedure adopted to estimate the ephem-
eris uncertainties or to the estimated uncertainties themselves. In a positive sense,
the correctness of the early procedures was confirmed.
It is believed that the value of the results contained in the final listing would be lessened
if any attempt were made to improve or change the predicted uncertainties for only a
small portion of the planets. If this were done, the systematic and uniform basis for
the results would be destroyed without any real gain. The final listing should remain
as it now exists, and all effort in the future should be expended on an improved sys-
tem for keeping track of the numbered minor planets.
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Section 4
NEW SYSTEM FOR DETERMINING MINOR PLANET EPHEMERIDES
In the course of a survey of the accuracies with which the ephemerides of the numbered
minor planets are currently known (the results of which are discussed in Section 3), it
became increasingly apparent that not only were the uncertainties in most cases very
large, but also that there exists at present no efficient method for using the available
data. In this section a new system is described for determining the minor planet
ephemerides. Numerical examples (based on the inadequate, low-quality orbit ele-
ments currently available) are included purely to illustrate the advantages of the new
system. When fully implemented, this system will directly provide the information
required by those involved with the ephemerides of the minor planets.
4. 1 NEED FOR MORE DATA AND EPHEMERIDES
As a result of the perturbing influences of the major planets, the orbital elements and
ephemerides of the minor planets are continually changing. Astronomers and mission
analysts need a simple method for obtaining accurate data for specific dates. The
astronomer may need data accurate for the date of his photograph or for an earlier
date for which accurate position measurements have been made or published. The
mission analyst may be planning a possible mission and thus requires the minor planet
position several years in the future. The need for accurate orbit elements and posi-
tional coordinates of the minor planets at remote times is common to both the astron-
omer and the mission analyst.
The present system of publishing elements and opposition ephemerides of the numbered
minor planets in the annual volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets provides the bare
minimum of information needed by the astronomer, and almost none of the information
needed by the mission analyst. For example, the opposition ephemeris gives an astron-
mer the means to point his photographic telescope at the minor planet, and auxiliary
data given with the ephemeris permits him to identify the trail of the minor planet on
his photograph with more or less certainty. No means whatever is provided for him
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to compare an accurately measured position of the minor planet 
on his photograph with
the position predicted by the published elements, and thus no monitoring 
of the accuracy
of those elements is practicable. Similarly, the mission analyst 
wishes to find the
position in space of the minor planet at some future date, with 
an accuracy of a very
few thousands of kilometers. He cannot do this from the published orbital 
elements,
because the perturbations since the epoch of those published elements 
may well amount
to ten million kilometers or more.
The essential shortcoming of Ephemerides of Minor Planets is 
that the influences of the
major planets are not available, and their computation is beyond the means 
of most
astronomers and mission analysts. Thus, there is a need for a simple 
way to provide
the perturbations in the osculating elements and in the rectangular 
coordinates relative
to the published elements at the dates of osculation. These perturbations, 
added to the
position derived through two-body formulae, will provide 
an accurate minor planet
position. The astronomer will have a position as accurate 
as his measurement for
comparison. The mission analyst will have a position for 
accurate planning of his
mission.
A system developed to satisfy the needs of all those involved 
with the minor planets is
described in the following paragraph.
4.2 THE NEW SYSTEM
The new system is characterized by the attempt to provide all of the data 
needed to
satisfy the requirements of all users and to provide these data in a systematic 
and
uniform manner for all of the numbered minor planets.
Elements of the new system are summarized as follows:
a. Orbit elements for all numbered minor planets are defined at a single date.
b. Orbit elements are advanced in 400-day intervals.
c. Integration and processing is done in groups of 50 minor planets.
d. The processing is highly efficient: 100 seconds of CDC6400 CPU time per
50 minor planets per 400 days at 4-day step intervals.
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e. Perturbations in rectangular coordinates are computed only once for each
minor planet in intervals of 4 days.
f . The new system provides-
* The osculating elements and their perturbations at intervals of 400 days
over the years of interest, the angular elements being referred to mean
ecliptic and equinox of 1950.0
* The rectangular coordinates and their perturbations at intervals of 4
days over the years of interest, referred to" the mean equator and
equinox of 1950.0
A standard date of 1972 October 10 was adopted. This corresponds to Julian Date
2441600.5 and is one of the standard 400-day dates recommended by the International
Astronomical Union (i. e., the integral part is exactly divisible by 400). Nearby
standard 400-day dates are given in Table 4-1. The data in the new system are then
provided at the standard 400-day dates forward and backward from the adopted standard
date.
A new observation is now never more than 200 days from a date of osculation, and the
representation of the observation by means of the osculating two-body elements alone
immediately gives an accuracy of a very few second of arc, since the perturbations
over 200 days are very small. These perturbations are computed and tabulated be-
tween the 400-day dates at intervals of 4 days. When these perturbations in the
rectangular coordinates are added to the rectangular coordinates computed from the
osculating two-body elements, a perfect gravitational representation is achieved.
Perturbations in rectangular coordinates over an interval of 200 days are essentially
independent of small errors in the osculating elements, and thus need to be computed
only once. Since the dates of osculation of their orbit elements are all the same,
perturbations for 50 minor planets are computed by numerical integration in a single
computer run and output on tape for recovery as needed.
A significant benefit of the standardized nature of the new system lies in the efficiencies
with which the data are computed for the approximately 1800 numbered minor planets.
Thus, the data can be further and continually monitored and economically upgraded
through the utilization of all past and current observations.
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Julian Date Calendar Date Julian Date Calendar Date
243,0000.5 1941 Jan 6.0 244,0000.5 1968 May 24.0
0400.5 1942 Feb 10.0 0400.5 1969 Jun 28.0
0800.5 1943 Mar 17.0 0800.5 1970 Aug 2.0
1200.5 1944 Apr 20.0 1200.5 1971 Sep 6.0
1600.5 1945 May 25.0 1600.5 1972 Oct 10.0
2000.5 1946 Jun 29.0 2000.5 1973 Nov 14.0
2400.5 1947 Aug 3.0 2400.5 1974 Dec 19.0
2800.5 1948 Sep 6.0 2800.5 1976 Jan 23.0
3200.5 1949 Oct 11.0 3200.5 1977 Feb 26. 0
3600.5 1950 Nov 15.0 3600.5 1978 Apr 2.0
4000.5 1951 Dec 20.0 4000.5 1979 May 7. 0
4400.5 1953 Jan 23.0 4400.5 1980 Jun 10.0
4800.5 1954 Feb 27.0 4800.5 1981 Jul 15.0
5200.5 1955 Apr 3. 0 5200.5 1982 Aug 19. 0
5600.5 1956 May 7.0 5600.5 1983 Sep 23.0
6000.5 1957 Jun 11.0 6000.5 1984 Oct 27.0
6400.5 1958 Jul 16.0 6400.5 1985 Dec 1.0
6800.5 1959 Aug 20.0 6800.5 1987 Jan 5.0
7200.5 196G Sep 23.0 7200.5 1988 Feb 9.0
7600.5 1961 Oct 28.0 7600.5 1989 Mar 15.0
8000.5 1962 Dec 2.0 8000.5 1990 Apr 19.0
8400.5 1964 Jan 6.0 8400.5 1991 May 24.0
8800.5 1965 Feb 9.0 8800.5 1992 Jun 27.0
9200.5 1966 Mar 16.0 9200.5 1993 Aug 1.0
9600.5 1967 Apr 20.0 9600.5 1994 Sep 5.0
245,0000.5 1995 Oct 10.0
4.3 DATA FURNISHED BY THE NEW SYSTEM
Data furnished by the new system are written on two series of tapes; complete listings
are impracticable because of the large volume of material involved. In one series
the osculating elements, perturbations in the elements, and some associated data for
all of the 50 minor planets in a group are written onto tape at each 400-day date. The
most important of these data are listed. Samples of these listings are shown in Appen-
dixes B, D, and E. In the other series, the rectangular coordinates for all of the 50
minor planets in a group are written onto tape at each 4-day date, but are listed for
only one of the minor planets in the group. Samples of this listing are given in
Appendix C.
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In the first series, a tape (or file) contains one record for each group of 50 minor
planets (the last record may contain fewer minor planets, but is of the same size with
unused words containing hash). Each record has 2804 words, consisting of an initial
four words that describe the record and 56 words of data for each of the 50 minor planets
contained therein. Contents of the initial descriptive four words are:
1 Total number of minor planets in this record. Integer.
2 Number of words (56) occupied by each planet. Integer.
3 Relative address (2749) of last minor planet. Integer.
4 Dimension (2804) assigned to the array that holds this record. Integer.
These first four words of each record define a fixed table, which may be operated upon
by several useful subroutines.
The beginning of the array ELM of dimensions (56, 50) immediately follows the fourth
word. The array holds the osculating elements and associated data for the 50 minor
planets contained in the record.
The quantities shown in Table 4-2 are given for each minor planet at 400-day intervals.
Quantities marked with an asterisk are listed in Appendixes B and D. The data given
in these appendixes are for ten 400-day intervals, starting with the initial date of
osculation at October 10, 1972. All quantities are generated in single-precision floating-
point arithmetic unless otherwise specified. At a rate of 556 bytes per inch, each
record occupies about 5 feet of tape, and a complete file occupies about 200 feet.
In the second series, a tape contains one file for each group of 50 minor planets (the
last file may contain fewer minor planets, but has the same number of records). Since
the step interval for the numerical integration is 4 days, there are 115 records in a
file. These records correspond to seven steps before the initial date of osculation,
the initial date of osculation, the 100 steps through the final date of osculation, and
seven steps after the final data of osculation. The complete data in 4-day steps for a
single minor planet are contained in Appendix C for ten 400-day intervals starting with
the initial date of osculation at October 10, 1972. Appendix E contains the same data
in 400-day steps for 50 minor planets.
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Each record (including the last one, wherein unused words contain hash) has 401 words
and contains the quantities shown in Table 4-3. Each word is generated in single-
precision floating-point arithmetic unless otherwise specified. At 800 bpi, each
record occupies about 6 inches of tape, and each file occupies about 60 feet of tape.
Thus, one 2400-foot tape can accommodate about 2000 minor planets over one 400-day
interval.
Table 4-2
CONTENTS OF ELM FOR ONE MINOR PLANET - FIRST
SERIES OF DATA TAPES
Word Contents
1* Number of the minor planet. Integer.
2 Reserved for the future
3-6* Name of the minor planet. 4A4 format.
7-8* Source from which the elements were taken. A4, 14 format. At
present this is always EMP and year, where EMP stands for
Ephemerides of Minor Planets.
9-11* Author of the elements. 3A4 format.
12-15* Reference, if any, to a known publication of the elements where more
complete details are given (such as the observations used, their
residuals, etc.). 4A4 format.
16* Absolute magnitude of the minor planet, which is defined as the astro-
nomical magnitude the minor planet would have if it were placed one
astronomical unit from both Earth and Sun. Here expressed as an
integer with unit of 0. 1 astronomical magnitudes.
17* Quality of the elements. Indicates the stage of improvement of the
elements for this planet. Integer.
-1 denotes a "lost" minor planet.
0 refers only to the minor planet, number 864, which is identical with
minor planet 1078.
1 denotes the initial adopted elements.
2 denotes that the initial adopted elements have been improved by the
method of Section 5.2 applied to one or two positions taken from an
opposition ephemeris.
3 denotes that elements of lower quality have been improved by the
method of Section 5 applied to one or more accurate observed positions.
*Quantities listed in Appendixes B and D
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18* Integral part of the present Julian Date of osculation. Date of
osculation is this number +0. 5.
19-24 Double-precision equatorial coordinates at date of osculation.
Mean equator and equinox of 1950.0.
25-30 Double-precision equatorial velocities at date of osculation. Mean
equator and equinox of 1950.0. Unit of time is the mean solar day.
31* Argument of perihelion in degrees at the date of osculation.
Equinox 1950.0.
32* Longitude of ascending node on the ecliptic in degrees at the date
of osculation. Equinox 1950.0.
33* Inclination to the ecliptic in degrees at the date of osculation.
Equinox 1950.0.
34-42 Equatorial PQR matrix. This matrix rotates from orbital coordinates
to equatorial coordinates at the date of osculation. Equinox 1950.0.
43* Mean anomaly in degrees at the date of osculation.
44* Semimajor axis at the date of osculation.
45* Eccentricity at the date of osculation.
46* Mean daily motion in seconds of are per mean solar day at the date
of osculation.
47* Semiminor axis at the date of osculation.
48* Integral part of the initial Julian Date. This initial Julian Date is
defined as Julian Ephemeris Date 2441600.5 = 1972 October 10.0
Ephemeris Time.
49* Perturbation in the mean anomaly at the present Julian Date of
osculation and since the initial Julian Date. Expressed in degrees.
See par. 4.4, Example 6.
50* Perturbation in the argument of perihelion at the present Julian
Date of osculation and since the initial Julian Date. Expressed in
degrees. Equinox 1950.0.
51* Perturbation in the longitude of the ascending node at the present
Julian Date of osculation and since the initial Julian Date. Expressed
in degrees. Equinox 1950. 0 .
52* Perturbation in the inclination at the present Julian Date of osculation
and since the initial Julian Date. Expressed in degrees. Equinox
1950.0.
*Quantities listed in Appendixes B and D
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53* Perturbation in the semimajor axis at the present Julian Date of
osculation and since the initial Julian Date.
54* Perturbation in the eccentricity at the present Julian Date of
osculation and since the initial Julian Date.
55* Perturbation in the mean daily motion at the present Julian Date of
osculation and since the initial Julian Date. Expressed in seconds
of arc per mean solar day.
56 Available for future use.
*Quantities listed in Appendix B and D
Table 4-3
CONTENTS OF SECOND SERIES OF DATA TAPES
Word Contents
1 Integral part of current Julian Date. Integer.
2 Number of first minor planet in record. Integer.
3 Quality of elements for first minor planet. Integer.
4 Perturbed X-Coordinate
5 Perturbed Y-Coordinate For first minor planet
in record
6 Perturbed Z-Coordinate
7 Perturbation in X-Coordinate
8 Perturbation in Y-Coordinate For first minor planet
9 Perturbation in Z-Coordinate
10 Number of second minor planet in record. Integer.
Etc.
4.4 USE OF DATA FURNISHED BY THE NEW SYSTEM
The space ephemeris described in the previous section provides precisely the data
required by the mission analyst. These same data are needed by the astronomer to
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compute his opposition ephemeris or to represent his observed positions. He needs
only to add the equatorial rectangular coordinates of the Sun to the perturbed equatorial
rectangular coordinates taken from the space ephemeris. He obtains- the equatorial
rectangular coordinates of the mi!or planet referred to the observer as origin. From
these, the astronomer easily computes the right ascension, declination, and other
quantities in his opposition epherneris, or the theoretical right ascension and declina-
tion at the date of his observation to compare with the observed right ascension and
declination.
The data provided by the new system can be used in two basically different situations.
In the first situation, the most accurate elements available to define the orbit of the
minor planet are assumed to be those used to compute the data on the tapes and listings.
In this case, all of the data are correct and may be used directly. In the second situa-
tion, it is assumed that a more accurate set of elements is available, differing only
small amounts from the elements used to compute the taped and listed data. In this
case, only the perturbations in the elements and in the rectangular coordinates should
be used. Results will not be exactly correct, since the perturbations were computed
about a different orbit, but they will be sufficiently accurate for most purposes.
Typical uses of the data on the tapes and in the listings include the following examples:
1. Obtain the perturbed equatorial rectangular space coordinates of a minor
planet at a tabulated 4-day Julian Ephemeris Date. Assume the given
orbital data.
2. Obtain the perturbations in the equatorial rectangular space coordinates of
a minor planet at a tabulated Julian Ephemeris Date. Orbital data may be
as given, or improved.
3. Same as example 1, except that coordinates are required at an untabulated
Julian Ephemeris Date.
4. Same as example 2, except that perturbations are required at an untabulated
Julian Ephemeris Date.
5. Determine the perturbed coordinates at a specified Julian Ephemeris Date
from a set of improved elements.
6. Determine the mean anomaly at a specified Julian Ephemeris Date for a
set of improved elements.
These uses of the data are best explained by specific numerical examples, which will
also help to define the exact meaning of the various kinds of data provided.
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Example 1: Rectangular Coordinates at a 4-Day Point. Suppose that the most accurate
orbit available for the minor planet 1 Ceres is that used in computing the tabulated
data, and that the perturbed equatorial rectangular space coordinates are wanted for
Julian Ephemeris Date 2442164. 5. This date is 164 days later than the immediately
preceeding 400-day date (Julian Ephemeris Date 24420000.5). Also, 164 is exactly
divisible by 4, thus the required date is a tabulated 4-day point. Referring to the for-
mat description for the second series of tapes (par. 4.3) the required coordinates
appear in words 4, 5, and 6 under Julian Ephemeris Date 2442164 and minor planet
number 1. Line 42 of the listing in Appendix C contains these quantities, expressed




Example 2: Perturbations at a 4-Day Point. Suppose that the perturbations in the
equatorial rectangular space coordinates with respect to elements osculating at the
immediately preceding 400-day date are wanted for the minor planet 1 Ceres at Julian
Ephemeris Date 2442164.5 This example will provide the perturbations either in the
given elements, or in improved elements when differences are small. Proceeding as
in the previous example, the required perturbations appear on the second series of
tapes in words 7, 8, and 9 under Julian Date 2442164 and minor planet number 1.
Line 42 of the listing in Appendix C also contains these quantities, expressed in
astronomical units. They are:
delX = 0.0003656068
delY = -0.0000453460
del Z = 0.0000252780
These perturbations for minor planet 1 Ceres correspond to about 55, 000 kilometers
in 164 days, or to about 30 seconds of arc as seen from the Earth at opposition. These
amounts can be much larger or smaller for other minor planets.
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Example 3: Interpolation for Rectangular Coordinates Between 4-Day Points. If the
date in the first example were not a tabular date, then the coordinates would have to
be interpolated from the given table. This can be done easily with the Zig-Zag inter-
polation formula, which is
X n = X O + C1D 1 + C+ 2 D2 + C 3 D3 + C 4 D4 + ... '
where
X is the function being interpolated
Xn is the required interpolated value
XO  is the preceding tabular value
D1  is the 1-st difference on the half-line below XO
D2  is the 2-nd difference on the line through X0
D3  is the 3-rd difference on the half-line below X0
D4  is the 4-th difference on the line through XO; etc.








As many differences as necessary to attain the required accuracy must first be com-
puted from the tabular values for each of the coordinates. Then the corresponding
number of C's must be computed.
Suppose that the perturbed equatorial rectangular space coordinates of the minor planet 1
Ceres are wanted for Julian Ephemeris Date 2442166.1, assuming the given orbit. For
this date n = 0.4. Details of the interpolation are shown only for the X coordinate. The
coordinate and differences to be used in the formula are underlined in the following
table.
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64.5 2.0544716593 -3686609 +609
+273109954 -45714





C1  = +.4
C2  = -. 12
C3  = -.156
C4  = +.0224
X = 2.0654405541
n
Example 4: Interpolation for Perturbations Between 4-Day Points. 
If the date in the
second example were not a tabular date, then the perturbations would have to be inter-
polated from the given table, just as were the coordinates in the previous example.
Suppose the required date is the same; viz., 2442166.1. Then the 
values of the C's





64.5 3656068 +6651 +11
+206705 +85





The interpolated value is del Xn = .0003737947
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It is to be noted that the differences of the perturbations are appreciably smaller than
those of the coordinates, and this fact makes the interpolations a little easier.
Example 5: Rectangular Coordinates for an Improved Orbit. Suppose that an improved
set of orbit elements is available, osculating at the 400-day date preceding the date at
which perturbed coordinates are wanted. The basic steps in the procedure for ob-
taining the required coordinates at a future date are as follows:
* Compute the unperturbed rectangular coordinates at the desired Julian
Date from the improved set of osculating elements, using two-body
formulae.
* Determine the perturbations at the desired future Julian Date, inter-
polating as in the previous example, if required.
* Add the perturbations to the unperturbed coordinates to obtain the
perturbed rectangular coordinates at the desired Julian Date.
Purely as an illustration of the procedure, suppose that the improved osculating ele-
ments are in fact those used to compute the data and listings provided, and that the
perturbed rectangular coordinates are wanted at Julian Ephemeris Date 2442164. 5,
as -in the first example. The values obtained in the first example should result from
the procedure and will serve as an informative check on the procedure computations,
which were performed on an HP-45 calculator.
The orbital values required for this numerical example are contained on the appropriate
tape in the first series. With the exception of the PQR matrix, the required values are
listed in Appendix B. The first requirement, then, is to compute the PQR matrix
(which rotates coordinates from the orbit plane to the equatorial system) according
to the following formulae:
Px = +cos cos w - sin 2 sin o cos i
Py = (+sin Q cos w + cos 0 sin w cos i) cos c - sin w sin i sin E
Pz = (+sin 2 cos w + cos 2 sin w cos i) sin c + sinw sin i cos c
Qx = -cos 9 sin w - sin Q cos w cos.i
Qy = (-sin n sin w + cos 0 cos w cos i) cos e - cos w sin i sin
Qz = (-sin Q sin w + cos 2 cos ( cos i) sin E + cos Asin i cos
Rx = +sin 6 sin i
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R = -cos Q sin i cos E - cos i sin E
y
R = -cos 9 sin i sin c + sin i cos
where
w denotes the argument of perihelion
2 denotes the longitude of the ascending node
i denotes the inclination
c denotes the obliquity of the ecliptic for 1950.0
From the listings of Appendix B, we have
w (=ARGPER) = 70 ° . 19002182
2 (=NODE) = 800. 41833167
i (=INCLINATION) = 100.60075242
and for the equinox of 1950.0
= 230.44578785
Substituting these values in the formulae, the components of the PQR matrix are













(Useful checks on the PQR components, which are direction cosines, are that the sum
of the squares of any row (or column) of components should equal unity, and that the
dot product of any two rows (or columns) should equal zero.)
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We are now in a position to compute the required rectangular coordinates X, Y, Z:
(a) Compute
M = Mo + n (JD - JDo)
where
JDo denotes the Julian Date at osculation
JD denotes the Julian Date for which the coordinates are required
n denotes the mean daily motion
Mo denotes the mean anomaly at JDo
M denotes the mean anomaly at JD
From Appendix B
JDo (=IJDOSC + 0. 5) = 2442000.5
n (=MEAN MOTION) = 770".4945317




M = 1610.5533699 = 2.819638223 rads
(b) Compute E from
E - e sin E - M
where
E denotes the eccentric anomaly
e denotes the eccentricity
From Appendix B
e (=ECCENTRICITY) = 0.07829883826
Then E is obtained iteratively in the following manner:
* Assume first approximation E1 = M radians
* ComputeM 1 = E 1 -esinE 1
M - M 1
SCompute E2 = E 1 + 1- e cos E1
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* Compute M2 = E 2 - e sin E2
o Continue iterating until change in E is negligible
Thus
E = 2.842694665 rads = 1620 .8744067
(c) Compute
X = a(cos E -e)
Y = b sin E
where
b = a (1 - e 2 1/2
and a denotes the semi-major axis.
From Appendix B




(d) Compute the unperturbed coordinates.
xt P QX Rx
y' = P Qy R
Z' Pz Qz R O
Thus
X' = 2.054106054
Y = -1. 754908006
Z' = -1.245779244
(e) Compute the perturbed coordinates by addition of the perturbations obtained in
the second example above.
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Comparison with the values. in the first example validates the computations.
Example 6: The Mean Anomaly for an Improved Orbit. Perturbations in the orbital
elements contained in Appendix D are, except for the case of the mean anomaly,
simply the differences between the elements contained in Appendix B at the correspond-
ing date and at the initial date. The perturbation in the mean daily motion for 1 Ceres
at 2443600. 5, for example, is obtained as follows:
From Appendix B, the mean daily motion, n,
at JD 2443600. 5 = 770. 58375366239
at JD 2441660. 0 = 771. 16700000000
Difference in n = -0. 58324633761
This is precisely the value for the perturbation in n, DEL MDM, tabulated in Appendix D
for JD 2443600. 5.
The mean daily motion is constant in an unperturbed orbit. Any change in its value
with time is due solely to the perturbations of the major planets. The same is true
for any element.
The mean anomaly is not an element in the usual sense, since it changes linearly with
time in an unperturbed orbit. It is therefore given by the formula
M = M0 + n (JD - JDo)
Thus the total perturbation in M consists of perturbations in the individual quantities
M and n. The quantity called DEL MO in Appendix D is the perturbation in M only.
O O
To this must be added the effect of the perturbation in n, and this effect is in fact
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an integral. For a tabular 400-day date this integral is the sum of all preceding
values of DEL MDM multiplied by 400. M is expressed in degrees, while n is
expressed in seconds of arc; thus in practice the sum of the tabular values is
multiplied by 400/3600, or divided by 9.
The total perturbation of M could have been computed directly instead of that for
Mo , but this quantity would be tied to the initial standard date rather than to the
preceding 400-day date. A considerable loss in flexibility would result.
As an illustration, find the value of M for 1 Ceres at 2443600. 5 from the perturba-
tions in Appendix D. Proceed as follows:
(a) From Appendix B, obtain the mean anomaly and mean daily motion for 1 Ceres
at Julian Date JD o = 2441600.5




(b) Compute the unperturbed mean anomaly at JD = 2443600. 5




M = M + 2000 x
o 3600
= 4690. 62199999999
Subtracting 3600, the unperturbed mean anomaly at 2443600.5 is 1090. 62199999999.
(c) Compute the perturbation in n. From Appendix D, obtain the values of DEL MDM
preceding 2443600. 5. These are
JD = 2442000.5 DEL MDM = - 0. 67246831416
2442400.5 - 1.93973984903
2442800.5 - 0.15878519331
2443200. 5 - 0. 21417159313
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The sum of the DEL MDM values is - 2.98516494963. Dividing by 9, the effect of
the perturbation in n is
- 0. 331684994403
(d) From Appendix D, obtain the perturbation in M at JD 2443600. 5. This is
O
DEL MO = -3.422076800154
(e) The total perturbation is then the sum of the values obtained in (c) and (d) above.
This is
- 3. 753761794557
(f) Obtain the perturbed mean,anomaly by adding the total perturbation in (e) to
the unperturbed value in (b)
M = 105. 868238205442
This value compares closely with the perturbed mean anomaly at 2443600. 5 tabulated
in Appendix B for 1 Ceres, which is
M = 105. 868238205548





It has been noted in the preceding sections that the elements initially adopted were ob-
tained from published elements without the inclusion of perturbations over the often
long intervals of time from the dates of osculation in the published elements to the ini-
tial 400-day date. The required numerical integration of these perturbations planet-
by-planet was not practical within the contract period. In this section, provisional
improvement of the initial elements is discussed and the theory of a method to do this
for a minor planet orbit is developed.
The basic idea behind the theory depends on the known fact that by far the largest part
of the error in the position of a minor planet usually lies in its mean anomaly. A
change in the mean anomaly coupled with a small rotation of the orbit plane and no
changes in the other elements can always be made to fit an observed or ephemeris po-
sition, and thus to produce better osculating elements at and near that date.
A suggested procedure to find suitable initial elements for all of the numbered minor
planets is outlined in Figure 5-1. The reduction of published elements for all of the
planets to the initial 400-day date with two-body formulas has been done. The basic
program for numerical integration from the published epochs to the initial 400-day
date is now available for use with those minor planets that possess good elements and
thus deserve this relatively expensive treatment. For those minor planets that do not
have good elements, the appropriate improvement method discussed below may be
used.
5.1 IMPROVEMENT OF ELEMENTS FROM CURRENT OBSERVATIONS
The direct and efficient method developed in par. 5.3, of improving the accuracy of
the minor planet elements at the adopted standard date (October 10, 1972), uses recent
observations taken less than about 200 days from the standard date. During the time
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Figure 5-1 Minor Planet Accuracy Initial Improvement
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within the 200-day interval, the effect of perturbations is negligible, and therefore or-
bit element improvements can be made using only two-body formulae. Unfortunately,
only a few minor planets have available observations within 200 days from the adopted
date.
An alternative is to make use of positions observed earlier. However, to attempt an
improvement with observations several hundreds of days earlier than the standard
date would increase the accuracy of the elements only if the perturbations are included.
The means for improving orbital elements, using recent observations including effects
of perturbations, is included in the new system. The theory is presented in par. 5. 3.
5.2 IMPROVEMENT OF INITIAL ELEMENTS FROM PUBLISHED EPHEMERIDES
Instead of using current or recent observations to improve initial orbital elements,
predicted opposition ephemerides from the published Ephemerides of Minor Planets
can be used. These predicted positions are close (within 200 days) to the adopted date
and therefore perturbation effects can be neglected. Furthermore, these predicted
positions have been computed including perturbations from epoch to the date of tabu-
lated ephemeris position. Therefore, the theory described in par. 5.3 can be applied
directly to improving orbit elements at the adopted date.
5.3 THEORY OF ORBIT IMPROVEMENT METHOD
Suppose we have one perfect observation of a minor planet. How can we use this to
improve the orbit of the minor planet?
An observation of a minor planet consists of two independent quantities; e. g., right
ascension and declination. Thus, one observation imposes two conditions on the orbit;
or, in other words, two orbital elements can be determined from one observation,
provided the other four elements are otherwise known.
Here we propose to determine from the one observation the corresponding eccentric
anomaly, E, and an angle 0, through which the assumed orbit plane must be rotated
about a line in itself in order to obtain the actual orbit plane. The location in the orbit
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plane of the axis of this rotation is arbitrary, but it should be nearly perpendicular to
the radius vector in order to minimize the size of the rotation.
The assumed orbit plane is defined by a set of published or otherwise given angular
elements wo, ~O, and io. The small rotation 0 will, in general, cause small changes
in each of these angular elements. The value found for the eccentric anomaly deter-
mines the mean anomaly at Epoch, since both a and e are not changed. Thus, four of
the six elements are here modified by the two conditions provided by a single observa-
tion; these are Mo, w, Q, and i.
-O -O -O
5.3. 1 Rotation of Orbit Plane. Given a rectangular coordinate system x , y , z
-o _obased on the assumed orbit plane as the x y -plane and let Y be the angle in this plane
-ofrom the positive x -axis to the positive axis of rotation. Given also a rectangular
coordinate system x, y, z based on the actual orbit plane as the R y-plane, then the
rotation matrix connecting the rectangular coordinate systems based on the assumed
-O
and actual orbit planes is obtained by three successive rotations; (1) about the z -axis
through the angle 7, (2) about the resulting x-like axis through the angle 0, and
(3) about the E-axis through the angle -v. Denote this rotation matrix by A, then
y =A (y0
cosY -sin Y 0 1 0 0 cosY sin Y 0
A = sin Y cosY 0 0 cos 6 sin 8 -sin Y cosY 0
0 0 1 0 -sin 0 cos 0 0 0 1
1 -sin - sin Y (1 -cos 8) sin Y cos Y (1 -cos 0) -sin Y sin 8
A = cosY sin Y (1 -cos 8) 1 -cos Y cos Y (1 -cos 0) cosY sin o
sin Y sin 0 -cos Y sin 0 cos 0
Let Y = f + 900, where f is the true anomaly of the radius vector.
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Then
sin-Y cos f sinY cosY = -sin f cos f
cosy = - sin f ' sinY sinY = cos f cos f
cosY cosY = sin f sin.f
1 -cos f cos f (1 -cos 0) -cos f sin f (1 -cos 0) -cos f sin 0
A -sin f cos f (1 -cos 8) 1 -sin f sin f (1 -cosO) -sin f sin 0
cos f sin 8 sin f sin 0 cos 8
The expected size of the angle 0 is of the order of a few seconds of are, or at most a
few minutes of are. Even for the extreme angle of one degree:
sine = .00175 cos0 = .99985 1-cose = .00015
Thus, to the accuracy needed in practice, the matrix A reduces to
1 0 -cos f sin )
A = 0 1 -sin f sin0
cos f sin 0 sin f sin - 1
The complete matrix A may be written"
A=I+B
where
-cos f cos f (1 -cos 0) -cos f sin f (1-cos 0) -cos f sin 0
B -sin f cos f (1-cos 0) -sin f sin f (1-cos 0) -sin f sin 0
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thus
yo = A-1 =
Since
" = r cos f
y = r sin f
z= 0
S-cos f (1 -cos 0)
S y = r -sin f (i -cos 8)
2 -sin 0
Hence
xo cos f (1 -cos 0)
S = y - r sin f (1 -cos e)
zo -sin 0
5. 3. 2 Basic Equations in the Assumed Orbit Plane. The equations connecting the ob-
server, the Sun, and the minor planet may be written
-0 -0 -
-o -o -op = y + Y
-o0 -0 -o
pv = z +
-0- =o -o
where Xo, Yo, .o are the coordinates of the Sun with respect to the observer; o, L-oO
o are the direction cosines of the right ascension and declination measured by the ob-
server; and p is the distance between the observer and the minor planet.
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Substitute for the coordinates (Rx, yo, ' ) relative to the assumed orbit plane the co-
ordinates (R, y, z) relative to the actual orbit plane. Then
RO -0 cos f (1 -cos 0)
P o + o - r sin f (1 -cos 8)
-o Zo -sin 9
Explicitly, the basic equations become:
po = a (cos E -e) + -o - r cos f (1 -cos 0)
p 0o = b sin E + Yo - r sin f (1 -cos) (1)
-o -o
pV = 0 + Z + r sin 0
5.3.3 Solution of Basic Equations. Since 0 is so small, (1 -cos 0) is negligible in
the first approximation. To exploit this fact, let
-o-X Xo - rcosf (1 -cos) (2)
? _Yo - r sin f (1 -cos O)
Thus, the basic equations (1) may be written:
pA0 = a (cos E -e) +
p o = b sin E + / (3)
p = + o + r sine
In the first approximation the terms in (1 -cos 0) are set to zero, and in subsequent
approximations they are computed from the previous approximation. In this way the
first two of the above equations are used to determine p and E, while the last is used
to determine sin 0.
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To solve for p and E, write
cos E = 
- (X - ae) /a
sin E = .Pop y /b(
.1 = (-o - + ae) 2/a2  o 2 /b2
or b2 ( - / + ae)2 + a2Op /)2 = a2 b2
[a2 o2 + b2 P2 - 2 [a2 o + b o ( - ae) p
+ [a '2 + b2 (/ _ ae) 2 - a2b2] = 0
But
b 2  a2 (1 - e2 )
0* 2 + (1 -e 2) oP 2 - 2 o Y' + (1 -e 2 X ( - ae)] p
+ [y 2 + (1 -e 2 ) (X ae)2 _ b2] (5)
The solution (or solutions) to this quadratic is the required distance P. Then cos E
and sin E follow from (4), r = a (1 -e cos E), 0 is obtained from the third of (3),
and a new iteration can be started with the computation of X and I from equation (2).
When the iterations have converged, the mean anomaly (M ) at Epoch is obtained from
M o = E -e sin E + n(t - to)
Finally, the rotation matrix, A, is computed with 0 and applied to the given PQR
matrix to obtain the improved PQR matrix, from which the improved values of w, R,
and i may be computed by standard formula, if desired.
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To examine the values of the roots of the quadratic (5), suppose e = 0 and (1 -cos 0)
0. Then
2 2 2 2
-o 2 -o-o -o o -o o 2(- + P )p -2 (-X + Wo Y) + (X + - a) 0
Neglecting the small effect of all Z - terms, we have
2 2
o2 + 2 = 1, I  + Po o Rcos , X + = R
p 2 2pR cos + (R2-a 2 ) = 0
p -Rcos4) 2 -(a2 - R 2 sin2 ) = 0
p = R cos$ a2 - R2sin 2 4,
In the neighborhood of opposition cos ' = - 1, and there
2 2(P + 1) = a
P= a-1 or -a-1
Hence, only one positive root is possible there, and its value agrees with the value
seen from the geometrical relations.
Roots of the general equation represent the distance from the observer to a point on
the minor planet orbit in the direction observed. So long as the minor planet orbit
lies outside that of the Earth, only one positive root is possible. If, however, the
minor planet orbit penetrates that of the Earth, then a second positive root may be
possible.
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As soon as the distance P is obtained from the quadratic equation, sin E, cos E,
sin f, cos f, r, etc., follow immediately. Then
r sin 0 = vOP - Z o
and the solution is complete to the accuracy of the approximation.
The value for p obtained from the first approximation will probably always be sufficient.
However, the solution of the basic equations can always be obtained to any desired
accuracy in a practical case by easy iterations. In each iteration the values from the
previous iteration are used to compute the terms neglected in the first approximation,
and the iteration then proceeds exactly as in the first approximation.
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Described in this section are the computer programs that were developed to provide
the new system discussed in Section 4. A general overview of the program capabilities
is given, and the numerical integration techniques employed are described. In addi-
tion, two data tapes, which were received to assist the contract work, are reviewed.
The computer programs developed during the study are listed and briefly described in
Appendix F.
Almost all programs were written in FORTRAN IV, and features peculiar to local in-
stallations were usually avoided. Advantage was taken of the 60-bit word length of the
CDC6400, and conversion to a machine with a shorter word length would be difficult.
Compilation and runs were done under a local version (CALIDOSCOPE) of the SCOPE
operating system. Active programs and subroutines were maintained in a library kept
in a permanent file on disk. 'I he Berkeley machine has four tape drives, but no pro-
gram requires more than two. Extended core storage was not directly used. The
largest programs required about 70, 000 (octal) words of central memory.
6.1 GENERAL PROGRAM LAYOUT
An overview of the computer programs is shown in Figure 6-1. The published minor
planet elements at Epoch are reduced to the standard date with no perturbations and
output on tape. Two subprograms are available for improving the taped elements at
the standard date according to the data available. The taped elements are then input
to a subprogram whose primary function is to integrate, forward or backward, the
rectangular coordinates of 50 minor planets for one 400-day interval. Two series of
tapes are produced (see par. 4.3). The first series is designated Tape B in Figure
6-1 (Tape A is an initial version to start the process) and contains the elements of
the minor planets and associated data. The second series is designated Tape C and
contains the rectangular coordinates and perturbations with respect to the preceding
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NMP 20 ELEMENTS REDUCED FROM EPOCH TO STANDARD
DATE (241600.5) WITH NO PERTURBATIONS
TAPE A ELEMENTS FOR ALL NUMBERED MINOR PLANETS AT STD DATE 2441600.5
NMP 24 ELEMENTS AT STANDARD DATE IMPROVED BY USE OF TWO
EPHEMERIS POSITIONS DURING THE NEAREST OPPOSITION
NMP 25 ELEMENTS AT STANDARD DATE IMPROVED BY USE OF
ONE OR MORE RECENT OBSERVED POSITIONS
NMP 26 ELEMENTS ADVANCED FROM ANY EPOCH TO NEXT
400-DAY DATE WITH FULL PERTURBATIONS INCLUDED
k~ - ----- ~~1~~------- ------ ~
NMP23 INTEGRATE FORWARD OR BACKWARD THE RECTANGULAR
COORDINATES OF 50 MINOR PLANETS FOR 400 DAYS. I
COMPUTE, LIST AND TAPE ELEMENTS, RECTANGULAR COORD
INATES AND PERTURBATIONS AS DIRECTED BY CONTROL CARDS
TAPE B TAPE C
ELEMENTS, PERTURBATIONS, RECTANGULAR COORDINATES,
ASSOCIATED DATA, RESTART PERTURBATIONS WITH RESPECT
DATA. TO PRECEDING 400-DAY DATE.
I TAPE D SAME AS TAPE C, BUT
WITH RESPECT TO NEARER
400-DAY DATE.
i,,--------
Figure 6-1 General Program Layout
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400-day date. Existing capabilities are indicated by solid lines in Figure 6-1, future
extensions are indicated by broken lines. A description of the program functions is
given in the lollowing paragraphs.
NMP 20. The taped elements described in par. 3. 5 were reduced with Program
NMP 20 to the standard data (Julian Ephemeris Date 244 1600.5 = 1972 October 10. 0
Ephemeris Time) adopted in par. 4.2. The program uses two-body formulae; that is,
all elements except the mean anomaly were adopted without change, while the mean
anomaly at the standard date was computed from
M1600 - MEpoch + nEpoch (2441600.5 - JDEpoch)
This simple approximate method is intended only to provide a uniform set of elements
for all of the numbered minor planets so that systematic methods and programs can be
used henceforth. The adopted elements were output to magnetic tape, designated
Tape A.
NMP 24. This program uses for each numbered minor planet two predicted
positions taken from the opposition ephemeris nearest to the standard date, improves
the initial adopted elements, and produces a new Tape A.
NMP 25. This program is similar to NMP 24 but uses a single observed posi-
tion for each further improvement of the initial elements.
NMP 23. Tape A provides the initial input to NMP 23, which performs the
prime function of integrating the rectangular coordinates of a set of up to 50 minor
planets for an interval of 400 days either forward or backward. Two tapes are pro-
duced. Tape B contains the elements of the minor planets, the perturbations and as-
sociated data, and also restart data for a following 400 day interval. Tape C contains
the rectangular coordinates and their perturbations with respect to the preceding 400-
day date (see par. 4. 3).
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The methods employed in NMP 24 and NMP 25 are relatively inexpensive and satisfy
an immediate need. However, they do not fully utilize the accuracy inherent in pub-
lished elements that have been determined by the best methods from adequate data.
For those minor planets that have excellent elements, perhaps osculating at a distant
epoch, there is no alternative to reducing such elements from their epoch of oscula-
tion to the standard date 2441600. 5 by means of accurate numerical integration. Since
the epoch of osculation will usually not be a 400-day date, this reduction should be done
in two steps:
a. Use of NMP 26 to integrate one or more minor planets from a common oscu-
lating date to the following 400-day date
b. Use of the principal program NMP 23 to reduce from that 400-day date to the
standard date 2441600. 5
Once initial elements at 2441600.5 have been obtained, the elements can be accurately
extended to any earlier or later 400-day date by means of the principal program
NMP 23.
NMP 26 is indicated on Figure 6-1 as a future extension of the new system that should
be considered for implementation. An envisaged additional extension is Tape D. This
tape is the same as Tape C except that the perturbations are with respect to the nearer
(instead of preceding) 400-day date. This procedure will minimize the magnitude of
the largest perturbation.
The principal Program NMP 23 will be discussed in more detail because of its import-
ance in computing the data provided by the new system. A flow diagram of the program
is shown in Figure 6-2.
NMP 23 has many options that may be exercised during test or production runs. They
are specified by the numbers punched in two initial control cards. During production
runs, they control the flow of the program from group to group of 50 minor planets or
over successive 400-day intervals, as well as the type and quantity of listings to be
produced.
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READ TWO PROGRAM CONTROL CARDI
READ FOUR CARDS WITH NUMBERS OF SINGLE MINOR PLANETS SELECTED
FROM EACH GROUP OF 50 FOR FULL LISTING.
POSITION SPECIAL TAPE OF PLANETARY COORDINATES AND INDIRECT TERMS.
READ DATA FOR CURRENT 400-DAY INTERVAL INTO HIGH-SPEED MEMORY,
WHERE IT REMAINS UNTIL A NEW 400-DAY INTERVAL IS ENCOUNTERED.
INITIALIZE FOR ONE GROUP OF 50 MINOR PLANETS.
READ ELEMENTS FOR REQUIRED GROUP OF 50 MINOR PLANETS
FROM TAPE A OR TAPE B.
COMPUTE NUMERICAL I NTEGRATION - STARTING PROCESC MPU E
ACCELERATIONS NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
- RUN PROCESS
MONITOR THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
CONTROL AND IMPLEMENT THE OUTPUT LISTINGS
AND TAPES B, C.
COMPUTE DOUBLE-PRECISION RECTANGULAR
COORDINATES AND VELOCITIES AT FINAL
400-DAY DATE.
DECIDE ON NEXT GROUP OF 50 MINOR PLANETS
OR NEXT 400-DAY INTERVAL.
TERMINATION
Figure 6-2 NMP 23 Flow Diagram
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While the rectangular coordinates of each minor planet at each 4-day step are com-
puted and output to Tape C, their complete listing would produce too much output for
practical storage or use. Accordingly, a single minor planet among each group of 50
is chosen to receive such listings, and the extent of these is limited as specified in
the initial control cards. The numbers of those planets selected in the groups of 50
are read from four further'initial cards.
Options in the initial control cards specify the major planets that are to be included in
the perturbations. In the current production runs, all major planets from Mercury
through lPluto, both inclusive, have been used. These same options direct the prior
preparation by Program J P 1,8 of the special tape of planetary coordinates and indirect
terms required by NM P 23. On this tape, each 400-day interval must be complete;
that is, it must include data for dates before the starting osculating date and after the
final one. Thus, each 400-day interval overlaps both the preceding and following ones.
Indirect terms are those parts of the planetary accelerations that are due to the use of
an origin at the center of the accelerated Sun.
The tapes (A and B) output by NMP 20, NMP 23, NMP 24, and NMP 25 all have the
format required for input to NMP 23. The contents of these tapes are described in
par. 4.3.
The numerical integration process and programs are described in par. 6.2.
Options contained in the initial control cards direct the program to start with a given
group of 50 minor planets, to continue over one or more groups, and to end with a
given minor planet. Or, a single group of 50 or fewer minor planets can be integrated
over successive 400-day intervals, either forward or backward.
Numerous checks are provided in the program to ensure that a run is set up in a con-
sistent and logical manner, and with the correct data. Failure of any check causes
immediate termination with a diagnostic. Numbers that appear on the page and column
headings are set by the program and are those actually used.
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6.2 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES
The numerical integration is carried out with a predictor-corrector formula, and the
process is started by an iterative method. The single and double sums are carried to
double precision, but all other quantities are computed to single precision, which on
the CDC 6400 amounts to about 14 significant places. The differential equations of
motion in rectangular coordinates are integrated directly; that is, the so-called
"Cowell method" is used. At the same time, the unperturbed coordinates are com-
puted from the starting elements and are subtracted from the integrated ones to give
the perturbations in the coordinates. This procedure is much to be preferred to the
so-called "Encke method" when used on a modern electronic computer, since the sizes
of the numbers are not as important as they were when the computations were done by
hand. Each method, when properly done, will yield exactly the same accuracy - no
more, no less.
To test the accuracy of the integration process and programs, integrations of several
minor planets were made with only two-body accelerations. After 100 steps, it was
found that the integrated coordinates agreed with the coordinates computed from two-
body formulae within the accuracy of the latter (14 significant places). Of course,
this agreement would not continue if the integrations were continued over a large num-
ber of steps.
The accelerations produced by all the major planets from Mercury through Pluto are
included in production runs The step interval of the integration is four days. This
short interval is necessary because of the short period and high eccentricity of Mer-
cury's orbit (e = 0. 206). It should be remarked here that no other integration process
(Encke method; integration of the elements; etc.) can use a step interval longer than
can be used in the present process to attain the same accuracy. The limitation on the
length of the step interval is inherent in all methods, so long as the attraction of Mer-
cury is included. Even this short step interval may produce an appreciable error when
the integrations are extended over a very large number of steps (1000's).
At each and every step of a numerical integration, a short test of the computer's cen-
tral processor is made to prove that it is still functioning correctly. Any failure of
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this test causes an immediate abort with listing of the central processor registers and
storage areas. No error isolated from a general machine malfunction has been
detected.
At each step of the integration the difference between the predicted and corrected val-
ues for each coordinate is monitored, as is the size of a specified difference of the
accelerations at successive dates. These values are stored in memory for each of
the 150 coordinates. Whenever a value larger than the stored one is encountered, the
larger value replaces the one in storage. These monitor variables are not used to
modify the step interval or to cause termination, since with the short step interval
used here difficulties are not anticipated (except for the very few extraordinary minor
planets moving in orbits of very high eccentricity, and these always require special
treatment). The function of the monitor variables here is mainly to prove that nothing
unexpected did actually happen, and they are ordinarily printed out at the end of each
400-day interval to give visual proof.
About 100 seconds of central processor time on the CDC 6400 are required to integrate
50 minor planets through one 400-day interval. Thus, the integration of the numbered
minor planets would require about 1 hour of central processor time on this machine.
This high speed demonstrates the economy of the mass production approach and makes
practicable the integration of all of the numbered planets over long periods of time.
6.3 JPL PLANETARY POSITION DATA TAPE
The easy inclusion of the accelerations by all of the major planets was made possible
through the generosity of Dr. J. H. Lieske, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, who kindly
provided tapes containing the coordinates of the major planets aL an interval of 4 days
for the 19th and the 20th centuries. These tapes were translated to the system of the
CDC 6400, and work tapes needed by the various programs can now easily be made.
6.4 MINOR PLAN ET OBSERVATION DATA TAPE
Dr. Paul Herget, Director, Minor Planet Center, Cincinnati Observatory, very
kindly provided a tape containing all observations published since approximately 1940
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for all of the numbered minor planets. An examination of the observations contained
on this tape shows that for most minor planets the latest accurate observations lie sev-
eral years prior to the adopted initial 400-day date of 1972 October 10. At the begin-
ning of the work, only a very few more recent observations were available from other
sources. For most minor planets, the perturbations from the adopted initial date back-
ward to the latest accurate observations are large compared to the accuracy of the ob-
servations themselves. Thus perturbations must be included even in the first use of
these observations, and the computation of the perturbations should be based on better
initial elements than those furnished by the adopted initial ones derived solely from the
two-body reduction from the published epoch to the adopted initial epoch. Accordingly,
less use has actually been made of the observations on this tape than was originally
anticipated.
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Conclusions from the study are summarized as follows:
a. The survey of the accuracy of minor planet ephemerides showed that the
present system does not provide accurate ephemerides nor does it provide
the means for comparing these data with current observations without
prohibitive computation. The orbit elements for most numbered minor
planets are not sufficiently good to provide the accuracy needed for mission
planners, and are totally inadequate unless brought up to the date of the
mission with the inclusion of perturbations by the major planets. The cur-
rent system of providing approximate opposition ephemerides is barely suf-
ficient for the simplest needs of astronomers and is not organized so as to
provide extension to other research work.
b. The new system is designed to satisfy the needs of mission analysts and
astronomers alike. The best possible initial elements will be provided for
all of the numbered minor planets, and perturbations relative to these elements
will be computed over the time intervals of interest. Means will be provided
to monitor the accuracy of the initial elements and to improve them, on the
basis of recent observed positions, as the need arises. Results in formats
easy to use will be made available to all who need them.
c. Methods for quickly improving the accuracy of the initial approximate
elements at the adopted standard date on the basis of published ephemerides
or recent observations have been developed and tested. These are designed
to give initial elements of a quality sufficient to provide good perturbations
without extensive numerical integrations. They will serve to get the new
system started in an economical and systematic manner.
d. Computer programs to do the work required to set up the new system have
been completed. Basic programs for the numerical integration of perturba-
tions in groups of 50 minor planets have been designed, programmed, and
tested. These programs possess the efficiencies of mass production, so
that rather extensive numerical integrations are now practicable.
The following recommendations are suggested for continued development and use of the
new system:
a. Improve the accuracy of the osculating elements of all of the numbered minor
planets at the standard date 1972 October 10, using techniques and computer
programs now available. These programs are diagrammatically shown and
described in par. 6. 1.
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b. Continuously monitor the accuracy of the elements by representing all
observed positions as soon after they are made as may be possible. Mass
production methods will be used to do this economically.
c. Plan how results that flow from the new system can best be distributed
to all who need them. The needs of mission planners may be mostly
satisfied by the listings and tapes described herein. But, for example,
should not each mission that enters the belt of minor planets be examined
for possible passes near some minor planet? Should astronomers be
provided with improved opposition ephemerides? Etc., etc.
d. Implement the plans derived from the above task to systematically distri-
bute minor planet ephemeris data to all who need them in formats com-
patible with individual requirements.
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Appendix A
RESULTS FROM ACCURACY SURVEY
The computer listing contained in Appendix A represents the final estimates of
ephemeris accuracy for all of the 1779 numbered minor planets. An explanation
of the headings on the computer listing table is given on page 37 of this listing
(page A-38 of this Appendix). Comments on the method used to estimate the
ephemeris uncertainties are given on page 38 of this listing (page A-39 of this
Appendix).
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STATUe 13F NUMFFF r, %NOR DLN T pwMF !0ES I
NUMRER NivE NOTE ARM6G EP CH A PLANETS OPPOSIT!D NS PFSTOUAL LAST E 0 71c SFC EQ90C KM3
I ECEFS 4.1 1968 MAY 24 2.7663 1969 1.0 1.3 ESTU&T ED
2 PALLAS 5.2 1968 MAY 24 2.7687 1"69 1.0 1.3 ESTIvATED
3 JUNP 6.4 1968 MAY 24 2.6680 1969 1.0 1.2 ESTIMATED
4 VFSTA 4.3 1968 MAY 24 7.3619 1069 1.0 1.0 ~STIVABTD
5 &SIDAEA 8.0 1056 NoV 23 2.5710 2 8 28 191F 195A 50.5 1069 101.1 115.7
6 HMPE 6.7 1941 JAN 6 2.4259 2 8 0 -0 -0 1.6 1968 222.3 229.7
7 IT'S 6.8 1935 AUG 23 2.3859 2 8 0 -0 -0 2.4 10o6 340.0 342.3
P FLrPA 7.5 1951 DEC 20 2.2016 5 6 4 1954 1960 -180.0 1967 1030.3 871.?
-9 ~vcTS 7.3 1957 JUN 11 2.3863 5 6 4 1955 1960 3.6 1967 22.0 13,3
10 HYC6TE 6.6 1949 JUL 2A 3.1508 5 6 10 1940 162 -5.1 196 2e-.7 41.6
11 PAPTHFMfPE 7.8 1962 DEC 2 2.4525 5 6 7 1055 1964 -3.0 1969 13.5 14.2
12 VvrpTo1A 8.8 1941 JaN 6 2.3332 2 8 0 -0 -0 q.3 106R 1100.4 1063.3
13 EGEPTA 8.0 104' JAN 15 2.5763 5 6 7 1953 1951 -39.1 1969 215.2 245.3
14 ! 0 FDt' 7.4 1949 DEC 30 2.5878 2 9 18 1930 1957 21.6 1069 54.6 62.8
15 EUiN~y 1f 6.3 106' DEC 2 2.6424 2 P 1 9P 144 1068 3.6 10 6P 11.9 14.1
16 PSYrHF 6.9 4951 DEC 20 2.9228 5 6 5 1950 1955 36.0 1969 210.7 292.9
17 THETTS 8.7 1957 JUN 11 2.4692 5 6 4 1953 1957 -1.8 1069 17.1 19.2
18 MELrPME E '.8 1962 D0F 2 2.2958 5 6 7 1955 1963 6.0 1967 22.2 20.8
19 FnlTIIUN 8.4 1951 DEC 20 2.4418 5 6 6 195t 1961 90.0 1969 403.3 421.4
20 MASSALIA 7.5 1Q56 NOV 23 2.4088 2 8 30 116 1059 14.3 106P 34.0 34.7
21 LUTETIT 8.7 1962 DFC 2 2.4349 5, 6 10 1947 1965 -5.4 1969 16.4 17.0
22 KALLTn0E 7.5 1947 JAN 15 2.9092 5 6 9 1951 1961 -6.3 1968 3 .4 51.8
23 THALIA 8.3 1"56 NOV 23 2.6247 2 8 21 1920 1957 19.4 1967 44.9 52.8
24 TF MIS 8.2 1957 JUN 11 3.1380 5 6 5 1954 1960 -2.4 1968 15.5 24.0
25 P CAEFA P.1 1037 JAN 7 2.40n7 2 8 0 -0 -0 3.4 1969 4'3.0 480.2
26 PQPSEePINA 8.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6556 5 6 5 1953 1958 -360.0 1969 2241.0 2689.?
27 EUTFQPF 8.6 1941 MA 27 2.3472 2 8 0 -0 -0 2.1 1948 2A0.1 201.3
28 B8LLOTA 8.2 1060 MAR 7 2.7761 2 8 39 1906 1153 10.4 1968 23.6 30.3
29 AUPHITATTE 7.3 1951 nEC 20 2.5544 5 6 5 1953 1;58 108.0 1969 678.9 764.8
30 U0 AN1A 8.8 1962 DEC 2 2.3652 5 6 10 1927 1066 10.5 1967 23.8 23.5
31 rUPDuPSYNE 7.8 1962 DEC 2 3.1556 5 6 e 1949 1965 6.2 1969 17.3 27.1
32 prVM!A 8.7 1951 OEC 20 2.5876 5 6 5 1953 195P -324.0 1968 2018.0 2322.1
33 0qLYHyMN!A O.8 1056 NOV 23 2.8622 2 8 18 1921 1958 -73.9 1965 147.1 198.5
34 CTPrF 9.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6868 5 6 4 1952 1958 -216.0 1969 1125.0 1375.4
35 LFL'KO~HFA 9.A 1962 DFC 2 2.0925 5 6 ' 1048 1C6 6  -4.5 1066 13.7 10.8
36 ATALANTE 10.0 1955 NOV 23 2.7488 2 8 10 1928 1958 7.9 1969 22.8 28.8
37 FTDFS 8.5 1951 OFC 20 2.6428 5 6 5 1952 1958 -72.0 1967 301.1 453.7
38 LED 0.7 1060 MAR 7 2.7398 2 8 20 1906 1963 8.1 1968 19.8 24.9
39 LAETITIA 7.4 1962 DEC. 2 2.7690 5 6 9 1953 1963 -1.5 1969 9.3 11.9
40 HAeN' IA 8.4 1q62 DEC 2 2.2668 5 6 8 1955 oQ65 -3.0 1969 13.1 12.0
41 DAPHP'E 8.3 1951 DEC 20 2.7624 5 5 5 1948 1953 ?6.0 1068 203.2 259.6
47 !S!S 8.8 1951 OEC 20 2.4410 5 6 6 1952 1959 90.0 1967 433.8 453.1
43 AI f OF O.2 1956 'fOV 23 2.2032 2 8 26 1917 1959 22.1 1969 48.6 42.4
44 NYS1 8.0 1966 APR 25 2.4217 2 8 14 1943 1966 6.0 1968 15.6 16.1
45 EUGFt4~ 8.5 1056 N"V 23 2.7214 2 8 23 1q21 1950 11.9 1968 2q.4 36.7
46 HMSTIA 9.3 1956 NOV 23 2.5245 2 8 29 1924 1958 -68.8 1969 130.3 154.0
47 GLAJA 9.2 1951 OEC 20 2.8773 5 5 6 1946 1953 72.0 1969 31'.2 431.6
49 OnRIS 8.1 1969 MAY 24 3.1143 1968 300.0 459.7 ESTI4ATED
49 DALES 8.7 1957 JUN 11 3.0989 5 6 5 1950 1960 -3.6 1966 16.4 25.0
50 VIPGINIT 10.4 1956 NOV 23 2.6495 2 8 14 1924 1959 62.6 1969 125.6 150.2
STA''IS rF NUMEF l '!N' PLANET DEFS
FNIUU O NAME NrTE astr FPnC PLANETS 
OPPPS! TI r~ PES'DUPL LAST EDPFF :C ERiC ' KM3
51 'AU. I '7, MAO 25 2.365 2 R 8 1943 1954 .8 1969 29 .8
52 IJln 7.6 11 DEC 20 3.0996 1969 300.0 455.7 ESTIMATED
52 PUP " A 7.6 19SI DEC 20 3-0996 351.3106 7 .2 9
53 Kt.YPS"n  9.8 1956 NOV 23 2.6164 2 9 23 1023 1958 35.3 1960 35.2 6
54 ALEXW'OPA 9.8 196 ) MAP 7 2.7085 2 8 20 1909 1951 17.0 1969 36.8 4~.6
55 pa&pPDa 9.0 1951 nFC 20 2.7598 5 6 5 1956 1959 72.0 
1968 460.6 599.0
56 MFLETr 0.6 1O51 DEC 20 2.5073 5 6 5 1052 
1058 180.0 1965 939.2 1087.3
57 YNE OYNE 8.4 1938 &P2 12 3.1578 2 8 0 -0 -0 
2.4 1969 333.3 521.3
58 : NZ:'DIA 9.9 1951 OE 20 2.693 5 6 5 1053 1950 36.0 196-
'  200.9 247.5
50 EL TIS 8.7 1951 DE 20 2.71' 5 6 5 1952 1961 90.0 1969 368.9 458.3
60 ErfC 10.0 1956 mnV 23 2.3933 2 8 23 1915 1959 
73.8 1968 14C.6 142.0
61 D !-E 8.8 194' JAN 15 2.9Pol 5 6 7 1q47 ln62 -10.1 1968 41.9 60.4
62 FATF 9.8 1947 JIJ 15 3.1344 5 6 6 1952 1960 7.5 10968 48. 75.4
63 t )lS0A1v 8.2 1056 NV 23 2.3946 2 8 22 1924 190 -43.0 1960 10.3 01.3
64 AELt IVA 8.8 19-6 HNV 23 2.6818 2 8 26 ! 91 195 7 129.2 1969 245.6 "1.8
65 CYRELF 7.9 1960 DEC 2 3.4230 5 6 10 1047 1065 
9.0 1968 22.1 38.8
66 VAJA 10.6 1051 SlnDEC 20 2.6467 5 6 - 4 1952 
1958 00.0 1968 474.1 565.8
67 ASIA 9.9 1951 DEC 20 2.4214 5 6 5 1952 
1959 108.0 1967 518.7 534.4
68 LFT n  8.3 1939 MAP 18 2.7839 5 6 
10 1949 1962 2 .6 1969 116.Q 151.1
6q HESPFTA 8.3 1962 DFEC 2 2.9791 5 6 11 1948 
1962 4.2 1969 14.8 21.2
70 PANND ED 9.2 1955 NOV 23 2.6144 2 8 17 1920 1958 
23.1 1968 50.8 59.6
71 Nr. PF R.5 1056 m0V 23 2.7559 2 6 
7  1921 1957 4.6 1969 169.6 215.8
72 FPCPIIA 10.3 1964 JUL 4 2.2662 2 8 
10 1946 1964 2.8 1968 11.3 10.4
73 KLVTT1 10.3 1951 OFC 20 2.6657 5 6 5 1953 
1958 252.0 1968 1571.4 1 P
- . 2
14 KLYTEA 10.1 1951 DEC 20 2.7786 5 6 4 1953 1957 144.0 1967 1052.8 1357.2
75 EUYDIK(E 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.6716 5 6 4 1952 1958 
360.0 1967 1869.0 2264.4
W 76 FP~1A 9.0 1957 JUN 11 3.3664 5 6 6 1950 1961 -45.0 1967 121.0 20.5
77 FIGrtA 9.6 1951 DFC 20 2.6(94 5 6 4 1953 1957 
108.0 1967 792.0 958.3
78 D'A ' 9.1 1956 NOV 23 2.6186 2 8 16 1922 1957 -38.9 
1967 83.2 97.6
70 FIlrYNfM 9.3 1057 JUN 11 2.4440 5 6 5 1953 1961 56.6 1969 
177.5 185.8
80 SATolu 9.3 1957 JU4 11 2.?q69 5 6 11 
1945 1965 5.1 1969 17.5 16.4
91 TEMPSr H nDF 9.7 1951 DEC 20 2.-535 5 6 5 1051 1Q59 
36.0 1969 200. 269.6
82 rLtE'~ 9.4 1962 DE2 2 2.7631 5 6 10 1953 1967 -7.0 1969 
18.7 23.9
83 PFhTP'X 9.8 1951 DEC 20 2.4309 5 6 5 1951 1958 72.0 1969 456.-0 472.9
04 KLI 10.3 1951 DE- 20 2.3625 5 6 5 
log4 1051 180.0 1969 1161.8 L14.3
85 70 8.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6"44 5 6 6 1952 lc59 
108.0 1969 518.2 621.',
86 SFMFL 9.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1007 5 6 4 1053 lcfO 
-8.0 1069 36.3 55.2
A7 SYLVTA 8.3 196 DE 2 3.4812 5 6 10 1942 14: 5.0 1969 
14.4 75.9
88 THI SVE 8.2 196? DEC .2 2.7680( 5 6 10 1949 
1964 3.8 1968 13.5 17.3
89 JlIA 8.2 1962 DEC 2 2.5530 5 6 10 194P8 
164 -9.0 1958 26.0 27.0
90 NTLOPF 9.3 1962 DEC 2 3.1377 5 6 7 1952 1965 4.1 1969 13.8 21.4
91 FGINA 9.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5901 5 6 5 1053 1958 100.0 1960 67.0 
782.3
92 UNDT 'a 8.0 1947 JAN 15 3.1999 5 6 9 1948 1952 -12.3 
1968 50.5 80.6
9- ~TrNEQVA 8.8 1951 nFC 20 2.7541 5 6 4 195 18 108.0 1968 678.4 862.5
94 QoP47 8.8 1q4 JAN 15 3.1534 5 6 7 105l  o61 33.3 1967 155.0 
243.2
95 ACETHUFA 8.9 1948 JUL ?8 3.0689 5 6 6 1952 1961 
-?4.6 1969 124.0 185.9
96 LE 9.1 1947 JAN 15 3.0550 5 6 5 1953 1960 8.0 
1966 57.5 85.6 e
97 KLM 8.7 1051DF 20 2.6688 5 6 4 19)3 1958 270.0 1966 1683.0 2035.7
98 ITHE 10.4 1962 2 2.6919 5 6 10 1949 1967 -6.3 1967 
17.0 20.8
99 DIK. 11.5 1062 DEC 2 2.6638 5 6 5. 1038 1965 -8.4 l69 20.' 25.0
l00 HEKtTF 9.1 1951 DEC 20 3.0871 5 5 9 1942 1956 
144.0 1967 338.9 588.3
STATUS 7F NUIBFOED 1N'IR PLANFT P.HmeccIDFS
NUf Fe NA er OTFE &A'PAc ForCL A PLANETS 0~oS1IT1"t' IESTDUAL LbST feREn SFC ERRro KM3
101 H LErNf 9.3 1956 HrV 23 2.5830 2 8 17 1921 1958 -41.0 1967 .85.3 97.8
1)2 V!LrM 10.4 1951 DEC 20 2.6591 5 6 5 1953 1050 -10.0 196P 5=5.0 703.5
103 HFct 8.6 1951 DEC. 20 2.7017 5 6 5 1952 1957 72.0 1968 440.9 543.q
104 KLY ' I'E 9.5 1949 JUL 28 3.1390 5 6 8 1949 1962 -4.8 1969 25.7 39.8
105 ARTFMTS 9.8 1962 DEC 2 2.3736 5 6 9 1051 1=66 -7.6 1967 21.0 20.9
106 D!r '  8.8 196? DEC 2 3.1619 5 6 10 1951 1968 -5.7 1969 15.4 24.1
107 'AmtILA 8.2 1947 JAN 15 3.4895 5 6 6 1952 1962 -3.6 1965 25.1 45.3
109 HcCIjPE 9.3 1962 DEr 2 3.2192 5 6 6 1949 1962 -3.0 1969 12.2 19.6
In9 FcLTrITAS 10.1 1051 DFr 20 2.6960 5 6 5 1953 1059 -257.0 1966 135?.0 1663.1
110 LYDIA A.6 104' JAM 15 2.7325 5 6 9 1C51 I162 21.8 1067 131.2 127.1
111 ATE 9.1 1951 OE" 20 2.'931 5 6 4 1954 1958 36.0 1967 279.2 122.3
112 T HT CF ,IA 10.7 1962 DEr 2 2.4343 5 6 8 1953 1967 4.4 lot, 14.3 14.9
113 APAALTHFA 0.7 1064 NOV 1 2.3766 2 8 14 1938 1954 7.2 1968 18.6 18.6
114 KASSANDPA 9.5 1956 NnV 23 2.6752 2 8 22 1919 1957 5,.9 1967 119.1 144.7
115 THYt 0.1 1051 DOE 20 2.3793 5 6 5 1C54 1950 10-.0 1969 700.9 700.7
116 5'T PrA 8.8 1962 DEC 2 2.7671 5 6 7 1955 1964 6.6 1068 21.9 27.5
117 LOMrr 9.2 1962 nF 2 2.?Q05 5 6 9 1948 1o65 7.0 1968 o1.0 21.5
119 P.TTHP 10.0 195 " JUN 11 2.4380 5 6 5 1953 1950 1.7 1969 13.3 13.8
119 ALTWAFA 9.4 1951 DEC 20 2.5807 5 6 5 1952 1958 36.0 1961' 195.2 223.6
120 LACPFSTS 8.9 1956 NCV 23 3.1209 5 7 19 1921 1958 -7.3 1966 20.8 31.9
121 HEPwInMF R.3 1948 JUL 28 3.4538 5 o 6 6 1951 1962 18.0 1969 3807 143.5
122 PPA 9.1 1947 JAN 15 3.2119 5 6 7 1950 !960 9.9 1968 51.8 83.1
123 RUKILD 10.1 1051 0DE 20 2.6936 2 8 10 1921 1955 28.9 1969 66.8 81.9
124 ALVESTF 9.1 1951 DEC 20 2.6304 5 6 5 1952 1957 36.0 1960 225.1 266.0
125 L.-TPEAT0 X 9.6 1951 DFC 20 2.7429 5 5 60 1044 1C53 108.0 1968 404.9 511.4
126 VELL FD 10.4 1962 DES 2 2.4381 5 6 6 1948 1966 -10.8 1966 25.9 77.0
127 Jnw'NNA 9.5 1957 JUN 11 2.7550 5 6 9 1950 1962 5.0 1968 18.8 23.9
128 NEMESTS P.8 1051 DE: 20 2.-515 5 6 5 1052 1957 72.0- 1967 440.8 559.6
129 ANT ! GCtE 7.8 1956 PrV 23 2.8741 2 8 23 1922 1957 -9.5 1968 25.7 34.9
130 cLEKTPP 8.0 195? JUN 11 3.1173 5 6 10 104' 1050 -5.1 106 1C. 9 30.5
131 VALA 11.0 1957 FF 11 2.4309 5 6 4 1952 1957 21.6 1969 107.1 111.0
132 ACTH~ 10.3 1925 JAN 10 2.6123 2 8 21 1873 1961 -6.5 1967 27.4 32.0
133 CY~ E'F 0.0 1951 DEC 20 3.0616 5 6 5 1052 1058 180.0 1968 938.4 1402.1
134 SnPHPIYNE 9.7 1963 JAN 7 2.5642 5 6 5 1947 1053 28.8 1968 140.9 159.8
135 4EPTWA 9.2 1951 nEC 20 2.4281 5 6. 5 1953 1958 72.0 1960 456.0 472.0
136 AUST I 10.9 1957 JUN 11 2.2872 5 6 5 1948 1964 3.2 1968 14.5 13.5
137 MELT8 nEA 9.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1248 5 6 9 1924 1968 -7.1 1969* 16.6 25.6
139 TOL"SA 10.7 1951 DEC 20 2.4480 5 6 5 1054 1959 144.0 1966 931.1 977.2
139 JUWA 9.2 1951 DFr  20 2.7829 5 6 4 1052 1957 -144.0 1969 872.8 1127.9
140 STWA 9.5 1963 MAR 7 2.7324 2 8 23 1902 1960 '.1 1969 IP.4 23.1
141 LUPEN 9.6 1956 NOV 23 2.6653 2 8 20 1922 1956 -23.8 1968 54.5 65.7
142 DOLANA 11.4 1951 OFC 20 2.4187 5 6 5 1952 1959 180.0 1966 858.2 882.4
143 ADoTA 10.6 1952 JUL 7 2.7599 2 8 10 1021 1054 6.6 160 22.1 28.2
144 VIP'tA 9.0 1956 N V 23 2.6544 2 B 18 1919 1958 -61.5 1966 122.7 147.1 o
145 AnE'jNA 8.9 1957 JUN 11 2.6737 5 6 5 1953 1960 15.9 1967 59.5 72.2
146 LJC't .A Q.2 1960 MAR 7 2.7190 2 8 23 1910 1962 8.5 1968 20.7 25.8
147 DorYTOGF'FIA 9.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1386 5 6 4 1952 1959 11.1 1968 44.7 69.3
148 ALLIA 8.8 1956 NOV 23 2.7702 2 8 18 1918 1957 14.7 1067 35.3 45.3 0
149 FMEDUSA 12.2 1967 A0 R 20 2.1744 2 8 13 1936 1967 10.5 1968 22.6 19.3
150 IMJWI 9.2 1947 JAN 15 2.9825 5 6 6 1954 1961 16.2 1968 100.1 156.7 w
S'TIJS F N Ir~PEO Fr k4NnF PLANET EPHrE"P IrnE
N:UV"Fo  Au 'NTE AMNP, EAonH A PLAP~ETS E SI0 SIT TS LESIOUL A  FcRRP 
rC ED 0 r ' Ku3
151 aIU9t'rTIA 10.4 1947 JAN 15 2.5922 5 6 5 1050 15c7 13.5 lc66
-  F5.6 QP.9
152 ATALA 9.7 1952 JPN 29 3.1331 5 6 6 1952 1962 -6.5 1969 
30.8 47.5
153 HyLnt 8.8 1947 JAN 15 3.'754 5 6 6 1951 1961 
13.1 1q68 66.1 142.6
154 po THA P.5 157 JUN 11 3.1P06 5 6 6 c147 1961 -8.7 L.969 
26.5 41.9
155 S"YLLA 12.0 1941 JAN' 6 2.7596 2 9 6 1875 1950 -3.3 1950* 
17.6 22.5
156 XTI'TToPE 9.6 1956 NOV 23 2.7284 2 8 22 1923 1;5 -23.' lc 
O 51.6 64.6
157 f)EJAtIPA 12.4 1956 NOV 23 2.5778 2 8 7 1922 1)58 -8.7 19(8 24.1 27.6
158 K2rNTS 10.7 1947 JAN 15 2.8677 5 6 5 1940 19f0 8.7 1969 44.6 
60.3
159 acMTLTA 0.4 195
7 JUN 11 3.1092 5 6 5 1051 1065 a.1 196R 24.0 36.8
160 UNE 10.1 1956 NOV 23 2.7278 2 8 14 1921 1958 -9.5 1968 
23.5 29.5
161 a T4ro 10.3 1042 AUG 29 2.3789 5 6 7 1947 1961 14.- 1lo6 '1.4 
71.3
162 LAl o FT IA 10.1 1056 NPV 23 3. 0261 2 8 14 1922 1956 -15.3 1968 37.2 54.6
163 Eo0GONr  10.5 1957 JUN 11 2.3672 5 6 5 1952 1961 46.1 1968 
135.9 134.7
164 0 VA 0.8 1957 JUN 11 2.f321 5 6 6 1940 1967 -1.p 1o66 11.5 
13.6
165 LrQCLEY 8.8 1951 DEC 20 3.1282 2 8 16 1920 1956 28.1 1965 
62.9 97.1
166 OpnMDPF 10.8 1957 JL'N 11 2.6858 5 6 6 1050 1964 -7.' 1964 23.7 
29.0
167 J DE 10.7 1954 SF 15 2.9523 2 8 10 1925 1956 18.0 1968 
44.4 59.6
168 STPVLLA 9.2 1948 JUL 28 3.3780 5 6 8 1951 1963 9.8 
1969 45.5 78.5
169 Z LIA 10.6 1962 'rEr 2 2.3576 5 6 9 1051 1963 2.6 1969 12.1 
12.0
170 mA TA 10.7 1951 DFC 20 2.5539 5 6 5 1948 1956 ?96.0 1969 
1494.3 1682.9
171 OPHELTA 9.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1336 5 6 9 1951 1962 - .0 1060 14.0 21.
172 PAlUCTS 9.6 1946 JUN 29 2.3794 5 6 11 1947 1962 -7.2 1966 
35.3 35.3
173 !Nr 9.0 1957 MAP 23 2.7473 2 8 25 1930 1959 -5.0 1968 
17.0 21.5
> 174 oHAEDQA 0.6 1951 DEC 20 2.8576 5 6 5 1953 1058 109.0 1969 
678.3 913.2
175 NANDCOMAHE 10.0 1947 JAN 15 3.2286 5 6 6 1947 1959 27.6 1969 
108.1 174.6
176 IDUNA 0.5 1951 OFC 20 3.1681 5 5 6 1945 1954 10.8 1966 46.6 
"3.3
17 1Q964 10.6 1039 FER 26 2.7722 2 8 4 1937 1951 -4.0 1969 27.1 34.8
178 FLISANA 13.7 1956 NnV 23 2.4597 2 8 12 1923 1957 18.6 1969 
44.1 46.6
179 KLYTAEMNIESTPA 0.7 1951 DEC 20 2.9745 5 6 5 1952 1958 216.0 1969 
1124.5 1609.3
180 AoUMNA 11.5 1956 NOV 23 2.723; 2 8 11 1925 1959 -8.2 
1966 72.9 28.6
181 EUJfHA I S 9.0 1947 JbN 15 3.1t18 5 6 7 1952 1959 
-10.2 1969 69.1 106.3
192 FLSf 10.0 1956 tIOV 23 2.4163 2 8 14 1921 1958 28.2 1969 
61.4 63.0
183 STPIA 11.0 1968 MAY 24 2.7908 2 8 8 19'7 1968 
-2.5 1968 8.1 10.5
184 DEJIPEJA 9.5 1057 JUN 11 3.1753 5 6 8 1939 1963 -9.3 106
o  22.2 35.0
185 EUNTKF 8*5 1941 J6N 6 2.7372 2 8 0 -0 -0 
1.8 1966 247.6 311.7
186 "CLUTA 10.4 1925 JIN 1 2.3620 5 6 7 1926 1955 450.0 
1969 1445.6 142-.0
187 LAMPPTA 9.6 106q FFE 14 2."342 2 8 15 1941 
1968 -5.9 1966 13.8 17.4
188 MENT PF 11.4 1951 DEC 20 2. 765 5 6 4 1952 1057 10.8 1966 
73.6 94.1
189 OTHI !A 10.4 1051 DFC 20 2.4501 5 6 4 1054 1058 21.6 
1069 171.5 18C.3
190 ISMENF 8.6 1957 JUN 11 3.9526 5 6 8 1 32 1959 -7.2 1969 
20.5 43.8
191 KPLfA 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.q036 2 8 26 1002 1061- 14.3 
1960 32.P 45.1
192 N )S !KAA 8.4 1941 JAN 6 2.4025 2 6 7 1942 1955 79.3 1969 330.0 
335.4
193 seFPnSlA 11.0 1955 NOV 23 2.5902 2 8 11 1016 1957 -91.8 1060 
180.1 20P.' 7
194 Pon KNF 8.9 1962 )DE 2 2.6163 5 6 10 1952 1968 4.8 1969 -14.3 
16.7
195 FtJP YLE A 10.3 1941 JVN 6 2.8807 2 6 7 1940 1o58 -4.3 1969 
25.0 34.1
106 PHILOPFLA '.7 1062 DEC 2 3.1127 5 6 9 1953 1964 -5.9 
1969 18.7 28.7
197 AQFTE 10.9 1956 NOV 23 2.7386 2 8 15 1914 1957 -24.1 1968 52.3 
65.9 o
198 AMDFLLA 9.' 1951 DEC 20 2.4504 5 6 5 1952 1057 21.6 
196P 13q.1 147.1
199 LYBLIS 10.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1716 5 6 .5 1945 1958 
-6.2 1967 21.5 33.9
200 YNA MFME 9.4 1956 NOV 23 2.7375 2 8 21 1920 
1959 -78.P 1969 152.0 192.6
STATUS IF NUMPcP D1 mINR OLA ET EPHrurPlr)r
NUMcEP NAMF NOTE 89MAG EPn4L a PL8NETS r'PSTIO'S ?ESIOUbL LAST EPPDe SFr ERRCP K'3
201 PtNFLL~P 9.5 1051 DEr 20 2.'eP1 5 6 5 1952 1958 36.0 1966 195.0 237.2
202 rpy.SF!S 8.9 1957 JUN 11 3.07?1 5 6 6 1953 1959 -2.4 1968 15.5 73.3
203 P oDEJA 10.2 1951 DEC 20 2.7382 5 6 4 1954 1958 36.0 106 o  279.9 351.3
204 KALLTSTn 10.3 1951 OEC 20 2.6711 5 6 5 1952 1958 144.0 1967 753.0 912.0
'05 mADTH8 13.5 1955 NtV 23 2.7764 2 8 14 1925 1957 15.0 1967 36.9 47.5
206 HcP TLTA 10.0 1951 OEr 20 2.7408 5 6 5 1952 1058 90.0 1968 477.9 597.9
207 MnO.0 11.0 1957 JUN 11 2.2842 5 6 6 1948 192 4.5 1969 18.0 16.8
208 LADTprSA 10.5 1947 JAN 15 2.8919 5 6 6 1950 1961 -30.3 1969 133.7 1A3.3
20 00IDO 9.1 1042 AUI 29 3.1567 5 6 6 !946 1961 21.2 1969 91.2 142.6
210 1SAPELL 13.6 1956 NnV 23 2.7222 2 8 9 1935 1959 -5.8 1969 19.3 24.1
211 IS!LDA 0.0 1957 JUN 11 3.0395 5 6 6 1052 1060 5.3 1069 22.7 33.5
212 MFDFe 9.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1202 5 6 5 1952 1961 60.2 1965 173.9 267.2
?13 L!LAFA 10.0 1957 JUN 11 2.7522 5 6 5 1953 1958 -8.4 1969 44.1 56.0
214 ASCHFQA 10.4 1C62 DEC 2 2.6115 5 6 9 1948 1966 3.0 1966 11.4 13.3
215 l EqNE 10.9 1964 SEP 2 2.7656 2 8 10 1942 1964 -4.0 1969 14.2 18.2
216 KLECPATDA 8.1 1933 DUGJ 16 2.'920 2 R 0 -0 -0 2.' 1966 333.6 433.5
217 EUirt 11.1 1957 JUN 11 2.8713 5 6 4 1948 1953 22.1 1968 126.3 171.3
218 0!A CA 9.9 1951 nFC 20 2.6655 5 6 5 1953 1958 -180.0 1967 1125.0 1358.1
219 THUSNFLnA 10.4 1951 DE- 20 2.3541 5 6 4 1952 1959 360.0 1966 1706.9 1675.3
220 STEPHANIA 12.4 196? DEr 2 2.3493 5 6 5 1I32 1966 -6.0 1968 16.4 16.0
221 F'F 9.0 1947 JAN 15 3.0135 5 ,6 10 194' 1962 30.5 1964 10'.1 156.3
222 LUCTA 10.4 1951 DEC 20 3.1469 2 8 22 1899 1961 178.2 1968 307.2 478.0
223 PnSf 11.1 1957 JUN 11 3.0931 5 6 4 1931 1953 -6.6 1966 22.3 33.8
224 3CANA 9.9 1051 DEV 20 2.6446 5 6 5 1953 1959 36.0 1969 201.1 239.7
225 W4NPTETTA 9.6 1957 JUN 11 3.3475 5 6 5 1946 1955 1.2 1965 10.6 18.0
226 w~' Tr. A 11.1 1956 ICV 23 2.7153 2 8 10 1921 1957 4.7 1966 16.5 20.5
22' PTILOSnPHIA 10.2 1951 DEr 20 3.1349 5 5 6 1940 1953 144.0 1967 440.3 681.3
228 DbATHF 14.0 1957 JUN 11 2.2012 5 6 5 1044 1959 3.0 1967 15.5 13.5
220 A ELINDA 10.5 1962 DEC 2 3.3oP6 5 6 10 1930 1963 4.1 1968 12.5 21.7
230 AP ltm4T1T5 8.6 1966 JUN 4 2.3825 2 8 14 1941 1966 7.0 1967 17.3 17.3
231 VINDnPNA 10.6 1962 DEC 2 2.0215 5 6 9 1942 1065 5.1 1066 14.9 20.6
232 PtSS!f 11.6 1951 DEC 20 2.5523 5 6 4 1953 1958 270.0 1966 1683.3 1893.8
233 A TF'DPF 9.6 1956 NCV 23 2.6603 2 8 21 1921 1958 18.6 1967 42.9 51.4
234 8*A8AFA 10.4 1960 JAN 7 2.3853 5 5 5 1948 1955 270.0 1069 1086.9 1091.3
235 C ~0LT!A Q.9 1957 JUN 11 2.8809 5 6 4 19;4 1960 -10.7 1968 46.2 63.0
236 I'NpLTA 9.6 1957 JUN 11 2.7982 5 6 5 1953 1959 -11.6 1960 40.6 64.6
237 rnPLEFTINd 10.8 1039 JAN 24 2.7627 5 6 7 1939 1961 -9.5 1968 51.1 65.3
738 HYDATIA 9.3 1957 JUN 11 2.9065 5 6 8 Ic51 1963 -4.5 1969 17.4 24.1
23q Ar 0oSTFA 11.8 195' JUN 11 2.0687 5 6 4 1049 1056 21.0 1066 87.8 125.3
240 VANA0 S 9.8 1951 DEC 20 2.6658 5 6 5 1953 1958 72.0 1966 455.4 549.9241 GFOMAPrTA 8.8 1939 DEC 8 3.0481 2 8 59 1884 1064 10.7 1969 20.0 43.1
242 KOTEmHILD 10.6 195' JUN 11 2.8651 5 6 5 1954 1951 -38.3 1966 132.8 170.5
243 TDA 11.2 1947 JAN 15 2.8608 5 6 5 1952 1957 -48.3 1966 376.9 509.30
244 SITA 13.4 1062 DFC 2 2.1'48 5 6 4 1942 1953 4.5 1960 21.4 18.3245 Vc 0o 9.7 1957 JUN 11 3.1009 5 6 9 1951 1964 7.5 1969 ?3.4 35.7
246 aSPPPT 9.9 1951 DFC 20 2.6951 5 6 5 1952 1957 36.0 1966 225.0 276.4247 EJK'ATF 0.2 1D4' JAN 15 2.'402 5 6 7 1950 1960 14.1 1969 70.6 89.1
?48 LbVFTA 11.5 1962 DEC 2 2.4717 5 6 6 1940 1963 -6.0 1967 17.6 18.7
?49 !LSE 12.5 1962 DEC 2 2.3777 5 6 6 10FO 1962 R.1 196c 25.2 25.1
250 BETTINA 8.8 1948 JUL 28 3.1403 5 6 7 1952 1962 14.6 1969 71.8 111.5
STATUS IF'; UMkF ED 4TN- DL'-ICT FOHE CFP TES
NIJ ~Fo NAF N(TE ARMC EP rC A PLANETS O0POSITI"S OESIDTUAL LaST e00-P SEr ERarP KM?
251 S104IA 11.3 196) DEC 2 3.0956 5 6 4 1949 !956 -1.5 1966 11.1 16.9
252 TLTEKE"'TNA 10.6 195S NnV 23 3.1544 2 8 15 1922 10158 40.3 1969 8 .0 12'.7
253 MATILnE 11.5 1951 DFC 20 2.6474 5 6 4 1951 !957 144.0 1963 729.1 873.5
254 AUGsISTA 13.2 1957 JUN 11 2.1950 5 6 4 1951 1961 -5.7 1063 23.2 20.1
255 IDPAVA 11.5 157 JUN 11 2.7462 5 6 4 1951 1n56 -6.9 156) 39.8 50.3
256 WALrUPrGt 11.1 1965 JUN 29 2.9995 2 8 8 19,35 1966 7.5 i966 17.4 25.3
257 SILESIA 10.2 1957 JUN 11 3.1217 5 6 9 1938 19f2 4.5 1969 15.3 23.5
258 TYCHP 9.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6143 5 6 5 1953 19S9 360.0 1969 1929.1 2257.1
759 ALETHEIA 9.? 1957 JUN 11 3.1357 5 6 8 19.9 1959 5.4 1969 21.4 33.1
260 HUPED TA 10.4 1947 JAN 15 3.4499 5 6 6 1050 1058 26.6 1060 142.0 252.1
261 PO YN! 10.6 1964 SEP 22 2.3309 2 8 13 1934 1964 5.6 1967 e .6 15.1
762 VALOA 12.8 1956 NOV 23 2.5553 2 8 6 1924 1957 6.3 1961* 20.2 22.7
263 D ESDA 11.7 1956 NnV 23 2.8884 2 8 13 1923 1958 6.3 q1F9 19.3 26.4
764 L'USeA 13.0 1962 DEC 2 2.7993 5 6 7 1947 1961 -7.7 1969 23.2 30.3
265 ANIMA 12.8 1032 Frl 5 2.4204 1067 300.0 308.0 ESTIMATED
266 a L !E 9.6 1947 JAN 15 2.8024 5 6 6 1049 !962 -6.3 1967 32.7 42.7
267 TTrcZA 12.1 1947 JN 15 2.7742 5 6 5 19S1 1961 1.8 1966 17.9 23.0
268 ADn0c 9.6 1947 JAV 15 3.0050 5 6 8 1991 19L3 22.7 1968 98.3 149.3
269 JUSTIT!A 11.3 1951 DEC 20 2.6h61 5 6 4 194n 1959 180.0 1967 621.1 727.5
270 ANA ITa 10.1 1957 JUN 11 2.1983 5 6 8 1952 1062 4.2 1968 10.2 16.7
271 DFNTHFSILFA 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.0081 5, 6 7 1941 1960 -1.5 1968 8.7 12.6
272 ANTrNTA 11.8 1962 DFC 2 2.7779 5 6 9 1948 1964 7.4 1969 20.5 ' 26.4
273 ATPr'POS 11.6 1957 JUN 11 2.3949 5 6 4 1952 1950 20.1 1966 68.1 68.8
274 DHILArOdlA 11.3 1967 FER 19 3.0486 2 8 12 1935 1967 7.2 1968 16.0 23.7
275 SAITENT1A 10.0 1949 JAN 4 2.7739 5 6 5 1040 1060 -2.Q 1969* 19.9 25.6
- 276 AnDLHEFIn 9.4 1951 DEC 20 3.1192 5 5 5 1943 1951 216.0 1967 899.3 1381.3
?77 ELV!Pb 11.2 1951 DEC 20 2.9872 5 5 6 1947 1953 -180.0 1968 848.6 1160.8
278 PAUL !NA 10.7 1929 MAY 9 2.'546 2 8 7 1929 1957 -5.6 1969 32.1 40.9
279 THULE 9.8 1948 SEP 16 4.7829 1968 300.0 713.8 ESTIMATEO
280 PHILTA 12.0 1969 AUG 12 2.944 2 8 4 1q48 1968 7.1 1968 15. 22.4
281 LICPFTIA 12.9 1957 JUN 11 2.1876 5 6 5 1948 1962 8.7 1965 27.6 23.8
2872 LnClNDE 12.0 1968 %AR 25 2.3396 2 8 9 1950 1968 5.9 1968 14.6 14.2
283 EMPf '.5 1947 JAN 15 3.0422 5 6 ' 1050 1960 -19.2 1969 87.7 129.9
284 A ALTI 11.6 1966 "CT 22 2.3575 2 8 8 1940 1966 7.9 1969 18.7 18.4
285 PFGINA 11.9 1938 AU 30 3.0838 2 8 4 1889 1954 -4.1 1068 1C.2 28.o
296 'CLFA 10.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1914 5 6 6 1051 1958 -7.1 1969 32.0 50.8
287 MNPHTHYS 9.5 1941 JAN 6 2.3541 2 8 0 -0 -0 1.5 1967 209.5 205.6
288 (LAUKF 11.0 1956 NnV 23 2.'612 2 8 22 1016 1956 15.2 1c69 36.3 46.3
289 NFNETTO 10.8 1957 JUN 11 2.8724 5 6 4 1951 1960 -17.4 1968 57.2 77.7
290. PDUO' 13.2 1963 MAP 12 2.3365 2 8 6 1915 1042 -7.2 1060* 25.0 24.2
291 tLIFE 12.8 1957 JUN 11 2.2220 5 6 6 1949 1960 -4.1 1966 19.1 16.9
292 LUDVTr 11.0 1959 FER 1 2.5298 2 8 10 1918 1959 -7.7 1968 21.0 23.3
293 nO~SILIA 11.0 1956 NOV 23 2.8616 2 9 8 1018 1059 5.8 1068 1o.0 24.3
?94 FELTCIA 11.1 1940 AUG 1 3.1594 1968 300.0 469.5 ESTIMATED
295 'HEOFSTA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 2.7970 5 6 4 1951 1959 6.9 1969 28.6 37.3
206 PHlATUSA 13.6 1057 JUN 11 2.2288 5 6 4 1932 1960 6.9 1967 21.5 19.2
'97 Ct tlIA 10.4 1962 nEC 2 3.1742 5 6 10 1948 1964 -3.5 1968 12.3 19.4 w
298 PAPTISTINA 12.5 195' JUN 11 2.2638 5 6 5 1948 1961 -3.0 1968 15.3 14.0 o
299 THnPA 13.1 1951 DEC 20 2.4337 5 6 5 1949 1958 180.0 1969 669.6 695.8 A
300 ^FPALDINA 10.6 1935 JUL 17 3.2096 2 8 25 1890 1964 -6.0 1968 22.1 35.3
STITIJS ~cMJUMRErED INCR OLANET FHNEMFPgfOI S
oUu9ER P AME YNrT OAG EPrCH A PLANfTS poorS!T INc cFS'U L t I' EForo STC F9crQ K43
301 BAVAPT 11.4 1051 OFC 20 2.7248 2 q9 1021 1055 14.8 1066 3P.5 4, 1302 CLtPTSSA 12.3 1951 DE7 20 2.4n60 5 6 5 1956 1961 180.0 1968 1233.6 1257.2303 JrtFPPINA 10.0 1947 JtN 15 3.1248 5 6 5 1952 1960 4.4 1968 32.5 50.0304 3LrA 11.0 1962 nDE 2 2.4030 5 6 6 1Q3' 1963 -3.9 1963 13.4 13.6305 rnnorNIA 10.3 1947 JAN 15 3.0964 5 6 7 1948 1960 9.3 1968 43.5 66.1306 UNITAS 10.2 -1962 fFC 2 2.3581 5 6 12 1931 1956 180.0 C168 3q5.1 3PS.9
307 NTKP 11.0 1947 JAN 15 2.9136 5 6 6 1949 1956 -15.0 1968 91.1 126.4
,38 DortYX 9.1 1947 JIN 15 2.7491 5 6 7 1954 1961 -9.6 1965 69.0 87.4309 FCATEP'ITAS 11.5 1062 OFC 2 2.6641 5 6 7 1030 1961 5.4 1066 15.9 19.2310 MAnAPITA 11.7 195 NrV ?3 2.7631 2 8 13 1913 1957 21.0 1968 46.1 58,9311 tCLUDPT 11.2 1957 JUN 11 2.8980 5 6 4 1954 1o59 6.2 160 33.0 45.4312 PTEODFTTA 10.3 1957 JUN 11 2.7809 5 6 8 1938 1960 3.9 1968 15.1 19.4313 C4ALnAEa 9.7 1957 JUN 11 2.3759 5 6 4 1990 1956 2.0 1970 16.2 16.1314 'StLA 11.2 1962 DFC 2 3.14'6 5 6 4 1941 1052 -'.q 1067 31.5 49.1315 CONSTANTIA 13.9 1962 DEr 2 2.2411 5 6 5 1928 1955 -90.0 1968 199.9 179.8316 11.0A 11.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1659 5 6 4 1948 1959 -15.0 1069 47.5 74.631' POXAPF 11.2 1957 JUN 11 2.286 5 6 6 1949 1963 1.1 1967 10.4 9.7318 MADPALFNA 10.4 1947 JAN 15 3.?'96 5 6 5 1948 1960 -3.9 1969 23.5 37.7319 L Fr~A 11.4 1962 DEC 2 3.3768 5 6 6 1939 1C60 6.9 1966 19.3 33.2320 KATHA TMA 11.7 1957 JUN 11 3.0157 5 6 4 1949 1954 .3 1969 8,3 12.2321 FLroFENTINA 11.4 1951 DEC 20 2.8855 5 6 5 1950 1958 14.4 1969 66.2 90.5322 PHOFO 10.4 1930 MAP 5 2.7799 5 6 7 1948 1959 -24.2 1969 184.2 237.6323 PU1Ct A 11.4 1967 MAY 30 2.3820 2 8 11 1946 1967 6.3 1967 15.8 15.8324 RAM~Fr- 8.1 1951 nFD 20 2.6815 5 6 5 1953 1059 '2.0 1969 303.0 41.9325 HEIDELPEPGb 10.1 1947 JAN 15 3.1897 5 6 60 1928 1955 8.2 1969 26.9 42.7O 326 TAMAPA 10.1 1957 JUN 11 2.3180 5 6 5 1950 1960 3.5 1967 17.4 16.732' CPLUMPR 11.4 1951 DES 20 2.7761 5 5 6 1942 1953 -72.0 1968 244.4 314.7328 SUDLUN 10.0 1947 JAN 15 3.1107 5 6 6 1951 1963 -2.3 1969 20.0 30.5329 SVFA 10.7 1957 JUN 11 2.4755 5 6 4 1948 1956 1.1 106' 11.5 12.3330 AnALBEoTA L 13.5 1892 MAP 21 2.0893 1897* 640030.0 505293.3 LOST131 ETHFPIDGEA 10.4 1947 JAN 15 3.0251 5 6 7 1o51 1961 8.9 1966 48.7 71.4
332 SIPT 10.8 1049 DE' 30 2.'718 2 8 15 1021 1957 -86.9 1968 175.9 225.9
333 BADENTA 13.5 1947 JAN 15 3.1284 5 6 7 1951 1961 -32.9 1969 154.1 237.7334 41CA(rP 8.6 1947 JAN 15 3.8954 5 6 ' 1o50 1960 -4.' 1069 28.8 60.2
335 CnPEQTt 10.0 1957 JUN 11 2.4729 5 6 4 1955 1961 4.2 1969 23.0 24.6336 LACAPTEP1 11.0 1957 JUN 11 2.2518 5 6 5 1952 1963 2.0 1960 13.1 11.9
337 DEVnSA 10.0 1965 JUL 1o 2.3834 2 8 15 1936 1965 6.0 1969 15.9 15.9338 IJDO)5 4 9.8 1959 FEB 1 2.9116 5 7 19 1914 1959 -93.7 1969 175.0 242.5339 Df"OTHFA 10.5 1947 JAN 15 3.0087 5 6 4 1948 160 -6.6 1968 33.7 40.1
340 EODUPDA 11.1 1951 DEC 20 2.7488 5 6 6 1954 1960 270.0 1969 1493.9 1893.5341 C~LFrNIA 12.6 1957 JUN 11 2.1993 5 6 5 1941 1960 3.5 1969 15.9 13.8342 ENDYmdnN 11.2 1951 nEC 20 2.56'5 5 6 5 1952 1958 144.0 1966 753.2 855.8343 "S'yPA 12.7 1951 DEC 20 2.4106 5 6 5 1951 1959 -684.0 1969 2831.1 2894.5344 D STDcoATA 9.3 1962 DEC 2 2.5964 5 6 5 1930 1963 -6.0 1968 16.6 10.2
345 TEorIDTNA 10.1 1957 JUN 11 2.3252 5 6 7 1949 1961 6.5 1969 23.7 22.7346 HEPMENTARIA 9.1 1962 DEC 2 2.7953 5 6 10 1947 1066 4.1 1967 13.2 17.2347 PAoIANA 10.2 1962 DEC 2 2.6115 5 6 10 1094 1964 -7.4 1968 20.7 24.1348 MAY 10.8 1947 JAN 15 2.9682 5 6 8 1950 1958 -4.4 1967 31.6 45.1349 DEmRrWSKA 7.3 1947 JAN 15 2.9244 5 6 .7 1955 1962 13.5 1969 94.5 131.8350 ORNAMFNTA 10.0 1947 JAN- 15 3.1097 5 6 6 1950 1962 -13.1 1968 59.6 91.1
STATUS O')FNUaeFFD 4!N 0O PLtJE T E0Hr ,l r f
IIJMUVa=o0 o!a! pCTE aBMIG EPOCH A PLA~'TS oP pS1TT lF ESIODUL LFST FRROF SC F Pr KV3
351 YRSA 10.3 1940 MAY 11 2.7652 5 6 6 1949 1961 4.8 1965 35.6 45.5
35? S1 FLA 11.6 1951 OC 20 2.1943 5 6 6 1952 1950 72.0 1969 349.8 102.9
353 PIUPETTPr-CAPLA 12.3 1930 JAN 24 2.7354 2 8 6 Ic20 1952 -8.3 1968 35.7 44.9
354 ELFrPljpA 7.6 1962 nEC 2 2.7954 5 6 9 1947 196 ;  3.0 1966 11.3 14.7
155 SABFTELLA 11.6 1942 MAY 1 2.5396 2 A 1' 19Q3 1060 -6.; 1066 23.5 26.4
356 L'trURTA 9.1 1951 DEC 20 2.7576 5 6 5 19C3 1959 72.0 1969 392.8 500.4
357 JTNTNA 9.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1440 5 6 7 1949 1962 3.6 1969 15.0 23.2
358 A0'LLAnNTA 10.3 1956 NOV 23 2.PO03 2 8 13 1922 1057 -11.4 1969 29.4 40.0
359 r Eno rc1A 10.5 1951 DEC 20 2.7300 5 6 5 1952 1961 90.0 1966 368.9 462.5
160 &APLOVA 9.6 1948 MPA 30 3.0004 5 '6 10 1934 1961 6.3 1068 21.4 31.0
361 8 N NIA 9.6 1957 JUN 11 3.9333 5 6 6 1932 1959 3.9 1968 13.9 29.5
362 HAVT!A 9.9 1951 DEC 20 2.5788 5 6 5 1992 1959 36.0 1969 178.9 204.7
363 P aD01A 10.1 1062 DrC 2 2.7463 5 6 10 1932 1064 -6.5 196P 17.1 21.6
364 TSAca 11.1 1957 J N1 11 2.2204 5 6 6 1950 19,3 -6.9 1967 21.6 20.9
365 : rPURA 10.4 1951 DFr 20 2.8018 2 8 9 1921 1956 14.4 1968 3-.1 48.5
366 VYNrFNTINA 9.8 1947 JA 15 3.1422 5 6 6 1955 1962 12.7 1968 86.0 :133.6
367 a4rl!rTA 12.1 1957 JUN 11 2.2196 5 6 5 1949 1959 -6.3 1966 25.9 22.9
368 HAIDEA 11.1 1956 NOV 23 3.0'98 2 8 10 1921 1958 -18.2 1969 41.4 62.4
369 AEPTA 9.6 1951 DcC 20 2.6484 5 6 9 1952 1958 180.0 1967 939.0 1121.9
370 MnnrS T IA 11.7 1957 JUN 11 2.3244 5 6 6 1939 1963 2.7 1967 13.6 13.1
371 MrFM uTA 10.0 1957 JUN 11 2.7272 5, 6 5 1951 1951 12.3 1966 39.1 49.0
372 PALMA 8.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1603 5 6 4 1955 1960 8.4 1969 41.9 65.6
373 M~LU SINA 10.3 1947 JAN 15 3.1252 5 6 4 1950 1969 11.3 1968 43.3 66.6
374 RUDrUPIDTA 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.7800 5 5 6 1944 1953 -36.0 1967 140.8 181.6
375 URSULA 8.4 1997 JUN 11 3.1363 5 6 10 1938 1963 3.5 1965 13.2 20.5
376 GEOMETRIA 10.6 195" JUN 11 2.2882 5 6 6 1947 1962 -8.6 1966 27.0 25.2
377 AMPhAP'T1 9.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6901 5 5 6 1942 1953 -432.0 1968 1422.8 1742.9
378 HILM1A 11.1 195' JUN 11 2.7-5' 5 6 4 1951 1957 2.6 1066 1'. 5 22.5
379 HUENHA 10.1 1947 JAN 15 3.1454 5 6 6 1952 1959 7.7 1960 25.1 39.1
RO80 FTnfrTA 10.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6788 5 6 5 1952 197 36.0 1967 2.5.0 273.P
31 MYPPHA 9.6 1951 DE: 20 3.2003 5 5 4 !948 1953 288.0 1969 1563.4 2493.3
382 ol n pa& 9.8 1951 DEC 20 3.1298 5 6 5 1956 1962 9.8 1969 65.4 101.0
383 JAMNA 10.8 1962 DFr 2 3.1260 5 6 10 1936 1961 2.1 196Q 0.4 14.6
384 RU" rT) IfAL A 10.7 1962 DEC 2 2.6516 5 6 10 1931 1965 6.0 1968 16.1 19.2
185 -TLM TAo 8.9 1957 JUN 11 2.8451 5 6 8 1952 1062 -6.0 1967 ?2.6 30.2
396 S!EGEA P.4 1957 JUN 11 2.8955 5 6 5 1953 1959 2.4 1968 15.7 21.6
387 &QUI TNTA 9.0 1951 DEC 20 2.7384 2 8 18 1924 1Q54 69.8 1968 155.5 1e5.9
388 CHPYYDIS Q.4 195 JUN 11 3.0081 5 6 8 1948 1964 -3.0 1969 12.8 18.6
389 T InUST IA 9.3 1951 DEC 20 2.6085 5 6 5 1953 1958 36.0 1968 232.3 270.9
390 AL A 11.5 1951 DEC 20 2.6518 5 6 5 1951 1060 450.0 1960 1759.0 2106.0
391 INFQG 12,3 1957 JUN 11 2.3197 5 6 5 1932 1964 8.4 1967 22.7 21.7
392 W!LHFLmTNA 10.6 1925 JAN 10 2.8847 2 8 7 1933 1355 -8.8 1964 51.1 69.8
393 L AAPET !A 9.2 1942 JAN 1 2.7808 2 8 12 1921 1957 11.1 1968 32.6 42.1
1964 AQnUTNA 10.9 1949 OrT 27 2.7620 1969 300.0. 383.1 ESTIMATED
305 oFLIA 11.5 1056 NOV 23 2. 'P8 2 8 , 1Q26 1957 15.7 1968 38.8 50.2
396 AFCLTA . 11.2 1956 NCV 23 2.7423 2 8 7 1925 1959 -6.3 1966 19.3 24.4
397 VTENNA 10.3 1962 AUG 24 2.6355 2 q 6 1936 1962 -6.8 1962 18.7 22.1
398 ADMETE 12.0 1951 DEC 20 2.7361 .2 8 6 1930 1957 96.1 1969 208.2 262.0
399 PERSEPHnNF 10.6 1951 DEC 20 3.0593 5 5 10 1938 1956 180.0 1968 438.4 654.3
400 DliCPSA 11.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1299 5 6 7. 1938 1963 7.5 1969 20.8 32.1 :
STATU- IF N040FCED N7? DLNET cP.E E :nE
M'Um0FD NIAMF OTF ADMAG EOnC4 A 8L d'ETS 9or!ST T!VrhS 2ESIrU&L LLST EirtD SEC E, rrq K-3
401 nrTTLTA 10.2 1962 DEC 2 3.3366 5 6 10 1932 1963 6.9 1969 17.6 ?9.9402 rPLnrF 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.5594 5 6 4 1949 1958 i0.0 1065 4)5.3 456.9403. CYA 'E 10.3 l1o4 SFP 6 2."005 5 5 4 1038 153 
-2.0 Iob 211.2 277.0404 ADETNOF 9.9 q1951 nFC 20 2.9915 5 6 4 1950 1958 25. 1966 110.0 126.9405 TmTr 9.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5831 5 6 4 1959 1Q59 90.0 1q6' 3't.2 400,.406 FPN' 11.4 1962 DEC 2 2.9192 5 6 10 1933 1965 3.6 1969 11.7 16.3407 hQCJr:E 10.3 1951 DFC 20 2.6239 5 6 4 1953 1958 7.2 1969 53.7 63.3408 FAPt 10.8 1962 OEC 2 3.1650 5 6 10 1938 1965 
-3.9 1060 12.1 l.9q09 ASPtSTA 8.6 1936 Ar2 22 2.5749 2 8 0 -0 -0 1.0 1969 l4~.7 170.9410 CwtrDIS 9.7 1959 FFE 1 2.7261 2 8 21 qq1919 1959 
-16.8 1965 3'.2 46.6411 XA',rN 10.2 162 DFr 2 2.9363 5 6 6 1923 1956 10.4 1969 26.3 3 .9412 ELTSAPF1HA 10.3 1931 NO V 15 2.7618 5 6 7 1048 1962 
-5.3 1969 44.5 56.8413 E D1.(,a 11.I 1962 OFC 2 2.5841 5 6 5 1Q20 1065 4.6 1960 13.7 15,7414 L TC T r 'F 10.7 1962 DEC 2 3.5072 5 6 6 1949 1960 
-90.0 1,66 24?.3 440.4415 PALA TTA 10.4 1960 JAN 7 2.7869 5 5 6 1941 1951 144.0 1968 514.6 679.5416 VATTCANt 0.4 1969 JAN 7 2.788' 5 6 7 1948 1958 2.9 1967 14.6 19.0417 SUEVIA 13.7 1947 JAN 1~ 2.7998 5 6 6 1952 1962 2.6 1968 21.6 28.2418 ALEMANNIA 10.8 1951 DEC 20 2.5923 5 6 4 1954 1959 -36.0 106- 2 o0.2 322.2410 AliFL IA 9.6 1951 OF: 20 2.5955 5 6 4 1954 1959 360.0 1967 2313.2 2675.0420 BEP TInLOA 9.4 1062 E, 3.4213 5 6 11 1q48 1965 
-6.3 1965 17.4 30.5421 ZAHO 9 'G!A 13.0 1956 N!OV 23 2.53-6 2 8 " 1Q04 1057 31.3 19t9* 63.9 71.2422 EPOLINA 12.1 1957 JUN 11 2.2278 5 6 7 1941 1962 9.0 1968 26.2 23.3423 DTrTWA 8.5 1947 JAN 15 3.0661 5 6 1 1954 1961 9.2 1066 66.1 98.8~ 24 rPATTA 10.8 1951 DEC 20 2.7743 5 5 6 1948 19r4 
-252.0 1969 1184.8 1523.7425 rDPt'L 1A 10.8 1947 JAN 15 2.P862 5 6 5 153 1962 
-21.8 1969 118.7 162.3Q 426 HIPPD 9.6 1Q62 DE 2 2.8872 5 6 10 I4 e 166 4.4 1969 13.8 18.9427 S LFNIF 10.7 q1957 JJu 11 2.9777 5 6 4 1951 1964 7.4 1969 23.3 33.5428 M NfCHIA 12.9 1962 DFC 2 2.3075 5 6 5 1932 1065 8.4 1060 20.0 10.8429 LPT!S 10.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6074 5 6 4 1954 1958 216.n 1967 1629.1 1898.0430 HYFc! S 11.8 1951 DEC 20 2.8434 5 6 6 1940 157 90.0 1966 22(.7 301.6431 4EPHrlt 10.1 1051 OFC 20 3.1312 5 5 6 191,3 1954 72.0 106e 237.4 366.7*32 DYTHIA 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.3713 5 6 5 1953 1961 180.0 1969 797.2 792.4433 Evne' 12.4 1941 JAN 6 1.4581 2 8 15 1926 1965 -1,.2 106P 26.0 P.6434 PINTAP A 12.1 1Q57 JUN 11 1.9443 5 6 6 1938 1963 8.3 1968 24.9 17.1435 FLLf 11.3 194' FFL 10 2.4490 2 8 ?8 1898 1966 6.9 1966 23.3 24.4436 oATDICIA 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1901 5 6 5 1q49 1060 4.7 1969 1 . "  28.2437 RHOO A 11.6 1962 DEC 2 2.3864 5 6 6 1950 1964 
-2.3 1968 11.0 11.1438 ZcUXYn 10.6 1951 DEC 20 2.5543 5 6 4 1953 1958 108.0 1969 68.9 764.8430 DHTP 10. 10C51 DEC 20 3.1304 5 5 6 1937 1952 -36.0 1964 111.5 172.1440 T4FODrA 12.9 1964 NOV 1 2.2109 ? 8 5 1941 1965 9.9 1969 23.7 20.P441 PATPILPE 0.8 1062 DE: 2 2.8 050 5 6 10 1939 1966 
-4.7 1968 13.8 18.144? ETCSIFELOIA 11.2 1951 DFC 20 2.3455 5 6 5 1953 1958 324.0 lc69 2018.6 1968.6443 OHTrrPADHICA 11.6 1IW6 AUG 23 2.2156 2 8 12 IQ42 1066 7.2 1t66 17.9 15.8444 CYoTtS 9.4 1957 JUN 11 2.7694 5 6 5 1953 1959 70.1 1969 264.1 338.7 O445 nNt 10.2 1947 JAN 15 3.1786 5 6 8 1950 1961 -12.9 1969 62.1 QP.C446 BETEPPVTTAS 10.0 1953 JAN 23 2.'86Q 2 8 23 1899 1963 9.2 1969 23.3 30.2447 VALFN10NE 13.4 1957 JUN 11 2.9854 5 6 5 1Q54 1960 6.3 1969 29.9 43.1448 NATLIF 11.0 1945 DEC 11 3.1355 5 5 11 1927 1954 109.0 1969 245.9 3P0.6449 HAMPURGA 10.7 1948 MAR 30 2.5541 5 6 6 1948 1960 2.6 1968 19.3 21.7450 PPIGITTA 11.3 1962 DEC 2 3.0137 5 6 4 1951 1956 4.5 1969 27.0 30.4 W
STaTUS riP NLIMFE ED k1!!nOD DLANET FDOEACc I
()U~yq au. MOTE AP MAG EP1 4H PLANETS P PFCS TI rNS P r S DU AL LIST ;PRlF SFC Fo O0 <A3
4~1 PATENTI 8.3 1947 JAN 15 3.0606 5 6 9 1950 1062 '.5 1067 38.2 57.1
452 Hb'LT -P1 E 13.4 1900 JAN! 1 2.8652 0 0 2 1W)ln  1940 144.0 1969* 498.1 673.4
45- TEl 12.0 1066 N'V 11 2.1827 2 8 12, 1936 1966 3P.0 1969 69.9 60.0
454 MA'1HESTS 10.1 1051 PEC 20 2.6272 5 6 4 1053 1060 450.0 C160 2194.8 2588.5
455 RoUCHSLIA 10.0 1951 DE, 20 2.6589 5 6 4 1952 1957 360.0 1969 2169.0 260S.0
456 A RY ~ 11.0 1951 DEC 20 2.7833 5 6 4 1952 1960 90.0 1966 391.3 505.8
457 aLL FGHEN !A 13.0 1935 CCT 9 3.0897 2 8 3 i900 1940 7.4 1969* 28.9 43.7
458 IFor YN' A 10.6 1947 JAN 15 2.9890 5 6 7 1951 1962 -18.2 1969 85.7 123.6
459 SIGIE 11.0 1947 DEC 1 2.620 5 5 6 1047 1055 252.0 196Q 1175.9 1381.3
460 SCAMT A 12.0 1951 OEC 20 2.7186 5 6 5 1957 1958 72.0 1967 380.9 474.5
461 SASKTA 11.6 1951 0FC 20 3.1163 5 5 6 1935 1949 -144.0 1966 460.o  '06.
462 Eo"oHYLA 10.8 1062 DEC 2 2.8722 5 6 7 1929 1963 3.3 1967 11.4 15.4
46" LPrL 12.9 1962 OFr 2 2.3978 5 6 5 1926 1967 -3.8 1967 12.4 12.6
464 vcEcf0d 10.4 194' JtN 15 2.8021 5 6 5 1950 1060 P.3 196P 45.6 50.5
465 ALFKT 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.0981 5 6 4 1950 1962 -2.4 1968 11.0 16.7
466 TTS!PPPNle 9.2 1957 JUM 11 3.3753 5 6 7 1951 1958 6.3 -1965 28.9 49.8
467 LA110A 12.1 1P52 JUL 7 2.0458 2 8 4 1924 1952 22.2 1969 57.4 81.0
468 LI'Ma 10.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1570 5 6 6 1949 1959 .9 066 9.2 14.3
469 toGFNTINA 10.0 1957 JUNI 11 3.1525 5 6 Q 1042 o10 4 -q.9 1069 25.1 30.2
470 KLTA 11.5 1951 DEr .20 2.4046 5 6 5 1953 1958 36.0 1969 232.8 237.0
471 PAPAGFNA 7.9 1951 DEC 20 2.8872 2 8 10 1938 1956 16.9 1965 49.0 67.0
472 OMA 10.6 1951 DEC 20 2.5420 6 4 1954 1958 -72.0 1966 549.3' 613.9
473 NILLT L 11.2 1901 FFB 14 2.9792 1901* 641000.0 918091.0 LST
474 PRt!PENYTA 11.9 1967 DEC 2 2.4547 5 6 6 1933 1961 9.0 1969 23.2 24.4
4'5 PtLLO 12.4 1968 OCT 11 2.5946 2 8 7 1930 1968 4.1 1968 10.7 12.4
476 HEDWYG 9.8 1962 DEC 2 2.6487 5 6 9 1952 1968 -2.7 1968 10.5 12.6
4'7 ITALIA 11.5 1957 JUN 11 2.4155 5 6 6 1950 1951 10.1 1968 33.5 34.3
478 TECGESTE 8.9 1957 JUN 11 3.0134 5 6 9 1948 1964 2.7 1969 12.2 17.8
479 :ADEca 11.0 1951 DEC 20 2.7212 5 6 5 IC54 1959 -108.0 1068 '00.1 P13.4
480 HAN'S A 10.0 1951 DEC 20 2.6448 5 6 5 1952 1957 270.0 1967 1629.1 1942.1
481 EM!TA 9.8 1956 NOV 23 2.7431 2 8 18 1921 1958 12.4 1969- 30.9 39.0
482 PeT INA 10.1 1962 DFC 2 2.0954 5 6 6 1938 1950 -8.3 10 66 23.2 33.6
483 SFPoINA 9.7 1962 DEC 2 3.4288 5 6 7 1941 1962 2.2 1969 9.5 16.8
484 ITTSPUPGHI.A 11.5. 1951 DEr 20 2.6702 5 6 4 1953 1056 360.0 196P 3360.0 4089.4
485 GcNU 9.7 1956 NOV 23 2.7483 2 8 22 1918 1958 42.7 1963 86.4 109.5
486 C~WP'V 12.3 1067 '4Y 30 2.3573 2 8 6 1952 1967 -2.1 1967 8.6 8.5
487 VEMFTTA 0.6 1951 DEC 20 2.66q5 5 6 5 1053 1059 -36.0 1967 201.0 243.2
488 KQFUSl 9.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1477 5 6 7 1950 1961 2.7 1969 13.5 21.1
489 CnMrdIkA 9.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1;00 5 6 8 1939 1958 9.0 1969 2'.0 42.1
490 VFPITfT 0.5 - 1062 DEC 2 3.1746 5 6 10 1939 1964 7.2 1968 18.5 29.2
491 rAPTNA '10.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1953 5 6 7 1941 1963 -4.4 1968 13.7 21.8
492 GISmJNDA 11.0 1062 DEC 2 3.107' 5 6 10 1933 1066 6.0 106P 15.5 23.
493 RI~FLDIS 11.8 1951 DEC 20 3.1134 5 6 4 !943 1960 180.0 1960* 471.2 645.2
494 VTFTUS 10.1 1957 JUN 11 2.9863 5 6 6 1951 1959 -9.0 1969 34.9 50.3
495 FULALTA 11.6 195' JUN 11 2.4878 5 6 4 1953 1961 -3.8 1968 19.0 20.5
496 rYPHIA 13.0 1969 AR 79 2.1993 2 8 11 1936 1969 3.8 1969 10.4 9.0
497 IVA 10.7 1960 JAN 7 2.8517 5 5 6 1938 1052 180.0 1969 533.3 715.7
498 TOKO 10.0 1962 DEC 2 2.6499 5 6 10 1931 1966 6.3 1967 16.4 19.7 o
499 VcNUSbA 10.2 1948 SEP 6 3.9634 5 6 5 1949 1958 -3.2 1967 22.1 47.5
500 SCL.INUP 10.6 1051 DEC 20 2.6125 5 6 5 1952 1959 72.0 1969 348.6 407.4
STATUS lF JMPEE MTNOR DLANET EPHFErl DES 11
MU~ ED MF!A NOTE ARMAG EPnC4 pLA P .NTS DPODST!-;S PESIOUAL L"ST -c0np F r Foora KV3
501 JPHTX!DU 10.2 1951 0DE 20 3.1518 5 5 6 1931 1951 -288.0 198 742.7 1158.2
502 SIrUNF 12.3 1941 JUL 25 2.38R6 1962 300.0 300.8 ESTIMATED
503 EVELYM 10.3 1S47 JAI 15 2.7230 5 6 ' 1050 1060 -10.1 1q69 53.5 66.8
504 CnR4 11.1 1960 J N 7 2.7213 5 5 4 1951 1956 -7.2 1969 40.9 51.0
505 ,AVA 10.1 1955 NOV 23 2.6864 2 P 13 1916 1959 -89.8 196' 170.4 208.3
506 MIAR4T 0.8 1Q47 JAN 15 3.0449 5 6 7 1951 1962 -7.5 1969 40.8 60.5
507 LAfnDrA 10.4 1962 DEC 2 3.1530 5 6 10 1938 1965 -3.0 1968 10.6 16.6
508 P0o NCFTONA 9.5 1047 JAN 15 3.1507 5 6 F 1048 1060 9.0 lo~ 42.3 66.2
509 T nLAND4 9.8 1962 DEC 2 3.0619 5 6 7 1942 1964 5.7 1969 16.0 ?3.9
s10 MAPFLt - 11.0 1951 DEC 20 2.6088 5 6 5 1953 1958 360.0 1969 2241.1 2613.3
511 n AVIDA 7.1 195' JUN 11 3.1008 5 6 9 1950 1961 2.0 1969 11.7 18.6
512 TAUC vP'FNST S 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.1893 5 6 5 1932 1958 4.8 1968 16.5 14.2
513 CF TFSYk*A 10.6 1Q51 DEC 20 3.0131 5 5 6 1943 1153 61.2 1060 216.5 315.9
514 PMIDt 10.3 1951 DEC 20 3.0508 5 5 6 1939 1952 -180.0 1967 562.2 835.7
515 ATHALIA 11.9 1903 SEP 3 3.1239 2 8 8 1903 1964 3.7 1069 30,9 47.6
516 AbPEPSTIA 9.5 1941 JfN 6 2.6788 2 6 10 1937 1959 -32.6 1o6; 1)0.8 122.7
r17 FDITH 10.5 1962 OEC 2 3.1377 5 6 10 1931 1963 6.9 196
n  17.6 27.3
518 HALAWF * 12.3 1951 DFC 20 2.5375 5 6 4 1943 1959 360.0 1063 864.3 963.1
519 SYLVANIA 10.3 1967 ARA 20 2.7886 2 8 13 1956 1967 5.2 1968 14.6 19.0
570 r-AN1 TSKA 11.9 1962 DEC 2. 3.0079 5 6 4 1942 1969 -9.0 1968 20.3 29.6
521 PQIXIA 10.0 1o51 DE 20 2.'403 5 o6 4 1952 1959 360.0 1966 170c.0 2151.9
522 HFLrA * 10.0 1962 DEC 2 3.6283 5 6 9 1939 1963 -3.6 1968 11.8 22.4
-523 ADA 10.7 1957 JUN 11 2.9622 5 6 8 1049 1C64 4." 1069 16.6 23.6
3 524 FIDFLI 10.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6361 5 6 5 1952 1958 72.0 1967 301.1 451.9
525 fnELATOF 13.? 1957 JUN 11 2.2453 2 6 3 1908 1957 -3.6 1968 14.7 13.3
526 JEJA 10.9 1962 DEC 2 3.1246 5 6 ' 1034 1963 -2.7 1968 10.3 15.8
527 FUPYANT49 11.4 1951 DEC 20 2.7236 5 6 5 1953 1961 90.0 1968 40?.7 
503.0
528 PFZIA 9.9 1948 JUL 28 3.3943 5 6 8 1051 1962 11.3 1069 54.0 Q3.6
529 PpR7llSA 11.1 1950 AUS 27 3.0194 5 6 5 1951 1961 -15.2 1967 66.5 97.3
530 TUIJrt Nn 0T 10.0 1949 SEP 1 3.2174 5 6 5 1950 1957 4.7 1968 32.2 51.8
531 ZFOLINA 12.3 1004 APO 30 2.7848 2 8 2 1004 1955 4.1 1955* 33.8 43.8
532 HErUL NA 8.0 1935 DEC 24 2.7728 2 8 0 -0 -0 1.6 1968 232.6 
298.8
533 SA5A 11.2 1957 JUN 11 2.9822 5 6 4 1948 1958 -2.6 1067 14.4 20.6
534 NAS~"VIA 11.0 1962 DFC 2 2.8843 5 6 10 1928 1968 -7.4 1969 17.4 23.7
535 MMnTACUE 10.5 1951 DEC 20 2.5687 5 5 6 1943 1053 144.0 1966 498.8 
567.2
536 MEPAPI 0.4 [047 JaN 15 3.5047 5 6 5 1051 1059 -5.6 1969 37.6 68.3
537 PPULY 10.1 1951 DEC 20 3.0689 5 5 6 1946 1952 -108.( 1968 530.4 795.3
538 pOIEDFQIKF 10.6 1951 DEC 20 3.1645 5 5 6 1938 1953 -108.0 1068 310.6 4P7.3
530 P& INA 11.1 1051 DEC 20 2.7390 0 0 5 1941 1956 144.0 1968 383.3 483.1
540 RPCSMUNDF 12.2 1957 JUN 11 7.2188 5 6 7 1948 1964 9.8 1967 27.9 24.6
541 DEP.P AH 11.3 1051 DEC 20 2.A152 5 6 5 1055 1C61 360.0 1966 2048.' 2605.4 *
542 SUSDNNA 10.3 1962 DEC 2 2.9041 5 6 6 1942 1964 4.1 1967 13.2 
18.2
543 CHAPLOTTF 10.6 1966 APQ 5 3.0591 2 8 16 1935 1966 -5.1 1966 13.0 10.4
544 JCTTA 11.3 1951 DEC 20 2.5913 5 6 5 1952 1957 7.2 1967 52.4 60.4
545 MESSALI-NA 9.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1715 5 6 7 1950 1960 -3.6 1966 16.3 25.7
546 HEP0OIAS 10.8 1951 DEC 20 2.5966 5 6 5 1053 1058 2'0.0 1967 1683.2 194'. 9
547 PoAXcDIS 10.9 1956 NOV 23 2.7766 2 8 12 1904 1957 -25.0 1968 52.2 67.2 o
548 KREcS!Oc 12.6 1928 OCT 1 2.2821 2 8 20 1904 1962 -24.8 1969 63.2 58.8
549 JESSONOA 11.8 1962 DEC 2 2.6825 5 6 6 1936 1958 180.0 19699 390.3 476.0 Co
550 SENTA 10.4 1951 DE 20 2.5889 5 6 5 1952 1958 -72.0 1969 381.2 439.0
STATUS F JUMPFerFD MINCR DLFNET HFME'TPnFS 12
IUMBF I V% NOTE AR4 r.  EDCH A PLAk'FTS r DrrS!TTr S ESIDUAI LAT Eoc rr F-CR Kw3
551 POTrUn 10.5 1957 JUN 11 2.9705 5 6 8 1931 1958 8.4 19 6 9 ' "-24.0 34.2552 SIGcL1nE 10.4 1051 DEC 20 3.1531 5 5 6 1C3O 1953 -144.0 1968 419.7 654.9553 KUNDRY 13.5 1967 SF o  7 2.2309 2 8 6 1932 .1967 -6.8 1967 16.2 14.4554 OFr.A 9.5 1965 JUN 9 2.3751 2 8 14 1938 1O6S 3. 196 ...... 12.2 12.2555 N0VA 11.7 1968 MAY 4 3.1564 2 8 6 1931 1958 -6.8 1968 14.7 23.0556 PHYLLTS 10.6 1951 DEC 20 7.4668 5 6 6 1952 1960 90.0 1969 392.0 416.7557 VT'LFTTA 13.1 1951 DFC 20 2.4414 5 6 4 1049 1955 252.0 1067 1185.5 1238.6558 CroPAFA 10.1 1957 JUN 11 2.90P8 5 6 7 1951 1962 -3.? 1969 14.8 20.4559 NANClN 10.6 1951 DEC 20 2.7146 5 6 5 1954 1959 180.0 1069 1160. 1442.7560 nELTLa 11.8 1957 JUN 11 2.7502 5 6 4 1947 1957 7.7 1969 30.2 38.3561 INGW=L'E 12.0 1951 DEC 20 3.1613 5 5 5 1927 1953 -684.0 1965* 1534.1 2403.1562 SALMF 10.9 1047 JAN 15 3.0185 5 6 4 1051 1959 -9.0 1969 55.6 81.4563 SULLEIK 9.6 1951 DFC 20 2.7126 5 6 5 1954 1959 
-72.0 1969 469.7 583.1564 DUPU 11.8 1962 DFC 2 2.7469 5 6 6 1948 1965 3.6 1969 12.7 16.1565 mAr ACrtA 12.1 1951 DEC 20 2.4413 5 6 4 1954 1959 36.0 --1968 ---- .239.9 250.7566 STFcFCSKnPIA 9.2 1947 JAN 15 3.3855 5 6 8 1950 1962 3.0 1969 10.5 35.5
,67 .ELEUTrroI A 10.5 1951 DEC 20 3.1520 5 5 6 1044 1952 72.0 1968 296.2 462.1568 CHFOUSKIA 10.4 1957 JUN 11 2.8846 5 6 4 1952 1962 -107.9 1969 287.5 392.7569 MTF8 10.9 1962 nE 2 2.6570 5 6 9 1949 1962 8.8 1969 26.1 31.4570 KYTHpFO 10.1 1962 DEC. 2 3.4444 5 6 10 1931 1962 3.3 1960 11.2 19.8571 DULr IPEA 12.9 1951 DEC 20 2.4110 5. 6 4 1950 195Q 72.0 197u 291.6 288.0572 WEPCKKA 11.9 1951 OFC 20 2.4009 5 6 4 1940 1956 72.0 1063 310.2 '  323.1573 PECHA 10.8 1951 DE! 20 3.0119 5 5 6 1939 1952 -144.0 1967 451.5 658.4574 eEG'!NHILO 13.8 1962 DEC 2 2.2527 5 5 5 1947 1966 3.9 1966 13.7 12.4575 FNATF 12.4 1951 DEC 20 2.5535 5 6 4 1953 1958 36.0 1966 232.5 261.7576 EMAMUELA 10.7 1947 JAN 15 2.9889 5 6 6 1951 1961 10.5 1967 55.8 80.4577 QDFf 10.8 1934 DEC 29 3.1115 2 8 9 1905 1954 -43.9 1966 05.3 145.8578 HAPPEL A 10.5 1967 MAR 11 2.7489 2 8 9 1941 1967 6.3 1969 14.9 18.9579 S1nlNIA 9.4 1947 JAN 15 3.0145 5 6 8 1050 1962 -3.2 1969 21.8 31.8540 SELENE 11.0 1957 JUN 11 3.2234 5 6 5 1042 1961 -8.1 - 196 23.6 38.1581 TAUNTNIA 11.0 1951 DEC 20 3.'170 5 5 4 1941 1951 10.8 1961 47.1 75.6582 rLYMPTA 10.5 1957 JUN 11 2.6111 5 6 5 1940 1959 7.P 1Q66 24.6 28.7583 KLCT ILDE 10.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1883 5 6 4 1945 1955 2.1 -.1967. - 13.3 21.1584 SgTyoAlTS 10.0 195T JUN 11 2.3734 5 6 4 1954 1962 4.5 1969 21.3 21.2585 PTL ITS 11.5 1951 DEC 20 2.4314 5 6 4 1052 1959 216.0 1968 1027.9 1066.4586 TMHEKL 10.4 1962 DEC 2 3.0415 5 6 10 1930 1966 -2.8 1969 10.1 14.9587 HYPSTPYLE 13.6 1962 DEC 2 2.3346 5 6 5 1c32 1957 00.0 1968* 214.P 207.7588 ACHILLES 9.4 1948 AUS 7 5.2112 5 6 9 1906 1931 -4.7 1967 ??.5 68.7
589 CPATTA 10.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1300 5 6 5 1951 1964 3.2 1968 12.2 16.9
590 TCMYRIS 11.2 1951 DEC 20 3.0003 5 5 6 1944 1054 144.0 1965 483.6 701.2591 IoMr.aRD 11.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6784 5 6 5 1951 1959 180.0 1969 751.5 914.2592 BATSFPA 10.6 1962 DEC 2 3.0240 5 6 4 1051 1965 7.1 1966 19.6 28.8593 TITANTA 10.5 1951 DEC 20 2.6980 5 6 5 1952 1957 108.0 1966 656.9 808.5
594 MTOFILLE 13.8 1949 SFo 1 2.6307 2 8 3 1906 1936 -49.5 1965 ---143.3 16904 0595 P LYXFNA 0.3 1057 JUN 11 3.2092 5 '6 9 1942 1060 5.9 1969 19.4 31.0
596 SrHFILA 9.8 1947 JAN 15 2.9301 5 6 6 1951 1962 9.9 1968 51.1 71.4597 PANDUSIA 10.8 1947 JAN 15 2.6721 5 6 6 191l 1962 -6.6 1969 .37.8 45.8598 OCTAV I 9.9 1951 DEC 20 2. 7635 5 6 5 1951 1958 180.0 1967 81.7 1063.0
599 LtUSA 10.1 1951 DEC 20 2.7750 5 6 4 -1952 1958 108.0 1967 566.8 729.2600 mUSA 11.4 1951 DEC 20 2.6586 5 6 5 1953 1959 72.0 1968 393.0 472.5 W
STATUS OF NJM PE'Fn r ~1mR PLANET EPHEVFT0EnF 13
FLUq FR NaMF MPTE ABMaG ForCH PLdNFTS 9DPCIITICNS RESITU L LPST ERPr Sc r E60C' t''3
601 NFRTHUS 10.4 1023 JUN 30 3.1345 5 5 10 1923 1955 649.0 1967 1980.0 3063.3
602 MhD 7'APA 9.7 1947 JAN 15 3.0P84 5 6 8 1951 1963 -3.0 1369 21.2 32.0
603 TTIVNDDA 13.6 1906 MAD 11 2.5518 2 8 2 1906 1051 -6.1 10519 40. 46,0
604 TEKmESSA 10.3 1957 JIIN 11 3.1667 5 6 7 1951 1960 2.1 1968 12.7 19.9
605 JUVISTA 10.6 1962 Oct 2 2.9996 5 6 6 1939 1961 -8.6 1967 22.6 32.8
606 B QAP'GANc 11.6 1951 DEC 20 2.5862 5 6 4 1952 1956 -36.0 1958 261.2 300.3
607 JENNY 13.9 1947 JAN 15 2.8515 5 6 5 1950 1962 -9.0 1969 '4.3 59.4
608 APPLF!N!E 11.9 1942 JUL 20 3.0259 1069 300.0 440.5 ESTTMATED
6 09 FULVIA 11.3 1962 DFC 2 3.0873 5 6 5 1948 1965 2.7 1969 10.6 16.0
610 VArLSKA 13.3 1942 Mt.Y 1 3.0797 19570 300.0 452.2 ESTIMATED
611 VALFD!A 10.6 1957 JUN 11 2.97R0 1967 300.0 430.1 ESTTk&TED
612 VEOPNIKA L 12.4 1906 OrT 17 3.1389 2 8 1 1906 1906 7.2 1912* 643010.0 992171.0 LOST
613 GrNEV A 11.0 1947 JAN 15 2.9199 5 6 8 1951 1960 12.5 1066 69.4 96.6
614 PTA 12,1 1962 nDE 2 2.6927 5 6 4 1949 1957 1.4 10 6( 10.5 12.9
615 :tSwITHA 11.3 1951 DCr 20 2.6313 5 6 5 1952 1957 144.0 1969 873.1 1032.3
616 FLLY 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5510 5 6 5 1955 1961 450.0 1962 2559.3 2878.7
617 PATrCLUS 9.2 1948 &UG 7 5.2068 1965 300.0 914.7 ESTIMATEO
618 FLF FV0E 9.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1843 5 6 8 1051 1962 4.4 1960 17.4 27.6
610 TRT8ErrA 11.2 1962 DEC 2 2.5195 5 6 7 1946 1958 4.5 19690 18.0 19.8
620 DRAKrNTA 12.5 1951 DFC 20. 2.4352 5 6 5 1950 1959 72.0 1962 281.6 292.9
621 W'ODANI 11.8 1062 OF 2 3.1191 5 6 5 1050 1"58 -4.2 1969 68.3 105.0
622 ESTP= 11.8 1951 DEC 20 2.4143 0 0 6 1945 1955 -252.0 1969 816.0 836.5
-623 C4IVAEPA 11.5 1951 DFC 20 2.4591 5 6 4 1954 1959 36.0 1966 239.9 253.7
624 HFKT nD 8.7 1948 AUS 7 5.1211 1969 300.0 896.1 ESTT4ATED
625 XENI& 11.1 1951 DFC 20 2.6470 5 6 4 1951 1956 90.0 1969 531.1 633.9
626 1"TU9 GA 10.1 1962 DEC 2 2.5710 5 6 o 1053 196' -9.0 196' 22.6 25.8
627 CHAeTS 11.1 1951 DEC 20 2.9003 5 5 6 1940 1949 -72.0 1969 304.6 419.5
628 :HPI TNE 10.5 1951 DEC 20 2.5810 5 6 4 1953 1958 -72.0 1966 455.6 522.1
629 RcYF0INA 10.9 1966 rCT 22 3.1200 2 8 5 1935 1966 -6.8 1969 15.9 24.4
630 FUJHFMITA 12.5 1968 JUL 23 2.6245 2 8 6 1930 1968 -6.6 1968 14.7 17,3
631 PHILTDPINA 10.2 1956 t!OV 23 2.7013 5 5 6 lo20 1930 2.0 1060 417.8 542.4
632 DYoHA 13.3 1051 DEC 20 2.6630 5 6 4 1951 1059 72.0 1969 306.0 368.9
633 ZELIM~ 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.0170 5 6 7 1949 1959 6.0 1969 22.2 32.5
634 UTF 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.0444 5 6 6 1932 1959 3.5 1069 12.4 18.4
635 VUNDTTA 10.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1341 5 6 8 1939 1964 11.6 1967 26.7 41.2
636 EP!WA 10.7 1951 DEC 20 2.9101 5 6 4 1953 1997 -36.0 1969 269.6 373.2
637 CHOYSrTHEMIS 12.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1532 19690 300.0 468.2 ESTIMATED
638 Mr!VA 11.1 1956 NOV 23 2.7357 2 8 9 1925 1957 -4.1 1968 15.5 19.5
639 LAToNA 9.4 1962 DCC 2 3.0192 5 6 10 1941 1965 -2.1 1967 0.2 13.4
640 BRAMPILLA 10.4 1062 DEC 2 3.1665 5 6 5 1950 1964 -8.6 1968 23.1 36.3
641 AGNES 13.7 1962 DEC 2 2.2194 5 6 4 1932 1960 .8 1966 8.1 7.2
642 CLAP8 10.A 1962 DEC 2 3.1715 5 6 5 1030 10o6 -6.6 1069 10.1 26.9
643 S 4FHEPEZADE 10.6 1962 DEC 2 3.3454 5 6 6 1930 1957 -4.5 1967 1-.5 24.7
644 CISIMA 11.8 1962 DEC 2 2.5993 5 6 7 1926 1965 -3.3 1969 11.5 13.3
645 ArPTPPINA 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1798 5 6 8 1930 1964 9.5 1968 21.8 34.4
646 KASTAL!A 14.3 1953 AUG 11 2.3251 2 8 4 1937 1964 -34.5 1964 71.9 69.0
647 EDELrUNDS 12.7 1951 DEC 20 2.4444 5 6 4 1040 1962 270.0 1964 810.5 858.0
648 PTDPA 10.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1718 5 6 7 1041 1963 -5.9 1969 17.9 28.2 0
649 JOSSFA 14.2 1951 DEC 20 2.5505 5 6 2. 1952 1956 9.6 1967 76.5 85,9
650 AMALASUNTHA 13.6 1907 SEP 22 2.4577 2 6 7 1907 1953 51.5 1968 173.1 182.8
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651 ANTIKI Fl 11.2 1962 DEC 2 3.0244 5 6 8 1928 1964 -6.0 1964 15.7 23.1
652 JUJP'L&TTX 12.4 1962 OF r  2 2.5554 5 6 " 193' 1955 3.0 c6
"
' 13.3 15.c
653 BDPENV.E 10.6 1962 DE' 2 3.0121 5 6 9 1927 1968 2.4 1968 9.3 13.5
654 ?ELTP'A 9.9 1957 JUN 11 2.2969 5 6 8 1950 1964 8.1 1965 ?5.4 23.9
655 PoTSEIS 10.6 1057 JUN 11 2.c867 5 6 7 1041 1C64 P.3 1969 22.3 32.2
656 BAr-LE 11.2 1947 JAN 15 3.1683 5 6 6 1950 1960 -4.4 1967 28.? 44.3
657 ~i'NL0D 12.0 1957 JUN 11 2.6120 5 6 4 1D51 1
0 61 0.0 1968 30.8 35.9
658 ASTFPIA 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.8548 5 6 6 1952 1959 36.0 1969 178.4 239.8
659 NFSTnD 9.7 1963 DFC 17 5.2582 2 8 14 1931 1964 -6.0 1967 14.8 45.7
660 CoErF'TTA 10.0 1062 DEC 2 2.5367 5 6 10 1C48 1966 -7.5 1966 19.7 22.0
661 rL"FLt 10.7 1951 PEC 20 3.0129 5 6 5 1952 1960 180.0 1967 771.4 1128.4
662 NEWTPNTA 11.9 1951 DFC 20 2.5531 5 6 4 1953 1957 -144.0 1960 1053.3 1185.6
663 EFt ''P'nF 10.6 1962 DE 2 3.0700 5 6 6 1948 1966 -3.0 1969 12.5 !8.8
664 JUnITH 11.4 19t,2 DEC 2 3.1604 5 6 5 1930 1964 7.8 1964 18.8 29.6
665 SAhFk'F 0.8 195' JUN 11 3.151' 5 6 5 19ril 1957 3.0 1967 22.2 34.7
666 DESPEUONA 12.0 1957 JUN 11 2.5932 5 6 4 1950 196? -5C.1 196? 143.0 165.1
667 nrNTSE 10.6 1965 JUL 19 3.1908 2 8 6 q136 1965 6.2 1965 15.4 24.4
669 Dr"P 13.4 1964 M"Y 25 2.7981 2 8 5 1936 1959 -2.6 1969 10.5 13.7
669 KYoc ! 11.4 1962 DE
e  2 3.0102 5 6 6 1943 1966 7.r 1966 18.8 27.4
670 -TTFCFRE 11.2 1062 ?EC 2 2.9049 5 6 10 1027 1C6A -3.0 1969 10.5 13.7
571 CAoNEIA 11.2 1951 DEC 20 3.0974 5 , 6 4 1952 1960 270.0 1970 1155.8 1757.1
672 fASTAPTF 12.4 1951 FC 20 2.5549 5 6 4 1948 1956 72.0 1969 279.3 314.7
6'3 EDnA 11.2 1947 JAN 15 2. 914 5 6 6 1959 1959 4.5 1969 30.9 40.6
674 FACHELF 8.5 1951 DEC ?0 2.0207 5 6 4 1953 1957 25.2 1967 191.3 266.3
675 LUDMILLA 9.3 1951 r)Er 20 2."14 5 6 5 1952 1957 21.6 1968 13Q.4 1'7.7
r 676 ML TTTA 10.6 1962 DEC 2 3.0635 5 6 7 1931 1965 -3.5 1968 11.4 17.0
677 AALTJF 11.0 1941 JUN 15 2.9557 2 8 14 1906 1961 -24.4 1968 53.0 75.1
678 FQErEGUNDIS 10.7 1962 DEC 2 2.5739 5 6 8 1934 1967 7.1 1969 17.8 20.3
679 PAX 9.2 1954 SEP 15 2.5869 0 0 6 1939 1953 770.0 1965 2065.4 2375.6
680 SENIVEVA 10.9 1962 DEC 2 3.1305 5 6 10 1033 1966 -7.5 1966 10.1 27.0
581 GncrC 12.0 1962 nEC 2 3.1120 5 6 5 1932 1966 1.0 1966 7.0 10.7
682 HAnto 13.6 1909 JUN 23 2.6321 2 8 2 1909 1951 -11.8 1951* 56.8 67.2
683 LANZIA 9.6 194' JAN 15 3.1169 5 6 7 1947 1963 -3.0 1969 18.6 28.5
684 WILOBURG 12.2 1957 JUN 11. 2.4326 5 6 4 1954 192 35.7 1969 114.8 119.2
685 A4FcTA 13.0 1924 OEC 21 2.2357 2 8 1000lo 1059 -19.8 1066 59.7 51.5
686 GECSUIN' 11.5 1938 JUL 1 2.5884 2 8 7 1922 1955 -3.2 1968 19.6 2?.6
687 T!INETTr 13.0 1957 JUN 11 2.7222 5 6 4 1951 '1963 9.6 1969 29.6 36.9
688 MELAN F 11.' 1951 rEC 20 2.608
7  5 6 5 IC40 1056 540.0 1967 2323.2 2860.4
689 ZITA 13.4 196A A
pO 14 2.3155 2 8 10 1934 1968 -48.0 1969 82.1 78.3
690 WV8T!SLAVIA 8.9 1951 DEC 20 3.1589 5 5 6 1946 1953 -36.0 1969 162.5 254.3
691 LFHTC 10.5 1962 nFr 2 3.0142 5 6 10 1938 1966 6.8 1968 17.1 24.9
69? HITPO~ AA 10.2 1961 JUL 20 1.3617 5 6 5 1049 1956 -21.6 1960 38.7 151.9
693 ZCoP 'TTA 10.5 1951 FC 20 2.9434 5 5 6 1044 1053 -10R.0 1969 404.5 569.8
594 cKtoo 10.2 196; DEC 2 2.6700 5 6 8 1948 1965 -11.0 1969 27.1 32.9
695 DELLA Q.8 1951 DEC 20 7.5391 5 6 5 1953 1960 360.0 1969 1757.9 1961.0
696 LEFr'OPA 10.3 1962 DE' 2 3.1885 5 6 8 1951 1965 6.2 1968 17.7 28.0
697 rAL'LFA 10.4 1947 JAN 15 2.8813 5 6 5 1951 1960 5.0 1966 33.6 45.9
698 EPN!FSTINA 11.9 1Q62 OEC 2 2.8681 5 6 7 193' 1066 90.0 1968 160.7 217.6
699 HFLA 13.2 1943 MAD 17 2.6134 2 A 9 1902 1957 5.7 1969 71.6 25.3
700 AIlpAVIrTPTX 12.5 1957 JUN 11 2.2293 5 6 5 1938 1960 2.6 1967 13.5 12.1
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701 OPIPL 10.6 1951 DEC 20 3.0110 5 5 5 IC49 1955 '5.6 1969 321.6 469.0
702 ALAUDA 8.7 1962 DEC 2 3.1935 5 6 7 1951 1961 -1.4 1967 9.3 14.8
703 MFIF UT 13.7 1962 DFC 2 2.1750 5 6 5 1934 1958 14.2 1966 36.3 30.0
'04 !TN'FL tNTA 7.6 1962 DEC 2 3.0569 5 6 10 1939 1966 -3.8 1970 12.0 17.9
705 EoQM'NT 9.8 1951 DEC 20 2.9228 5 6 4 1953 1958 -21 6.0 1969 1347.8 1878.3
706 HT1OI-lr' 12.1 1962 DOFC 2 2.7206 5 6 6 1 30 1959 6.8 1969* 19.1 23.9
707 STctHA 13.5 1962 DEC 2 2.1806 5 6 8 1932 1957 -1.5 1968- 9.9 8.5
708 qAPHAELA 11.8 1957 JUN 11 2.6717 5 6 5 1952 1960 -3.8 1969 IP.' 22.6
'09 F wVTLLA -.9 1949 JUN 13 2.9139 5 6 7 1951 1963 3.0 1968 19.9 27.6
710 GE ToUD 12.2 1962 DEC 2 3.1430 5 6 5 1938 1967 -8.0 1969 le.8 29.3
711 MAVMULLA 12.6 1062 DEC 2 2.23'3 5 6 6 1942 1968 3.4 1060 12.2 10. c
712 AnLTV'4NA 9.6 1954 SEP 15 2.5764 0 0 # 1950 1957 360.0 1967 1345.5 1537.3
713 LUJSryv! 10.0 1957 JUN 11 3.4096 5 6 8 1930 1962 8.0 1964 20.9 26.5
'14 ULULf 10.3 1962 DE' 2 2.5352 5 6 9 1949 1965 9.0 1969 23.4 26.1
715 TP.ANV'aLIA 11.1 1957 JUN 11 2.7679 5 6 6 1951 1962 2.7 1968 13.7 17.6
716 RFPKFLEY 11.9 1962 DEC 2 2.P101 5 6 5 1050 1963 4.4 1968 15.4 20.3
717 wISTBAnA 12.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1385 5 6 4 1950 1956 10.8 1967 51.7 80.1
718 FIDa 10.8 1957 JUMN 11 3.0522 5 6 8 1941 1963 -5.4 1968 17.1 25.4
'19 ALkcoT L 16.Q 1911 (CT 11 2.5R39 2 8 1 1I11 1911 -8.4 1911* 640000.0 734723.3 LOST
720 BrHL T A 10.9 1951 DEC 20 2.8858 5 5 6 1946 1954 -72.0 1969 278.6 380.8
721 TAB8FA 10.5 1962 DFr 2 3.5539 5 6 5 1931 1064 -11.4 1968 25.1 46.4
722 FQIEDA 13.2 1962 DEC 2 2.1718 5 6 6 1952 1965 9.0 1968 25.4 21.6
723 HAmP"NTA 11.4 1962 DEC 2 2.9975 5 6 6 1934 1967 3.2 1967 10.8 15.6
'24 HAPG L 14.8 1911 OCT 31 2.4506 2 8 1 1911 1911 -4.6 1911* 640000.0 672889. LOS T
725 AMANno 17.4 1927 MAP 21 2.5712 2 8 11 1911 1960 -15.6 1964 49.2 56.0
726 JqCLLA 12.1 1926 MAY 5 2.5656 2 8 a 102' 1963 2.7 1964 24.3 27.6
'27 NTPPON!A 11.3 1962 DEC 2 2.5672 5 6 5 1951 1967 8.7 1967 21.7 24.7
728 LErNtSTS 13.9 1912 FEB 28 2.2556 2 8 1 1912 1912 4.4 196C* 295.7 269.1
"29 WATS0NTA 11.0 195' JUN 11 2.'585 5 5 6 1940 1953 -72.0 1969 223.1 284.4
730 ATNAr,~SIA 14.8 1912 MAY 18 2.2436 2 8 2 1912 1966 -11.7 1969* 53.6 48.3
731 SCD@A 10.6 1947 JAN 15 2.9852 5 6 6 1950 1959 -7.5 1968 44.6 64.1
732 TJILAKT 12.0 1932 AYU 21 2.4569 2 8 9 1912 1954 6.1 1967 27.4 28.9
733 MrCtl 10.2 1957 JUN' 11 3.3911 5 6 4 1949 1960 3.6 1969 15.9 27.6
734 RFNDA 11.0 1051 DEC 20 3.1533 5 5 6 1044 1053 216.0 1067 800.2 1249.0
735 MA; GANNA 11.0 1957 JUN 11 2.7280 5 6 5 1951 1961 -2.9 1969 14.7 18.4
736 -PPVADD 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.2024 5 6 5 1933 1964 9.0 1067 22.6 19.7
737 PREQUIPA 9.8 1951 DEC 20 2.5908 5 6 5 1953 1961 90.0 1969 402.9 464.6
738 ALAGAST 11.1 1951 DEC 20 3.0334 5 5 5 1948 1956 43.2 1969 170.4 251.1
739 M&NnEVILLF 10.1 1960 JAN 7 2.7378 5 6 7 1941 1956 19.5 1965 57.0 71.8
740 CAMTAPTA 10.4 1997 JUN 11 3.0487 5 6 7 1948 1963 4.7 1968 16.8 24.9
741 PCTPLPIA 11.4 1951 DEC 20 2.7235 5 5 6 1941 1954 -36.0 1969 114.1 142.6
742 En!S OA 10.5 1051 DEC 20 3.0129 5 5 6 1945 1953 -108.0 1968 426.9 622.9
741 EUrFN!S'S 11.3 1947 JAN 15 2.7950 5 6 7 1951 1962 17.7 1969 83.9 109.2
744 AUN~T!NA 11.2 1951 DEC 20 3.1730 5 5 6 1041 1953 144.0 1967 452.2 712.2 C
745 MAUrJITTA 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.2595 5 6 6 1924 1957 3.4 1969* 11.9 19.5
746 MAFLU 10.6 1947 JAN 15 3.1129 5 6 5 1951 1958 5.7 1968 41.9 64.2
747 WTNrBIESTEP 8.8 194' JAN 15 2.9944 5 6 4 1952 1958 2.3 1968 24.5 35.4 3
748 StIFISA 9.8 1942 DEC 27 3.9511 2 8 19 1913 1962 16.4 1969 37.9 81.0 o
749 MALZ0VIA 13.0 1964 SEP 2 2.2430 2 8 8 1934 1964 -2.3 1964 9.9 9.0
750 !5SKAR 13.0 1962 DEC 2 2.4420 5 6 6 1932 1966 4.2 1968 13.2 13.8
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751 FAT 10.1 1951 DFC 20 2.5r20 5 6 4 1053 1959 180.0 M1067 965.3 100.3
752 SIIItTTIS 11.5 1957 JUN 11 2.4633 5 6 5 1n52 1060 -3.5 1968 tp. 1 10.2
'53 TTLTS 11.9 1930 JAN 24 2.3295 2 8 5 1938 1956 -2.6 19t7 27.7 26.7
754 .MALaBP 10.5 1947 JAN 15 2.9856 5 6 4 1953 1963 -8.3 1968 47.7 .68.7
'55 ,9UT'T ILLA 10.7 1962 DEC 2 3.1618 5 6 10 lC?' 1967 10.5 1968 22.4 35.0
756 L!LLItNA 11.3 1908 APR 29 3.2288 2 8 4 1398 1050 6.3 1967* 38.6 !62.3
757 Pm TLANOIT 11.5 1962 DEC 2 2.3729 5 6 10 1939 166 -8.6 1969 21.2 21.1
'58 MANCUNTA 9.3 1962 DEC 2 3.2017 5 6 10 1939 1976 -2.4 1969 .8.6 13.8
759 VINIFEPA 12.1 1962 DEC 2 2.A192 5 6 5 1926 1968 -4.5 1968 13.0 15.3
760 MASS!;NGA 9.6 1951 DFC 20 3.1461 5 5 5 1910 1953 -90.0 1969 327.3 500.2
761 .89En'DtlA 11.9 1957 JUN 11 2.P632 5 6 4 1951 1957 9.2 1062 43.8 59.1
'62 UL nVA 0.3 104" JAN 15 3.1505 5 6 5 1956 1962 4.4 1969 40.9 63.7
763 CUPTIO 13.9 1963 JUN 20 2.2403 2 8 6 1940 1963 -75.0 1963 149.7 134.6
764 GEnANI'I 10.7 1947 JAN 15 3.1810 5 6 5 1051 1957 -11.1 1966 7'.6 125.0
765 VATTTACA 14.1 1925 JAN 10 2.5488 2 8 3 1913 1939 3.9 1969* 28.2 31.6
766 MorUNTI 10.9 1967 DFC 2 3.0224 5 6 8 197 1965 5.4 1968 15.3 22.4
767 ON N!A 11.2 1051 D 20 3.1157 5 5 6 1930 1051 -180.0 1968 593.3 909.8
768 STolIVFANA 11.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1319 .5 6 4 1951 1962 -9.3 1969 29.5 45.6
769 TATJtNA 10.2 10a57 JUN 11 3.1959 5 6 5 1930 1057 12.0 1068 -34.6 55.1
770 PALT 12.2 1957 JUN 11 2.2208 5 6 6 1951 1964 -9.3 1969 29.0 25.7
771 L1"FoA 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.6531 5 6 4 1951 1960 Q0.O 1069 359.0 430.2
'"t2 TANETF 0.8 1047 JAN 15 2.9007 5 6 5 1952 1058 8.9 1968 67.4 ' 97.7
773 TRM!N'CAUn 10.6 1957 JUN 11 2.8568 5 6 7 1951 1960 -6.0 1965 24.3 32.7
774 AdQM 10.0 195' JUN 11 3.0430 5 6 5 1052 1960 9.6 1968 35.6 52.7
775 LU 'FrF 11.4 1951 DEr  20 3.0119 5 5 5 1943 1951 108.0 198 453.9 661.9
776 E FOPICTA 8.9 1962 DEC 2 2.9327 5 6 10 1947 1966 -1.6 1969 8.4 11.8
77 tUTEMPFERA 11.3' 1957 JUN 11 3.2 178 5 6 5 1950 1962 1.7 1969 10.6 17.0
778 TwFS8ALDA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1710 5 6 5 1934 1960 -10.5 1969* 27.2 42.8
779 .INt 9.7 1957 JUN 11 2.6650 5 6 5 1053 1958 -3.3 1C68 21.0 26.3
780 AOMENTA 10.2 1962 DE" 2 3.1152 5 6 6 1943 1963 3.3 1969 11.8 18.1
781 KAoTVFL!t 10.6 1962 DEC 2 3.2369 5 6 5 1950 1961 -5.1 1969 18.2 29.6
782 MONTEFTOPE 12.6 Q104q Ea 10 2.1707 5 6 6 1951 1950 14.1 1966 75.7 64.7
783 '17V 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.3418 5 a 1943 1965 -7.1 1967 19.2 18.7
784 PICrFOTNGIA 10.4 1957 JUN 11 3.0999 5 6 6 1950 1950 7.? 106' 20. P 45.4
785 ZWFTAflA 10.5 1957 JUN 11 2.5757 5 6 5 1952 1961 -8.6 1969 31.3 35.8
786 8PFC'CHINA 10.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1624 5 6 9 1933 1966 -9.4 1966 21.3 33.3
787 t SKVA 11.4 1051 DEr 20 2.5406 5 6 5 1050 1056 324.0 1968* 1575.3 1759.0
788 HOHENSTFINA 9.6 1951 DFC 20 3.1270 5 5 6 1042 195 36.0 1963 126.1 194.0
789 LEP' 12.4 1962 DEC 2 2.6961 5 6 7 1949 1962 -1.6 1068 9.5 11.6.
'90 P9ETPOIA .9.1 1962 DEC 2 3.397:3 5 6 9 1939 1966 7.7 1966 18.5 32.2
791 ANT 10.7 1957 JUN 11 3.1361 5 6 4 1948 1953 1.5 1968 14.8 22.9
792 METCALFIA 11.2 1962 DFr 2 2.6220 5 6 8 194' 1067 5.0 106 R  14.6 17.2
793 AP7tnNA 11.0 1947 JRN 15 2.7969 5 . 6 5 949 1959 -8.0 1969 43.5 *56.6
794 yICNAEA 12.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1567 5 6 5 1936 1958 10.1 1..69 2Q.2 44.1
795 F IT * 10.8 1925 JAN 10 2.7499 2 8 16 1914 1955 33.0 1969 95.2 120.7
796 SA TFA 10.4 1951 nFC 20 2.6362 5 6 4 1951 1956 108.0 1969 635.5 7 53.6
797 u nT' TA' 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5359 5 6 5 1952 1958 10.0 1065 939.3 1045.6
798 PUTH 10.7 1962 DEC 2 3.0145 5 6 5 1945 1964 -1.2 1966 .--7.8 11.3
-799 SUDULA 11.5 1957 JUN 11 2.5414 5 6 4 1952 1961 -7.5 1969 28.3 31.6
A00 KoESSMANMTA 12.7 1968 OCT 11 2.1926 2 8 7 1951 1968 3.0 1968 9.9 8.6
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A01 HFLWEPTHYA 12.5 1963 MlY 31 2.6060 2 8 7 1915 1957 18.8 1967 40.5 47.1
802 EPYtXA 13.6 1915 MAR 20 2.1963 1970 300.0 260.1 ESTIVATED
Q03 P rKj 10.7 1957 JUN 11 3.2064 5 6 9 1030 1962 8.7 1968 22.4 395.
404 H!SoAN14 9.2 1947 JAN 15 2.8390 5 6 6 1951 1960 6.8 1969 42.3 56.4
805 4nQvIjTU!A 10.6 1951 0DF 20 3.2205 5 5 5 1038 1n52 144.0 1969* 42c.9 691.9
106 GYLDENTA 11.2 1951 DEC 20 3.1986 5 5 6 1938 1952 684.0 1969 2011.3 3205.1
807 FPASKIA 11.9 1957 JUN 11 3.0187 1969 300.0 438.9 ESTIMATED
909 McXIA 11.0 1956 pF!V 23 2.7459 2 8 13 1021 1958 -32.5 1969 68.9 87.2
809 LUNDTh 13.2 1951 DEC 20 2.2836 5 6 4 '950 1960 144.0 1967 r14.0 478.2
810 ATrSSA 14.2 1915 SFP 20 2.1790 2 8 7 1915 1967 -5.1 1969 36.4 31.1
911 NAUPFFTMA 11.8 1962 DEC 2 2.8980 5 6 r 1934 1964 4.5 1969 13.5 1R.6
812 AD-LF 12.5 1951 DEr 20 2.6589 1969* 300.0 360.7 EST!MATED
813 RAIMEIA 13.2 1957 JUM 11 2.2230 5 6 8 1047 1960 90.0 106p* 229.8 203.7
814 TAUTS 10.0 1957 'UN 11 3.1794 1965 3)0.0 413.9 ESTIMATED
815 CnPPFLIA 12.0 1963 IAY 31 2.6580 2 8 8 1916 1957 -'.9 1966 20.4 24.5
816 JULTANA 11.4 1957 JU' I 3.0022 5 6 6 1950 1951 1.i 1965 10.6 15.4
817 ANNrKA 12.0 1951 FDC 20 2.5884 5 6 4 1951 1959 72.0 1968 306.2 352.5
818 K ATEFYM 1A 10.4 1951 DEC 20 3.1763 5 5 6 lc46 1953 180.0 1964 770.6 1229.8
819 RAPMNARDT NA 13.2 1962 NlV 12 2.1'75 2 8 10 1916 1959 15.2 1969 34.2 29.7
820 AnF!LNA 11.2 1957 JUN 11 3.1278 5 6 6 1951 1962 1C.8 1968 33.2 51.2
821 FANY 12.5 1951 DE: 20 2.7746 5 o 6 7 1930 1962 360.0 1968 661.3 850.6
822 LBLfaE 12.6 1962 DEC 22 2.?556 2 8 7 1936 1962 180.0 1967 345.7 314.6
> 823 S! A -AT S 12.8 1967 SEV 7 2.2214 2 8 9 1937 1067 -6.2 1969 15.3 13.5
824 ANASTASTA 11.5 1957 JUN 11 2.7924 5 6 5 1934 1959 -4.8 1969 16.9 21.9
0 825 T AN! NA 13.1 1962 DEC 22 2.2258 2 8 20 1916 1963 13.7 1969 29.9 26.6
826 HcCNIKA 12.5 1951 DF? 20 2. 135 5 6 7 1934 1956 90.0 1966* 209.4 260.0
827 W0LrIANA 13.9 1924 DEC 21 2.2743 2 8 7 1916 1961 C0. 1064 42.4 39.1
928 L EMANNI A 11.2 1957 JUN 11 3.1860 5 6 6 1950 1961 3.3 1968 15.0 23.8
829 AFADFMIA 12.0 1962 DEC 2 2.5792 5 6 9 1929 1966 7.5 1969 .18.5 21.2
830 OFTOmPPLITANA 10.6 1947 JAN 15 3.2004 5 6 6 1950 1060 2.4 1968 19.6 31.2
831 STITCTPA L 13.6 1916 OCT 24 2.2143 2 8 1 1916 1916 -5.5 1916k* 640000.0 563277.0 LOST
932 KACTN 12.1 1952 JUL 7 2,8637 2 8 6 1916 1958 -39.6 1969 81.0 109.4
833 n'I r 12.3 1951 DEC 20 3.0091 5 6 4 1942 1953 180.0 1963* 597.5 870.1
834 RUo 'HAMTA 10.5 1962 DEC 2 3.1519 5 6 7 1950 1961 -3.0 1966 12.9 20.2
935 ILIVIA 12.0 1962 DEC 2 3.2023 5 6 5 1930 1951 -5.7 1960 19.7 31.4
836 JnLE 14.4 1925 JAN 0 2.1902 5 5 5 1903 1955 -46.2 1968* 110.6 95.4
937 SC-lwAPZSCHILOA 13.0 1962 DEC 2 2.2980 5 6 5 1923 1967 -3.3 196' 11.7 11.0
438 S CQ8P6TPA 11.3 1957 Jf N 11 2.8968 5 6 4 1940 1959 4.5 1965 16.9 23.2
839 VALROOG 11.8 1957 JUN 11 2.6158 5 6 4 1953 1962 3.0 1966 15.7 18.4
840 ZE'"ATA 10.6 1'51 DEC 20 3.1280 5 6 7 1Q27 1956 -90.0 10'0* 104.5 300.0
841 APABELLA 13.6 1962 DEC 2 2.2546 5 6 5 1933 1960 -7.8 1969* 21.8 19.8 -
842 KCOSTIN 11.8 1968 fCT 11 3.2163 2 8 5 1939 1968 5.1 1968
e  12.1 1 .5
943 NIrOLAA L 14.3 1916 PCT 4 2.2790 2 8 1 1916 1916 -4.3 1916* 640000.0 593289.4 LOST m
844 LCC TINA 13.7 1957 JUN 11 3.1889 5 6 8 1950 1961 4.4 1967 17.8 28.3
845 MAFMA 11.2 195' JUN 11 2.9381 5 6 7 1930 1960 3.8 1066 14.8 20.8
846 L' EPTA 11.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1430 5 6 4 1951 1954 -4.5 1966 41.2 63.9
847 AGNYA 11.4 1962 OFf 2 2.7820 5 6 6 1939 1957 9.0 1967 26.7 34.4 o
948 ITNMA 11.9 1951 DEC 20 3.1122 5 6 9 1934 1959 90.0 1968 191.9 293.8
849 AOA 9.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1570 5 6 -10 1926 1066 -8.0 1966 1P.5 28.9 o
850 ALTONA 10.7 1962 DEC 2 2.9990 5 6 4 1950 164 -9.0 1964 24.1 34.9
STATUS IF '*!;UBEED MINO1 DLFMCT EPSF'rM E 18
NIluQF9 NAIME N'F A8MAG EpnCH A PL&NETS OoorS!TIONF: FESTDLUL L8ST EFPr SEc EQFrCc Ku3
a51 ZfrcSl1 13.0 1950 FEB 21 2.22P1 2 8 8 1934 1959 5.6 
1962 19.0 16.9
852 WLBn!LENA 11.4 1961 knV 17 .3631 2 8 9 1923 1960 -6.8 1967 19.1 19.9
853 N.NSFMIT 12.6 1966 AUG 23 2.3122 2 P 11 1039 1066 -190.0 1060 313.' 298.3
a54 FRnST!b 13.4 1961 DFC 27 2.3680 2 8 7 1942 1960 -2.0 1968 58.6 58.1
95g c)WCMUPTA 17.9 1967 APR 20 2.3619 2 8 5 1939 1Q67 1.3 1967 6.9 6.8
R56 BACKLIINDA 12.0 195' JUN 11 2.4363 5 6 4 1050 1 62 15.0 1966 
42.7 44.4
857 rLLSFNAPPb 12.8 1962 NOV 12 2.1908 2 8 14 1920 1962 
-6.7 1968 18.3 15.8
858 EL DJFEAIR 11.5 1962 DEC Z 2.8081 5 6 5 1941 1964 
3.8 1069 12.7 16.7
a 5 0 8 'A I AEAH 11.0 1947 JAN 15 3.2056 5 6 
7 1948 1961 2.6 1968 18.4 29.5
860 UnODSA) 10.8 1957 JUN 11 2.7958 5 6 4 1956 1961 5.0 1965 29.1 
37.8
061 A'Dv 10.9 1957 JUN 11 3.1501 5 6 5 1951 1958 -3.0 
1968 17.4 '7.1
R62 Fo4l71A 11.3 1957 JUN 11 2.8026 5 6 5 1950 1960 26.7 
1969 79.1 103.4
863 AENK IEL 10.3 1962 DEr 2 3.1051 5 6 6 1948 1960 10.4 1966 
31.3 49.8
864 I-1078) 12.9 1951 DEC 20 2.2697 5 6 6 1950 1965 -180.0 1969 
526.1 484.1
865 ZUPATDA 13.2 1962 DFC 2 2.4154 5 6 4 1934 1961 4.5 1968r 13.8 
14.1
866 FATE 10.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1236 5 6 4 1951 195e -1.4 1969 11.7 
18.0
q67 KPVACI# 12.2 1962 DFC 2 3.0726 5 6 5 1928 1958 -90.0 1958* 182.4 
274.0
868 LVA 11.2 1962 DEC 2 2.7022 5 6 10 1930 1063 1.4 1966 19.0 
23.4
869 PELLENA 13.3 1964 NOV 1 2.6908 2 8 7 1917 1962 -10.7 1966 -23.7 29.1
8tO MaMtO 13.0 1924 DEC 21 2.3217 2 8 8 1917 1960 -18.3 1964 63.7 
61.0
871 aNNFrIS 13.8 1967 JUN 1
o  2.2223 2 8 6 1930 1967 -6.6 1967 15.8 14.0
872 HnLos 11.2 1962 DEC 2 2.7300 5 6 7 1939 1962 -6.2 1968 17.9 
'22.4
973 cCHTHIL0 12.4 1962 DFC 2 2.6270 5 6 9 1030 1065 6.0 1960 
16.1 19.0
874 DnTPAUT 11.0 1962 DFC 2 3.1579 5 6 4 1933 1962 3.0 1969 
10.9 17.0
975 NYMPHE 12.8 1949 DEC 30 2.5539 2 6 5 1917 1950 37.1 1966 
90.8 102.3
876 SCrTT 12.0 1962 DEC 2 3.0134 5 6 4 1942 1965 .8 1965 6.9 10.0
877 WALKUPf 11.8 1957 JUN 11 2.4858 5 6 4 1954 1958 6.9 1969 42.1 45.3
878 MILDUEn 16.6 1916 OCT 4 2.3633 2 8 2 1916 138 17.6 1939* 92.0 
90.9
879 !TCARDA 12.8 1917 JUL 31 2.5298 2 8 3 1917 1949 -5.3 1949* 
36.6 40.6
880 FPA 13. 1951 DEr 20 3.0093 5 6 5 1917 1943 90.0 
1969* 243.8 355.1
881 ATFNC 13.6 1936 NOV 8 2.6121 2 8 4 1917 1959 6.2 1964* 25.4 29.6
882 SWFTLANA 11.6 1962 DEC 2 3.1329 5 6 7 1934 1967 90.0 1967 155.3 240.1
8913 VTTEANY1A 13.7 1924 DEC 21 2.2384 2 8 9 191' 1C61 5.8 1064 33.2 29.8
0a4 PRItMUS 9.9 1965 AUG 28 5.1855 2 8 13 1930 1965 3.0 1965 9.0 
27.2
RS5 UL~'KE 11.8 1966 OCT 2 3.1009 2 8 10 1937 1966 90.0 1966 159.4 242.8
8m6 IASHINGTONIA 10.3 1943 APQ 26 3.1485 2 8 5 1028 1951 3.2 1969 18.2 28.3
887 ALINDA 16.3 1958 FFF 6 2.5158 2 8 8 1918 1957 4.4 
1970* 15.6 17.1
888 PAPYSATtS 11.0 1962 DEC 2 2.7097 5 6 8 1927 1065 -8.6 
196e 20.2 25.1
A99 EoYNTIA 12.3 1962 DEC 2 2.4460 5 6 4 1933 1965 2.7 1960 10.8 
11.3
890 WALTQAUT 11.4 1967 JUL 29 3.2031 2 8 12 1934 1967 -90.0 1067 
153.9 245.8
891 IUNHILD 11.3 1956 N'OV 23 2.8596 5 7 12 1918 1059 -7.4 1967 20.9 28.2
892 SEFLICFrIA 10.7 1962 DEC 2 3.2365 5 6 5 1936 1961 1.8 1966 8.8 14.2
893 LFnPPLDINA 10.8 1947 JAN 15 3.0506 5 6 6 1949 1962 -6.2 1067 
31.Q 4'.4 n
894 Eo0a 11.0 1951 DEC 20 3.1169 5 5 6 1936 1952 -108.0 1969 305.3 468.4
995 HELT n  9.8 1964 JUM' 14 3.2033 2 8 9 1937 1064 3.4 1968 
i0.0 17.4
R96 SoH!NX 13.0 1059 FFE 1 2.2853 2 8 F 1018 1959- 9.8 1067 25.3 
23.6
897 LYSTSTPATA 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.5433 5 6 8 1950 1962 -90.0 1969 
216.0 241.6
898 4TLDFGADD 13.5 1949 DEC 30 2.7314 2 8 6 1018 1951 -97.2 1967 218.6 
274.3
g99 JrKASTE 11.5 1951 DEC 20 2.9095 5 6 4 1952 1957 45.0 1968 278.6 385.6
900 PrISLIND 13.0 1962 DEC 2 2.4730 5 6 6 1937 1968 5.9 1969 
15.8 16.9
STTTUS n INUMPE.FP 4'Nn' PLAN-T ED HFcIrEnE 1C
fUo 'Jur I_Tr APmbr, FPrr A PLANFTS - STCONc FFSIIJUAL LAST FPP-2C C EcOrE KM3
Q01 eUpt''t, 12.8 1963 JANI 31 2.2245 2 8 10 1005 1961 
-10.2 1968 23.6 20.9o02 pDrPITAS 13.6 1951 DEC 20 2.4468 5 6 5 1918 1958 190.0 1968 342.5 359.2903 MNct LEY 13.8 1947 AUr, 3 3.2445 2 8 4 1910 1947 5.7 1969* 22.8 37.0904 rtrgFFcLLTA 11.4 1968 MAY 24 2.9009 2 8 6 1033 196P -1.3 1960 5.0 8.5005 UN'VFPSTTAS 12.3 1962 DEr 2 2.2163 5 6 4 1951 1959 .8 1967 9.1 8.0Q00 RFocnLnA 10.7 1947 JtN 15 2.8945 5 6 a 1950 1962 -3.2 1969 22.0 30.2007 Durp[A 10.7 1944 MAY 30 2.q002 1968 3)0.0 391.4 ESTIMATED908 8UDh 12.1 1962 DFC 2 2.4741 5 6 6 1931 1964 
-6.2 1967 17.0 18.190'9 ULA 9.6 196? DEC 2 3.5513 5 6 9 1?6 1063 4.6 1060 13. 1 24.3910 N! FL I FSF 11.3 1951 OFC 20 2.9319 5 5 5 1939 1950 216.0 1966 774.4 1084.3
911 AGAMF MNN 8.9 1963 frC 17 5.1536 2 8 10 1935 1964 -4.6 1969 12.5 37.7012 A OUTTMP o.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1254 5 6 4 1050 1~58 12.2 1969 46.3 71.4
913 rTIL 13.8 1919 MAY 22 2.1973 2 8 9 1909 1962 7.8 1968 39.2 34.0914 PAL~SA'tA 10.5 1962 FFA 5 2.4545 2 8 16 1919 1962 c.2 106P 22.2 23.4
915 C"SETTE 13.1 1962 DEC 2 2.2281 5 6 5 1951 1964 -5. r 1964 18.0 16.0916 A o rr 12.7 1962 DFC 2 2.3650 5 6 7 1951 1964 3.0 1969 12.7 12.6917 LYKA 12.6 1963 APQ 21 2.3812 2 8 17 1910 1963 12.0 1066 26.4 26.4918 ITHt 12.1 1962 DEC 2 2.8615 5 6 8 1936 1963 100.0 1968 338.9 457.8919 ILSE8TLL 12.4 1951 DEC 20 2.7715 2 8 5 1918 1953 4.9 1069 18.9 24.3
020 D OGP'A 12.0 1060 JIJN .8 2.6208 Z 8 8 1940 1969 3.9 1969 10.1 11.9
02.1 J"VITA 11.2 1964 SEP 2 1.1789 2, 8 6 1935 1964 6.9 1964 17.1 27.1
922 SCHL UTIA 13.1 1951 DEC 20 2.68'9 5 6 5 1937 1c63 00.0 1963* 1'5.1 214.2
923 HE PLJA 12.8 1949 JUN 13 2.6148 2 8 7 1919 1961 4.1 1969 16.9 19.8924 TOMT 10.5 1947 JAN 15 2.9355 5 6 6 1951 1961 14.1 1969 71.7 100.6
o 25 ALOHONSTNA 8.7 1951 DEC 20 2.7001 5 5 9 1940 1954 180.n 1969 510.4 628.90 926 IMHTLDE 11.7 1947 JAN 15 2.9789 5 6 5 1951 1962 29.6 1968 133.4 191.3927 RATTSPFMa 10.2 1057 JUN 11 3.2176 5 6 P 1943 1964 8.7 1969 23.2 37.2928 H!LDFU 10.8 1966 JUN 24 3.1424 2 8 9 1946 1966 -3.9 1966 11.3 17.5
929 ALrUNDE 13.7 1967 MAR 11 2.2388 2 8 7 1044 1067 4.5 106' 12.' 11.4930 WFSTrH/LTA 12.6 1962 DEC 2 2.4301 5 6 7 1940 1962 90.0 1966 182.1 188.7
931 WWITTEMORA 10.5 1957 JUN 11 3.1607 5 6 6 1942 1962 3.0 1968 12.6 19.8
037 Hn"VEDTA 10.8 1041 JAN 6 2.4104 2 6 8 1942 1958 45.1 1967 170.6 175.5
933 SUSI 13.5 1950 APR 29 2.3699 2 8 6 o27 1956 -29.8 1967 71.7 71.2
034 THUoIDnIA 11.5 1957 JUN 11 2.7476 5 6 4 1952 1961 2.0 1969 12.' 16.1
935 CLIVIf 14.3 1920 OCT 23 2.2189 2 8 6 1920 1963 5.0 1963* 34.2 30.2
936 KUN!GUWDE 11.2 1951 DEC 20 3.1423 5 5 6 1946 1953 72.0 1968 316.8 492.0037 PETHCFA 13.2 IQ50 APq 29 2.2314 2 8 A 1016 1953 -7.5 1969 25.7 23.0
938 CHL"STPDE 12.4 1962 DEC 2 3.1742 5 6 4 1934 1965 4.8 1965 13.7 21.5
039 ISF PCA 13.4 1962 DEC 2 2.2474 5 6 9 193' 1Q57 00.0 196' 209.0 199.0
040 KPRnULf 10.5 1957 JUN 11 3.3899 5 6 8 1949 1963 5.4 1969 18.0 31.2
941 MUPPAY 12.1 1957 JUN 11 2.7798 5 6 3 1948 1957 -102.8 1966 338.3 436.4042 IOMTLDA 11.6 1062 OEC 2 3.1629 5 6 5 1131 1968 8.0 1968 18.3 28.6
943 PE(O'I A 11.0 1951 nEC 20 3.1131 5 5 5 1949 1956 -126.0 1969 548.3 839.8944 HIDLCn 12.0 1964 MAY 5 5.8201 2 8 11 1920 1964 -4.5 1964* 11.5 43.2945 RArFLfMA 11.4 1961 NCV 17 2.6396 2 8 12 1921 1962 -13.9 1968 30.5 36.3946 P'ESIA 11.4 1957 JUN 11 3.1235 5 6 5 1947 1963 
-4.8 1963* 16.6 25.5
947 41NTEQ-SA 11.0 1051 DEC 20 2.7511 5 6 5 105 3  1950 00.0 1060 48.8 620.4948 JUCUNDA 12.4 1962 DFC 2 3.0333 5 6 5 1932 1953 270.0 1966 661.1 974.3949 HEL 11.0 1957 JUN 11 2.9927 5 6 .7 1947 1963 7.5 1968 22.3 32.2Q50 AHPFNSA 12.5 1928 FF8 4 2.3710 2 8 8 1921 1959 -3.3 1969 25.2 25.0
E'TTUS IF IUMFPFDFn MIt "t PLbNE T cocMrmr c "  70
NUYm8c N'A . NTEF d69uar EDCH A DLANETS OP ,S TI-,\NS RE SU r)AL L AST FCRr C F-C .',r W41
951 r, f A 13.1 1962 DFr  22 2.2098 2 8 12 19?6 1962 -5.6 1968 16.6 14.5
952 'Alt 10.4 1951 DEFC 20 2.0845 5 5 6 1941 1952 -252.0 1967 95 6 .1  1231.4
053 cAINL EVA 11.6 1Q57 JUN 11 2.7893 5 6 4 1952 1459 -2.6 1969 16.0 20.7
954 L! 11.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1312 5 6 4 1940 19 1 5.0 196 20.9 32.3
955 ALSTFDF 12.7 1962 DEC 2 2.5041 5 6 9 1"33 1C6 -  InO.0 Ia5S* 302.4 340.4
956 FLISf 13.6 1925 JAN 10 2.2981 2 9 0 1921 195, -51.0 1963* 152.6 141.6
957 CAMFLTA 11.1 1962 nEC 2 2.919? 5 6 8 1926 1966 -3.9 1966 11.9 i6.6
058 AS PL !PA 11.1 1957 JUM 11 3.0442 1961* 300.0 640.2 ESTIATED
999 AQ PE 11.9 1951 DEC 20 '.1917 5 6 4 1927 1957 -1R0.0 1969 368.2 584.9
960 8!PGIT 14.7 1921 trT 19 2.2484 2 8 7 1971 1059 12.2 1068* 55.3 50.0
961 r IIN IE 12.5 1962 DEC 2 2.6932 5 6 4 1934 1956 2.7 1965 11.8 14.5
967 eSL-rO 12.7 1921 NDV 7 2.9049 2 8 11 1'16 1963 -7.5 1963 '5.6 40.2
063 TnUPEG8A 13.6 1021 frT 19 2.2478 2 8 6 1921 1960 9.8 1968* 47.7 43.1
964 SI(tRVAA 12.0 1962 DF" 2 3.0477 5 6 4 1950 1963 90.0 1968 706.2 306.0
965 AI'CELL Tr 11.8 1925 JN 10 3.1676 2 8 7 121 1138 74.3 1069 316.7 497.6
966 PUSrIT 11.2 1961 NOV 17 2.7177 2 8 16 1921 1960 -10.1 1969 24.4 30.4
967 4FrLTC'APE 13.3 1957 JUN 11 2.2255 5 6 4 1950 1954 3.2 1967 27.4 '24.4
96 r pTUNII 11.4 1962 nEC 2 2. 663 5 6 4 1935 1957 2.7 1969 11.5 15.5
969 LFr fTlA 13.4 1971 DEC 17 2.4622 2 8 6 1921 1963 -8.3 1966 41.2 43.7
970 qRIMUILA 13.5 1962 DEFC 2 2.5625 5 6 6 1929 1066 -IPO.O 1969 307.6 348.3
971 ALSA~TI 11.3 1951 OFC 20 2.6411 5 * 6 5 1953 1959 450.0 1964 2409.1 2865.5
972 C1rp.A 10.8 1951 nrF 20 3.9611 5 5 6 1942 1953 -108.0 1968 351.8 540.5
073 AL 1 A 11.0 1062 DEC 2 3.2275 5 6 9 1931 1968 -3.4 1969 10.8 17.4
974 L!tRa 11.8 1951 DEC 20 2.5333 5 6 5 195? 1959 72.0 1968 348.7 387.6
975 PFPSFVERANTIA 11.4 1949 DEC 30 2.8345 2 8 9 1022 1953 -33.R 1069 81.2 109.0
976 8 CNJ M !NN 10.6 1962 DEC 2 3.1827 5 6 6 1950 1963 -4.5 1968 15.3 :24.2
977 P4HLIPPA 10.8 1947 JAN 15 3.1188 5 6 5 1951 1958 15.0 1967 95.1 146.0
Q7A ATOAMINA 10.8 1062 DEC 2 3.1953 5 6 5 1950 1958 5.1 1969 21.9 34.8
979 TLSCWA 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1444 5 6 4 1951 1960 -3.9 1.968 16.6 25.8
980 APAC STIA 9.3 1962 nEC 2 2.7399 5 6 10 1038 1966 9.1 1C66 19.6 24.'
081 MATI11A 12.2 1966 OCT 2 3.1026 2 8 8 1906 1966 -5.7 1969 13.4 20.4
98? Fa~PPLINA 11.4 1047 JtN 15 3.0692 5 6 5 1950 1960 -11.1 1966 57.2 85.7
983 GUNILA 10.8 1947 JAN 15 3.1688 5 6 5 1955 1961 -1.8 1968 21.9 34.4
984 'rFTIA 10.8 1954 EoD 15 2.8042 2 8 12 1922 1955 -16.9 1969 42.2 55.2
985 1roST~A 14.2 1963 JVN 31 2.3001 2 8 4 192? 1050 -10.6 1965 30.3 28.6
9A6 A FLt' 10.8 1951 OFr 20 3.1377 5 S 4 1942 1953 -10.8 1967 43.6 67.6
987 WALLA 10.7 1947 JAN 15 3.1348 5 6 7 1950 1960 10.5 1966 54.5 84.3
PqA APPPLL6 12.5 1962 DEC 2 3.1609 1966* 300.0 469.9 ESTIMATED
989 SrIPwA SMANNTA 13.4 1941 JAN 6 2.6591 2 8 6 1972 1961 55.6 1965 113.2 136.1
990 YFPKES 13..0 1962 OEC 2 2.6701 5 6 ' 1033 1065 -4.5 1965 13.5 16.4
991 MrDr ILOA 11.9 1951 DEC 20 3.1344 5 6 5 1922 1954 90.0 1966 193.9 300.0
992 SWASFY 12.2 1062 DFC 2 3.0227 5 6 8 1935 1967 -180.0 1969 303.5 445.0
093 MPUL r A 13.4 1951 DEC 20 2. P601 5 6 5 1023 1943 90.0 1969 274.2 369.6 '
994 O'THILn 11.5 1062 DEC 2 2.5308 5 6 9 1043 1967 12.9 1969 7'8.0 31.1 C
995 S'ErVPEGA 1.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6164 5 6 5 1049 1Q57 324.0 1069 1264.6 14P1.6
j96 H!!LA!TAS 11.7 1969 JUL 23 3.0949 2 8 8 1931 1:6 8 4.0 1969 10.2 15.5
997 PPISKA 13.1 196' DEC 2 2.6709 5 6 3 1923 1958 8.8 1968 22.6 27.4
99A 9rDFA 12.2 1951 DEC 20 3.1176 5 6 4 1923 1946 -90.0 1938* 247.0 379. 1
999 ZACHIP 12.4 1967 DEC 2 2.6117 5 6 8 1940 1965 90.0 1969 167.9 196.1
1000 Pvt7l2a 11.4 1962 DEC 2 3.2007 5 6 4 1944 1962 3.2 1969 11.8 18.9
ST&TUUS OF !NUMERF MINo PLEeCT EPHEMSEC I DE 21
NUM FP NapF NrTF 4PMAG ErP rH 4 DLA ETS OPFrSTTIONS SI0rU4L LAST ErPC0 SEC EpcCo ( KM3
1001 rUSTt 10.6 196? DF' 2 3.1843 5 6 10 1933 1965 -4.5 1969 13.0 20.61002 OLPFOS!A 17.1 1956 NnV 23 2.7874 2 8 7 1923 1958 
-5.1 1c6o 17.1 22.21003 L! LFEF 11.3 1962 DEC 2 3.1609 5 6 6 1946 1965 4.2 1968 13.3 20.81'04 gEnr!ot.SKYA 10.8 196? DFC 2 3.3993 5 6 9 192q L967 
-3.4 1968 10.7 19.51005 a aG" 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1664 5 6 5 1023 1952 -3.0 1968 10.6 16.71006 L GPANFA 12.9 1956 MAY T 3.1364 2 8 5 1923 1967 
-2.4 1969 10.8 16.71007 PAWLOWT 12.6 1951 DEC 20 2.7081 2 8 7 1923 1057 
-6.6 1967 21.7 26.91009 LA PAZ 12.0 1951 DEC 20 3.0909 5 6 5 1950 1956 
-90.0 1969 441.3 671.91009 ST FN'F 16.9 1923 DFC 7 2.6277 2 8 1 1923 1923 -4.6 1967* 251.9 297.21310 APLEN 11.8 1951 DF' 20 2.9316 5 5 6 1941 1953 72.0 1963 230.5 322.81011 LAC't v ! 13.7 1939 APq 7 2.1936 2 8 3 1924 1950 
-9.2 1965 35.0 ?5.41312 SAPFMt 13.2 1951 O=r 20 2.4830 5 6 4 1o3A 1954 190.0 lo6R 491.9 518.01013 T PrPFCVA 10.7 1949 DEC 30 2.6831 2 8 6 1924 1957 
-3.1 1965 IC.7 19.11014 SMP WYIA 13.0 196? DFC 2 2.8050 5 6 4 19 ? 1957 1.1 ln69 8.0 10.41015 rwu!STt 10.3 1062 DEC 2 3.2048 5 6 5 1030 1061 3.0 1966 10.9 17.41016 ANT!TPt 13.3 1967 FEl 19 2.2196 2 8 6 1934 1967 3.4 1967 10.6 9.41017 Ja'OQtFLI NE 12.3 1951 DEC 20 2.6085 5 6 5 1949 1959 648.0 1967 2212.3 2579.21018 a NL06 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5358 5 6 9 1936 1962 -180.0 1969 348.5 388.01019 STQ rlrA 13.9 196? OFC 2 1.9114 5 6 5 1932 1964 
-4.2 1969 15.0 9.91020 oCI D)I F 12.2 1924 APP - 2.'63 0 0 4 1024 1048 '2.0 1066* 268.5 347.6102.1 FLtMM r' 10.0 196 nEC 2 2.7375 5. 6 10 1951 1967 
-3.? 1969 11.7 14.71322 OLYMPIADA 11.3 1962 DEC 2 2.8090 5 6 5 1930 1966 .3 196' 6.1 8.01923 THOMAN A 11. 1967 MAP 11 3.1641 2 8 6 1933 1967 5.1 1969 12.4 19.41024 4ALF 12.0 1945 MA8 6 2.8724 2 8 6 1924 1952 -13.9 1962* 41.1 55.81025 IEVA 14.1 1062 DFC 2 1.0794 5 6 ' 1036 1958 C0.0 196'?* 1 9.6 141.71026 !NC.P ID L 14.6 1923 AU", 29 ?.2504 2 8 1 1923 1923 1.7 1923* 640000.0 580022.7 LnST1027 AESrULAP!A 12.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1682 1068 300.0 471.5 ESTIMATED102Q LY nr ' 10.4 1057 JUN 11 3.4092 5 6 7 1951 1960 
-9.0 1967 32.4 56.61029 LA PLATA 12.0 1957 JUN 11 2.8892 5 6 7 1949 1960 -1.8 1969 11.7 16.01030 VITJA 11.6 1067 DrC 2 3.1204 5 6 A 1940 1964 -180.0 196P 335.3 515.41031 ACrT!CA 10.8 1966 JJUN 24 3.0472 2 8 5 1940 1966 -3.7 1966 10.7 15.91032 PAFUP! 11.0 1957 JUN 11 3.1374 5 6 4 1948 1958 
-2.4 1965 13.6 21.11133 c I pNA 12.2 1924 PFB 5 3.0024 5 6 4 1924 1953 -45.0 1966* 158.6 230.21034 MnZAPT!A 13.8 1924 rCT 2 2.2924 2 8 8 1924 1962 
-5.6 1969* 34.2 32.01935 AMATA 11.8 1962 DEC 2 3.1371 5 6 4 1043 1061 -3.? 1060 12.3 10.01036 GANYMFn 10.9 1950 JU'4 28 2.6584 2 6 11 1927 1938 -6.5 1967 39.5 47.41037 dr)V'DWFTLLA L 15.2 1024 NOV 11 2.1907 1924* 640000.0 547691.0 LOST1038 T'ICK1I, 11.7 1924 DES 21 3.9269 2 8 4 1924 1948 -4.1 1948* 28.5 60.51039 S nI'0 rPrF A 12.3 1962 DEC 2 2.6797 5 6 8 1924 1965 7.5 1965 18.4 22.41040 KLUMPKrA 11.6 1951 DEC 20 3.1222 5 6 5 1050 1959 10.0 1967 728.3 1120.21341 ASTA 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.0740 5 6 5 1930 1965 450.0 1963 776.8 1167.7 r1042 AMA ZnIF 11.0 1925 MAY 10 3.2079 2 8 8 1925 1961 -184.5 1967 532.7 852.51043 PFATF 11.0 1q62 DFC 2 3.0147 5 6 10 1943 1963 -180.0 1968 356.4 541.01044 T lITONTA 12.2 1951 DEC 20 2.5765 5 6 4 1950 1957 36.0 1966 168.6 192.71045 41CHFL 14.1 1951 DEC 20 2.3591 5 6 4 1024 1 64 180.0 1064 315.P 311.11346 EDW!N 11.6 1967 JN 30 2.9840 2 8 7 1934 1967 
-5.7 1968 13.6 19.51047 GF HA 13.5 1962 DEC 2 2.2415 5 6 7 1941 1961 90.0 1961 191.0 171.9 01048 F ErDnSIA 10.7 1957 JUN 11 2.7280 5 6 9 1930 1963 -6.3 1968 19.0 23.81049 ,nTHP 11.8 1962 DEC 2 3.0891 5 6 .5 1937 1957 -180.0 1969 410.4 621.41050 META 13.9 1949 DEC 30 2.6239 2 8 5 1908 1948 360.-1 1950* '65.9 901.5
STATUS IF NUMPFFE M!Fr'P PLANET EPHEF0 ' DES 22
NU'Jac NAME N'TE ABM&G EPPCH 6 DLANETS 00P S!TTNS PESIOU.L LST EPFR(C CEr EQcrrp Ku
1051 MEP'PF 11.3 1n62 DE 2 3.2221 5 6 7 1942 1965 2.9 1965 10-6 17.0
10? RFLr!rt 13.1 1969 JUL 73 2.'361 2 8 9 1913 1969 4.1 1968 11.6 10.4
1053 VTC.DT .13.5 1929 SEP 26 2.6139 2 a 5 1025 1063 7.0 1969 35.6 41.6
1054 FmRSYTIt 11.7 1951 nEC 20 2.9215 5 5 6 1930 1950 72.0 1969 195.-8 277.6
1055 TYMvW 12.7 1962 nEC 2 2.1989 5 6 11 I941 1967 190.0 1969 311.3 270.5
1056 AZALFf 12.9 105' JAN 10 2.2302 2 8 8 1024 1959 -10.3 1965 30.0 26.7
1057 WANDA 12.0 1962 DEr 2 2.8953 5 6 6 1940 1964 -6.0 1969 16.5 22.7
1059 DUPPA 13.2 1962 DEC 2 2.1964 5 6 4 1945 1054 1.6 1067 12.3 10.'
105 Q MIJSSPP'SKTA 12.4 1941 FFR 26 2.6425 1967 330.0 357.1 ESTIvATED
n160 maGprLIA 14.4 1967 DFC 2 2.2373 5 6 6 1942 1965 90.0 1965 170.9 153.3
1061 PAE K'tj 12.1 1041 JAN 6 3.1261 2 8 3 1025 1953 6.0 1969 24.0 37.0
n162 LJUP6 11.3 1957 JUN 11 3.0079 5 6 6 1950 1960 -1.? 1969 10.0 14.6
1063 80U'LcrTA 12.5 1966 MAY 15 2.3143 2 8 9 1911 1066 -6.7 1066 16.
c  16.1
1064 AcTHjUS 12.4 1962 DEF 2 2.5471 5 6 9 1934 1966 -14.1 1966 29.8 33.4
1065 A&UNS FNIA 13.9 19q5 SFP 2 2.7606 2 8 6 1926 1961 17.0 1966 65.8 64.9
1066 LIPELYA 14.2 1951 OEC 20 2.4025 5 6 4 1930 1056 00.0 1067 200.0 203.3
1067 LU"'1DA 12.2 1950 JUL 18 2.8735 1967 300.0 407.4 ESTIMATED
1068 ~'FFTFTF 12.1 1957 JUN 11 2.9072 5 6 7 1931 1959 -8.1 1966 22.8 31.6
1069 PLANCKTA 10.8 1951 DFC 20 3.1271 5 5 6 1934 1952 -36.0 1969 102.3 157.7
1070 TUNtrA 12.2 196? DFr 2 3.2178 5 6 6 1034 1966 90.0 1966 157.1 252.6
1071 ADITA 11.4 1955 OCT 20 2.9004 5 * 5 6 1041 1949 -18.0 1068 86.4 112.7
, 1072 MALVA 11.8 1962 DEC 2 3.1782 5 6 7 19'6 1968 -3.4 1968* 10.7 
16.9
1073 GFLL!VAPA 12.6 1951 DFC 20 3.1733 5 5 6 1933 1951 -144.0 1968 392.2 617.8
1074 PFLJAWSKYA 11.4 1951 DEC 20 3.1535 5 5 6 1934 1953 792.0 1968 2009.1 3135.9
1075 HELINA 11.6 1947 JAN 15 3.0143 5 6 5 1951 1962 1.5 1967 15.8 23.1
1076 V!LA 13.1 1962 DEC 2 2.4769 5 6 5 1051 1961 .5 1969 '.4 7.9
1377 CAMPANULA 14.0 1926 SE
P  22 2.3923 2 8 4 1926 1948 10.2 1966* 54.1 54.6
1078 MENTHA 12.9 1951 OFC 20 2.2697 5 6 6 1950 1965 -180.0 1969 526.1 484.1
10O0 mUIMSA 12.1 1962 nEC 2 2.8'24 5 6 8 1932 1964 3.6 1969 11.9 16.1
1080 0QC( S 13.6 1962 DEC 2 2.4203 5 6 4 1933 1951 3.3 1961* 15.0 15.4
1081 OESFDA 12.3 1962 DEC 2 3.0044 5 6 8 192' 1965 90.0 1965 156.9 238.2.
1082 P1POLA 11.7 1962 nEC 2 3.1352 5 6 6 192Q 1965 -5.7 1969 15.0 23.2
1083 SALV'" 14.0 1950 JAN 19 2.3281 2 8 11 1910 1962 -7.7 1969 23.2 22.4
10a4 TAMAoTWA 11.8 1951 DEC 20 2.6874 5 6 6 1953 1963 -180.0 1968 69?.0 847.5
1085 AMAYLLIS In.8 196? DEC 2 3.1751 5 6 7 1931 1964 7.2 1968 17.9 28.3
1086 "ATt 10.7 1962 DFC 2 3.1638 5 6 7 194Q 1060 -8.7 1960 28.2 44.3
1087 AOA68r 11.0 1967 MAI 31 3.0120 2 8 10 1937 1967 -6.3 1969 14.6 21.2
1088 MITAKA 12.8 1962 110V 12 2.2011 2 8 11 1932 1961 -5.2 1969 16.5 14.4
1089 TAmU 12.9 1962 DFC 22 2.2133 2 8 16 191 1063 -9.1 1969 22.1 19.5
1090 SUTnDA 14.1 1963 APR 21 2.3612 2 8 2 1928 1957 -6.4 1964 19.0 18.7
1091 SIPAIFA 12.0 1928 ADo 4 3.4235 2 8 2 1028 1032 3.5 1969* 57.6 101.2
1092 LIL'U M  11.8 1956 NOV 23 2.9009 2 8 7 1924 1956 -12.6 1965 37.4 44.6
1093 FOFna 10.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1460 5 6 6 1932 1059 7.7 1964 20.' 32.2
1004 SB8EOTA 13.0 1926 FEB 14 2.5482 2 8 9 1918 1959 9.6 1959* 40.2 45.1
1095 TULTPA 12.7 1942 JUN 10 3.0252 2 8 3 1926 1952 -8.0 1968 29.0 42.6
1096 EU'"ECTA 11.4 1044 Aoo 20 2.6004 2 8 8 1028 1057 -5.8 1066 23.0 26.7
1097 VICTA 13.2 1950 OCT 6 2.5385 2 8 5 1928 1954 -9.3 1967 29.8 35.3
1098 *AKKNE 12.0 1951 DEC 20 2.6883 5 5 6 1936 1950 36.0 1968 110.5 146.3
109 FTGlcETA 11.8 1968 DEC 30 3.1610 2 8 9 1928 1969 -3.8 1969 9.7 15.2
1100 A)N!CA 12.4 1956 NOV 23 2.8976 2 8 11 1918 1958 25.8 1967 54.9 75.6
STATUS IF \IUAFEOFD It'V10 PLANET EPhFFMY'ES, 23
U-R= NA uKF M!PTE A9MAr, E CD PL P E TS OPP CS TP~ NS cESTI)UAL LAST oDP P SFC ErcQo KM3
1101 rLF'"TIS 12.1 1928 DCT  1 3.27133 2 9 2 1928 Ic61 -4.1 1960* 25.8 42.6
1102 pcp!TA I1.0 1962 nFC 2 3.0704 5 6 5 1951 1965 3.0 1965 !1.4 17.1
1103 SEQI'n!A 13.6 1978 NOV 30 1.9238 2 8 8 1928 1965 -8.6 1965 43.6 29.5
1104 SYP INGA 13.6 1062 DEC 2 2.6310 5 6 9 102P 1066 -190.0 106P 304.3 351.7
1105 FVAGAPTA 11.3 196? DEC 2 3.0126 5 6 10 19i 1962 -90.0 1960 168.6 245.9
1106 rYOfNTA 13.0 1951 DEC 20 2.5974 5 6 6 1029 1954 130.0 1960 412.4 477.4
1107 L !C r'IA 10.3 1962 DEC 2 3.1877 5 6 8 1946 1965 -4.7 1966 14.2 22.5
1108 DEMETFP 12.4 1951 DEC 20 2.4284 5 6 6 1929 1948 90.0 1967* 260.6 269.8
1109 TATA 11.0 106? pFr 2 3.2019 5 6 10 1931 1o64 -9.0 1066 19.3 30.9
1110 JaorSLAWA 13.4 1964 ADD 15 2.2188 2 8 7 1934 1957 -3.8 1961 14.2 12.5
t111 o='NMUTHIA 11.5 19q6 DF: 2 2.9959 5 6 10 1932 1966 -10.0 1966 22.2 32.1
1112 PfL' INTA 11.0 1947 JAN 15 3.0188 5 6 4 19q 1959 13.8 1968 73.9 108.2
1113 ( &TJf 10.7 1957 JUN 11 3.1174 5 6 6 1953 1959 7.8 1967 30.1 46.2
1114 L'PA !NE 10.R 1966 OCT 72 3.0922 2 8 ? 1033 1C66 -1.6 1066 7.0 10.6
1115 SAPBUPA 10.6 1957 JU' 11 3.0994 5 6 7 1951 1960 -3.0 1966 15.4 23.4
1116 :ATPIFNA 10.9 1949 MAD 25 2.9215 2 8 9 190P 1956 -10.4 1969 28.2 39.3
1117 PFGTNITA 13.2 1962 OFC 2 2.2476 5 6 7 1948 1968 6.0 1968 16.7 15.1
1118 a&NrXKY 11.1 1951 DEC 20 3.2014 5 5 6 1940 1953 288.0 1968 872.2 1391.6
1119 EUjoFA 12.4 1965 nCT 7 2.6114 2 8 7 1930 1064 7.2 lo60 17.5 20.4
1120 CJO r !N 13.4 1957 JUN 11 2.2159 5 6 4 1946 1953 -. 6 1968 1o.e 9.6
1121 NAT SrHA 12.6 1949 DFC 30 2.5468 2 o 8 6 1929 1956 -3.9 1967* 18.0 20.1
1122 NETTH 12.8 1928 SEP 11 2.6045 2 8 3 1924 1932 -2.4 1968 31.9 37.0
S1123 S'-'LFYD 11.0 196? DFC 2 2.2254 5 6 8 1940 1964 6.0 1964 17.6 15.6
1124 STOr'PBNTIA 12.2 1961 MAA 2 2.0269 2 8 7 1931 1961 0.4 1961* 23.3 32.6
1125 CI1NA E 14.3 1958 JAN 0 3.1546 1967* 300.0 468.5 ESTIMATED
1126 DTF 13.q 1962 DEC 2 2.2717 5 6 6 1029 1055 -6.6 1967 20.7 19.1
1127 IM'4 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.5935 5 6 5 1946 1961 450.0 1965 1179.2 1361.9
1128 AST iD 11.8 1957 JUN 11 2.7907 5 6 4 1950 1958 2.4 1967 14.0 10.3
1129 w'FUJMlt'A 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.0232 5 6 4 1940 1966 -4.5 1969 13.2 19.4
1130 SKULD 13.5 1962 DEC 2 2.7290 5 6 7 1939 1965 -13.6 1969 30.6 27.3
1131 P'P 7 15.4 1929 P(T 16 2.2287 2 8 4 1929 1952 -6.9 1969 40.9 36.4
1132 H"lLANDIA 11.9 1959 FEQ 1 2.6841 2 3 9 1929 1959 5.7 1969 17.7 21.6
1133 LUrDUNI 13.2 1962 D
F r  2 2.1860 5 6 4 1939 1968 -2.6 1968* 11.0 9.4
1134 KEPI cc 15.4 1969 OCT 6 2.6024 2 8 4 1929 1969 -2.5 1969* 7.7 9.4
1135 CLrHTS 11.8 1062 DF 2 2.6659 5 6 6 1950 1963 2.9 1967 12.3 14.8
1136 MEDr EnFS 12.3 1962 DEC 2 2.5641 5 6 7 1033 1062 -90.0 1062* 173.5 196.7
1137 PAISSA 12.1 1962 DEC 2 2.4232 5 6 7 1939 1966 4.5 1969 14.0 14.4
1138 ATTICt 12.3 19l91 DEC 20 3.1453 5 6 4 1929 1964 90.0 1964 165.1 256.7
1139 ATAM 14.4 1941 JUL 5 1.94'3 2 8 6 1929 1955 .3 1969 16.0 11.0
1140 r'IMFA '11.3 1965 AUG 28 2.7719 2 8 6 1935 1965 -1.e 1969 7.9 10.2
1141 RnHMIA 14.6 1930 JAN 24 2.'07 2 6 3 1930 1056 -3.6 1961* 28.1 25.0
1142 A T'L IA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1711 5 6 7 1941 1960 6.0 1967 19.6 30.8
1143 OlYSSFUS 9.4 1965 JAN 20 5.2117 2 8 15 1930 1965 -5.2 1968 12.7 38.8
1144 nnL 11.0 1952 FE9 18 3.7525 2 8 9 1930 1952 5.7 1968* 21.2 42.2
1145 P9FLMONTE 12.3 1962 DEC 2 2.4244 5 6 6 1933 1956 -7.5 1967 22.8 23.5
1146 RTAM!A 11.0 1997 JUN 11 3.048" 5 6 6 1c40 1061 -6.9 1967 20.0 31.0
1147 STAVPDOPLIS 13.6 1962 DE 2 2.2719 5 6 4 1950 1967 4.8 1967 15.2 14.0 0
1148 D APAU 11.3 1966 AUG 23 3.0152 2 8 7 1934 1966 4.0 1966 11.1 16.2
1140 VOLGA 11.5 1057 JUN 11 2.0009 5 6 *8 1948 1953 11.1 1969 30.f 42.2 C
1150 ArHATA 14.7 1962 nEC 2 2.0908 5 6 6 1929 1958 3.6 1968* 14.1 11.2
STATUS OF' NUM PEC ED 1NIR OLANET ED F'E1E T DF, 24
,Ilk"%F : ~, ATF Ab 4A FDorL A OL NETS 
nFDOSvT! NS 2ESrVAL LtST EoP~F 5C Er.c I KM3
111 i  I T1,A KA 14.9 19?9 SFP 
6 2.4063 2 8 2 1929 19066 5.4 1066. 31.0 
31.6
1152 PaW'A 12.3 16? DFC 2 2 .42'5 5 6 5 
139 1,51 5.6 1969 17.4 18.0
1153 WLI E),!A 13.4 1962 DEC 2 2.1958 5 6 4 1950 196 -1.5 1969 12.9 11.2
1154 WhTrFpNr'1A 11.4 196' DEC 2 3.1981 5 6 O !927 1966 -2.1 106P . f 15.0
1155 A r-l 1A 13.1 1062 Dr' 2 2.4621 5 6 5 l48 1961 18.0 1968 35 24.0 STATD61.3
1156 KTOE 14.0 1933 SEP 28 2.2603 1966 30.0 274.0 
STMATED
1151 8AYIA 11.3 105l DEC 20 3.2062 5 5 
6 1930 1952 324.0 1969 7PP.' 1261.2
1158 LUD 12.3 1951 DEC 20 2.5639 5 6 4 
1952 1960 180.0 1969 714.2 81.6
1159 GRL' 1DA 13.0 19593 PR 27 2.3794 2 8 8 1929 
1962 -7.4 1969 21.0 21.0
1160 ILLYNIA 12.0 1Q54 SEP 15 2.5602 5 6 T 193T 1953 
-180.0 1958 492.1 556.5
1161 THESLIA  12.2 1929 DEC 15 3.1645 2 8 4 
1929 1938 -7.4 1968 61.0 95.7
1162 LAPISSA 10.3 1963 FEC 30 3.9421 2 8 4 1q30 169 '.6 1069 
15.5 33.0
1163 S~(G 11.7 1957 JUN 11 3.2099 5 5 1931 1951 
2.1 1956 11.9 19.1
11634 K9qrLD 14.1 196 OF' 2 2.3058 5 6 5 910 
1965 90.0 1965 160.7 152.1
1165 IMO0INFTTA 11.6 1962 DFC 2 3.1407 5 6 7 1935 1957 180.0 1968* 
98.0 617.6
1166 SeKUNTALA 12.7 1956 NoV 23 2.5412 2 8 8 1930 
1958 -9.1 1961 26.0 29.0
1167 OUBIAGO 11.0 1962 DEC 2 3.4215 5 6 7 1934 166 7.5 196C 17.8 31.2
1168 86"OTh 13.1 1950 J')N 8 2.5506 2 8 4 1930 1956 
7.6 1967* 25.6 28.8
1169 AILWINE 14.4 1951 DFC 20 2.3185 5 6 
6 1937 1962 180.0 196c) 355.5 339.1
1170 S!VA 13.2 194? FFB 10 2.3254 Z 8 4 
1930 1055 5.2 1969 24.4 23.5
1171 OUSTHAWELIA 10.8 1962 DEC 2 3.1485 5. 6 
6 193A 1964 -3.8 1969 12.2 19.0
1172 ANEAS 9.4 1966 OCT 22 5.1654 2 8 
14 1034 1966 5.2 1966 12.4 37.3
11'3 ANCHISES 10.1 1964 SEC 2 5.1663 2 8 11 
1930 1964 -23 1964 8.0 2t.3
1174 MAT 'Aa 12.9 1962 DEC 2 3.0201 5 6 5 
1910 1955 -3.2 1970' 12.5 1.2
1175 M ,Ao0n 11.7 1034 JUN 12 3.2201 2 8 11 
1037 1364 -8.1 1968 26.5 42.6
1176 LJ rID"  12.3 1945 M6R 6 2.6941 5 5 9 197 
1952 -180.0 1969 428.3 525.9
117T On:'SSTA 10.5 1965 OCT 2 3.3531 2 8 5I 1946 1966 
2.8 065 c. 2 15.6
1178 TQ'MLA 13.0 1940 FEB 1 2.6792 2 8 4 1931 1953 
-4.9 1962* 24.7 30.0
1179 MALLY 15.1 1931 APP 9 2.6166 2 8 
2 1931 1936 1.1 136* 25.8 30.2
1180 D1TA 10.2 1062 DEC 2 3.9810 5 6 
8 1931 1965 6.9 1066 16.6 35.9
1181 IITH 12.1 1951 DEr 20 2.6644 5 
6 7 1934 1954 -q90.O 1969 725.0 271.4
1182 ILnNt 12.7 1962 DEC 2 2.2596 5 6 
5 1927 1962 '.0 196 19.1 17.4
1183 JUTTA 13.1 1962 DEC 2 2.3833 5 6 
7 1935 1964 90.0 1957 161.6 168.1
1184 GAFE 12.2 1967 DEC 2 2.6677 5 6 6 1931 
1965 7.1, 1968 17.9 21.6
1185 GttKKt 13.4 1062 DCt 22 2.23"1 2 8 9 1027 162 -29.2 1060 5.1 53.0
1196 TUPM I f P 1.8 19517 JUN 11 3.0)180 2 8 9 1929 196 
7.0 1966 21.6 31.5
1187 12.9 1935 JUL 17 2.6395 2 8 7 1929 1963 
5.0 1969 25.8 30.7
118 TLNOA 13.1 14 JUN 21 2.1910 1969 330.0 259.0 ESTIMATED
1189 TEF E'TI A 11.2 1962 OEC 2 2.9335 5 6 8 1950 1965 -3.0 
1968 .5 16.1
1190 DFLSIA 1-3.3 1 3O OrrT 31 2.4313 ? 8 4 q1909 1Q55 -7.4 1066 
30.6 31.7
1191 ALFBTEPNA 11.7 1931 FE
0  12 2.8939 1966 300.0 41.q EST TE
1192 POS M'& 13.? 1931 FE9 28 2.3649 2 8 4 1931 1953 
6.3 1969* 37.3 36.0
1193 AOqTCA 13.3 1Q31 JUN 8 2.6461 2 8 7 1931 
1958 49.6 1969 165.6 197.5
1194 PLC TT "  11.6 19'1 JUN 8 2.9146 2 8 9 1931 1956 -10.4 
1965 47.0 65.2
1195 "OAll4Gla 14.6 1931 JUL 18 2.25e88 2 9 2 1031 1035 2.4 1935* 449 40.9
1196 SHFPa 11.6 1931 JUN 8 2.6525 2 8 11 1931 1958 -34.9 166 120.9 144.8
1191 DHPIO 1 11.2 1957 JUN 11 2.E862 5 6 4 1948 1960 8.6 
1965 28.4 38.9
119R ATL[NTIS 16.8 1931 OCT 6 2.2491 2 9 1 1931 1931 -1.3 1938* 72.6 
65.7
1199 rLOONTIA 11.4 1962 DEC 2 3.0239 5 
6 5 1951 1958 2.9 1967 15.8 23..
1200 IMPFRTTX 11.8 1951 DEC. 2 0 3.0590 1 5 193' 1953 
72.0 1960 201. 301.
STATUS IF N'uOPEPED MTNnc PLIANET ErFvrz'TnE 25
'UM0sEQ NA F NOTE A9MAG FPrW : T PLANlE  r-PcS I NS CESIOJl L8lT EP ROc S'C EO O KV3
1201 ST PFNUb 12.7 1951 DEC 20 2.6902 5 5 4 1940 1949 36.0 1058* 156.9 193.3
1202 MfPTNA 11.4 1962 DFC 2 3.904 5 6 4 1031 1054 2.4 19(-2 10.4 22.2
1203 N A N', 13.2 1951 nc7 20 2.8837 5 6 6 1926 1952 180.0 1952* 417.1 569.4
1204 E~E!Z ! 11.6 1931 OC T  6 2.2628 2 8 5 1931 1955 5.0 1967 12.7 29.9
1205 E9FLLA 15.3 1931 SFP 16 2.5322 2 ? 2 1031 1035 -3.9 19350 61.2 67.9
1206 NUMFPrW!A L 11.5 1931 OrT 29 2.8705 5 5 2 1931 1950 180.0 19321 640010.0 867668.4 LOST
1207 PSTFNTA 12.3 1941 NCV 22 3.0186 2 8 3 1932 1938 -2.0 1968 25.5 37.3
1208 TROLUc 0.8 1965 nfT " 5.1660 2 8 8 1931 1o65 4.1 1965 10.8 32.6
1209 oU VA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1818 5 6 4 1951 1961 -60.6 1969 164.2 259.6
1210 mnPr SnVIA 11.4 1962 DOF 2 3.0107 5 6 5 1951 1969 -5.8 1968 15.7 22.8
1211 V9FSSOLE 12.2 1957 JUN 11 2.9275 5 6 7 1938 1965 -7.8 1965 20.8 29.0
1212 FoNCETTE 10.9 1962 DFr 2 3.9544 5 6 7 1941 1965 6.9 1960 17.2 36.9
1213 ALGF P! 12.2 1933 JAN 24 3.1179 5 6 5 1931 1956 5.7 1969 32.4 50.1
1214 R'CH!LDE 12.1 1962 DFC 2 2.7094 5 6 9 1932 1966 -5.6 1966 15.1 18.8
1215 1932 PA 11.9 1963 JUL 30 2.5786 2 8 14 1932 1963 -2.9 1969 10.9 12.4
1216 ASKP'1JA 11.4 1966 JUN 24 2.2122 2 8 8 1032 1966 3.1 1969 10.4 9.3
1217 MAXTMTLIANA 14.6 1956 NOV 23 2.3525 2 8 8 1025 1957 5.6 o105 lo.2 18.9
1218 ASTE o  14.4 1931 DF) 5 2.2634 2 8 3 1932 1951 -3.1 1951* 28.2 25.8
1719 RP TTA 13.3 1962 DEC 2 2.2125 5 6 6 1932 1965 7.6 1968 19Q. 17.3
1220 rerCUS 12.3 1056 NPrv 23- 3.0056 1966 300.0 436.1 ESTIMATED
1221- A40M 19.2 1964 JUN 14 1.9206 2 o9 5 1932 1964 4.0 1964 13.8 9.2
1222 TINA 13.3 1062 DEC 2 2."002 5 6 6 1032 1965 100.0 1965 316.6 410.7
i?23 NCCKAc 11.7 1951 DEC 20 2.8687 5 5 6 1941 1054 -144.0 1969 429.6 581.8
1724 =ANTASTA 12.9 1962 DEC 2 2.3039 5 6 5 1939 1962 -4.2 1969 14.6 13.8
1225 ACT NE 13.6 1968 SEP 21 2.2334 2 8 12 1930 1968 -107.0 1968 176.3 157.6
126 "'t L 13.3 1969 SFP 16 2.5849 2 8 3 1930 1969 -4.9 1969* 11.6 13.3
122" r,0 N!Um 11.6 1062 DFC 2 3.2021 5 6 6 1931 1959 12.7 1969 30.2 48.2
1?29 SCtpIPSa 1?.8 1962 DEC 2 2.7677 5 6 5 1931 196? -2.3 1952* 9.9 12.7
1729 "TL!f 13.0 1951 DEC 20 3.1053 5 5 4 1931 1952 -144.0 1933* 364.8 590.4
1230 OlrE!t 14.7 1962 DEC 2 2.5722 5 6 5 1931 1964 90.0 1964* 164.1 187.0
1?31 aUP'CULA 12.8 1931 OCT 26 2.6679 2 8 4 1931 1956 12.7 1966 55.0 66.5
1232 CnPTUSA 11.4 1954 'CV 4 3.169Q 1969 310.0 471.6 ESTIMATED
1233 K r EST! 12.4 1962 DEC 2 2.5543 5 6 5 1931 1963 -5.7 1967 16.1 18.1
1234 FLY'A 12.1 1959 JAN 12 3.010' 2 8 6 1931 1959 -7.0 1063* 20.0 29.1
1235 SrHiPTA 15.4 1931 SEP 16 1.9102 2 8 7 1931 1960 -4.7 1960* 33.3 21.9
1236 TH6'S 12.9 1951 DEC 20 2.4?05 5 6 5 1931 1957 90.0 1969 196.5 203.7
123' rGr, EVIEVF 12.1 1057 JUN 11 2.611' 5 6 4 10'1 1960 6.3 1969 25.6 29.8
1238 PEnAePTA 11.1 196? DFr 2 2.6672 5 5 5 1932 1952 30.2 1969 81.3 98.2
1239 'UETFLFTA 13.6 1951 DEC 20 2.6618 5 6 4 193Q 1958 90.0 196' 212.' 256.2
1240 CENT EPAP.IA 11.1 1964 NOV 1 2.8702 2 8 10 1932 1964 -3.9 1968 11.8 16.0
1241 DYSnNA 10.5 1951 DEC 20 3.1940 5 5 6 1939 1954 -432.0 1967 1189.0 1890.8
1242 ZAMPEcFA 11.3 1041 JUN 15 2.7378 1969 300.0 377.9 ESTIMATED r
1243 PAFrLA 11.3 1957 JUN 11 3.0962 5 6 5 1947 1961 -1.5 1965 10.1 15.4
1244 Dc!Fr 12.7 1947 AlIe 3 2.3430 2 8 8 1021 1957 -12. "  1968 35.4 34.5
1245 CALV'TTA 11.0 1924 DEC 21 2.8942 2 8 20 1906 1963 -28.5 1968 74.1 101.8
1246 CHAKA 12.8 1951 DEr 20 2.6212 5 6 7 1032 1954 90.0 1968 217.7 255.9
124 7 MMC9CIA 11.7 1062 DEC 2 3.13'8 5 6 4 1C32 1965 -3.6 1966 11.5 17.9
1248 JUUODTHA 11.0 1947 JAN 15 2.7219 5 6 -6 1950 1961 9.5 1967 48.9 61.1 o
1249 RUTHFoFF'Rr)TA 13.0 1968 AUS 12 2.2245 2 8 10 1032 1968 5.6 1968 13.6 12.1
1250 GAL NTHUS 14.2 1951 DEC 20 2.5528 5 6 3 1933 1952 180.0 1970* 473.5 532,9 C
STATUS F NULI'F ED MIN ' PLLtNET EPHF-C r DFS 26
U"j o~pF ~IEF NOTE ARMtG FPrry4 PLA\NETTS nlDP0 STT7IS Pr SInUL L tST p , S=C Eco.r, KM3
1 51 HFDEVA 11.9 1956 Mt1r 8 2.7205 2 8 7 1I33 1956 2.4 1063* 
12.8 15.9
1252 CELFT a 11.8 1962 DFr 2 2.6034 5 6 7 1033 e156 6.4 1965 20.0 24.5
1253 Fv 5fA 13.3 1957 JU, 11 7.1578 1933* 3209)0.0 499309.4 LOST
1254 FoFrPDIA 11.6 1962 DEC 2 3.1325 5 6 4 1933 
1956 -12.0 106-* 31.0 40.4
1255 SCILreWt 11.7 1051 DEC 20 3.1541 5 5 4 1932 1949 324.0 1
96 6  942.1 1470.9
1256 N 'ANNI A 10.9 1966 JAN 15 3.9341 2 8 4 1932 1964 10.5 1967 
22.3 47.3
1257 unPA 13.0 1062 DE
r  2 2.48"5 5 6 9 1032 1960 -90.0 196P 1'9.6 103.7
1258 S!CILTA 11.8 1969 JtN 19 3.1862 2 8 6 1932 1969 
5.9 1969 12.8 20.3
1259 O'YILtt 11.8 1951 DEC 20 3.1018 5 5 6 1930 1953 
-360.0 1969 1036.0 15-9.6
1260 WALHALLA 13.0 1933 FrR 17 2.6144 2 6 6 1933 1956 
4.4 1967 28.6 33.5
1261 LECOA 11.9 1962 DE 2 3.1519 5 6 6 1938 1955 
4.2 1969 15.9 24.9
1262 SIA FCKIA 11.4 1951 DEC 20 3.0060 5 5 5 140 10C54 -lO.O 1967 
509.9 '41.3
1263 VA4PSVTA 11.9 1962 OFC 2 2.6653 5 6 7 1946 1961 
90.0 1961* 299.8 253.2
1264 LETABA 10.9 1957 JUN 11 2.9640 5 6 4 1952 1957 5.1 1967 30.4 41.1
1265 SCPwFTKAQDA E 11.1 1035 MAY 29 3.0144 1966* 3)0.0 438.0 ESTImiTE
1266 TONE 10.4 1951 AUG 22 3.3662 5 6 5 1992 1956 -6.3 
1967 52.1 89.4
1267 GEERTRUIDA 13.5 1951 DEC 20 2.4633 5 6 7 1038 1061 -180.0 1969 360.5 301.9
1268 L TYP 10.0 1962 DEC 2 3.9309 5 6 10 1938 1958 -3.9 1969 
11.2 23.9
1269 RnLLhnITA 9.8 1957 JUN 11 3.9382 5 6 5 1950 1055 -5.0 1968 -31.1 
'66.2
1270 DATUOA 14.2 1939 MPR 5 2.2347 2 8 4 1930 1951 -5.1 
1968 34.2 30.6
1271 ISEOGINA 11.8 1951 DEC 20 3.1357 5. 5 9 1930 1953 360.0 
19,7 853.5 1321.2
1272 rEFInN 13.6 196
? DEC 2 2.7814 5 6 3 1931 1959 90.0 1954* 182.4 235.6
1273 HEL v A 14.1 1951 DEC 20 2.1929 5 6 5 1932 1958 
180.0 19:.* 376.6 380.2
1274 r)ELo'OTti 13.2 1032 rCT 20 2.2291 2 8 15 1918 1065 -6.4 
106Q 20.7 26.5
1275 CTMRPTA 11.9 1932 OCT 20 2.6798 2 6 6 1932 1958 6.4 1965 
34.0 41.4
1276 UCrLTA 11.9 1951 DEC 20 3.1676 5 5 6 1933 1952 -720.0 1961 1P65.1 2930.2
1277 DOLORFS 12.5 1041 PCT 31 2.6980 1968 300.0 369.2 EST14ATED
1278 KENY 12.5 1957 JUNI 11 2.4037 5 6 5 1951 1959 12.3 1963 
4. 2 47.0
1279 U~ANDIk 13.8 1933 fY 8 2.3700 2 8 9 1033 195Q 3.- 1966 
26.5 26.3
1280 PAILLAUnt 11.1 1962 DEC 2 3.4120 5 6 5 1939 1968 
-4.4 1969 - - 12.-4 21.7
1281 JEANNE 12.6 1962 DEC 2 2.5593 5 6 10 1933 1961 
90.0 1060 176.3 199.3
1282 I.IT"' IA 11.5 1162 DEr 2 3.1218 5 6 6 1033 1061 -0.6 1969 
23.5 36.1
1283 KnMSOMnLTA1 12.0 1962 DEC 2 3.2155 5 6 6 1931 1966 
-90.0 1966 157.0 252.1
1284 LATVTA 11.5 1966 APR 5 2.6450 2 8 11 193 1966 6.6. 
1966 15.9 18.9
1285 JULITETTA 11.4 1962 DEC 2 2.9925 5 6 6 1936 1964 
-7.8 1969 19.4 28.0
1286 paNrHTclWICZA 11.6 1951 nFC 20 3.0219 
5 5 6 1938 195r 10P.0 1968* 281.6 
412.7
1287 Lnor !A 12.1 1930 JAN 24 3.0124 5 6 4 1931 
105- 6.3 1967 3") . 57.0
1288 SANTA 12.8 1962 DEC 2 2.8869 5 6 6 1933 
1962 90.0 19,7 173.1 236.8
1289 KUTAI ST 11.6 1951 DFC 20 2.8603 5 5 6 1941 1955 
144.0 1967 300.5 538.7
1290 ALPcPT'NE 13.8 1951 DEC 20 2.3665 5 6 7 1933 1955 
-180.0 1966 418.8 414.8
1291 PRYNFE 11.5 1997 JUN 11 3.0177 5 6 5 1949 1957 
12.2 1969 48.0 70.1
1292 LUCF 12.6 1962 DEC 2 2.5419 5 6 7 :94P 1965 
-3.0 195) 11. 13.2
1293 SP'JA 15.2 1962 DEC 2 2.2271 5 6 4 1913 195" 
180.0 1953* 447.6 398.1
1294 ANTWEOPIA 12.0 1957 JIUN 11 2.690' 5 6 4 1952 1962 
3.0 196P 15.0 1A.4
12o5 DEFL ITTE 11.7 1962 DEC 2 3.3963 5 6 7 1935 1968 
1.2 1969 7.1 12.3
1296 aNo EF 12.7 1962 DEC 2 2.4191 5 6 8 1935 1959 
-2.1 1963* 10.5 10.8
1297 3UADFA 12.5 1934 FEB 12 3.0212 2 8 8 1027 1955 -6.1 
1960 20.0 42.4
1298 NOCTURNA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 3.1413 5 6 6 1934 1956 
9.0 1966 -26.7 41.4
1299 MCRTC'rNA 13.0 1962 DEC 2 2.8037 5 6 10 1934 1958 
90.0 1069* 193.1 252.5
1300 MAPCELLE 12.4 1957 JUN 11 2.7822 
1967 300.0 387.5 EST!MATEO E
STAT UC IF P'UMPEED MIN~ 0 L ANET EPHrmcTnFc 27
!U*UED N9&F NCTE tAG, EPT. PLYANETS OPrSP !TITnS PESIF)UL L.ST RRno SCr EvDPPP KM3
1301 YVOIC'NE 11.9 1943 Apo 6 2.7646 2 8 9 1934 1957 
-6.5 1969 26.7 34.1
1302 WCfPA 12.0 1966 tPD 25 3.1262 2 R 6 1937 1963 -9.3 1966 21.4 33.01303 LUTHPF" 10.5 1966 'C V 11 3.2046 2 8 9 1935 1960 5.8 1969 14.1 22.61304 AbfS 10.5 1957 SEo 5 3.1955 2 8 13 1928 1963 -18.? 196A 40.2 63.9
1305 PD Nr.^ L 11.6 1962 DEC 2 3.0128 5 6 8 1935 1064 -4.1 1960 12.8 1P.61306 SCYTH!A 10.9 1933 AUS 12 3.1446 5 5 7 1930 1956 -6.5 106P 34.1 53.01 07 tCMMEF!A 13.3 1933 "CT 11 2.2502 2 8 7 1933 1957 2.7 1967 26.1 23.7
130 HALL FDTA 12.0 1062 DEC 2 2.9100 5 6 6 1Q31 1063 2.6 1966 10.2 14.1
1309 PYDFPRODEA 11.3 1951 DEC 20 3.2175 5 6 4 1931 1951 90.0 1968 237.7 382.01310 VILL'GFPA 12.8 1951 DEC 20 2.3924 5 6 5 193A 1960 190.0 1060* 37". 9 31.3
1311 KNPF IA 13.9 1962 r)E 2 2.4265 5 6 5 1929 1967 90.0 1967 153.0 158.2
1312 VaSSAP 17.8 196? DEC 2 3.0097 5 6 8 1933 1957 90.0 1968 196.6 299.2
1313 QEOMA 13.0 1951 FDC 20 2.6963 5 6 5 1033 1057 1lO.0 IC68b 391.5 470.0
1314 PAULA 14.2 1951 DEC 20 2.7951 5 6 4 1933 1959 90.0 196* 100.0 178.3
1315 8orkTSLAWA 11.2 1951 OEC 20 3.2097 5 5 6 1039 1953 '2.0 106' 213.9 342.6
1316 KASAM L 14.9 1933 ?NiV 24 2.4107 2 8 1 1933 1933 -3.7 1933* 6400)0.0 654381.0 LDST
1317 SILVQFTTA 9.8 1951 DnFC 20 3.1675 5 5 6 1935 1954 396.0 1959 987.8 1551.8
1318 N F , ! 13.2 1e57 JUN 11 2.30'6 5 6 4 1034 1955 1Q0.0 1067 428.0 405.61319 D'S4 11.8 1941 OCT 13 2.9870 2 8 6 19r0 1949 7.3 1965 ?6.4 37.91320 IMPALA 12.0 1962 OFr 2 2.9309 5 6 4 1934 1965 -3.4 1969 11.4 16.3
1321 A JU k 11.2 1962 DEc 2 2.9417 5 .6 6 1935 1960 5.3 1964 16.1 22.6122? r C (DE'ICUS 14.2 1934 JUN 12 2.4223 2 8 3 1934 1953 -9.5 1968* 48.4 49.9
1I23 TUrFLA 11.2 1l51 DEC 20 3.1849 5 5 4 1949 1956 86.4 1968 332.2 526.11324 KPYS NA 13.7 1934 JUL 2 2.1847 2 8 2 1934 1937 -1.6 1969* 39.0 33.5
I 1325 N16 P4DA 13.3 1962 DEC 2 2.5377 5 6 4 1934 1954 2.0 1954 10.e 12.0
OD 1326 LCSAKA 12.0 1062 DFe 2 2.6680 5 6 7 1934 1965 90.0 1969 162.6 196.51327 NIA 0'AI f) 13.0 196? DFr 2 2.7804 5 6 6 1914 1967 270.0 1967 455.7 588.01328 DEVPTA 11.4 1957 JUN 11 3.5058 1064 300.0 544.9 ESTT1RTED
1329 EL I'E 11.5 1962 DEr 2 2.6175 5 6 4 1951 1968 5.0 1969 14.7 17.21330 SPTP!DrNTA 11.6 1951 DC 20 3.1851 5 6 4 1925 1950 -90.0 1970* 224.2 355.11331 SCLVFJf 11.6 1933 rCT 15 3.1047 2 8 8 1926 1960 2.9 1967 20.2 30.9
1332 t f CNT 11.3 1962 DEC 2 3.0618 5 6 7 1939 1964 9.0 1969 21.9 32.8
1333 C VEOLA 12.9 1951 DEC 20 2.6333 5 6 7 1934 1957 270.0 tc6e 596.0 705.61334 LUNOmAOKA 11.5 1948 MAY 9 2.9137 1969 300.0 416.1 ESTIMATED
1335 DEM~ULI'A 15.0 1n62 DFC 2 2.2424 5 6 5 1934 1054 90.0 1954* 2?2.5 200.4
1336 ZEEI.AP4IA 12.1 1057 JUN 11 2.P506 5 6 6 1951 1962 -1.5 1968 10.7 14.3
1337 GERAODf 12.3 196? DEC 2 2.9096 5 6 6 1934 1954 -90.0 1969 221.5 306.61338 nlUPC"rTA 14.1 193'* DEC 29 2.2640 2 8 6 1935 1951 -5.0 1966 35.3 32.4
1339 DESA 'FAUX A .11.6 1957 JUN! 11 3.0234 5 6 6 1934 1962 -7.4 1969 20.5 30.1
1340 YVETTF 12.6 1962 DEC 2 3.1698 5 6 9 1935 1953 2.1 1968 10.7 16.8
1341 EDMFF 12.1 1962 DEC 2 2 .426 5 6 6 1949 1964 3.0 1969 11.9 15.01342 peARANTIA 13.4 1962 DEC 2 2.?888 5 6 6 1975 1964 90.0 1967 167.8 156.8
1343 ICOLE 12.6 1935 ADP 28 2.5690 2 R 12 1035 1060 -7.1 196P 35.3 40.11344 CAUBEFTA 14.1 1935 APR 28 2.2481 2 8 6 1935 1962 9.0 1962* 41.4 37.5
1145 PDTOAC 10.8 1969 S=P 1 3.9827 2 9 6 1932 1964 -224.0 1968 395.4 854.71346 r ,THA 12.5 1947 MAY 15 2.6304 2 8 6 1929 1961 -3.4 10 9 16.5 19.5
1347 PAT 'a 12.2 1951 OEC 20 2.5743 5 5 4 1931 1951 -36.0 1966 101.0 115.31348 MICTEL 12.2 1951 DEC 20 2.7921 5 5 4 1933 1952 7.? 1966 27.3 35.51349 BErHUANA 11.7 1951 DEC 20 3.0185 5 5 6 1938 1950 -396.0 1969 1328.4 1943.5 W
1350 QOSSELUA 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.8580 5 6 5 1934 1962 6.5 1968 17.6 23.8
STATUS 3F ~1Iia3MteO n DLAN. T EPHEM=D I rS 28
NUM.-FO N.Va NOTE AkMAC. epfr PLANJETS pnpnStTIN S FES
T DUi t L P c rR1r SFr EcP'R K43
1351 LIPFKI STANIA 11.1 1951 OF) 20 3.1949 5 5 51935 1953 72.0 1966 192.2 305.8
1352 W -WCL 12.4 1062 DEC 2 2.7788 5 6 4 1935 1951 1.5 1968 
9.9 12.7
1353 MA6PTJF 11.2 1957 JU~ 11 3.0128 5 6 8 1950 1964 3.0 1969 13.2 19.3
1154 POTH 12.2 103 JN 17 3.1279 2 P 6 1930 1052 -72.3 1068 
118.8 306.6
1355 MArrFRA 13.9 1951 DFr 20 1.8531 5 6 6 1935 1955 180.0 1965 
435.2 269.1
1356 NYbAMZA 11.4 1963 JUL 30 3.0813 2 8 7 1935 1963 4.2 1969 
12.7 10.2
1357 KWUmA 10.7 194q9 CV 25 3.! '2 2 8 3 1935 1947 -4.3 1968 
24.4 38.9
1358 ;AIVA 12.9 1962 OFr 2 2.4749 5 6 6 1951 1966 3.0 1966 
1l.0 12.7
1159 P TESKA 11.0 19957 JUN 11 3.1166 5 6 6 1939 1063 -7.7 1960 21.1 32.4
1360 TAPKA 12.5 1951 DE' 20 2.6334 5 6 4 1935 1957 90.0 1969 
205.4 243.2
1161 LFUSCHrNEP!A 12.0 1915 SEP 15 3.0972 2 8 8 1935 1961 -6.4 1961* 
31.4 47.4
1362 rRITUA 11.5 1141 JAN 6 3.2R07 2 P 6 1935 1956 2.7 1965 18.1 29.8
1363 HEcErTA 12. 1951 DOFC 20 2.Qn06 5 5 5 1935 1954 72.0 1968 186.7 
257.2
1164 SAFADA 12.0 1962 ncr 2 3.9118 5 6 7 1037 1060 4.4 1066 14.4 
21.0
1365 1028 cK 13.3 1929 SED 11 2.2487 2 8 11 1928 1962 -3.9 1969 28.6 
75.9
166 PICCrL 11.3 196' DEC 2 2.8740 5 6 8 1930 1966 -3.2 1966 11.1 15.1
1367 1034 Nt 14.3 1962 DEC 2 2.3443 1955* 
320010.0 311790.0 L7ST
1368 NUMIDTA 12.0 1951 OFC 20 2.5220 5 6 6 1948 1963 190.0 196 
501.3 551.0
1369 "STN'T"A 11.5 1.962 DEC 2 3.1089 5 6 8 1039 1067 -90.0 1960 156.4 230.1
13'0 HCLLA L 1r.0 1935 "FP 15 2.2511 2 8 1 1935 1935 -4.0 1935* 64)000.0 580347.4 
LOST
1371 RFSt 12.4 1962 DEC 2 3.2137 5 . 6 5 1933 1068 10.6 1968 22.5 
36.1
1372 HAEFuOaL 12.8 1Q69 DEC 30 2.76'4 2 8 P 1935 1969 6.0 1969 13.5 17.3
1373 CI Nr"ATNT 14.3 1941 JAN 6 3.4111 2 8 10 1935 1949 -5.8 1949* 29.6 
51.7
1374 ISnPA 14.8 l951 nFC 20 2.2506 5 6 4 1935 1955 00.0 196"* 
221.6 200.9
1375 ALF EDP 12.9 1962 DOF 2 2.4476 5 6 7 1939 1968 5.0 1969 
14.4 15.1
1376 m!rHFLtF 13.8 196? DFC 2 2.2277 5 6 10 1035 1998 -90.0 196 8* 
198.3 176.5
1377 a~BfPAUXA 14.3 1050 A01 20 2.2602 2 8 3 1036 1053 1.3 1967 13.9 12.7
1378 L ~'r E 13.3 196' DFC 2 2. '75 5 6 5 1940 1962 9.2 1969 24.2 24.2
1379 LDErNOSSnVA 12.2 1962 DEC 2 2.5267 5 6 6 1949 1065 -o.Q 1968 25.2 
27.9
13o V SLrIA 13.2 1936 MAD 13 3.1454 2 8 2 1936 1938 6.5 1966* 139.0 216.?
1391 DANURIy 13.0 19ri DEC 20 2.4917 5 6 6 1934 1952 270.0 1969 
714.4 77?.4
1302 G-r'1 13.6 162 DErC 2 2 .2202 5 6 6 1936 1q69 5.0 1969 
16.0 14.2
1383 LTlMPUOr T  12.9 1951 DEC 20 3.0756 5 6 5 1934 lob? -I 0.0 
1962* 342.6 515.5
1384 KNFDT'JE 12.9 1951 OF" 20 2.6768 5 6 5 1941 1963 -180.0 
1069 369.0 449.4
1385 r,ELP I 12.0 1951 OFC 20 2.7409 5 5 5 1941 1956 72.0 1966 
196.1 ?47.4
1386 Sn AE0 ! 14.8 1935 Ur 6 2.3642 2 8 1 1935 !035 -9.9 1949* 
400.9 396.4
13 ' KAMA 14.4 1035 AUG 26 2.2583 2 8 3 1035 1062 6.2 1969* 33.3 
30.3
1388 aPH oI0TF 12.0 1951 DEC 20 3.0173 5 5 5 1943 1953 -108.0 1966 375.6 549.2
1389 O NNT E 12.6 1951 DEC 20 2.8658 5 6 6 1935 1052 90.0 1960* 252.2 
341.0
1390 A 8STUMANY 10.1 1966 AU7 3 3.4345 2 8 9 1935 1966 2.8 1966 
8.9 15.7
1391 CAQFLTA 13.0 1940 JAN 12 2."490 2 8 4 1936 1957 8.0 1965 35.4 39.8
lYZ2 DIFoIF 13.0 1039 SCo 19 2.6085 2 8 5 1036 1050 4.0 1969* 24.6 
28.7
1393 SOFALt 13.2 1951 DFr 20 2.414? 5 6 4 1936 1959 180.0 196" 1R5.2 
400.4
1394 aL,r 12.9 1951 DFC 20 2.4388 5 6 6 1948 io50 00.0 1966 205.9 
308.6
1395 ARPFOA 12.8 1936 AUS 23 3.2007 1966 300.0 
478.5 ESTIMATEO 0
1396 nUTFN tQUA 13.1 1062 DEC 2 2.2482 5 6 9 1936 1963 -90.0 1969 173.2 156.7 ND
1397 UMAT TA 12.8 1951 DEC 20 2.6829 5 6 8 1949 1062" 90.0 1962* 27.9.0 340.3 
0
1398 DON~FPP 11.5 1962 DEC 2 3.1582 5 6 7 1936 1958 -4.1 1969 14.1 22.0
199 TENFRIFFA 15.3 1936 SEP 9 2.2160 2 8 2. 1936 1956 -5.6 1969* 33.7 
20.7 C
1400 TIRELb 13.0 1962 DEC 2 3.1141 5 6 2 1936 1968 3.3 1969* 10.7 
16.4
ST'TSI cF IUMPFCFD MINPI CLANET EHE crP!tlfS 29
NU'4u3  NAM' PPTE FPMAr ForCH A PLANETS ODPr'STT! !S PFSIDUtL LAST EpP"F Ser EpCoQ K-3
1401 LAVPO!N r  12.9 1962 DEC 2 2.2266 5 6 4 1935 1964 90.0 1965 168.0 149.3
1402 .pT 14.6 1936 AUG 20 2.6 29 2 8 2 1936 1949 -3.4 1940* 2P.0 34.1
1403 TD L SP'!b 13.7 1936 SED 9 2.7197 2 8 1 1936 1936 -2.9 1966 123.4 153.9
1404 JAX 10.3 1964 JIN 6 5.2088 2 8 6 1916 1964 2.6 1964 8.7 26.5
1405 1036 PF 14.4 1936 PCT 19 2.2515 2 8 2 1936 1951 6.1 1968* 39.1 35.4
1406 KOMPPA 12.6 1942 JAN 1 2.6971 2 8 4 1916 1958 8.6 1969* 33.8 41.6
1407 L'NDFPLF 12.4 1957 JUN 11 2.7653 5 6 4 194 Q  1054 -9.0 106a 53.9 69.0
1408 TCUSANDA 12.1 1962 DEC 2 3.1109 5 6 4 1936 1962 -1.6 1968 8.4 12.8
1'09 ISKP 11. 1966 ~'nV 11 2.6759 2 8 8 1937 1966 5.4 1969 13.9 16.9
1410 AARG O ET 12.5 1962 0DE 2 3.0209 5 6 7 1937 1950 90.0 1969* 202.6 296.7
1411 R84UNA 12.0 1962 DEC 2 3.0n42 5 6 6 1917 1956 90.0 1966 218.6 317.5
1412 LAC3ULA 13.7 1937 JAN 27 2.214' 2 8 9 1037 1960 -5.8 19'0 *  32.6 2A.7
1413 aQUrC~PT 12.5 1953 FEB 12 3.0219 2 8 4 1937 1964 -3.5 1969 14. 20.8
1414 JEPnuF 13.8 1937 MAO 8 2.7844 2 8 2 1937 1951 2.0 19510 20.8 26.9
1415 MALAUTWA 13.5 1062 DE7 2 2.2232 5 6 8 1939 1057 6.6 1967 21.9 19.4
1416 P0cNUXt 11.8 196? DEC 2 3.0189 5 6 9 1940 1961 -6.9 1969 19.5 28.6
1417 WALI SKTB 12.4 1962 DEC 2 2.9737 5 6 4 1937 1063 -4.4 1068 13.6 10.4
1418 FAYET 13.1 '962 DEC 2 2.2418 5 6 6 1937 1967 9.8 1969 22.9 20.6
1419 DANZIG 1'.9 1964 NrV 1 2.2932 2 8 6 1938 1964 -2.7 196 10.7 10.0
1420 QnDCL!FFE 12.0 1062 DEr 2 2.74P4 5 6 R 1931 1967 lao.n 106 -  300.7 381.1
1421 ES"PA'NTn 11.5 196? DEFr 2 3.0906 5 ' 6 4 1936 1955 4.5 1969 16.3 24.6
1422 ST0um(fEN!A 13.8 1943 OCT 3 2.2472 2 8 4 1936 1963 6.0 1063 2A.9 26.1
1423 JOSE 12.6 1951 DEV 20 2.8590 5 5 6 1939 1954 -180.0 1968 500.7 674.6
1424 SUFOMANIA 10.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1843 5 6 6 1937 1962 -2.9 1968 12.2 19.?
1425 TUDoLA 12.9 1937 uAY 27 2.6113 2 8 5 1037 1958 3.P 106a 25.4 29.7
1426 1937 GF 1,'.2 1937 At6 17 2.5808 2 8 14 1920 1959 -35.3 1967 8?.1 95.2
1427 PUVUMA 12.0 1942 NnV 17 2.7499 2 8 5 1937 1957 45.6 196o 136. 173.5
142P MnPASA 11.6 1957 JUN 11 2.8092 5 6 4 1949 1956 11.6 1961 51.8 67.9
1429 PCMPA 13.4 1962 DEC 2 2.5483 5 6 6 1937 1957 180.0 1966 411.0 461.2
1430 1937 NK 13.3 1951 DE 20 2.5581 5 6 5 1937 1062 270.0 1966 527.6 505.(
1431 1937 na 12.6 1962 DFC 2 2.6190 5 6 6 1937 1953 90.0 1967 247.7 290.7
1432 ETHTOPI6 13.4 1962 DFC 2 2.3809 5 6 4 1939 1959 2.0 1960 10.6 10.6
1433 GAMTTIJA 12.9 1957 JUN 11 2.7871 5 6 4 1950 1955 47.6 1967* 245.1 317.4
1434 MARACOT 11.5 1962 DFC 2 3.0183 5 6 6 1951 1964 90.0 1969 199.3 291.5
1435 GAVLFNA 14.8 193' JAN 7 2.64'1 2 8 2 1936 1933 -2.8 1038* 66.4 79.2
1436 1936 Ye 11.5 1951 DEr 20 3.1494 5 5 6 1940 1952 -108.0 1967 350.3 545.7
1437 nDTMFDFS 9.2 1964 JAN 26 5.0826 2 8 9 1937 1963 2.4 196P 8.5 25.1
143A WENDELINF 12.8 1051 DEC .20 3.1901 5 6 3 1931 1939 180.0 1939* 1020.7 1620.2
1439 VGTI A 11.2 1962 DEC 2 3.9810 5 6 4 1937 1950 .5 1969* 6.5 13.9
1440 QSTTA 12.9 1962 DEC 2 3.152' 5 6 2 1937 1054 45.0 1954* 121.8 100.0
1441 SLYAI 14.2 1941 OrT 13 2.6320 2 8 4 !937 1954 -3.q 1954* 24.2 28.6
1442 fcVVIN6 12.6 1965 AUG 28 2.8745 2 8 9 1937 1966 -90.0 1968 159.9 217.2
1443 0tUooTNA 12.4 1Q39 FE8 11 2.0305 2 8 ' 137 1956 29.2 1969 107.4 151.0
1444 1938 OF 12.2 1951 DEC 20 3.1638 5 6 3 1938 1950 90.0 1961 318.2 483.4
1445 KODNK[LYA 12.0 1951 DEC 20 3.1143 5 6 6 1938 1964 90.0 lo6o  174.5 267.3
1446 1Q38 PA 14.0 1933 FER 11 2.2460 2 8 3 1938 1958 2.3 1969* ?1.8 19.7
1447 UC4 12.9 1951 nFC 20 2.5348 5 6 6 1938 1959 90.0 1968* 202.2 224.9o
1448 LINDRLADA 14.4 1942 MAR 22 2.3722 2 8 3 1938 1949 -3.1 1966 24.7 24.6 P
1449 VIoTAN EN 13.8 1939 MAR 23 2.2228 2 8 5 1938 1956 5.6 1969 33.5 29.7
1450 PAIMnNDA 12.6 1962 DEC 2 2.6112 5 6 8 1934 1066 -9.6 1968 22.1 25.8
STATUS IF NUMPEcFn FMI'CD PLANET E:HFM:3n F 30
NUnaxEo N1 MF NONt ARMAG EPrOCH A PLANETS Ocn"SITI~'Nf FSI UL LAST 0EFO ScC EQr KM3
1451 GoAr'n  13.9 lo3q MP 23 2.2034 2 8 3 1039 1962 --6.1 1064 32.4 28.3
1452 1938 071 13.1 1949 MPO 25 3.1108 2 8 3 1939 1954 -9.7 1969* 34.3 5?.5
1453 F Ft!mI A 13.8 1965 PCT 7 1.8969 2 8 10 1938 1965 4.9 1965 15.0 0.
1454 1036 D" 14.3 1940 APR 21 2.3649 2 8 4 1936 1951 3.8 -1965 76.2 25.9
1455 MTTrHMLtA 14.5 1962 DEC 2 2.?46? 5 6 5 1937 1947 -90.0 1968 366.5 331.1
1456 193! MG 11.9 196? OEC 2 3.1940 5 6 6 1037 1960 -c 0.0 1966 190.2 300.9
1457 ANKtPA 12.5 1951 DFC 20 2.6970 5 6 7 1947 1963 90.0 1959 239.6 294.7
1458 MIL'FUPA 12.5 1951 DEC 20 2.6252 5 6 5 150 1062 -180.0 1967 579. 1 6P2.1
1459 MA r.NyA 12.0 1962 OFC 2 3.1563 5 6 7 1937 1965 180.0 1968 320.3 500.6
1460 1937 W" 13.8 1941 prT 13 2.5410 2 8 3 1937 1953 -3.7 1969* 24.1 26.9
1461 JFA4-JACOUES 10.8 1957 JUN 11 3.1242 5 6 8 lC51 1063 -7.1 106P 23.2 35.8
1462 ZAmENHrF 12.2 1938 FEP 11 3.1450 2 8 2 1938 1961 -20.7 1,969 73.8 114.8
1463 NOPENMAPKTA 12.1 1957 JUN 11 3.1354 5 6 7 1938 1958 8.9 1969 26.2 40.6
1'.64 houmSTICIA 12.4 1939 DOF 3 3.0018 1968f 330.0 435.3 ESTIuATED
]1-65 AUTONC M, 12.2 19"7 JUN 11 3.02'n 1966 2)0.0 440.1 ESTIMATED
1466 AUNPLFDIA 14.1 1938 MtY 22 2.3774 2 8 4 Iq23 1953 -4.0 1067 22.5 22.4
146' MASHFPO 9.9 1957 JUN 11 3. 3810 5 6 9 1948 1963 5.9 1968 19.0 32.8
1469 ZvPA 14.6 1951 SFP 11 2.1956 2 8 2 1938 1951 -3.0 1951* 19.8 17.2
1469 LINlTA 11.0 o151 DEC 20 3.1249 5 5 4 1042 1053 180.0 1966 597.4 920.0
1470 CacLA 12.3 196? DFC 2 .1599 5 6 7 1938 1o55 -180.0 1966 460.6 721.1
1471 1038 SL1 12.4 1939 oCT 29 2.7164 2 ' 8 9 1031 1963 -'.4 1969 30.0 37.3
1472 103A Un 14.0 1939 P'5V 18 2.2339 2 8 5 1931 1954 -3.3 1968* 23.4 20.9
1473 1938 UT 13.6 1942 NOV 17 2.5742 2 8 3 1938 1954 2.5 1966 19.7 22.5
> 1474 PFTPA 13.0 1041 JtN 6 2.7329 2 8 4 1935 1950 45.5 1968* 157.4 197.6
cz 1475 YALTA 14.2 1941 JAN 6 2.34n5 2 8 3 1935 1953 -6.3 l9q6 31.2 30.5
S 1476 1936 PA 14.9 1962 DEC 2 2.2816 5 6 5 1936 1957 90.0 196'* 207.9 193.1
1477 ROMNSO(8FFTA 12.4 1942 OCT 8 3.1756 2 8 4 1938 1955 -4.1 1967* 23.2 36.5
1478 VHIIPJI 13.6 1939 Fe! 11 2.4640 2 8 4 1938 1961 6.9 1969 34.2 36.3
1479 TNK rT 12.5 1o39 MAP 3 2.6'54 2 8 9 1023 1960 -0.2 196Q* 31.4 38.2
1480 AUJnIS 14.4 1938 mAR 3 2.2023 2 6 4 1938 1951 -14.4 1969 .74.5 64.9
1481 TUPTNrI.A 11.9 1951 DEC 20 3.0183 5 6 5 1933 1959 180.0 1967 368.4 539.0
1482 S EPAS 7 AN'A 12.2 1062 DEC 2 2.8728 5 6 7 1938 1964 -11.9 1969 27.1 36.7
1483 4AKMTL6 12.7 1951 DEr 20 2.7178 5 6 5 1938 1956 90.0 1969 .-223.9 278.8
1484 P'SToEMA 12.3 1069 DEC 10 2.7347 2 A P 1938 106 -2.6 1969 A.2 10.4
1485 ISA 12.6 1962 DEC 2 3.0288 5 6 4 1938 1954 -2.1 1965 10.9 16.1
1486 MAoTLYN 14.6 1938 AUG 30 2.1988 2 8 9 1938 1964 4.7 1964 27.0 24.2
1497 0I)n 11.8 1051 FFE 3 3.1360 2 8 5 1938 1951 7.2 1962 31.0 48.0
1488 1938 XF 12.1 1930 MAY 17 3.0389 2 8 6 1938 1955 -4.8 1969 28.0 41.4
1489 1939 GC 13.1 1939 MAY 17 3.1'40 2 8 4 1c39 1950 14.5 1067 77.3 121.8
1490 LTIMD p  12.8 1962 DEC 2 2.3521 5 6 5 1937 1954 7.2 1969 74.9 24.4
1491 RALODUUS 12.7 1962 DEC 2 3.1917 5 6 4 1050 1961 -13.8 1961* 40.4 64.2 r
1492 D0 POLIEP 14.4 1041 FEB 15 2.1727 2 8 5 1938 1957 -5.6 1964 30.6 26.0
1493 STlRID 1?.7 1962 DEC 2 7.4305 5 6 4 1949 1957 3.4 196R 17.6 18.3
1494 SVC 14.0 1940 AFF 21 2.1005 2 8 4 1038 1951 -29.2 - 1969 .122.5 105.1
1495 1938 SW 13.5 1941 mA 27 2.6394 2 8 6 1938 1963 -17.2 1968 57.4 68.2
1496 TEJPKU 13.9 1938 OCT 29 2.2055 2 8 8 1938 1957 -4.1 1967 28.2 24.7
1'' 193P SAI 13.0 1938 nOT 9 2.8941 2 8 6 1933 1962 5.5 1968 26.1 35.8 0
1498 1938 SK1 13.1 1938 OCT 9 3.0944 2 8 2 1938 1954 1.5 1954* 17.3 26.2
1499 1938 UF 12.' 1942 AUG 29 2.6706 2 8 5 1038 1055 -6.6 1967 31.8 38.5
1500 1938 UH 14.5 1943 MAP 17 2.2422 2 8 5 1938 1958 -3.9 1958* 23.3 21.0
STATUS qF NUNMFRED '!TN1P PLANFT EDHk ep ItES 31
NUfMAcp a Nam NCOTE anMfG FDCrH PLANETS OcrSITINS IESTnUAL LAST EC oa 5SE EQOQV VM3
15.1 1938 UJ 11.7 1938 r)CT 29 2.5471 2 8 4 1930 1950 -3.1 1950* 22.4 25.1
1502 OF'TD 1I?.R 1957 JU' 11 2.7321 5 6 6 1951 1060 -5.1 IS60 21.9 27.5
1503 1933 Xn 11.9 1939 DEr 28 2.6263 2 8 10 1935 1961 -3.7 196? 22.9 27.0
1S04 1939 FM 13.0 1939 tPR 7 2.3988 2 8 6 1939 1955 -6.0 1965 34.F 35.3
1505 KPQ~NNA 12.5 193Z YAY 17 2.6586 2 8 5 1930 1956 4.4 1967 27.8 33.4
1c06 XISP 13.3 1962 DEC 2 2.5667 5 6 S 1939 1968 -4.4 1968* 13.2 15.0
1507 1939 Pn 14.7 1939 (CT 4 2.3315 2 8 2 1930 195' -1.0 1964* 20.0 19.3
1508 1038 UO 13.2 1962 DFC 2 2.7682 5 6 4 1935 1958 1.6 1967 9.1 11.6
1509 FSCL NG0MA 14.1 1957 JUN 11 1.8664 5 6 5 1948 1957 -23.1 1965 84.2 52.9
1510 1930 nC 12.6 1051 DE- 20 2.6605 5 6 4 1950 1054 180.0 1967 1179.0 1426.7
1511 ALFOCA 14.2 195.3 Ao 20 2.3579 2 8 5 1928 1955 4.4 1968 19.5 19.2
1;12 OL' 10.5 194? NOV 17 3.9332 2 8 9 1930 1065 4.3 1966 20.' 43.9
1513 1940 CB 14.5 1940 MAY 31 2.1928 2 8 4 1940 1953 16.0 1963 78.0 67.5
1514 a!ClUXA 13.6 1951 DEC 20 2.2405 0 0 4 1939 1953 -90.0 1966 267.3 240.3
1515 1936 VG 14.0 1936 NOV 29 2.5659 2 8 1 1936 1936 -2.5 1950* 108.7 123.4
1516 1938 Pr, 13.0 1953 nrT 30 2.6728 1966 300.0 352.9 ESTIMATED
1517 Pnr.PAo 1?.2 1951 DEC 20 2.7174 5 6 9 1934 1958 -180.0 196' 303.9 477.0
1518 1938 UA 13.8 1938 rrT 29 2.2255 2 8 8 1928 1960 7.4 1960* 31.2 27.7
1519 1938 UB 1?.4 1.960 OCT 13 3.1432 2 8 4 1938 1960 5.0 1966 16.1 25.0
1520 I939 IJY 11.7 193 DEC 8 3.1072 2 9 1 lC3P 1960 30.1 1C65 103.5 158.0
1521 1938 U81 13.3 1933 rOV 18 2.8503 2 - 8 3 1933 1959 2.9 1969 19.9 26.7
1522 1938 W! 13.7 1939 DEC 8 2.3679 2 8 4 1938 1956 -4.4 1967 2Q.8 2Q.5
1523 1031 PC 13.4 1949 JAN 24 2.2422 2 8 6 1939 1957 13.8 1964 43.0 38.7
1524 1930 SR 12.0 196? DFC 2 3.1100 5 6 5 1931 1966 -6.9 1969 17.0 26.0
c 1525 1939 SC 13.7 1019 DEC 3 2.6955 2 8 4 1030 1057 -3.4 1061* 20.6 25.3
1526 1939 TF 14.8 1939 OrT 24 2.3152 2 8 2 1'; 9 1953 3.3 1967* 76.5 25.1
1527 PPLnUTSTA 13.7 1962 DEC 2 2.2274 5 6 4 1037 1965 -?.1 1969 20.6 18.3
152A CnNsCDA 13.6 1962 DEC 2 2.4146 5 6 5 1929 1955 90.0 1967* 200.0 205.1
1529 1938 pr 11.3 1933 FF8 11 3.9976 2 8 4 1938 1952 -3.9 1968* 26.0 55.5
1530 1938 SC 14.6 1938 nrT 9 2.2487 2 8 3 1938 1965 3.9 1065 25.2 22.9
1531 1938 SP 13.1 1957 JUN 11 2.6294 5 6 4 1951 1961 -13.4 1967 42.2 49.8
1532 1938 SM 11.9 1951 DEC 20 3.0056 5 6 5 1936 1961 180.0 1969 361.2 525.1
1533 1930 s 11.9 1962 DFC 2 3.0191 5 6 5 1036 1960 90.0 1967 185.4 271.4
1534 1939 PK 13.0 1957 JUN 11 2.7321 5 6 5 1933 1962 180.0 1962 342.3 429.8
1535 193Q PT 12.9 1939 PCT 4 3.1519 2 8 3 1933 1956 -4.1 1966 22.5 35.1
1536 1339 SF 14.6 1939 OCT 24 2.2044 2 8 6 1903 1957 -4.6 1967 22.5 19.6
1537 1940 0i 13.2 1957 JUN 11 3.0458 1967 300.0 444.8 ESTIMATED
1538 1040 PF 15.6 1940 NfV 27 2.3610 1969* 300.0 295.9 ESTIMATED
1539 1940 UP 12.1 1957 JUN 11 3.1412 5 6 4 1951 1959 5.4 1966 23.5 36.5
1540 1938 WK 11.9 1957 JUIN 11 2.8513 5 6 4 1938 1960 6.9 1064 21.1 28.3
1541 ESTONIT 12.6 1939 MAP 18 2.7691 2 8 8 1939 1960 102.8 1969 330.4 423.7
1542 1941 OE 11.8 196? DFC 2 3.0918 5 6 4 1951 1963 7.4 1968 ?2.0 33.4
1543 1041 SJ 13.7 1041 SF 3 2.62'9 2 8 4 1011 1958 -11.7 1058* 33.2 39.2
1544 V1NTFPHANSENIA 13.0 1941 NOV 2 2.3735 2 8 6 1919 1952 18.6 1968 52.3 52.1
1S45 1941 1'W 12.9 1941 OCT 13 2.7718 2 8 3 1941 1952 -33.3 1c55* 157.0 201.6
1546 1941 S1 11.8 1962 DEC 2 3.1674 5 6 6 1935 1952 180.0 1959 492.4 773.5
1547 1929 CZ 12.8 1944 AUG 5 2.6455 5 5 6 1929 1953 -19.8 1968 56.5 67.4
1548 PALOMAA 12.8 1935 JUL 17 2.7886 2 8 8 1935 1959 3.8 1068* 24.9 32.3
1549 MIKKO 13.7 1937 MAR 28 2.2305 2 8 6 1937 1962 2.5 1965 27.1 19.7
1550 TITO 13.6 1937 nEC 13 2.5483 2 8 8 1935 1959 10.9 1965 44.8 50.3
STATUS .F NURECE MTNI r LLANFT FOHE~C'r IDES 32
NUVVa" N&ME h!DTF AMAr, EPnr 4 PLANETS OpOCStTi C'S PES'TOUL LAST 
EROo SFC EPP 7t KI-3
1551 A0FLA0nE9 13.7 1962 fEr 2 2.3C40 5 6 ' 1038 1069 -5.1 lo96 
14.6 14.-
1c5 2 P S'FL 12.6 1939 VAR 23 3.0096 2 8 7 1933 1962 5.7 199 
76.3 18.4
1553 B 4UFR)F'FLOA 12.7 196 rCT 31 2.0076 2 8 6 1940 106F 4.9 1968 
11.9 16.5
1554 YU(rSLAVya 12." 1051 DFC. 20 2.6206 5 6 5 1952 1961 90.0 1959 - 369.1 432.6
1555 DFJN 12.5 1941 SF
D  3 2.6906 ? 8 7 1932 196 -7.0 1967 27.4 33.6
1556 WINsrLFIA 11.3 1962 0C 2 3.4149 5 6 7 1942 1058 5.6 
1058e  1P.4 32.3
1557 OnEHLA 12.2 1957 JUN 11 3.0083 5 6 6 1930 1958 -90.0 
1966 136.8 271.9
1558 194?2 0 11.5 1951 DEC 20 3.2197 5 6 6 1937 1960 90.0 1969 
192.1 309.0
1550 1942 PF 13.1 1047 C 9 10 2.3004 2 8 8 toc 1961 33.9 1969 93.3 
94.1
1560 STOATTONIA 12.8 1991 PEC 20 2.6834 5 6 4 1950 1959 180.0 1968P 
A9.0 840.6
1961 1141 Cfr 12.0 1957 JUN 11 3.174? 5 6 4 1 q 4 q 15,A 26.6 1069 
33.A 132.0
1562 l'3 FF 13.4 1960 MAY 26 2.2266 2 8 7 1936 1960 -15.0 1961 37.2 33.1
1563 -A CL 13.8 1943 MAD 17 2.1913 5 5 4 1930 1053 -72.0 1969 
182.1 157.2
1564 SR9TJf 12.1 1962 DE 2 3.1447 5 6 6 Ic33 1053 -5.0 1969* 17.6 
27.3
1965 Q14P WA 13.7 1949 MAP 75 2.3936 ? 8 4 1948 1955 6.7 .1964 41.9 42.3
1566 'DtCU e  17.7 1949 JUN 23 1.0777 1968 10.0 .6 ESTIMATED
1567 1041 PN 10.9 1941 APe 16 3.2179 2 6 5 1941 1954 12.2 1968 58.7 
94.3
1568 ATSLFEc N 13.1 1947 JAN 15 2.3521 2 8 7 1946 19,7 -4.3 
1964 27.1 26.6
1569 EVIT  12.4 .1057 JUN 11 3.163? 5 6 ' 1048 !c5C -7.P 19c9* 27.9 
43.8
1570 k U i'nT 12.5 1948 SF
P  6 2.8432 2 8 6 1s,48 1958 -11.9 1969 55.9 74.7
1q71 1950 :J 13.1 1050 ADO 29 3.1380 2- 8 3 1950 1953 2.0 1067 26.5 
41.1
1572 PSF!NA 'A 11.3 1947 JAN 15 3. 1075 5 6 7 1952 1960 5.7 
1965 39.3 60.0
1573 VaSAL 13.9 1949 SEP 1 2.3703 2 8 4 1949 1956 -7.0 
1967* 44.4 44.1
Iq74 yDO 11.5 104' JAN 15 3.5336 5 6 6 1950 1056 II.- 1066 81.0 148.8
S 1975 WI mTFPFD 13.9 1950 AP
O  29 2.3752 2 8 7 1939 1958 8.8 19L6 30.0 29.9
1576 F&RT r ta 11.8 1948 SFP 6 3.1366 2 8 9 1939 1959 7.1 1065 
25.0 38.8
157' 104- Ft 15.2 1056 1)m 8 2.2312 2 8 5 1949 1956 -2.6 1968 18.6 
16.6
1578 K!OKWOOD 11.7 1950 DFC 25 3.9584 2 8 5 1949 1957 
3.6 1968 ?2.6 48.5
157Q 1949 SO 11.0 1948 SFP 6 3.4317 2 8 7 14Q 1057 4.5 1°6
"  27.' 48.9
1580 sETULA 15.6 1969 MAY 24 2.1956 2 ? 7 1950 1963 12.4 1963 
32.3 28.0
19 1 AA ;hEPADA 11.3 1950 JUL 18 3.1695 2 8 4 1943 1955 3.3 1969 
18.1 28.5
15Q2 MAPTIP 13.1 1950 JUL 18 3.1706 2 8 5 1950 1956 -3.1 1967* 24.5 38.6
1583 ANTILOCHUS 9.8 1950 NOV 15 5.7765 2 8 7 1950 1955 
-5.5 -1969 40.2 124.5
1584 FUJI 12.4 1949 MAP 25 2.3'55 2 8 8 1027 
1062 6.4 1965 21.9 21.A
1585 UNTON 11.8 1949 SEP 6 2.9294 2 8 7 1947 1957 
9.5 1969 45.5 63.6
1586 1939 rJ 13.5 1943 MYD 17 2.4291 2 8 5 1039 1959 6.8 
1964 30.8 31.9
1587 1033 F51 12.9 1962 OEC 2 2.5452 5 6 7 1933 1959 
5.0 1969* 16,0 17.9
1988 DFSCt MISAD 12.2 1957 JUN 11 3.0295 5 6 4 1951 1958 -16.8 
196 * 66.8 98.2
1589 FAI'ATiC 13.3 1950 OCT 6 2.41
7  2 R 8 1935 lq5 28.8 1060 71.3 73.2
1590 TSIntKOVSKAJA 13.1 1951 DEC 20 2.2295 5 6 7 1936 
1956 90.0 1906 217.2 193.6
1591 PAZE 13.3 19.51 JUL 13 2.3925 2 8 3 1951 1954 -4.8 1966 
51.3 51.8
1592 1051 La 13.0 1051 JUL 13 2.-607 2 P 3 1051 1'957 -3.1 
1965* 24.3 31.2
1593 19'51 LP  14.6 151 JUL 13 2.2248 2 8 5 1951 1961 
S.1 196! 28.6 25.4
1594 D!NJ-N 13.5 1952 SF
o 25 2.2693 5 6 3 1940 1952 -2.6 1960 31.4 28.9
1595 1D30 ME 12.6 1935 nrT 5 2.6420 5 5 4 1930 1950 -72.0 
1968 237.0 282.0
1596 19q5 EV 11.9 1951 rEC 20 2.8917 2 8 7 1934 1962 
6.4 1965 20.5 28.1
1597 o049 FP 13.4 1951 0_E 20 2.0490 5 6 4 1940 1954 
180.0 1954* 980.7 1314.3
1598 PALOUE 14.4 1969 JUL 18 2.3318 2 8 9 1950 1969 -3.9 1969 10.7 
10.3
1599 PO, UUS 12.3 1957 JUN 11 3.1379 5 6 5 1950 1955 -10.7 1955* 
60.2 93.2
1600 1947 UC 14.3 1948 FER 19 1.8491 2 8 5 1947 1961 
-2.6 1969 21.6 13.3
STATUS IF NUMPFQF0 Mu4!R% PLANET EF'E':Ir)Es 33
pUV F P Sa'IE NOTE A 0M' FPmCH A LfETS n I 'DSITIP rS PF STUr)1 LAST EvD F SEC Eccro KM3
1601 -o A y 13.7 194l 5gc 1 2.2342 2 8 6 1942 1956 -43.8 1969 120.7 116.1
1602 T "In TAA 13.2 1967 MtY 10 2.2443 2 8 6 1050 196' 5.0 1968 14. U 12.6
1603 NEVf 12.1 1935 CrT 5 2. 752 2 8 11 1907 19G2 31.5 1969 66.7 84.8
1604 1931 FH 11.8 196? DEC 2 3.0262 5 6 8 1951 19,4 2.7 1969 11.2 16.5
1605 1036 rA 11.4 1035 JUN 1 3.0145 5 5 4 1031 1952 396.0 1967 1200.5 1752.9
1606 1950 V4 12.8 1950 AU. 27 2.6889 5 5 5 1929 1954 180.0 1963 403.9 494.4
1607 1950 DA 12.9 196? DFC 2 2.5456 5 6 5 1950 1066 -. 4 10o66 21.' 24.3
1508 1951 P7 13.7 1957 JUN 11 2.2140 5 6 3 1951 1961 9.5 1967 33.0 29.0
1609 1951 NL 12.0 1951 NOV 10 2.5849 2 8 6 1934 Ic57 -7.3 19649 25.1 28.8
1,10 U'NAYA 14.8 1929 SEP 11 2.2024 5 5 2 192R 1954 6.4 1964 38.4 33.5
16,11 OYvF 11.9 1953 FFR ?8 3.?n06 5 5 2 Ir'50 1053 -5.4 IQ61 57.1 91.0
1612 410 lS9 1.2 1950 F=P 9 3.1023 2 q 8 1939 1961 7.9 1969 24.7 37.7
1%13 1950 sn 13.0 1950 r 6 2.7377 2 8 6 1929 1959 -32.7 1970 72.4 91.2
1614 1957 HA 11.8 1952 APR 18 2.9960 2 8 9 1928 1957 -19.9 1969 48.7 70.4
1615 1150 PW 11.5 1940 DE 30 3.1174 2 8 6 1926 1951 -5.5 -1964 18.9 29.0
1616 1950 FE 12.4 1954 JAN 18 2.1116 5 6 3 1950 1954 -2.6 1962 23.3 32.3
1617 1952 FP 12.1 1954 SFP 15 3.1010 2 8 4 IF52 1958 -23.4 1060 104.9 166.6
1618 1948 NF 12.7 1943 JUL 28 2.9692 2 8 5 1948 1958 2.4 1958* 19.8 25.5
1619 UFTA 12.9 .1953 OCT 30 2.2410 2 8 5 1926 1962 -29.4 1969 61.8 55.6
1620 Gn0r EPHOS 16.0 1969 MAY 24 1.2430 2 9 6 1951 195 6.5 1969 25.9 4.6
1521 DUlH f 12.9 1926 OCT 12 2.?300 2, 8 8 1926 1962 25.9 1969 90.4 80.6
1622 1952 CA 13.5 195? APR 18 2.2344 2 8 7 1942 1o60 -5.6 106
Q  22.0 lO.7
1623 194P PL 11.9 1948 SFP 6 3.1347 2 8 5 1948 1060 8.7 1968 39.5 61.2
E" 1624 1931 TTI 11.9 1931 OC' 26 3.1742 2 8 4 1928 1954 -6.2 1968 31.9 50.3
S 1625 THF "'OC 11.1 1053 SFP 20 3.1663 2 8 6 1929 1957 5.9 1969 19.7 30.9
'P 1626 SAnEYA 13.7 1927 JAN 20 2.3645 2 6 2 1927 1956 8.8 1964 44.4 43.9
1627 TIVt 14.2 1957 JUL 1 1.9642 2 6 2 1920 1057 -1.3 164 12.4 7.8
1428 1923 cr, 11.7 1957 M V 3 3.0143 2 6 2 1923 19r7 -3.6 1968 13.8 20.1
1629 PECKFP 14.1 1942 FrP 10 2.2380 2 6 4 1942 1953 -3.6 1967 28.5 25.6
1630 15?7 DA 12.6 152? Mto 9 3.0209 2 8 7 1924 1963 5.1 1968 17.0 25.1
1631 1976 TH 13.7 1936 NnV 8 2.2353 2 8 6 1926 1966 -7.0 1965 30.2 27.0
1632 1941 OF 12.7 1941 WAR ' 2.6551 2 6 3 1041 1956 7.2 1069 37.9 45.4
1633 1929 EC 11.6 1929 VAP 10 3.1686 2 6 5 1929 10F7 21.6 1968 79.7 125.2
1634 1q35 OP 14.6 1935 A lG 26 2.2456 2 6 4 1928 1955 -2.3 1969 22.0 19.9
1635 1'324 OW 12.9 1024 fDR 5 2.8536 2 6 5 1924 1955 5.0 1969 31.6 42.4
1636 1935 US 13.5 195l FEB 8 2.?350 2 6 3 !90 1955 -4.7 1967 38.7 ?4.7
1637 1907 YT 11.4 1036 NJV 8 3.0679 2 8 7 1907 1962 6.4 1067 23.2 34.8
1638 1912 "X 12.9 1954 SEP 15 7.7482 2 6 4 1912 1954 19.2 1967 45.0 57.0
1639 1951 RP 12.3 1951 rrT 1 2.5753 2 6 4 1935 1959 -3.1 1969 15.5 17.7
1640 1051 QA 14.7 1951 SFP 11 2.2890 2 6 2 1951 1958 -4.9 1965 32.4 30.3
1641 1935 CJ 12.5 1957 JUN 11 3.0174 2 6 4 1930 1956 7.5 1969 22.7 33.1
1642 1951 'U 12.5 1051 CrT 21 2.7543 2 6 4 1940 1955 4.' 1967 21.4 27.2
1643 1Q51 PO 13.8 1951 nr"T 21 2.4099 2 6 3 1933 1955 4.8 1967 20.3 21.9
1644 PAFITI 12.2 1935 nEC 24 2.5456 2 6 5 1939 1957 -?8.4 1967 104.4 117.0
1645 1933 OJ 12.7 1933 SEP 5 3.0562 2 6 4 1933 1958 9.3 1966 41.9 62.4
1646 1939 P, 13.8 1939 JAN 17 2.3607 2 6 6 1917 1959 -11.6 1968* 47.3 46.7
1647 WENFL lIS 11.5 1959 JUN 6 5.2224 2 6 3 1957 1950 6.2 1969 58.1 177.P
1648 SHAJ'A 13.0 1952 MFOV 4 2.2?70 2 8 6 1934 1955 -95.8 1968 233.4 209.3
1649 1951 OF 12.7 1951 FEB 23 3.0205 2 8 4 1930 1956 -3.2 1967* 15.2 22.2
1650 1037 TG 12.3 1937 NOV 3 2.4358 2 8 3 1906 1955 4.2 1967 21.7 22.6
S' 6TU' OF NUD 0ocn I 0 LINEF' EP1"'r--IS 34
NUMREQ NA^E iCTF p?,Mn FPCH. t, rLA &ETS P St ' cT r pESIDUAL LtST cocnp - sporf V43
1651 1936 Uw 13.5 1936 M Y 12 2. 179 5 7 5 9 1 36 192 19.0 1969 90.1 77.0
1652 1931 krl 14.3 1953 SFP 20 2.2510 2 8 3 1933 1956 7.2 1966 25.4 23.1
1653 YAKprI'TnVTA 12.8 1937 S=P 24 2.6111 2 8 4 103- 1962 6.3 1968 31.7 37.0
1654 fRJFVe 12.1 1957 r'T 29 ?.0153 2 8 7 1931 102 -23.4 1963 49.8 72.8
1655 1929 wC 12.9 1929 nCr 15 2.7819 2 8 3 1101 1054 4.8 196 23.1 30.9
1656 1942 Fr 14.2 194? MAP 22 1.8775 2 8 3 1942 1'55 -4.4 1958 32.5 20.7
1657 pCEMFrb 11.8 1961 M C 2 2.487 2 2 V161 162 -10.5 1968 143.1 139.9
1658 1053 NA 12.4 103 AUJC 11 2.5599 2 p 3 104P 1C57 3.9 10C6 21.2 24.0
1659 1940 VYL 11.3 1953 JUL 2 2.7847 2 8 6 1.40 1953 -?.8 1969 19.6 25.4
1660 1953 Cr, 14.2 19 3 JUN 12 2.3955 2 8 4 1931 1955 -1P.4 1068 49.7 50.2
1161 1916 7E 14.1 1915 A R 7 2.1838 2 8 4 1916 1961 5.6 1968 37.6 32.3
166? IHF FFM '' 13.1 1921 SFD 18 2.7424 ? 8 5 1923 1955 7.4 1968 39.3 49.7
1663 1926 PF 14.9 1926 SFP 2 2.2400 2 q 5 1C26 1963 -6.7 1060 36.o 33.2
1P64 1979 CD 13.7 1929 Jt'I 29 2.3'92 2 8 5 1920 1961 -3.2 1965 26.0 25.2
1665 SAPY 12.4 1930 AbP 14 2.4137 2 8 4 1030 1951 6.2 1957* 35.2 36.1
1666 V AN rE"9T 13.4 103) AUS 12 2.1856 2 9 5 1930 19r9 2.0 1969 23.4 20.1
1667 PFL 11.5 19.'3 SFP 21 2.1997 2 6 P 1930 1963 -3.6 1969 27.5 23.7
1668 rHNNA 13.6 1033 JUL 2' 2. 043 2 8 4 1C33 1062 -3.6 1066 --24. 231.6
1669 04&r.t 11.7 1934 AIIG 31 3.1444 2 8 6 1934 1963 -5.8 1957 29.2 
45.4
,670 1 12.3 34 193 T 10 2.9008 2 8 5 1934 1057 10.5 1969 46.7 64.3
1671 Ct"A7KA 12.9 1934 OCT 10 2.5871 2, 8 4 193' 1963 -3.5 1963 24.1 27.8
1672 1915 f 13.2 1975 MYD 19 3.1715 2 8 5 1029 1962 13.1 1962 44.6 
70.3
1673 VAN P'UTEN 12.1 19S0 FFR 8 3.1021 2 a 6 1037 1950 6.7 1966 22.6 34.4
1674 r,orFNEVELD 11.9 1933 UA 3 3.1756 2 8 3 1938 19r5 -7.4 1969 37.8 59.6
1675 1038 FP 13.2 1953 '!NV 19 2.2334 2 P 7 1931 1958 -4.5 1969* 18.7 
16.7
01 1676 1030 LC 14.2 1039 Mt~ 17 2.2359 2 8 6 1939 1959 8.6 1969* 41.2 36.9
1677 1940 DO 13.4 1941 SFP 8 2.5318 2 8 4 1916 195? 6.0 1968 25.0 27.7
1678 1940 YH 12.1 1941 JAN 6 3.1705 2 8 4 1910 Ie52 5.P. 
0
I6b *  21.0 33.1
157Q 1941 FO 11.6 1941 MAY 6 3.1179 2 8 5 1941 19(3 -4.9 1964 -- ?--S.2 38.7
1680 1q42 rP 12.4 1942 'AAP 22 ?.7226 2 8 9 1902 1960 -8.7 1967 
26.3 32.r
1601 1)49 WE 11.9 1940 FFP 13 2.6074 2 P 6 1931 1057 3.9 1957* 18.6 
22.
1582 K AFL 14.5 1949 AUG 12 2.2390 2 8 5 1920 1959 3.9 l199 19.4 16.5
1683 190 SL 12.9 1950 ftG 27 2.7344 2 8 5 1C36 1,6
Q  3.5 106 s 16.5 20.'
1694 1151 OF 12.7 19 1 AU; 22 3.0975 2 8 7 1922 ,1951 7.5 1968* 25.1 
38.2
1685 TOon 16.? 1968 MAY 24 1.3677 2 8 3 1948 1965 -6.4 1065 
21.8 5.8
16A6 OF SITTF
P  12.0 1935 1CT 5 3.1 '5 ? 8 4 1n35 1963 -4.5 1969* 25.2 39.7
1687 r, L ~"" 11.4 1965 SF0 17 3.1544 2 8 2 1954 1965 4.5 196P 
14.3 22.4
1689 1951 EFO 13.3 1951 OaR 4 2.6194 2 8 3 1951 1
0 64 1.5 1960 13.9 16.2
16q9 1030 Sr' 11.6 1930 OCT 11 2.4493 2 8 4 1930 151 -9.7 1968 50.2 52.7
1690 1948 VP 11.8 1956 AV9R 17 3.0380 2 8 2 1948 1956 -5.6 
1969 26.6 39.3
1591 '1aT 11.8 1956 SEP 24 3.1644 2 8 3 1C5C 1956 -1.4 1064 12.7 20.0
1692 SURPrT NA 12.5 19'6 AUG 20 2.7873 2 8 5 1,936 1950 6.9 1969 
41.1 53.3
1603 4FP T ISPP IN 12.0 1933 JUN 7 2.9061 2 8 3 1935 :1950 
-3.6 1960 2.7 36.2
1604 rAISFD 13.8 1960 nCT 13 2.3958 2 8 2 1934 1960 >-1.5 1969* 
9.8 9.9
1695 1941 UO 13.0 1964 SED 2? 2:.7843 2 '8 2 19'41 1964 3.0 1964* 
10.7 13.8
1696 1939 FF 14.4 193l "RI 19 2.2618 2 9 3 1)30 1951 -. 1 1051* 44.2 40.4
1697 1940 PM 13.2 1940 SEP 28 2.3739 2 8 2 1940) 16&2 1.9... 1969 
--18.8 S.F
1698 1934 CA 12.4 1934 FF8 12 3.1552 2 8- 2 1934 1940 2.2 
1968 30.0 46.9
1699 1q41 00 14.4 1941 OCT 13 2.2113 2 8 -3 1931 1941 1.7 1964 
1 .4 18.8
1700 1940 Or 13.7 1940 SFP 8 2.3607 2 8 3 1929 1951 6.4 1969 29.3 
28.9
STATUS IF NLI RERFD MyF ! PLANFT ErHr-y l r IDES 35
N IuMEP VA4'F NOTF APM6G ForPCH PLAilETS OornS!T nIS PESIDOUAL LAST EPPIF SEr EP909 KM3
1701 1953 A'J 11.5 1953 JUL 2 3.1772 2 8 2 1031 1C53 2.8 1965* 14.3 22.6
1'02 1 3 2 4 SP 12.0 104Q JUL 28 2.A586 2 8 4 1924 1965 3.2 1967 14.9 20.1
1703 1930 rF 1h.4 193) SEP 21 2.2147 2 8 2 1L30 1963 -2.4 19,69 23.9 21.1
1704 1Q24 7 13.9 1924 AO 5 2.2226 2 8 3 1924 1957 6.4 1064 39.2 33.9
1705 1941 SLI 14.2 1941 OCT 13 2.2994 2 8 3 1941 1955 2.4 196S* ?2.1 20.8
1706 1931 TS 14.0 1962 OCT 3 2.1258 2 8 4 1931 1962 -4.6 1968 15.3 12.5
1707 1937 PL 13.6 1932 tCT 20 2.2192 2 8 4 1932 1965 -5.3 19t7a 31.0 27.4
1708 1979 XA 12.9 1929 DEC 15 2.912P 2 8 2 102q 1934 10.1 19680 119.8 166.0
1709 UKQI!NA 13.9 1925 SFo 7 2.37"4 2 p 3 1C25 1°t0 4.3 16b* 30.2 30.2
1710 1941 UF 14.6 1941 'OV 22 2.3227 2 8 3 1941 1962 6.2 1969 31.7 30.4
1711 1935 PR 12.1 1935 FeB 7 3.0123 2 8 5 19:5 1059 -8.7 1069* 39.3 57.3
1'12 1035 KC 11.0 1935 JUN 7 3.1647 2 8 4 1929 1965 -2.9 1968 19.4 30.4
1713 1951 SC 14.4 1951 OCT 1 2.7286 2 8 4 1I31 1958 2.8 158* 15.9 14.2
1714 1951 na 12.8 1951 AIU 2 2.5644 2 A 3 1051 1063 -1.2 10966 13.1 14.0
1715 1938 frK 13.4 1953 JUN 12 2.3983 2 8 2 1938 1953 7.1 1969*. 28.9 29.3
1716 1934 rF 13.0 1934 MAY 3 2.7135 2 8 3 1934 1957 -2.0 1968 23.0 28.9
I' 1054 AC 13.6 1954 JAN 1 2.1055 2 8 5 1941 1959 8.6 1967 28.4 24.7
1718 1947 OX 14.9 1953 orT 30 2.3661 2 8 7 1942 1953 -2.3 1964* 16.7 16.5
1719 1950 OP 12.5 1950 ?A 20 2.6581 2 P 3 105) 1957 6.6 1965 40.4 48.6
1720 1935 CO 14.4 1935 FE0 27 2.1883 2 8 3 1Q27 1951 -4.4 1969* 27.7 23.8
1721 1953 T03 11.9 1953 nCT 30 3.1442 2 * 8 4 1944 1958 4.0 1969* 17.7 2'.5
1722 193A FG 13.0 1939 "MA 3 2.5141 2 8 4 1938 1960 -6.9 1964 34.3 37.6
1723 1936 FX 11.5 1942 MAY 1 3.0139 2 8 6 1931 o165 -12.7 1968 37.0 54.1
1724 1932 rC 12.0 1933 M1A 14 2.'113 2 8 4 1932 1056 ?.1 1069 36.9 45.8
1725 CRAD 12.3 1930 OrT 11 2.9028 2 8 3 1930 1950 3.3 1969 26.3 36.3
C 1726 19"3 nF 13.0 1933 SFP 5 2.7876 2 8 4 1933 1962 -5.0 1962 28.2 36.6
172' 1065 PA 14.2 1065 J4AN 20 1.9540 2 8 2 1965 1966 2.6 1968* 30.1 18.6
1728 GOcTHE L!NK 12.7 1964 PCV 1 2.5631 2 8 4 1943 1964 2.9 1964 10.9 12.3
1729 EDYL 1,.6 1963 SFD 28 2.2304 2 8 5 1031 1063 5.0 1969 15.2 13.6
1730 1936 Uk 12.8 1936 POV 8 2.7843 2 8 5 1931 1959 -5.3 1968* 26.9 34.8
1731 1948 P4 11.0 1948 4UG 17 3.1778 2 8 5 1931 1960 8.7 1968 25.8 40.8
1"32 1143 PY 12.0 1943 MtP 17 3.0087 2 8 5 1924 1966 3.2 1966 16.2 23.6
1733 1938 DLI 1.2 1938 4MA 3 2.1930 2 8 3 1938 1965 5.8 1969 30.8 26.7
1734 1928 TJ 12.6 1951 'rT 1 2.7768 2 8 4 1928 105 -5.7 1969 F1.5 23.8
1735 1948 PJ1 10.8 1949 OrT 16 3.1428 2 B 5 1931 19'9 -8.8 1768* 26.3 40.9
1736 FLPTDAC 13.3 1967 SFP 27 2.2288 2 8 6 1927 1957 7.7 1967 17.4 15.5
1'3' SFVcPPY 12.1 1966 OCT 22 3.0099 2 8 4 1950 1966 .7 1966 !.6 8.2
1738 1930 SP 13.7 1939 SEP 21 2.1834 2 8 4 1927 1952 2.5 195c* 25.2 71.6
1739 1939 DF 13.7 1939 AUr, 25 2.2617 2 8 4 1936 1163 2.2 Ic69 19.P 18.1
1740 1939 UA 14.4 1919 rCT 24 2.4673 2 8 4 1930 1966 3.5 1966 ?2.7 24.2
1741 1960 PC 12.6 1q60 FF9 16 2.8836 2 8 4 1051 1063 -3.9 1960 14.c 20.3
1742 1934 Rr 12.3 1934 SEP 20 2.8888 2 8 5 1934 1964 5.0 1968 27.2 ?7.2
1743 SCHMTDT 13.1 1960 SrP 23 2.4685 2 8 5 193') 190 3.4 1970 13. 14.
1 44 H0oD1ET 14.5 1960 SFP 23 2.2289 2 8 4 1949 1950 2.3 1969 13.3 11.8
1745 1941 SYI 12.8 1960 SE o  23 2.8450 2 8 5 1941 1060 -2.5 1960* 11.5 15.4
1746 qoPUEP 10.9 1948 MAo 30 3.oQ31 z 8 4 1040 1963 3.2 1968 15.4 33.1
1747 1947 NP 14.5 1969 5FP 16 1.7091 2 8 4 1947 1968 -3.3 1969* 11.3 5.8 0
1748 'AUDFFLI 11.7 1966 NOV 11 3.9191 2 8 3 1966 1969 2.7 1969* 13.8 29.2
1'49 TELAMPM 11.2 1949 OCT 11 5.2670 2 8 3 1941 1969 -1.5 1969t 10.5 32.3
1750 1950 NA1 14.7 195) NOV 15 1.9265 2 8 - 3 1950 1969 2.0 1969* 17.5 11.7
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yi"I pp huF NPTF A-MAG ePC4 A PLA4ETS Oper'q'T 1S QESTDUAL L ST E'F 
F ScC EPPOP Kr'3
1751 q1955 rr 13.5 1956 JIN R 2.7809 2 8 3 1955 1969 -2.2 
1969* -Io0 16.9
1'52 1130 nK 14.6 1039 JPN 24 2.303 2 0 4 1030 106- 7.5 1967 
37.0 33.2
1753 1934 J" 12.2 1934 JUN 12 3.3156 2 9 4 1c~9 1957 -1.6 1967 
17.9 26.1
1754 1915 FF 10.6 1934 JUM 12 3.91'7 2 9 7 1935 1060 
5.4 1969 125. 56.3
1'55 1036 Vrl 11.4 1936 FAU 20 3.1907 2 9 5 1936 1968 
4.2 1968 23.4 ?5.5
1756 1937 YA 13.9 1961 OrT 28 2.5485 2 9 3 1937 1969 -1.4 
19690 11.7 13.1
1757 1939 F" 14.0 1069 MAy 24 2.3512 2 Q 3 1030 196q -".6 10la* 
17.0 16.6
1758 1942 fK 12.0 1968 MAY 24 3.0084 2 9 5 193 1969 5.8 1969 13.7 
19.3
1759 1942 PF 14.1 1943 MAP 17 2.642 2 9 3 194? 1968 
-4.3 Q169* 22.5 26.4
1'60 1050 rA 12.6 1968 MAY 24 3.165 2 9 5 1935 1969 
3.7 1968 9.3 15.3
1761 1905 FN 12.6 1951 rnE 20 3.16P5 ? 9 4 1950 1969 
-3.2 1 69 16.5 25.9
1762 1953 T7 12.A 1054 FFR 2 2.-50 2 0 4 194
"  1063 -2.5 1063 13.3 18.0
1763 1953 TN2 14.2 1954 FE
R  27 2.1894 2 9 3 19v1 1169 -4.0 1969* 19.6 16.9
1764 ln53 VPI 12.5 1954 FFk 27 3.0973 2 9 10 19's 1969 -b.0 
1 Q n  17.0 25.0
1'65 1'5' Xl 11.0 195' JUN 11 3.1560 2 9 4 1r45 1956 
-4.6 -.. 1966- 15.0 23.4
1766 1962 OF 13.5 196? DSC 2 2.7491 ? c 3 1950 1969 
-5.0 1969* 14.1 17.9
1767 1q62 rJ, 12.4 1162 OFC 2 3.0182 2 O 3 IC41 1067 -2. 
1067* 10.0 14.6
1768 l965 SA 14.2 1966 A' 16 2.4505 2 9 3 1965 1969 
6.5 Pr60 *  ?2.3 23.9
l76q 1966 OP 14.0 .1967 ADOD ?0 2.1785 2 9 3 1937 1969 
-4.6 1969* 12.3 10.5
170 l6' JC 14.1 1069 MIY 24 2.45
-
' 2 9 3 1943 1948 1.5 191 8 6.8 7.2
1771 1968 PD 11.2 1969 vAy 24 3.1"4 2. 9 5 1938 1968 
6.8 1968 1- 4.8 22.9
1772 1069 CA 13.2 1969 YtY 24 2.5302 2 4 1940 1069 
6.O 1I69 13.9 15.4
1773 1969 HF 13.3 1969 MAY 24 2.4350 2 9 9 1941 1969 
4.8 1069 12.0 12.5
1774 1q68 Url,1 13.5 1968 MAY 24 2.8777 Z 9 3 1931 1968 
2.2 1968* 7.4 10.1
1'75 1969 JA 13.3 196q MvY 24 2. 6 05R 2 9 3 1952 
1969 1.5 1969* 6.7 7.8
1776 1930 FR 11.8 1963 SE
P  
'3 3.1019 2 9 5 1930 1963 -3.1 1963 11.4 17t.4
, 1777 1105 PM 12.6 1960 SEP 23 2.6255 2 O 6 1905 1q64 
-6.4 1064 17.0 20.0
1778 1936 HK 12.6 1960 5EP 23 3.1360 2 9 4 1952 1960 
-.7 1960 8.0 12.2
1779 1950 L7 15.1 1960 SEP 23 2.1753 2 9 3 1Q50 1969 
1.0 196Q* 9. 1 7.7
0O
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EXDLPNATV'lN 'IF HEFDIMCA, IV~ 'VE TikELF
NJUMPEP =0EPM6ijE~jT NtIM~rO AccyC1'EP) TOl 1I-E MTN(rr PLANET .
NfME =PFPMAANENT NAN'E9 IF t~!GT-f'!F.
P'TH-FPW!SF THE TEMPr)PARY OES!GNAT!IN.
NOTE F L OFNJOTFS THE MTNOD PL9NFT IS LIST.
F [)FNfT ES NO PE 9TVPF.A TTONS ITN EP H FMF rS f ALC VL tTIr'llS .
ASMAG =SDltHTM'ESS OF THE IQ PLANET AT r'E fSTr~n,imC8L UNIT
FPr"i' SUN END FfDTI-. IN ASTPIN1I~tL MAC 'IUr~ S.
EPr'CI1 =YFAO, M1 TH AND DAY flF THE EDnrH FrP THE 0,RTT.
A =SFJt-majrr AXIS flF THr: flckT l?, ASTPINCIMICAI UNITS.
PLANETS =MUM8FQ5 r;F !NI~lrPmrST tl9l) 'IJTrPmOST M&JflV DLA'4TS USED IN
PFRTUqBAT')N CtLCULATIfINS CF THE OFRIT PrTEPMINPtTION.
I m'URY 4 k-A! c 7 UreNUS
2 VENJS 5 JUP~ITER PNEr"TUNF
I FAOTH 6 SATUIZN 9 cLIJTf
nPPrSIT~nNS=THF "JMPER CF LlDorSTTT'S, T'4E yrEAP fF THE FIOST
nOPOISIT~rlH A fl TPF Y FAR rPF TL4F LAST nPPrSITTPN
USrED 11) THE nQ9IT nETEqmylkJTI^N.
RESIDUJAL =MAXIMUIM PESIDUAL TN Sf-f-Nnr, (F ARC !MI CTCHT ASCENI!ON
F~r'M THr 'ARIT 0ETzF#M'NaI&TINf AS oQr)qTFD IN
*EPHFM9IDES OF 107KnrF :'LAETS*.
LAST =YT-AP IF LAST KNOlWN ('pSERVtT!vnp.
ARI ASTFQISK !ND'CtTES THE MINIF OLfNFT IS ON THE
> CO'TY'AL L!ST t'F THnISE NEEI)INr. 'rAS~rVAT'M.
EMPC' SEC =ESTI"ATED EPHFMrPTS Up FO-TATNJTY IN 5ECr'NfS flF ARC PS
-,EN rR-'M THE EAiPTH.
ODMFTMDI) PF cST!MATION IS (UTLTNEO RELrnW.
FRRC'Q KMI =ESTTMATFD EPHEMEPTS UNCFDTAINTY TN SPACE.
EXPOESSF[) IN THOUSAND6s CF: KILCMETEPS.
A SHLIPT REMAPK PFRTAYN!NG TO BN INDIVIDUAL MINflR PLANET MAY APPEAF
TVl H-F RIGHT 6Fl T'E LAST HEADED COLUMN.
C)
to
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MFTH)'D USFn Tr! ESTIMtTF THE EPHEME o!S UNEr
T f I NTY
THE DPINIPAL PADT )F THE FPHF'ETS UM
' E T t TNTY T ESE FDOoM THE
lINrrCrAINTY PlF THe r oDT DE0TFPTNATI('N AS EVIOENCFD RY THE
MXIMUM FESI!DU-L IN RIGHT ASCFNSIC"'I QUOTEO IN tEPHE
" EF I L) ES nF W'VTNCR
PLANFTFt. THF FFFrrT fF THIS UNCEQTATNTY BUTLDS UP IN' 
PRCPnTION
TP THE TIME AND INVEPSELY AS THE TIME IF'TcPVAL 
Cn VEF. n BY T14E
OPSFQVATTNS ON WHICH THE ORPIT DETEcMINATION WAS-BASED. 
IT IS
ASUMFED HERE THAT THE MAXIMUM DESIDUtL A:'LIES *T' THE LAST
nPPrSITON AND THAT THE PESTDUAL AT THE FIRST r0DPSITTON 
IS
NEGL!r.TALF. LET
PESID DENnTE THF QIlnfTED MAXIPM1v) PESIDUhL.
INTVrOP ENrTE THE INTERVAL .FTWFEI THE FIoST AND LAST OPPLSITTI
IS
USED IN THF PPY!T DETErMIT'AT!,
jI.
!NTVEP OFNOTE THE INTERVAL RF
TWEEN THE EP"'CH F THE OPBTT ELEMENTS
AND THE YeAN OF 'TF no PSI
T In NS USED.
INTVNW DFNnTr THE INTERVAL RETWEEN THE FPPrH OF THE 
nPBIT ELEMENTS
AND THE . IQCENT YEAC -
THEN THE UNrEPTA!NTY IN crNnS OF Acr DOE T
) THIS CAUSE IS
cESTD + oEStDn*IITVE * TNTVK'W)/INTVP.
A LESSER PAPT rF THF FOHEMERTS UNCFCTAINTY AISES FvPf 
THE PrSSIBLE
.rUNDIN EP t '"S IN THE ~PBF!TAL ELE
- 4FNTS GTVEJ IN *EPHEME2'IOES OF
MINP DLLAc'St. T- F MEAN AN'uVLY 
(M) AT SoPCH HAS A PrSSIRLE
I PrUNDINr, EP O. nF 1.8 SECONDS 
OF AIC AND THE EFFECT OF THE oOUND'NG
P0orIQ TN THE MEAN DA!LY MTTO!N (MU) CAN REACH 0.1925 SFCC3NDS 
'F
AQC PER YEAD.
THE ESTIMATED EPHEMFPIS UNCRTf
TN T Y IN SECNDS OF APC AS SEEN FPOM
THE EARTH AND LISTED UNDER THE COLUMN '4EDIN 
*ERROR SEC* IS THE
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Appendix B
OSCULATING ELEMENTS AT FUTURE DATES
Appendix B contains osculating elements for the first 50 minor 
planets at the initial
standard date 1972 October 10 (244 1600.5) and at ten following 400-day dates through
1983 September 23 (244 5600.5). The elements osculating at 1972 October 10 are those
that were obtained as described in par.. 6.1, and do not contain the effects 
of perturba-
tions from the individual published epochs of osculation to the standard date. 
Elements
osculating at the other dates are accurately consistent with the elements osculating at
the initial standard date 1972 October 10.
Page B-3 of this Appendix contains the names of the first 50 
minor planets and some
reference information.
SOURCE shows that the elements were taken from the 1972 
or 1973
volumes of Ephemerides of Minor Planets
REFERENCE is to a more detailed publication, if any, of the orbital 
work
MAGABS is the absolute brightness of the minor planet expressed in
units of 0. 1 astronomical magnitudes
QUAL 1 denotes the elements were obtained as stated above
IJDOSC is the integral part of the Julian Date of osculation
(here, the same as the initial standard date)
B is the semi-minor axis of the orbit
IJDOO is the integral part of the initial standard Julian 
Date
Page B-4 and succeeding pages of this Appendix contain the elements osculating 
at
the dates stated in the page headings. These elements are:
ARGPER Argument of perihelion in degrees
Ecliptic and equinox of 1950.0
NODE Longitude of ascending node in degrees
Ecliptic and equinox of 1950.0
B-1
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INCLINATION Inclination in degrees
Ecliptic and equinox of 1950. 0
AMEAN ANOMALY in degrees at date of osculation
SEMI-MAJOR AXIS in astronomical units at date of osculation
ECCENTRICITY at date of osculation
MEAN MOTION in seconds .of arc per mean solar day at date of
osculation
B-2
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rniMJP nF UTN PLl'IETS rSi LAT! N T
S  Jll TIAN ,,T F 2441 .)0.5 1
NLI NAP'E -^Uor AFlTun 'EFE,,ICF MAGpAt OU 
L .'S -  IJDOO
1 Fc FS 1o 1 ? Fp .T SP 16,3 41 
1 24 :1600 2.75'- 3540,0207 2,441600
2 otLLAS E
'
Y 1972 wE G-
r  ASP 16,3 52 1 2441 603 2.690?479873?5280 2441603
3 JUMP c.4
o  1972 H F0 E T ASP 16,3 64 1 2 4,1600 2. 5-:3955031005P 2441600
4 VESTA FA 1072 HEPGET ASP 16,3 43 1 244 
',0 2.35267393781440 2441600
5 ASTOAEA CMP 1973 ITA 
90 1 2441600 2. 5324;,08818 9615 2441600
6 HErE FUp 1Q03 'TA 67 
1 24141600 2 .37 5 4 5 1 2Q 55064 2441600
7 !HiS FmP 1973 ITA 
t, 1 2441600 2.321986,5554
' 42 2441630
8 FL. - cFM 1073 ITA 
75 1 2441603 2.1,4-9743'9704' 2441600
9 MF'TS FMo 1973 !TA 
73 1 2441600 2. 7 7309101?3369 2441600
10 WYGTEA F P 1972 ITA 
66 1 2441600 .1 516010508198 2441600





'r  A  C, 1973 ITA 88 1 2441600 2.27847909964013 
2,441600
13 ECF IA EvO 12 IT 80 
1 2441600 2.5643652 3J5
3 1 2441600
14 T t' F : Fr 1972 HF GE
T  MPC 2041 74 1 2441 0 2.55257')492 571 0 2441600
15 FUV 




='u 1072 SrrHILINA 69 1 2441600 
2.89594559506521 2441600
17 T:rTTS CAD 1972 1 TA 87 
1 2441600 2.44568248609573 2441630
18 MEL POENE E
' 1973 ! T A -8 1 2441600 2 .2 40' 2 4 5
46 c'l 06 2441600
19 FrOTUNIA EM 1972 ITA 84 
1 2441600 2.41131539770018 2,441600
20 MA SSALTA Fm 1973 ITA 
75 1 2441600 2.3R286749557697 2441600
21 LUTFTIA FMn 10-2 TA 
87 1 2441600 2.43268129708221 2441600
22 KaLLTOPE EmO 1' 2 ITA 
75 --1 2441600 2.8 966789708145 2,441600
d 3 THALIA F uD 1972 L4 QGET MPC 2081 83 1 2441600 2.55066260569133 2441600
3 24 TH~FIA F P  1972 yTCq 82 1 2441500 3.11501318477470 2441600
CO 24 THFMIS FvP 1972 ITA 91 '2.320,374553504 2441600




A F P 192 OrVNSKtYA A6 1 2441600 
264%23683739209 2441600
27 FUTEPPC E.M 1972 'IE GFT MPC 2082 86 1 2441500 2.3121086994633 2441600
28 5ELLrNA FUD lQ72 CNC!NNATI MPC 2427 82 1 2441600 
2.74335q2965}456 2441600
29 PrIPH!TTE EM
o  1972 CIAKNVEP 73 1 2441600 2.54746537586327 2441600
0 UCt %, I & F4M 1972 IT A 
88 1 2441600 2.345,631419
( 6558 2441600
310 FUruPSYNE rA 1"72 TTA 
78 1 2441600 3.076363')1746421 2441600
32 Pe~C'-l FMO 197'7 r)FLSKAYA 87 1 2441600 
2.57892415575797 2441600
33 oCLYHY'NT F'M 1972 HErSET MPC 2082 
98 1 2441600 2.60162341437261 2441600
34 CF FMO 1972 PRELSKAYA 
96 1 2441600 2.67106254902779 2441600
35 LEt'T4HF , EMP 1972 !TA 98 1 2441600 2.91583609794044 2441600
36 LETAtLTE FEMP 19'2 ETT MPC 2083 100 1 2441600 2.62169135817936 2441600
37 FPATES FM 1972 KHA'NIA 85 1 2441600 2.60183719126952 2441600
38 FTrES FMP 1972 HCNCINNATI MPC 2428 97 1 2441600 2.70663924637055 2441600
30 L ATTI A EjD 1072 T-TA 74 
1 2441630 2.75146511013045 2441600
40 HAMTCN!A FMP 1972 ITA 
84 1 2441600 2.26430307830856 2441600
41 DAPHNE FMP 1972 IZVFKIV 
83 1 2441600 2.65956619550621 2441600
42 ISI~ EMP 1973 IT& 
88 1 2441600 2.37703354
9 7 392 2441600
3 AV1O N -M CMP 1972 HEP r c'T PC 2083 92 1 2441600 2.1718567475536 2441600
44 NYS F 1 )!QKS 80 1 2441500 2.39363734683127 12441600
45 EUrF
N 5T EMP 1972 HFzrET MPC 2084 85 1 
2441603 2.71251195148999 2441600
46 HFSTA EMo 1072 4FPET MPC 2005 Q3 
1 2441600 2.48762662014
9 2 5 2441600
47 A.LAJA E'4P 1972 !ZVFKI-V 
92 1 2441600 2.8509854417-1242 2441600
48 DLI S- EP 1972 TELFN1ACH AJ 74,4 
81 1 2441600 3.10871612460124 2441600
4 DPALES FMP 1972 ITA -
87 1 2441600 3.02010712414803 2441600
50 VIGINIA EMP 1972 HEGET MPC 2085 
104 1 2441600 2.53823044561685 2441600
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GROUP OF MINOR PLANETS OSCULATION IS JULIAN DATE 2442400.5 5
NUM ARGPER NOI)F INCLINATION MFAN ANOMALY SEMI-MAJD
C AXIS .CCENTRICITY MEAN MOTION
1 71.572999074920 80.233297769380 10.587514579935 210.618190537669 2.77098774727591 .07725704363678 769.22726015197
2 310.049150424145 172.791891512534 34.852374487717 200.357442370711 2.76989627244227 .23554949505886 769.68197477912
3 246.d45494700496 169.9700b3084911 13.005982296258 335.194155219160 2.61078309322251 .25543559542200 812.92156975317
4 150.162159373020 103.624353813608 7.136833985884 16.492591568964 2.36144458975343 .08809998196243 977.77726602097
5 356.0786665d8613 141.4611C9872977 5.338808180247 21.180536984616 2.57808530389842 .18763572081996 857.15754010771
6 238.215889086 340 13d.735306820231 14.769883818283 179.652196697306 2.42621799325575 .20302858126487 938.88380059797
7 144.065793361478 259.558714499244 5.496172381778 66.36089143
3 361 2.38663172846327 .22923C83753268 962.33619813736
8 284.226402335817 110.690423471647 5.885249847715 347.088274272206 2.20216103360022 .15593584356229 1085.75337798734
9 4.826924562234 68.741866267820 5.581840347805 268.156507017811 2.38628583558854 .12295638862749 962.54907188253
10 308.968160072782 285.205641620123 3.804814003175 157.406470991818 3.14565722346232 .10294130087496 635.97417363530
11 192.938845431888 125.198533636995 4.628567620240 84.16714845102 2.45236087958975 .10226448472607 923.91071802205
12 68.762443826786 235.389019884796 8.372326051292 336.322228498158 2.33430469112373 .21882551616676 994.87937581583
13 78.900781891254 43.334906115851 16.531853510853 287.438120695537 2.57633046116277 .08465841207485 858.03345615286
14 95.390285708152 86.535670016900 9.126888586754 291.145876914212 2.58564251039494 .16555767773456 853.40239177911
15 96.845334473278 293.322616088670 11.732404895674 170.779091438785 2.64291567630400 .18889849714711 825.81280787755
16 224.71967497789 150.416183873948 3.088746691720 335.961481494847 2.92666956577945 .13574365540149 708.67324615304
17 136.425511444404 125.174743827939 5.592765618407 148.863222761152 2.46867202945982 .13864879150320 914.76908710462
18 226.838250963116 150.282917444714 10.142366973588 357.628524872638 2.29620001470117 .21800467118571 1019.74597917049
19 180.465048437081 211.883619315825 1.556639079479 333.886981896492 2.44311488385540 .15759518356462 929.16050297213
20 255.614666710258 206.268087584169 .699297202327 167.383309019164 2.40 53357315657 .14482129971506 949.83473291649
21 248.087516205977 60.686229938683 3.075051190453 106.013115756292 2.43514292665526 .16176643170006 933.72694134830
22 353.582405641042 66.495421925219 13.727036546676 223.185376148565 2.90716712275783 .13352637284212 715.81628891742
23 58.282334343176 67.258774233263 10.161146020779 192.148188134716 2.62545369559474 .23480364971976 834.06525488435
24 111.764296823471 36.259072455480 .767935581271 344.545990567569 3.14021019160249 .12119769166198 637.62963943362
25 89.574028203479 214.386979976282 21.567716794926 198.537957207853 2.40100301690033 .25479891074628 953.71259048143
2 193.207913078943 45.462761997822 3.561966814291 17.152549076925 2.65453683736230 .08753791922652 820.39582191714
27 354.991614541890 94.446535401763 1.586970995450 216.461269719519 2.34655561722498 .17212090808486 987.09805557740
28 340.535820708359 144.429132252410 9.406991182292 69.721897372008 2.77698801502528 .15325042421860 766.73549099244
29 62.381497255884 356.367017051272 6.087301707933 333.921847513824 2.55552503597248 .07170687141040 868.53308097728
30 85.466085135904 307.758660815653 2.097627152920 322.642599651568 2.36605454045626 .12731423523202 974.92104992463
31 64.139492441857 30.814292155784 26.294223756187 104.805575331328 3.155477082091915 .22302035093951 633.00753068243
32 336.903712862135 220.402358353732 5.453078773557 156.382399529654 2.59026831662054 .08210836077804 851.11735165996
33 335.84404946377 8.57015180111 1.904525899131 297.421891234897 2.86011497404317 .34065121774979 733.55272892909
34 328.022691603435 184.135960233439 5.512025510536 104.341704947507 2.68570748640848 .10780378053330 806.15492217549
35 210.925225153265 354.336417128299 8.044305263244 16.624186518510 2.99229343605172 .22431469937071 685.43870756106
36 45.484904128322 358.689302786936 18.554231047424 34.960596266309 2.74945692635715 .29913046561598 778.28058057596
37 61.249795748305 7.531358117990 3.078545442968 224.899883120495 2.64133482736013 .17560457206283 826.55429695723
38 167.420779652834 296.048800576318 6.967174558039 88.223709655758 2.74070118158497 .15557267831825 782.01312854825
39 208.290860396965 157.083870597338 10.376813614838 76.362722003105 2.76765432133885 .11087784299774 770.61739078151
40 269.161551090621 93.976416836621 4.257543190134 111.522440184505 2.26688398530781 .04603250244115 1039.59129224552
41 43.813949168250 178.545021202813 15.871191583934 265.181662005192 2.76351298103005 .25977393426645 772.35028522946
42 236.049843365432 84.399946703460 8.531956214740 337.478103045742 2.43931830378115 .22674219108967 931.33057923942
43 15.304088805259 264.792340999360 3.466053608479 296.584233687609 2.20376654445981 .16773910861014 1084.57152016154
44 341.966951623979 131.273576840901 3.711252582654 171.398455236548 2.42092611855557 .15159777859779 941.96392530323
45 86.935151637112 147.855908345250 6.602383707890 81.361488281770 2.72213093883073 .08060573249051 790.02904324535
46 174.398212723867 180.972006983614 2.316419969568 54.420383998282 2.52488221761112 .16993614771353 884.39217057181
47 312.03987532C543 3.540271158496 4.994883242743 30.621189209950 2.88000009499883 .13625258119691 725.96857455671
48 255.921346955683 183.770773600528 6.549012840742 36.857120423182 3.11500891759334 .06075099438897 645.38316605558
49 106.608441161459 288.053249295971 3.154679902548 177.548413990948 3.09786566780546 .22474104289478 650.74779058280
50 198.673860776969 173.592418712201 2.825155859213 59.806300584896 2.65059739074930 .28607497183660 822.22546951455
GQ3UP CF MINOR PLANETS OCULATIO IS JULIAN DATE 2442800.5
NUM ARGPER NjOD INCLINAT I ON MAN ANOMALY SEAMI-AJC AXIS ECCENTRICITY MEAN MOTJICN
1 72.906809833869 80.137235738551 10.598430385410 294.8999293d3964 2.76671d85974808 .0775908?796682 
771.00821480t68
2 309.822673759234 172.781886467081 34.822589331405 285.929574744852 2.773t6174154246 .23384821615958 768.07361109173
3 246.904474929481 169.9699107
0 2850 13.CC5682690221 65.5C228143C609 2.67C3073-521329 .25520881723655 81j.13883192108
4 150.741945350248 133.516796501007 7.1353601049877 124.5224L321L876 2.363271?L2741 .03838387188215 976.67485445888
5 355.999409305063 141.453199559884 5.33838701903 116.502481143508 2.5774731493)863 .18778563711569 857.45292311445
6 238.315393421569 138.723346391166 14.770266732467 283.89386712816T 2.42543539071281 .2J320195394378 939.33825433491
7 1,44.142524502648 259.537922709827 5.49660651680 173.197567058383 2.38695682234089 .229328232it6022 962.14323379382
8 284.295855868761 i10.68328C074026 5.8a5007256377 107.698402381068 2.20203035653993 .15570413542891 
10d5.85'.68825990
9 4.779256782026 168.702634973756 5.583678410680 15.146863767670 2.3b546852358344 .12216135709236 963.04391989312
10 308.799740390541 285.180466638132 3.80620340957 228.347645240541 3.14434355398291 .13356994235456 
636.46385392262
11 192.936333519132 125.197971621992 4.628213694370 186.836894132230 2.4521610;11259 .10195402685935 
923.65352521621
12 68.738659595066 235.365787445745 8.376334907202 o.d84127549';:9 2.334d81614645510 .21937841774108 994.55172555011
13 79.058636235115 43.332726365227 16.532458276512 22.64619 i76153 2.576485549,19569 .06486403311453 857.95598473895
14 95.310385864944 86.527229283486 9.126319646516 2C.01673455389 2.5863,527059(76 .16571598932738 853.04469146451
15 96.951803527260 293.305165544152 11.734646518582 2 2.454212323663b 2.641/999059961 .18916714749167 826'.25155248538
16 224.321655267e54 150.404043778629 3.088492494758 55.106347180391 2.92353526700707 .13484914131820 
709.81319592644
17 136.314902575036 125.174783878176 5.592357195098 250.62510493904? 2.46918869842287 .13847928782458 914.43198385229
18 226.865823852476 150.281247136836 10.141739865752 110.9444CC44331 2.29597351460914 .21713 394066478 1019.89688133838
19 180.45d424164058 211.877054879890 1.551460910479 77.191929278054 2.4210'51I58r 3 .15710431165276 
!29..78059398258
20 255.441719144426 206.23337808372 .69966047.312 273.124870481355 2.40o65b 2985298 .14.58910852689 949.1.6893CCd766
21 248.155404082741 80.678473222722 3.0747386801I9 209.66b605 2176 2.4359025(0so141 .*614 192228654 933.24422196253
22 353.303835324097 6b.482984ct8064 13.726721701843 303.0217371412t4 2.9062458631943 .10377027414998 715.27833080839
23 58.171734519142 67.157269816140 10.1646199Cb964 284.867555u54824 2.62879056173687 .23323177503614 832'.47481975933
24 111.674248721601 36.271668902026 .767736443930 55.430942077828 3.14091798729709 .12146787655012 
637.41411991559
1 25 89.581606780003 214.379115597093 21.569772452465 304.471541513352 2.40117025770729 .25454722932665 
953.61295351145
26 193.571979432198! 45.460668171672 3.561963472359 107.952015813332 2.65574692397317 .08735905594109 
919.83516783376
27 354.765584462C17 94.436647212491 1.586881185639 326.216U85417181 2.34783652144714 .17154636286882 
986.2903.7225565
28 340.419120912984 144.419659063050 9.407640775956 155.05948C814879 2.77585811148946 .15352835104407 
767.23365933673
29 62.609979794537 356.365519153094 6.0870t8261191 70.245165459975 2.55515128921535 .07147496214367 
868.72365088244
30 85.432302442733 307.115382962508 2.097101070863 71.078259560530 2.36494373097045 .12678161837561 
975.60800836539
31 64.095407026514 30.816356828817 26.296234866747 175.18H4715Z4675 3.15412691428267 .223514655989L6 
633.41424812941
32 337.575287835987 '220.367514194686 5.482423312974 250.353610716390 2.58681406317672 .08343823770980 852.8227C593727
33 335.854356755344 8.656435906038 1.904066768835 18.915034283565 2.8611 952613672 
.340999t4901113 733.1472'1383716
34 327.920049550074 184.135304105898 5.512068645250 194.043279814761 2.68636607978300 .10740874227708 805.85848319470
35 210.886530112384 354.333662949473 8.044366806505 92.811268820585 2.99134438919241 .2240407.0868379 
685.81495510276
.36 45.551461053070 358.688750194642 18.552768467649 121.325711969176 2.75052318611262 
.29922089988910 777.8 2 8065q8558
37 60.984783977518 7.537895964271 3.077548797580 316.966052446754 2.64333112872754 .17566263753824 
825.61812599625
38 167.359740629526 296.033428588307 6.968776833604 175.203463427682 2.73965359584027 .15595168998308 
782.46170941020
39 208.490490897220 157.081014231186 10.375870723259 161.751040603773 2.76880973673421 
.11069087981499 770.13507687035
40 269.46392C964841 93.966755330326 4.257427582513 226.702089143889 2.26717231956133 
.04594031124109 1039.39297896820
41 43.742115065314 178.542768274987 15.870983908354 351.036186044124 2.76440516730196 .26975298970295 771.97641200268
42 235.958130461352 84.367362381920 8.534058381477 81.015022144167 2.43945134129977 .22718867357540 931.25439394037
43 15.398255164017 264.780952137660 3.466252533234 57.031851715719 2.20375392029820 .16769486927574 1084.58083959528
44 341.729933285185 131.257840149447 3.709753793334 276.260085738695 2.42286926615161 
.15093093736995 940.83096617779 i
45 88.074041193337 147.765050876800 6.593078619698 167.843103630646 2.72312645900146 
.08189187751794 789.59585479032
46 174.499188906785 180.965925262071 2.316509645512 152.578479534753 2.52560269801292 .L6970718901389 883.9d225988038
47 311.427006371114 3.523698912319 4.993084016719 111.954704665183 2.87619515223622 
.13630713761443 727.40963579382
48 256.173464564870 1d3.767652011533 6.549220440665 108.273192754208 3.1160t89953345 .06103148426467 645.04208823400
49 106.723407432864 288.023652906884 3.155836077737 249.766466076841 3.09655038184050 
.22509067627776 651.16245054959
50 198. 753815176320 173.588427968133 2.825329029830 151.047169430301 2.65161243597466 
.28595700531429 821.75338912163
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1 73.261270494812 80.134691373477 10.599394798934 105.868238205543 2.76713486221919 .07199585593883 770.58375366239
2 309.997689997592 172.751r38784711 34.807205554803 96.556618347843 2.77289474560786 .23344111767120 768.43386750754
3 24'.050152049698 164.04206)234407 13.00209576'"24 245.q582091661R5 2.6'137313113551 .25494865738276 812.65225429130
4 151.020575915706 103.525489079811 7.141222907201 341.495794182790 2.36152481103765 .08968861817947 977.72744362564
5 355.842052817736 141.442023163956 5.339803648965 307.312350260641 2.577496960047044 .1 93J129380357 857.45109090199
6 238.1914091060)8 13Q.699178791946 14.775312054109 132.764761754490 2.42491488951729 .20373353538289 939.64071063670
7 144.261346561940 259.535535877085 5.497635086529 26.937232269929 2.38674690005845 .22965306655787 962.27017192206
8 284.471193132125 110.672309435620 5.89556315Q806 348.74742105593' 2.20180420262957 .15547819389609 1086.02170119144
9 5.0199'05004558 68.699301522983 5.583154169065 228.839920217623 2.38623813460116 .12201220181478 962.57793411337
10 308.553215417645 295.168593534912 3.805774366699 10.008345545867 3.14611700670176 .10409052526605 635.83476404090
11 192.830690080527 125.186023110261 4.628341653452 32.118267983450 2.45291246033989 .10141005603533 923.65558172104
12 69.536446774173 235.3668?8066536 8.377649854215 308.218572953325 2.33400013395688 .21981958807178 005.07372706537
13 79.272330104240 43.321065698031 16.533832856076 213.021294289904 2.57650115382178 .08537301890055 857.94319076136
14 95.117832235004 86.527178863730 9.127385450209 215.871538153526 2.58496068756109 .16605043597530 853.74006075303
15 96.838817022323 293.283812461521 11.741417340139 86.143554002570 2.64193950372537 .189939q5110252 826.27101474506
16 224.316890205416 150.394017590972 3.088080239974 212.876305647173 2.92456182804570 .13416100620178 709.43949757378
17 136.096837514325 125,.166183650945 5.592566122208 94.018750044340 2.46899572952255 .138304P3420780 914.5R91954'935
18 226.961890275066 150.2610920-185 10.140838014988 337.423540206605 2.29613875155678 .21728889587073 1019.78679111739
19 180.609210726397 211.863310853158 1.557452011747 283.560975579016 2.44?884688 7908 .156621891110 929.29183954219
20 255.360380249938 206.242593515935 .700594310039 124.0R5486453503 2.40867246136227 .14381555804060 940.1611497Q586
21 248.193665594417 80.674763437887 3.074806332665 57.012127358719 2.43558629194210 .16095920062072 933.47199455744
22 352.168485716717 66.456027181445 13.731541570730 102.980813872794 2.90761325311040 .10335297804368 715.65154806533
23 59.333100269018 67.14683145057 10.167800490061 1 0 O.q 1 0 7 7 9 7 4 ' 1 09 2.62767987909722 .23259332408203 833.00554304455
24 111.621402866897 36.229807122808 .767437971599 197.183367292599 3.13888535839389 .12?25214956391 638.03336971755
25 R9.868736033202 214.304926927999 21.545836834920 156.068104412952 2.4022631Q385035 .25485263512781 952.96224243659
g 26 195.674833106094 45.402492137713 3.554809506701 297.769829755029 2.65493744341548 .08767960429033 820.21014484535
1 27 354.914354458440 94.435322316062 1.586898287956 185.351230715868 2.34778644334808 .17115033639814 986.32192866732
28 340.159156R77975 144.346336320997 0.409784603305 325.885569351142 2.77710886768368 .15414379855111 766.68544199256
29 63.083607875801 356.3448?4383461 6.085834445060 262.736711042375 2.55574045576481 .07131892682019 868.42327238519
30 85.626204918857 307.69016o252030 2.095878517648 287.607881942733 2.36565813744399 .12636940039698 975.1661050P048
31 64.2201'1310868 30.833103781182 26.298421081055 315.945422831230 3.15208025913513 .22425582991446 634.03126491104
32 337.609355957295 220.362370619106 5.461829157504 79.824477981735 2.58751632751542 .08398871747857 852.47553923797
33 335.696300052328 8.58607782439 1.903428108767 142.239964238097 2.85807503660473 .34125204624791 734.33822391514
34 327.732340689801 184.036166569717 5.506295041077 13.100879333032 2.68731018776032 .10504194136879 805.43384821989
35 210.757478053287 354.259727969905 8.033646010705 245.424680690489 2.9962901619502 .22213737'38459 684.11761371297
36 45.6702Q0'56800 358.654302560297 18.547630756385 294.012283223718 2.75041147713108 .29902093026227 777.87545362950
31 60.910656158578 7.502972709565 3.075221546392 140.594948143789 2.6426011q988840 .17488666498416 825.96022353970
38 167.185983663970 296.0224677216'2 6.973936"46596 349.310338933105 2.4086372664992 .15677286256446 781.94356444208
39 208.658194363085 157.057115340742 10.375581052506 332.677039035712 2.76860888916879 .11016591748571 770.21888207724
40 270.221592595004 93.964284517118 4.257780009276 96.929618483615 2.26768871536396 .04643863605507 103q.03796488903
41 43.62539'544939 178.5356~3846385 15.872965760371 162.816173920266 2.76284203175440 .26957623000336 772.6,3164731163
42 235.784794345291 84.364302188664 8.535031815295 288.248080208503 2.43921469061088 .22717239749603 931.38992157961
43 15.608236620608 264.729745579911 3.470982856503 29'.41820574640 2.20300382554166 .16908217799286 1085.13481565645
44 341.874205576421 131.210891104867 3.709931380011 125.270533650814 2.42241056369382 .15018125417558 941.09820942235
45 88.563853175134 147.693151780097 6.594798955020 343.167303094994 2.71988088848347 .08345173949375 791.00058583950
46 174.554631180982 180.95281qP54866 2.316450810438 348.892749469715 2.52577007003465 .16913685214693 883.9:2589254425
47 311.160664957355 3.514691003266 4.992259070157 273.940800724478 2.87663163446547 .13617304826137 727.24408313943
48 256.761712453850 183.741834064705 6.549118468340 251.005542350967 3.11516637473362. .0613170.0526767 645.33423500759 o
49 106.897343793017 288.015031254308 3.157160994269 34.352476480938 3.09790687128039 .22588170279816 650.7.3480779366
50 198.823475975814 173.569278477247 2.825013030996 333.527262364811 2.65156428492959 .28546135580585 821.77577315224 W
GPOUJ IF M!NOR PLANETS ISCJLATION !S JULIAN! D0TE 2444300.5
NUM IFGPED MnD INOLINAT!C N MA NANk~MALY SEmI-J F AX S ECCNTorCITy MFN MOTILN
1 73 4073 59724401 80. 12683676302 10.597212116421 191.322445124870 2.76799331929698 
.0717464009565 '?0.64269322592 310.073790309463 172.73572q614132 34.80'1113230? I 91.839516398775 2.77354871749895 
.23330135312112 768.162101310223 247.09956412T085 169.9347978120 13.014?045?q51? 336.?063n8301056 2.67066275002388 
.25475240648734 812.976517172504 150.92220680018 103.5237640 
1 1  ' .1410055P44 8 90.19Q4507233850 2.36161029132050 
.08 85029636606 977.674359721975 355.6868552452n7 141.430343371618 5.341511472e77 42.7079 9158309 2.5770n053026341 
.18801029969678 857.673858885956 238. 126 8 97343 415 13P.68?RS065 4 4 5 1 14.77628429?5Q7 237.259065552812 2.42510519537076 
.203644R10c65P7 939.53010'25301144.13335025421I 259.512145500952 5.496581379632 134.011275483142 2.3568662418699 
.22997418980071 962.91173815398 284.473334737833 110.669686245945 5.88513726184 109.389541383?44 220225808135969 
.1560039 1189e 7 085.68604637565
9 5.154474618926 68.692013442193 5.593150444180 335.6' 058838709 2.3P557 4 0q7 334 1  .12191317472737 962.97Q357279410 308.521783491244 285.166793066428 3.805381734887 80.65191369821 3.146650694n0859 
.10437536418561 635.6730098590211 192.997636862241 125.184772013917 4.62478101884 134.610190414196 2.45350195196363 
.10110357665378 023.2662557364612 6.483050450621 235.36020o345548 9.377415151556 58.822332391461 2.33385239333830 .21977862325612 995.1682157752913 79.432751210491 43.315609q61738 16.532477536417 308.223803420375 2.57587868184383 
.08555567592867 858.291997620114 94.983798227386 86.525971128387 9.124923193P31 310. 0 3559733702& 2.56570168t516 
.16598552691108 8 52.24333C145015 96.688906750525 293.282483052273 11.741458289053 178.167406153845 2.64080?08350344 
.19)094503?657 826.8044277417816 224.208178277078 150.392959500930 3.09186339874 291.786276979614 2.92557063446608 .13387713507251 709,0725817600417 136.051C77138162 125.164679125294 5.50268370'608 195.02022554801 2.46963476901787 
.1378934737711 9 14.23423156e'a18 227.069625254661 150.251403461260 10.142788051719 90.605764485243 2.29703321620346 
.21753106399957 10191911917021219 180.675141990476 211.855290158744 1.557592486009 26.77959954146 2.44231325907360 
.15647647933176 920.6179990760923 25.470685164391 206.216070320934 
.700515220690 229.425399433703 2.4 0 90360 0358 6 .1 5614644092 948.9462656152421 248.620378858827 80.649498127848 3.072416415483 160.192463268736 2.437660700855 
.16093654621)75 932.2661373461522 352.1532146643'5 66.45361844678 13.73)2'13'8345 192.521460664226 20oOq 2 5360 6 8 3 1 00 .10303078046840 715.415175094123 58.406377799326 67.135950992960 10.165904815275 202.263839213217 2.62795625803899 
.23257261798266 832.7413724)2124 111.760902579890 36.226979621531 
.767492234525 267.968546857546 3.13755939010890 
.1226111692105P 63. 4 3 787 26 8 5 50I 25 90.040216400626 214.218083965856 21.551332026218 261.903020464377 2.40056450377230 
.25564715978793 953.9739274196326 195.745783314698 45.40026227123 3.554601811743 18.947008332842 2.65537782882893 .0893017844407 820.0061083066227 354.96970648415 94.434022043210 1.56874847301 294.94R137360650 2.34740410043575 
.17108503101469 986.5628584864628 339.909576364318 144.380498553135 9.413480717780 51.302963756024 2.77584423145512 
.15372423669499 767.2094385831829 63.300747919288 356.343645966506 6.086571556886 359.037988165286 2.55499457304599 
.07117605012258 68.8035707002230 85.700216950638 307.690033240744 2.096894919518 35.901813186326 2.36526862575886 .12621531685542 975.4069994539731 64.'11793943174 30.773842061412 26.294059682184 26.393188618708 3.15394341912548 .22475372493997 633.4695266119732 337.570190895607 220.347'00355469 5.462394420184 174.593015383498 2.5P60450962562 
.08429431988407 852.7779802163533 335.657788821552 8.586425873085 1.903357881729 263.907918897159 2.85825433948580 
.34137133712409 734.2691254565234 327.903595236961 184.030254703713 5.505899972310 102.428969735828 2.68795293345008 .10501467807964 805.1440714063835 210.627033626256 354.131123363293 8.033898587600 321.512532586125 2.99826872305532 
.22382488095110 683.4405504109036 45.710792443003 358.650713774570 18.549358557070 20.427742448634 2.74983267054625 
.2989017458270 778. 1210666432 737 60.947635892953 7.490676256429 3.074894766771 232.307052738512 2.64343314937450 
.17451303964131 825.5703306041038 166.923142514125 296.018652647492 6.971344798607 76.461411258178 2.73915301512029 .15643293920946 782.6762117426339 208.723915211796 157.05736512184 10.375256551929 58.222571960687 2.7680909P909160 
.10903100157741 770.4350504661740 269.840985880552 93.958464110651 4.257412787395 212.811)94239602 2.26650580851165 
.04699035016292 1039.8514938973241 43.552340383088 178.523723456788 15.871706363692 248.774502849456 2.76362616306375 
.26939578e64029 772.3023592603842 235.732538365769 84.361805693888 8.534569997413 31.767009303118 2.4392702504)765 .22711414888911 931.3581000501643 15.551794676589 264.726280299861 3.479733813768 58.445982191857 2.20322428876145 .16918325283069 1084.9719455348544 341.964798910445 131.208058251617 3.710260993951 229.713990612127 2.42256576413000 
.1531185695500 941.0077744078845 88.559201218395 147.686817999999 6.595140907111 71.031528249615 2.72063690155312 .08375463803476 790.67989904518
46 174.692351440924 180.937730145921 2.316497823340 86.996742902726 2.52632466299509 .16905653158339 883.634841064334' 311.029'40437655 3.504848057574 4.991962797546 354.851868593742 2.8775728865580 .13625457868535 726.8872907312848 257.162150730543 183.739995940635 6.550653425090 322.333211155163 3.11377383672334 .06121179045698 645.7671917498449 106.602319307045 287.9a7517914702 3.155284576278 106.874354090694 3.09549253570363 
.22709722228835 651.49626908795 150 198.916242170325 173.553254179902 2.825270826345 64.764764030847 2.65232732483452 
.28552179169568 821.42117743469
'r-io 'F v~INfo Dtb j r, r LSrUL6TTON T' JIULTIN nt F 2.,44400.5
NUaM prpFq *rn- ! 111NATT"N 'c/! ANrUALY SCM!-.tJOo t-XIS FCCFNTOr ITY wEt MUTI7'
I '3.66t49104133, 90.16q-3'940 10. 50 316t4791 3 2T6.7184 22793067 2.7-657t6731275 .073376)1633756 771.08809996424
2 310.17?31147875 172.7316509065 14.813-73' 74419 ?67. 1 10??796720 2.7731746443264 .233193F7187774 768.24156233822
3 247.198398440710 169.9 0330474079 13.0055056L4013 66.?
7 39 '61459 2.671c331^?717!i .25501005321342 R12.356420 0 c608
4 150.782302738081 103. ?)n00f£248A15 7. 1412?43684
, 190.0010 : 70) 2.3h610077013-971 .3C303436294?81 978.04867508617
5 3c5.745254665117 141.4?709701-0' 5.341403150 7 1. 52239770175 2.57752221333502 .187'C49236441 857.43844143344
6 238.055102648076 138.6P7094409564 14.775'988674766 341.694015995521 2.4256194490C3238 .2035566968167 939.23133965403
7 144.076? 110S ')7 2509.51021624776 5.49 575597069 1 2'1.035721Tl71!9 2.3585,o408F913 ,1 .22 )9207797477 1 962.81 834716966
1 2p4.37 ',7 0,3 6 4 I lr)I. lf, .) 4 1n qoa, ,,, L 230.8 IP',,Q ?.?'r'I 17 1,,I',1 .15i)3 17i) 65148 1086 .16007423087
9 5. 1 3041?6372 68.,6', 41,6 5. 7518 ~1 35 1 2. ? i, 1 , , ?.'H(,t,o 0' .14( .12?39t1')72195 962.32874377556
10 308.458385455715 285. 14r !$74779 3.80515P636q'2 151.3 216223? 1 3.1',57419l05'672 .13)472634750035 635.04846
6 50317
11 193.59'9 68406642 12,. 17?7',L342"-,5 4.6269',6321108 2 f.',5 t4 2 10 3 2.44.75571 ! .10 71 ,22 '2959 922.94641049075
17 t8.47119509'851 ?35.353617943173 8. '70C30R35 1S9. 4l 1 65 1 4 2. 33'534 1178 1 .219'.1425097029 995.10360732313
13 79.;3031552311 .. 790633241'3000 ,.5 , 3 65 43.516  '2,,4' 2.577196 9 09?194 .0861094tJ536769 857.60574472816
14 94.823635553644 86.501984215857 9.1 , 0!) 0~5 . 1~,' 37' 15 2. 55( 1 4857 ' 25 .16550980 6 F4207 853.4160223930
15 96. 509674032519 293.2R5528296530 1 ';4 5'49r'55?4 3 ,  2' 6':.,J f' 3525 2. 4. 4 0 5 14301 . 3,199 5ct5250 4.0 P 26. 4 8233645428
15 224. 145579918402 150.382742487159 3.08 .71405)4 2 10. 11305303'0i 2.9251 1733 15'64: .13)65190?2684 4 709.23741468 422
17 136.030619834034 175.156459553?89 5.5q90773425'3 297.19362021056' 2.4706057738945 .13687136366635 913.69475579467
18 22",05534010361 150.251'61'35403 10. 1454 660 P'12 233.855 1522-'333 2.2056P149756,788 .2135004654320) 1020.09148802697
19 181.012774526579 211.7503?3559706 1.559820884721 1)0.7 74,S6,'_ ? 2.4437c317455'96 . 157024 55748397 928.79649171075
20 255. 587874147378 ?06. 0704?,06230 .700)1691525? 334.766820 7'"h% 2.40I1'5205706'3 .14354130047363 94C.37235895054
21 24q.OP6325673426 80.589273612224 3.0718 ,5638568 263. 4, 1 ,7 78693 9 2.435616809)7829 161 724 f3-5769 933.45445049056
-22 352.0 1 190470771 66.4t ,1'47487342 13. 7274P737,64 8 262.09126509q341 ?.0003120' 41376 .102,14b362023 715.0?480666124
23 58.406O70125 0 ' 67.121362P' 503 10. 16661i4 Ot477 294.7?3721 4920Q 2.62722"80505207 .23 2 5625151302 833.21963667351
W 24 111.746948267172 36.230774364P89 .76 1506729850 338.938035551504 A.138346270'5534 .12298571976595 638.19777355561
- 25 90.06037764414 ?14.214340760)5 4 21.55274561"572 7.89997527533 2.40074600517033 .255R5610210606 053.865744C5267
25 105.'02454006211 4 5. 3 0 1 2 6 57'aQ9 7  3.554590329576 109.896'26322579 2.65573950638469 .08817767664890 819.83860258562
27 355.069468990805 94.437555091985 1.586827744808 44.402261366578 2.3478357261046 .17129389795935 986.28898300754
29 339.935380885203 144.3P07050"327 9.41342929950' 136.544103143372 2.760'3574P 925 .15345c007q3461 767.11436681636
29 63.729826398869 356.335743504947 6.087169940998 95.079582706886 2.5568059769 657 .07177119893315 867.88046971720
30 85.946331307898 307.651970194687 2.09t469c4996306 143.96L241003293 2.36607329408962 .12680258354763- 074. 90945002693
31 64.03549"2-'230 30.745504057164 26.309354504879 97. 063 70667187 3.15155808'.29597 .2247038748q4 7 634.18884824044
32 317.580857941755 220.347671? 86721 5.463181283638 269.370767697519 2.58637193343044 .08'158472531602 853.04139513394
33 335.611951-249485 8.58569958"5009 1.9033005304 3 345.52580333405 2.85927942212924 .34149728036483 733.97429567458
34 32A.066543503604 194.019163879814 5.506502368331 191.698358388151 2.68,350388761850 .10492127191969 804.89748696745
35 210.693086992355 354.129063550012 8.003429375339 37.439279355330 2.99640170129196 .22032220489884 684.04850586554
36 45.703613070494 358.629206,472537 19.56 14 27273333 16.6' 14094 98741 2.7513F665786987 .29985315700123 777.46193381139
37 60.966083255441 7.486625701527 3.07502960b133 324.00n201994497 2.64310443204624 .17427757562573 825.68217390489
38 166.924688174891 296.021076665003 6.q9738226P34q 163.438 50424159 2."3953072452'30 .15614706OP4306 782.51435150861
39 209.4207n?489994 157.048359344588 10.373390993797 143.026630360489 2.77143296703763 .10974291769 81 760.04190760571
43 269.52515520709 93.951fl88354299 4.257071357739 32.647316304614 2.26703591024426 .04698647502665 1039.48679200744
41 43.405100302330 1-8.4062)01083'2 15.7'905267Q516 334.6'007604 O0l 2.76525181000456 .26398133527222 771.62190278768
42 235.713197856669 84.3595503 70617 8.534293810233 135. ,77845I6R39 2.43905083232355 .22688851374641 931.48378095223
43 15.47r5 02514091 264.7217C8183959 3.470963230506 179.11410223't421 2.20282723210380 .16918376140222 1085.26530579640
44 342.079400345514 131.208095666516 3.710313430173 334.1774814408949 2.421814041t1199 .150068649197 14 941.44593675154
45 88.4686644 94 593 14 7.68712929517 6 6.595423502004 153.)68447149274 2.7104059769265 .08405507502338 790.97961324373
46 1"5.200311022253 I~0.P50202 4 1355 2.32163742G33 14. 70J35646182 2.52737526641300 .16949070198985 883.08392260840
47 310.898493019979 3.501374819839 4.99346143233 75. 4631032)092 2.87677175969253 .13619012551577 777.19094857932
49 257.4717C7327093 183. 736500773438 6.550889518956 33.!j4932010336 3.11432530527911 .0613'255032359 645.5
0 567569087 0
49 106.4660028R,826 287.924044377056 3.154580832238 179. '417679620897 3.0922339837'4824 .22805645219006 652.52634651774
50 199.1R0703099587 173.483264')99539 2.833960074389 155.;,03307082913 2.65323738981517 .28681344970362 820.99859036537
GRCUP OF MINCR PLANETS OSCULATICN IS JULIAN DATE 2/44800.5
NUM ARGPER NO')1 INCLINATION MEAN ANOMALY SrMI-MAJR; AXIS ECCENTRICITY MEAN MOTICN
I 73.733'05061363 80.110846475080 10.597946530470 2.347F56970589 2.76714761943742 .07869673854034 773.82906606537
2 310.1918659J0242 172.731335667167 34.813906103467 352.426001724136 2.7724739-751332 .23304033892401 768.6C879936556
3 247.186445969173 169.920346473316 13.004479750876 156.6C5400178711 2.67061172081965 .25647233375405 812.99981943112
4 150.451394384147 103./47184512803 7.13q266933670 307.973370480362 2.362225339628%5 .0897405899C790 977.29255163930
5 355.780179867730 141.429334135461 5.34C938015632 233.154108014444 2.57810939467424 .19750184031534 857.14552575606
6 238.031235202653 1~.684590493093 14.775912611676 86.102710249019 2.42511001578518 .20336710873184 939.52730598582
7 144.027419579852 259.500753555378 5.495709302633 348.098388125280 2.38627253490435 .22986333901497 962.55711952517
R 2A4.294811785102 110.660551085735 5.884442446058 350.925208179528 2.20198774948466 .15630372442243 1085.88598246912
9 5.102593749575 68.641672552362 5.584257986435 189.69L?93809q00 2.38527177573167 .12298220231731 963.16295545635
10 308.51815535071 285.134251617297 3.806129623156 221.985630132700 3.14445191164052 .10516766082159 636.33997534506
11 193.884216203955 125.163669097449 4.626818277325 338.789499880355 2.45305172619625 .10089861221973 923.52044768432
12 68.51U91694839 235.230762424259 8.379397721637 279.943552571609 2.33525055016629 .21859620874991 994.27461169240
13 78.777te5671351 43.2713351112F5 16.539094776671 13n.457591930429 2.57569390561306 .0R612915417688 858.35155666654
14 q4.920699771486 85.496694092535 9.122077245641 140.5108d3025235 2.58625434333977 .16536569316556 R53.C99574C7260
15 96.536106267823 293.278862260322 11.738945003165 1.99b74455 0 538 2.64185751051836 .18092587143695 826.3091235773
16 224.064275987i99 150.382650769051 3.08~479374712 89.533161544148 2.92420616010232 .13343895667447 709.56993401511
17 136.175816369213 125.149747010994 5.59C551728027 38.612430271862 2.46989902472299 .13668647936842 914.08751394181
18 227.036643566807 150.251081411742 10.145284744978 317.249095663950 2.29567103066043 .21874312927964 1020.09846461914
19 181.066448039C64 211.72944684919 1.561391319211 232.937745815102 2.44185060236602 .15801044087041 929.88221325906
20 255.722410115329 206.1635085273A8 .701522004258 80.113721724453 2.4O9470572R303 .14400031h63607 948.7C938403060
21 249.006707590G39 80.5864'4121730 3.071861612429 7.1 o07 r4497H0 2.4358184155d547 .16194634109491 933.33856357792
22 351.978905778$11 66.440024135645 13.728051435630 341.594847845497 2.90937669457756 .10250014236313 715.00098688214
23 58.551874479737 67.11b027535577 10.166976926199 27.267232402896 2.62758862735087 .23272363246390 833.04893674953
24 111.286822421705 36.30826982E&65 .766198624589 50.082194995336 3.14055090868641 .12395772023944 637.52587797972
25 90.016282554018 214.213030147894 21.555C75920215 113.925957673649 2.40038015054793 .2559661Q182376 954.08382793942
26 195.78645786562)4 45.3 0336173404 3.554907285083 200.9926420289'9 2.654976079OS923 .08851438322687 820.19224122525
27 354.924107!5)4549 94.42485098'eb7 1.5J6861038529 154.13120617718 2.34690469294048 .17184054458498 986.87783414194
28 339.Q536697017C7 144.382?c8372849 9.412380450953 221.731931081027 2.77696249010833 .153082722-5562 766.74606238373
29 63.52936032730 35.3289547306244 6.C86131787036 191.728888084775 2.55491702162121 .07272101131294 868.84313722763
30 85.976816701153 307.62001601953 2.094453071943 252.355872261159 2.36486215966514 .12753231849539 975.65848634229
31 63.9241)3369E35 30.747057C29C62 26.31195769?256 167.640593419243 3.15062784159970 .22471621192492 634.46974144410
32 337.144219976136 220.Ilfrul337310 5.465063024162 4.546051651425 2.58786194312206 .09483065542011 852.30476949457
33 335.574168986877 8.582856144447 1.903199016725 67.109343982229 2.85960675714929 .34144211319110 734.13334527272
34 328.217627706777 184.019954100455 5.506996620901 280.969135753130 2.68794103716164 .10488880094828 805.15031652777
35 210.797669648214 354.131022557058 8.040008613113 113.324185349533 2.99759944758638 .22033430945952 683.66945133651
36. 45.7C8069201240 358.622880084396 18.561444157389 193.197945751649 2.74781802583597 .30158161848606 778.97697746838
37 61.017699688455 7.487285767976 3.074965124995 55.716582115386 2.64290583270393 .17411691451011 825.81742153715
38 166.892798215651 296.0179834043t6 6.968931620520 250.392410362364 2.74037479858480 .15579228309075 782.15284122046
39 210.118206363893 157.0251299C8920 10.373357241567 227.7C2203227410 2.76910768994286 .11072435221596 770.01078157185
40 269.279568138909 Q3.95155.4449717 4.257275827106 84.399881717949 2.26659423792162 .04687475514247 1039.79064099587
41 43.437709146773 178.497027257869 15.877804140462 60.410640252011 2.76452988313321 .26871004229778 771.92417350383
42 235.7705324) C80 84.299329802412 8.53C875465200 238.724053062621 2.44109259803183 .22580752938524 930.31536528079
43 15.416040564290 264.667970132043 3.469995903816 299.745334149324 2.20376559245685 .16863928874390 1084.57222294642
44 342.097542019603 131.195722383305 3.709599236844 78.711577988805 2.42278632369337 .15060064083103 940.87927966310
45 88.482063159027 147.684599208322 6.595514359646 246.874505390337 2.71921283575992 .08437815770770 791.30110507419
46 175.415280051307 18C.863703846790 2.323431702296 282.523183715100 2.52520701783881 .17024577015311 884.22154602140
47 310.765219191222 3.502301889856 4.992343473005 156.713244390343 2.87595162807425 .13624816996817 727.50202898818
48 258.55423C780787 183.722511259527 6.554034301372 104.194840057525 3.11898950606530 .06257193676696 644.14806173279
49 106.444843162342 287.905494173947 3.155191152157 252.149889871475 3.09148257479241 .22850609828741 652.76426340129
50 199.305293153409 173.509665412756 2.837453861804 246.719295124517 2.64949183170596 .28849495850818 822.74016082991
;~CUD OF MINOR PLANETS SC JLATTIN IS J9INlaN SArE 2445200,5
KUM ARfPER 1a)F INCLINATION MEAN' ANOALY SEMI-MAJw) 4XIS FCCFNTRICITY IEAN MOTICN
1 73.37q884731053 80.0'498C047 14 10.604297242593 88.28>?7966320 2.76743513472933 .079L999028455 770.68734'779
2 1
2 310.24854422)536 172.713618936006 34.901047332617 77.729536393635 2.77303615999P1 .2334773899'105 753.05621843
4 17
3 247.224474090809 161.894515186316 13.0030075'9462 247.00160308739 2.66851723899235 .25749133870060 
813.95717453511
4 150.506863392357 103.4797C2967591 7.I4C350,32273 56.55w1375380R9 2.3631234559976 .0892'590225850 
977.85438800832
5 355.P20369425666 141.420717542534 5.34C751478027 328.346302256495 2.57774494406995 .18728R01983176 
857.32731153421
6 238.160031011071 134.6537390401'1 14.767641342150 190.352309164185 2.42667564686090 .20266340947409 
938.61921299990
7 144.014037;62119 259.493493754659 5.49638189215 95.0P9249;51102 2.3R599 R264758 .22069346840812 
962.78741949736
8 284.26C684745714 110.657767675788 5.668467341295 111.638312842193 2.2016213645814 .15514582238P49 
1016.12690790P06
9 4 .C8 2 786193577 68.639624243473 5.58422[131751 296.833402093556 2.38574293795234 
.12298843490117 952.97764584699
10 308.504351144316 285.13414C548G12 3.806707572507 292.64753177788A 3.14397623716452 .10543511420829 636.51466342459
11 193.900271031069 125.1576E'309 12 4.626535271197 81.162612608933 2,439265054977 .10114336710649 923.21506253812
12 68.603939583379 235.2754577976 8.38164881130 30.69q505556995 2.33453617082061 .21842287805480 914.73102585549
13 78.766371854060 43.270483406185 16.519056895232 234.19I11504433 2.57630A22942075 .08587462622253 
858.04556167859
14 94.992046601826 86.484975695243 9.112388702988 235.2C294P8801c6 2.5866534168Q-79 .16516033P12542 852.90214518151
15 96.476566908140 293.2750C251 317 11.740302266549 83.99447655395 2.6411220148l288 .18976973168619 826.65420029935
16 224.144688737119 150.378 35413172 3.087866497117 168.103025885279 2,02570139753609 .13278410017029 709.02504472306
17 136.272296701378 125.140970P72650 5.590169378082 140.055CR1801254 2.47039474869702 .13682017195802 913.8123946097
18 226.980834454515 150.246432605017 10.145086016199 70.6?9181592053 2.29557756804863 .21876006302168 1020.16076399768
19 181.01C282591329 211.728013208213 1.561453349719 336.316111874818 2.44223211692905 .15821293578472 029.66432871696
20 255.50504901119 ?206.200147941934 .702585037745 185.740340342505 2.40791768932361 .14467355096814 
949.60746219041
21 248.952719319237 80.593)52516992 3.072029944675 110.934896061058 2.43565133006187 .16209921675654 933.43460567258
22 351.978606361115 66.440757711538 13.729328697206 61.155128155912 2.90534720973550 .10221765235132 
715.38066016047
23 58.424677105409 67.(99308541066 10.172425027445 119.919094323836 2.62668687590815 .23340384419731 833.4775584315
24 110.739973124577 36.275684924975 .765025630926 121.560906677122 3 .1 3 6 76922942130 .12402824165671 639.67912422785
r 25 89.976199232744 24.24125818983 21.555362229069 220.00760223222L 2.39996035873806 .25615997550456 954.33401079908
26 195.802248462699 45.390683598366 3.554896462888 292.136704873434 2 .65 47 0 562397118 .08875675121674 820.31758181273
27 354.F4408930451 Q 94.4241815Cq922 1.586863859895 '63.889207422279 2.34704993815539 .17186921263790 986.78622702153
28 339.941065155714 144.373425030256 9.411158255051 306.915733377307 2.77718473227615 .15283850760168 766.t5402678958
29 63.356895018252 356.32r529529681 6.085817935345 288.459229465043 2.55515735993880 .07285850621709 869.72055492170
30 F5.888438899116 307.613q35980607 2.0940993517R0 .839248912757 2.36543062672881 .127667C6130479- 975.30679791098
31 63.846040338749 30.747839153346 26.311914427625 238.25969959802 3.15132148812589 .22455483117799 
634.26027050543
32 336.858515370621 220.317236164274 5.466565234487 99.579041313898 2.58643097184268 .08440885291314 853.01223722012
33 335.532161435527 9.576279324897 1.903272068443 148.767338096091 2.85787345412886 .34145998689510 734.41592079960
34 328.350372918025 184.019385254770 5.50699495£556 10.325624618363 2.68751945881299 .10485265536302 805.3397740e727
35 210.867017808976 354.127181799924 8.037901400749 189.16936Q60612 2.998'7456027107 .22019343033r92 683.43855456899
36 45.74961147 162 358.608151 3210180 18. 56000 (); O7406 279.79 664698976 2.74663400621613 .30222750061234 779.48073411073
37 61.4586703~452 7.S5d3?0695697 3.06561915073 146.9094259G129 2.64554863858143 .17428232901656 824.58028974001
38 166.871012137671 296.00?523786849 6.968673858196 337.309391517771 2.74040478251293 .15558711349603 
782.14000445785
39 210.345865327899 157.013419610978 10.373229044917 313.104867148708 2.76790282146639 .11110585982429 
770.51361498047
40 269.3169143496 93.941647467876 4.257239155128 199.898671490976 2.26731640790621 .04645842623577 1C39.29390014042
41 43.5101692816F7 178.496868367995 15.875721862963 146.070539115036 2.76542545259204 .26865335282536 
771.54922808204
42 235.030624711723 84.254542044272 8.534899453810 341.951791390428 2.43990019804610 .22523970218555 
930.9.742814766
43 15.507968774427 264.655034751986 3.47C664966110 60.208532087492 2.20339674493101 .16847672777311 
1084.84456962423
44 341.913901610529 131.1775957C8117 3.709959048806 183.510345798030 2.42143995223117 .15100030295195 
941.6641116A969
45 88.11525063IS13 147.672918404041 6.593594502529 335.148296340139 2.72088791707456 .08469580421051 
790.57048530474
46 175.401462432732 180.863396923214 2.323420422865 20.777820322478 2.52578181115669 .17048329505927 
893.91972914387
47 310.599493695127 3.506125652231 4.991350747219 237.723704676292 2.87696447105040 .13596766690142 727.11788427330 
6
48 258.471634320907 183.69668270C782 6.551544666016 175.925034321624 3.11425938737153 .06465302513831 645.61617328082 0
49 106.385649377044 287.902610829882 3.154774909874 324.746525961606 3.09243841723129 .22870480103035 
652.46164222402





PERTURBATIONS AT FUTURE DATES
LOCKHEED MISSIeES & SPACE COMPANY. INC.
LMSC-D420943
Appendix C
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES AND PERTURBATIONS AT FUTURE DATES
Appendix C contains the perturbed equatorial rectangular coordinates and the
perturbations in these rectangular coordinates for the minor planet 1 Ceres at
each 4-day date from 1972 October 10 (244 1600.5) through 1983 September 23
(244 5600.5). The perturbations are always with respect to the elements osculating
at the preceding 400-day date and contained in Appendix B.
Note that the perturbations are listed in terms of the 10th decimal of an astronomical
unit.
C-1
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY. INC.
1 oCS PcCTtANULAF SpA;C C0DINATES 3
L STcP JU!L' A OTE x y Z PFRTJRCATINS IN 10-TH DEC
1 b 7441600.5 -2.447144476828'98 -.90 6590869772876 .071111498992186 -0 -0 -0
2 1 2441604.5 -2.4360-7-A3692793 -. 044279503833705 .051944598131843 252 
133 -9
3 2 2441608.5 -2.42436513325614 -.081399774466468 .02063911181796 1029 530 
-41
4 3 2441612.5 -2.412110815723320 -1.0192603P5)0222
=  
.012174736203038 2362 1192 -100
5 4 2441616.5 -2.399020151476108 -1. 054852354535436 -. 007717656078118 4283 2085 -190
6 5 2441F20.5 -2.395398~87934245 -1.091166836724383 -. 027608024153929 6822 3239 
-312
7 6 2441624.5 -2.37115CQ45337163 -1.127105120O92575 -. 047401157563151 10013 4641 -469
8 7 24416289.5 -2.35628'402007463 -1.162928635640355 -.067361987699261 13876 6294 
-661
9 8 2441632.5 -2.340801494859093 -1.198358949378964 -.0872150445'720 18446 819P -890
10 Q 2441636.5 -2.324711106382239 -1.233477773393162 -. 107045548645631 23747 10353 -1157
11 10 2441640.5 -2.308018263148537 -1.269276963200208 -. 12848322413482 29905 12755 -1467
12 11 2441644.5 -2.ZCO'201 '825350 -1.302749520267016 -. 14661R33710132
l  36652 15395 -1826
13 12 2441648.5 -2.272A5009339~649 -1.336884593110504 -. 16635060'435444 44332 
18265 -2244
14 13 2441652.5 -2.254387490P28705 -1.370f77477747563 -. 1860401n174'431 52902 
21365 -2726
15 14 2441656.5 -2.235347954766041 -1.404119618036084 -. 205682163751168 62426 
24710 -3270
16 15 2441660.5 -2.215738176998128 -1.437203606761230 -. 2252716Q3280544 72961 28336 
-3864
17 16 2441664.5 -2.1c5564993293465 -1.469922187558900 -.24490395e092082 84540 
32283 -4490
18 17 2441668.5 -2.174835319062439 -1.502268296647518 -.264274193541958 97217 
36593 -5129
19 s1R 441672.5 -2.153556245041386 -1.534234863785699 -.28367768'989021 110085 
41303 -5763
20 IQ 24416'6.5 -2.131-349320 44738 -1.565815213367657 -. 303)n9764097501 125863 46447 -6375
21 20 7441680.5 -2.109r7865n821463 -1.597002664684915 -. 122265819865239 141860 52053 -6951
22 21 2441684.5 -2.0R640490044044 -1.627700'32222756 -. 34 144128q951421 15P94 .
58147 -7479
23 22 2441689.5 -2.0639051951167 -1.658173086261534 -.360531664635189 177239 
64754 -7945
24 23 2441692.5 -2.039174380203221 -1.688143552914056 -. 379532490959408 196627 
71894 -8339
25 24 2441606.5 - .014'53040623461 -1.717696114331766 -.398439369278535 217151 79588 
-8650
26 25 2441700.b -1.989834990486559 -1.746824908838320 -.4172479c6281191 2388130 87855 
-8866
27 26 2441 704.5 -1.964426964C51461 -1.7'5524230928376 -.435953965335447 261602 
96711 -8080
28 27 244170,.5 -1.938537774788941 -1.803788531220619 -. 454553167238691 285522 
106171 -8982
29 28 2441712.5 -1.912175311639928 -1.831612416348918 -.473041390931957 310565 116247 
-8864
30 29 2441716.5 -1. 9 95347535310A42 -1.858900648798946 -.491414524181758 
336723 126948 -8619
31 30 2441720.5 -1.858062574589120 -1.885918146707475 -.509668514240118 363986 138281 
-8243
32 31 2441'24.5 -1.830326722631401 -1.912389983631201 -. 52'709368491042 392344 
153244 -7733
33 32 2441728.5 -1.8021539?3144)41 -1.933401388254967 -. 545803155075006 4?1790 
162831 -7092
34 33 2441732.5 -1.773546816364501 -1.963947743900512 -.563676003426504 
452321 176026 -6326
35 34 2441736.5 -1.744515634943127 -1.989024587562255 -.581414104567731 483952 
189811 -5445
36 35 2441740.5 -1.715069800259502 -2.013627608341096 -.599013711033944 516710 
204172 -4456
3' 36 2441744.5 -1.685214769"'5655 -2.037'52645924256 -.616471136662170 550634 
219110 -3362
38 37 2441749.5 -1.654962045080545 -2.061395689'64657 -.633782756735457 585758 
234640 -2155
39 38 2441752.5 -1.624319169497674 -2.084552877645322 -.650945008643927 622104 
250786 -822
40 39 2441756.5 -1.593294724598223 -2.107220499594661 -.667954392576220 659685 267566 
.647
41 40 2441760.5 -1.561897326786045 -2.129394992586910 -.684807471818083 698506 
284998 2266
42 41 2441764.5 -1.5301356238q3010 -2.15107294233'251 -.701500983151392 738570 
303090 4041
43 42 2441769.5 -1.498018291533327 -2.172251081414075 -. 718031286855691 779882 321848 5979
44 43 2441772.5 -1.465554C30491099 -2.192926287957704 -.7343c5466657361 822449 341278 8086
45 44 2441776.5 -1.432751563636124 -2.213095584752566 -. 750590229913236 866279 361380 
10364
46 45 2441780.5 -1.399619633000782 -2.232756137795477 -. 766612457504408 911382 
382154 12818
47 46 2441"84.5 -1.366166997173053 -2.251905255093500 -.7P2450003816630 957771 403602 
15452
48 47 2441788.5 -1.332402428571712 -2.270540385443383 -. 798127146719153 1005459 
425724 18268
49 48 2441792.5 -1.298334710835939 -2.288659117132838 -.813613687486381 1054463 
448519 21269
50 49 2441796.5 -1.263972636295925 -2.306259176654805 -.828915850712971 1104798 471988 
24460
51 50 2441800.5 -1.229325001499326 -2.323338427414114 -.844030834215694 1156480 
496132 27844
1 SErFS cErTANGULA& SrPCE CCPDIV4TES 4
L STEP JUL'I n rr x y PFQTUPBATF IS IN 10-TH DEC
1 51' 2441804.5 -1. 14400614Q4276 -2.3309;4P6 '13355 -. 95 R558ec~25 77 120!328 5 2348 31424
2 52 2441808.5 -1. 1597d8273c351 37 -2. 3, 926 33100 9 OH -. 7688368784849 17 3958 546436 35204
3 53 2441812.5 -1.121756783773167 - 2 . 3 71431c7984748 -. 898'?'6j064?12? 131979' 5725
11 39184
4 54 2441816.5 -1.0q905 4 43611482 -2.386409331121143 -. 99?565134172239 
1377135 599403 43365
5 55 2441820.5 -1.05?111546692288 -2.400857101506003 -. 916704Y31706421 1435732 
626858 47740
6 56 2441824.5 -1.0159353"~354801 -2.414'T4226733700 -. :3064097'859680 149591' 
654941 57306
7 57 2441828.5 -. 979535208736'966 -2.428159220716187 -. 94437?52P801757 1557645 
683645 57058
R 58 244137.5 -. G04?Ql 1103366 -2.441011 079652910 -. 579967414~4q95i 1620 83 l2zal 6?003
0 59 2441936.5 -. 006397903262502 - 2.453328 b 346406 -. 971211372934526 1685983 742976 67155
10 60 2441840.5 -. 8690782475?29747 -2.46511168234404 -. 984314240844210 1752705 
773667 72537
11 61 2441R44.5 -. R83186551604367 -2.47635976220385 -. 9'2303223212402 1821164 
805088. 78171
12 62 2441848.5 -. 794480514515516 -2.487069599746107 -1.'09976258363612 
1891389 837274 84081
13 63 2441852.5 -. 755919814963940 -2.497243662354890 -1.02233 13447935c2 1c63393 
870255 90288
14 64 2441056.5 -. 7191961n9022427 -2.506880'78380958 -1.0345665406S5873 2037193 
904056 96817
15 65 2441860.5 -. 681318028855970 -2.515C80091351878 -1.04657963436373 2112799 
938704 103673
16 66 2441864.5 -. 6432?41P9047642 -2.524542058678776 -1.05A3697A9250037 2190219 974221 
110891
17 67 2441868.5 -. 605133144481467 -2.532566449903200 -1.069914257?19595 2269460 
1010630 118484
18 68 2441872.5 -. 566843470017591 -2.540053345216805 -1.081271647114413 2350525 
104'953 126472
19 69 24418'6.5 -. 52d433678034482 -2.547002933997220 -1.092380322136407 2433415 
1086209 134874
20 70 2441880.5 -. 489912257566125 -2.553415513304n88 -1.103258685459068 2518129 
1125418 143708
21 '1 2441884.5 -. 451297664900925 -2.559291485420761 -1.113905201300336 2604659 
1165596 152994
22 72 2441888.5 -. 412568327312961 -2.56461361421505 -1.124318390254302 
2692996 1206758 162748
23 73 2441892.5 -. 373762616831279 -2.569435749771998 -1.1344968287966Q5 2783129 1248914 
172988
24 74 2 4 4 10 6 .5 -. 334878899021694 -2.573705364976746 -1.144439148988774 
2875036 1292070 183728
25 75 24419n0.5 -. 295025481736445 -2.577441021279554 -1.154144038073056 2968700 
1336226 194980
26 76 2441l04.5 -. 256010639742625 -2.5P0643632382348 -1.163610238140100 3064102 
1381372 206751
27 77 2441908.5 -. 217842603140947 -2.5833142103408?5 -1.172836545736999 
3161227 1427489 219045
28 78 2441912.5 -. 178729565673653 -2.585453862259172 -1.181921811267753 3260373 
1474553 231860
29 79 2441016.5 -. 13957n673464111 -2.587063790960414 -1.190564938063773 
3360645 1522544 245196
30 80 2441920.5 -. 100401029779121 -2.588149289689052 -1.199064881362091 3462971 
1571451 259060
31 81 2441924.5 -. 0 6 12 0 1 6 0444o45 -2.588699"4219?560 -1.2073206476R2160 
356'061 1621278 273465
32 82 2441929.5 -. 021989683816960 -2.588778621947197 -1.215331294752993 
3677914 1672032 288428
33 83 2441932.5 .017227030437051 -2.588233491578848 -1.223395931494093 3780520 
1723711 303966
34 84 2441016.5 .05644052238'243 -2.587216001641409 -1.230013717641305 3889860 1776310 
320092
35 85 2441940.5 .09564291001665 -2.585677889651322 -1.237883863599332 
4000913 1829810 336815
36 86 2441944.5 .134P26371521109 -2.5836209783P4332 -1.244905629380327 
4113660 1I841p8 354142
37 87 2441948.5 .1739831158
4 258 4 -2.581047174361899 -1.251678324887799 4228081 1939412 
372075
38 88 2441952.5 .213105413419113 -2.577958466724510 -1.258201308656638 
4344160 1995444 390614
39 89 2441956.5 . 2521.55 2010755 -2.5'4356925657938 -1.264473987684838 
4461883 2052243 409758
40 90 2441960.9 .291215990165377 -2.570244701104542 -1.270405816846029 
4581239 2109760 429501
41 91 2441964.5 .330189057847514 -2.5656240214o8408 -1.27626628416374 
4702219 216-044 440838
42 92 2441968.5 .369097256987356 -2.560497192471189 -1.281784981573871 
4824819 2226739 470761
43 93 2441972.5 .*407933111983910 -2.554866595614541 -1.2P7051461919546 
4949035 2296084 49225Q
44 04 2441976.5 .44658920018Q910 -2.548734687277076 -1.292065381011980 5074867 2345914 514320
45 95 2441980.5 .485358152375390 -2.542103997405064 -1.296826425919441 
5202323 2406160 536931
46 Q6 2441084.5 .523032653191363 -2.534977128439436 -1.301334328798966 5331399 
2466748 560075
47 97 2441988.5 .562405441682525 -2.527356754275303 -1.305588866510647 
5462113 2527594 583731
48 98 2441992.5 .f00769311935888 -2.519245619248551 -1.3005P9860257226 
5594482 2588609 607875
49 99 2441996.5 .639017113954242 -2.510646537006622 -1.313337175181580 
5728533 2649695 632477
50 100 2442000.5 .677141754652769 -2.501562388985278 -1.316830719762791 
5864313 2710749 657505
I CERES RECTANGULAR SPACE COORDINATES 3
L STEP JULIAN DATE X Y Z PEPTURBATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 0 2442000.5 .677141754652325 
-2.501562388986116 
-1.316833719763189 0 -0 -0
2 1 2442004.5 .115136198436099 -2.491996122371845 
-1.320070444891172 1555 -125 923 2 2442008.5 .752993466749764 -2.481950748105135 -1.323056342854677 6334 -526 369
4 3 2442012.5 .7907066 37018882 -2.471429339822350 
-1.32578 3446766630 14410 -1225 8335 4 2442016.5 .828266842141771 -2.46C435033630887 
-1.328266830489483 25887 -2239 1494
6 5 2442020.5 .865673270839821 
-2.448971027865340 
-1.330491608635917 40849 -3583 2363
7 6 2442024.5 .902913168412454 -2.437040582395525 -1.332462936368273 59378 -5277 3450
8 7 2442028.5 .939981837134553 -2.424647017643693 
-1.334181009032990 81553 -7343 4764
9 8 2442032.5 .976872637082099 
-2.411793713543531 
-1.335646ul1625134 107458 -9835 6312
10 9 2442036.5 1.013578985978995 
-2.39848410826C547 
-1.336858368472036 137176 -12689 810211 10 2442040.5 1.050094359557107 -2.384721697458502 
-1.337818242659523 170794 -16019 10142
12 11 2442044.5 1.086412291780825 
-2.370510033107180 
-1.338526u35646083 208402 -19821 12440
13 12 2442048.5 1.122526374823941 
-2.355852722582995 
-1.338982136825926 250089 -24117 15003
14 13 2442052.5 L.158430259210341 
-2.340753427800408 
-1.33918t',73152870 295949 -28930 17842
15 14 2442056.5 1.194117653890565 
-2.325215864319517 
-1.33914100d742608 346374 -34279 20966
16 15 2442060.5 1.229582326291393 
-2.309243800517834 
-L.338844744504065 400556 -40186 2438f
17 16 2442064.5 1.264818102364487 -2.292841056801208 
-1.338298717789399 459487 -46668 28114
18 17 2442068.5 1.299818866632897 -2.276011504863348 
-1.337503502067506 522958 -53745 32160
19 18 2442072.5 1.334578562256922 
-2.258759067005911 
-1.33645570t629711 591057 -61438 36536
20 19 2442076.5 1.369091191169566 
-2.241087715524003 
-1.335167976335498 663874 -69771 41251
21 20 2442080.5 1.403350814369333 
-2.223001472120970 
-1.333628991387975 741496 -78771 46312
22 21 2442084.5 1.437351552459361 
-2.204504407207310 
-1.331843467070577 824019 -88474 51721
23 22 2442088.5 1.471087586328991 
-2.185600638804829 
-1.329812153285005 911549 -98914 57481
24 23 2442092.5 1.504553157429378 
-2.166294330938030 
-1.327535833771108 1004207 -110121 63593
25 24 2442096.5 1.537742567059865 
-2.146589692080312 
-1.325015325252650 1102121 -122107 70070
26 25 2442100.5 1.570650175046922 
-2.126490974494786 
-1.322251476998268 1205410 -134872 76930
27 26 2442104.5 1.603270398953590 
-2.106002474517368 
-1.319245170939951 1314179 -148408 84198
28 27 2442108.5 1.635597714433992 
-2.085128532718954 
-1.315997321842914 1428520 -162709 91899
29 28 2442112.5 1.667626655536615 
-2.063873533439661 
-1.312508877132721 1548515 -177775 100055
30 29 2442116.5 1.699351815101373 
-2.042241904581701 
-1.308780816869294 1674239 -193614 108686
31 30 2442120.5 1.730767845412835 
-2.020238116655264 
-1.304814153346094 1805768 -210240 117807
32 31 2442124.5 1.761869457901639 
-1.997866682041682 
-1.300609930706962 1943176 -227671 127433
33 32 2442128.5 1.792651423410959 
-1.975132154621811 
-1.296169224815806 2086532 -245928 137575
34 33 2442132.5 1.823108572328842 
-1.952039128963150 
-1.291493142875339 2235910 -265041 148242
35 34 2442136.5 1.853235794496236 
-1.928592239792316 
-1.286582823175381 2391379 -285039 159441
36 35 2442140.5 1.883028039293286 
-1.904796161483155 
-1.281439434865455 2553010 -305960 171177
37 36 2442144.5 1.912480315676063 
-1.880655607511848 
-1.276064177708768 2720872 -327842 183451
38 37 2442148.5 1.941587692200649 
-1.856175329963044 
-1.270458281855873 2895034 -350732 196264
39 38 2442152.5 1.970345297058735 
-1.831360119063760 
-1.264623007638633 3075566 -374679 209611
40 39 2442156.5 1.998748318122686 
-1.806214802753118 
-1.258559645382476 3262537 -399739 223488
41 40 2442160.5 2.026792003020134 
-1.780744246300735 
-1.252269515247939 3456014 -425975 237882
42 41 2442164.5 2.054471659287444 
-1.754953351977882 
-1.245753967108584 3656368 -453460 252780
43 42 2442168.5 2.081782654689079 
-1.728847058745053 
-1.239014380454854 3862773 -482274 26815944 43 2442172.5 2.108720417790323 -1.702430341809766 
-1.232052164254647 4076214 -512509 283991
45 44 2442176.5 2.135280438676062 -1.675708211775621 
-1.224868756610221 4296491 -544264 300243
46 45 2442180.5 2.161458269262980 -1.648685713268833 
-1.217465624093855 4523723 -577632 316881
47 46 24421d4.5 2.187249522624754 -1.621367923615992 
-1.209844261009863 4758040 -612696 333876
48 47 2442188.5 2.212649871719847 
-1.593759952411460 
-1.202006189072065 4999574 -649527 351204 0
49 48 2442192.5 2.237655048660656 
-1.565866942013812 
-- 1.193952957634608 5248442 -688190 368844
50 49 2442196.5 2.262260845126505 -1.537694067902095 -1.185686143965455 5504760 -728757 386774 w
51 50 2442200.5 2.286463112715836 
-1.509246538401001 -1.177207353175923 5768638 -771304 404967
1 CERES RECTANGULAR SPACE COORDINATES 4
L STEP JULIAN DATE X Y I PERTURBATIOJS IN 10C-TH DEC
1 51 2442204.5 2.310257763402831 -1.480529594656069 -1.168518218295020 6040189 -815917 423389
2 52 2442208.5 2.333640770238489 -1.451548509848500 - 1.15962C039962002 6319530 -882684 442005
3 53 2442212.5 2.3566081t7104284 -1.422308588632987 -1.15051558641324 Ct06784 -911699 460775
4 54 2442216.5 2.379156049039040 -1.392815166923278 -1.1412C5492083216 6902)80 -963060 479654
5 55 2442220.5 2.401280572.23033 -1.363073611233631 -1.131691660032163 7205553 -1016863 498597
6 56 2442224.5 2.422977954945068 -1.333089318301617 -1.121976459064406 7517342 -1073209 517554
7 57 244222d.5 2.444244475748732 -1.302861114719198 -1.112061084949005 7837596 -1132197 536475
8 58 2442232.5 2.465076475529415 -1.272414256527249 -1.101947559984815 81664t7 -1193925 555306
9 59 2442236.5 2.485470356621747 -1.241734428857157 -1.091637732862637 8504111 -1258494 573991
10 60 2442240.5 2.505422583100071 -1.210833745596929 -1.081133478542334 8850692 -1326000 592474
11 61 2442244.5 2.524929680890622 -1.179717749090074 -1.070436698149035 9206377 -1396542 610696
12 62 2442248.5 2.543988237915698 -1.148392009880894 -1.05954'318901603 9571337 -1470217 628593
13 63 2442252.5 2.562594904319042 -L.116862126510249 -1.048473294U08252 9945751 -1547123 646102
14 64 2442256.5 2.530746392860050 -1.085133725?25C58 -1.037210602959306 10329802 -1627361 663152
15 65 2442260.5 2.598439479563766 -1.053212460154114 -1.025763250866291 10723689 -1711032 679670
16 66 2442264.5 2.615671004517196 -1.021104011570735 -1.014133268798908 11127627 -179826 695578
17 67 2442268.5 2.632437872256816 -.988814085632182 -1.002322712899726 11541852 -1889061 710802
18 68 2442272.5 2.648737051171949 -.956348412675553 -.990333663788633 11966614 -1983571 725273
19 69 2442276.5 2.664565572322815 -.923712747006423 -. 978168226325632 12402161 -2081811 738933
20 70 2442290.5 2.679920528814677 -.890912867511418 -.965828529925947 12848729 -2183810 751727
21 71 2442284.5 2.694799076318930 -.857954578119553 -.953316723912142 13306550 -2289594 763602
22 72 2442288.5 2.709198433529764 -. 82484370763704 -.940635002524562 13775850 -2399184 774505
23 73 2442292.5 2.7?3115882742576 -. 791586109835031 -. 927785555077751 14256854 -2512598 784379
24 74 24422 6.5 2.736548710671419 -. 758187602761067 -.914770615731058 14749791 -2629853 793165
25 75 2442300.5 2.749494508331097 -. 724654268299457 -.901592438289384 15254889 -2750955 800807
26 76 2442304.5 2.761950571506830 -. 690991852056740 -.888253301243843 15772381 -2875909 807245
27 77 2442308.5 2.773914501079801 -. 657206362809177 -. 874755507560913 16302500 -3004709 812421
28 78 2442312.5 2.785383903149821 -.623303772229473 -.861101384600833 1684582 -3137344 816277
29 79 2442316.5 2.796356449345183 -. 589290074615782 -. 847293284056633 17401562 -3273793 818754
30 80 2442320.5 2.806829877091232 -. 555171286580752 -. 833333581867734 17970975 -3414027 819797
31 81 2442324.5 2.816801989879693 -.520953446782062 -.819224678156345 18553957 -3558011 819348
32 82 2442328.5 2.826270657560698 -. 486642615671492 -. 804968997176438 19150743 -3705701 817352
33 83 2442332.5 2.835233816656540 -. 452244875269578 -.790568987279315 19761565 -3857044 813753
34 84 2442336.5 2.843689470717933 -. 417766328979301 -. 776027120905070 20386655 -4011984 808495
35 85 2442340.5 2.85163569077191.4 -.383213101441829 -. 761345894606634 21026245 -4170459 801521
36 86 2442344.5 2.859070615948852 -. 34859133839641C -.746527829095204 21680566 -4332403 792773
37 87 2442348.5 2.865992454373981 -. 313907206395296 -. 731575469235399 22349858 -4497747 782188
38 88 2442352.5 2.872399484210959 -. 279166892092512 -. 716491383831645 23034372 -4666416 769704
39 89 2442356.5 2.878290054297878 -. 244376600999296 -. 701278165080520 23734376 -4838318 755261
40 90 2442360.5 2,883662583804949 -. 209542556290784 -.685938427961155 24450142 -5013334 738812
41 91 2442364.5 2.888515561320816 -. 174670998497082 -.670474810034268 25181938 -5191322 720316
42 92 2442368.5 2.892847544509593 -. 139768186101200 -.654889971789618 25930017 -5372121 699741
43 93 2442372.5 2.896657160916902 -. 104840395962372 -.639186597018622 26694620 -5555563 677060
44 94 2442376.5 2.899943108704562 -.069893923106444 -.623367392841878 27475,81 . -5741472 652243
45 95 2442380.5 2.902704157520517 -.034935080751088 -.607435089877534 28274327 -5929669 625263
46 96 2442384.5 2.904939149596132 .000029800453728 -. 591392442014090 29089887 -6119966 596091
47 97 2442388.5 2.906646999913846 .034994372949165 -. 575242226215412 29922868 -6312166 564703
48 98 2442392.5 2.907826696968101 .069952272480534 -. 558987242554501 30773554 -6506064 531074
49 99 2442396.5 2.908477303371882 .104897118760598 -. 542630313991552 31642114 -6701442 495185
50 100 2442400.5 2.908597956263520 .139822515863865 --.526174286277168 32528791 -6898075 457017
I CERES RECTANGULAR SDACE CCROINATES 3
L STEP JULIAN UATE x y I PERTURBATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 0 2442400.5 2.908597956.263293 
.1398225158t4371 
-. 52(174286276877 0 0 -02 1 2442404.5 2.908181867897027 
.174722052633326 
-. 509622027869391 3618 
-1553 4313 2 2442408.5 2.907246326187149 
.209589303137395 
-.49297642920699 14423 
-6228 17344 3 2442412.5 2.905172695248771 
.244417821096588 
-.476240405682480 32341 
-14043 37855 4 2442416.5 2.903766415957875 
.279201110302512 
-.45941689,417550 573)0 
-25320 66386 5 2442420.5 2.901227006526227 
.313932865021643 
-.442508845324090 89227 
-39176 102247 6 2442424.5 2.893154063114589 
.348606430369618 
-.425519247981155 128052 
-56533 145038 7 2442428.5 2.894547260532516 
.38321537Z654067 
-.4045E1102222541 173706 
-77111 194329 8 2442432.5 2.890406353112965 
.417753185719668 
-.391307433127709 226123 
-100936 2496210 9 2442436.5 2.d85731175844981 
.452213351451727 
-. 374091281958416 285249 
-12835 31041IL 10 2442440.5 2.880521645650518 
.486589340712291 
-. 35t805735378501 351046 
-158436 3761312 11 2442444.5 2.874777762-40129 
.52C874614816357 
-.33453867343666 4234j2 
-192154 4462613 12 2442448.5 2.868499607982216 .555062626956971 
-.322038793418944 502578 
-229185 5203314 13 2442452.5 2.861687347201283 
.589146822749015 
-. 304563645511362 588290 
-259504 5979915 14 2442456.5 2.854341226C48859 
.62312063',877413 
-. 287031575642835 680534 
-313077 6789216 15 2442460.5 2.84f461573513253 
.65697750936563 
-.269445756739312 779487 
-359865 7628217 16 2442464.5 2.838048802341831 .69C710848903160 
-. 251809382513388 884900 
-409830 8493918 17 2442468.5 2.829103410101553 
.724314077382253 
-.234125667844457 9968J3 
-462932 9383219 18 2442472.5 2.819625980447796 
.757780601649202 
-.216397847855745 1115159 
-519129 10292820 19 2442476.5 2.809617183463047 
.791103d24449163 
-. 198629178227494 1239930 
-578378 11219521 20 2442480.5 2.799077776588419 
.824271143507125 
-. 180822934829756 1371081 
-640629 12160122 21 2442484.5 2.788008605387418 
.857293952485247 
-. 162982413457603 1508579 
-705831 13111723 22 2442488.5 2.776410604110239 .890147641679157 
-. 145110929629381 1652389 -773925 14071324 23 2442492.5 2.764284796436385 
.922831598138828 
-. 127211818393997 1802479 
-844847 15036225 24 2442496.5 2.751632296165297 .955339209438371 
-.109288434105620 1958814 
-918530 16034026 25 2442500.5 2.7354543C7900497 
.987663858425545 
-.091344150212439 212159 
-994899 16972427 26 2442504.5 2.724752127746953 1.019798929968040 
-.073382359049985 2290078 -1073d75 17939128 27 2442508.5 2.710527144020645 1.051737808690f67 
-. 055406471642567 2464930 
-1155377 18902229 28 2442512.5 2.695780837991947 1.083473880289283 
-.037419917522523 2645872 
-1239318 19859930 29 2442516.5 2.680514784712443 1.115000532218637 
-. 019426144573860 2832858 
-1325611 20810331 30 2442520.5 2.664730654013681 1.146311154392862 
-.001428618888630 3025843 
-1414111 21751532 31 2442524.5 2.648430211762687 1.177399140049324 .016569175436100 3224734 
-1504912 22681433 32 2442528.5 2.631615321255268 1.208257887057435 .034563736723832 3429648 -1597747 23598034 33 2442532.5 2.6142879441d0830 1.2J8880799772382 .052551546478601 3640416 
-1692575 24499635 34 2442536.5 2.596450140596076 1.269261290839651 .070529070218853 3857070 -1789277 25385736 35 2442540.5 2.578104068333204 1.299392782124023 .088492757898746 4079583 
-1887714 26256737 36 2442544.5 2.559251982988513 1.329268704757773 .106439043796318 4307906 
-1987738 271138
38 37 2442548.5 2.539896239046158 1.358682499400663 .124364346396876 4541979 
-20d9198 27958639 38 2442552.5 2.520039290903711 1.388227617139350 .14226506862657 4781726 
-2191945 28792440 39 2442556.5 2.499683694044890 1.417297520169122 
.160137597954779 5027062 
-2295835 29616741 40 2442560.5 2.478832106404909 1.446085683292246 .177978306909015 5277898 
-2400723 304329
42 41 2442564.5 2.457487288807926 1.474585595170183 
.195783553555227 5534135 
-2506469 31242443 42 2442568.5 2.435652105997974 1.502790759309256 
.213549681770667 5795674 
-2612930 32046744 43 2442572.5 2.413329527488486 L.530694695508480 .231273021782045 6062406 
-2719969 328471
45 44 2442576.5 2.390522628210846 1.558290941056008 
.248949890588166 6334218 
-2827445 33645146 45 2442580.5 2.367234589332725 1.585573051965639 
.266576592384778 6610993 
-2935224 34442447 46 2442564.5 2.343468699014849 1.612534604281613 .284149419031102 6892605 -3043170 35240448 47 2442588.5 2.319228353151360 1.639169195376844 
.301664650512850 7178925 
-3151151 36040649 48 2442592.5 2.294517056112355 1.665470445265008 
.319118555411107 7469814 
-3259040 36844750 49 2442596.5 2.269338421485585 1.691431997920041 
.336507391373912 7765130 
-3366712 37653951 50 2442600.5 2.243696172838170 1.717047522589326 .353827405580985 8064725 
-3474048 384695
1 CERES RECTANGULAR SPACE COORDINATES
L STEP JULIAN DATE X Y 
7 PE4TURRATIONS IN 1O-TH DEC
1 51 2442604.5 2.217594144546638 1.742310715097453 .371074835195197 
8368443 -3533039 392925
2 52 244Z608.5 2.191036282782704 1.76721529910201 .388245'9012916 6576128 
-3o87284 401236
3 53 2442612.5 2.164026646738193 1.791755026000274 .405336841;85942 
8987628 -37)2992 409628
4 54 2442616.5 2.13t5t,940996L256 1.815923636125956 .42?343847,7T3't87 90o2799 -384797-8 
418100
5 55 244262Z0.5 2.1086 8861267788 1.839715092067384 .439 6312d86do95 9621510 
-4032155 426652
6 56 2492624.5 2.030329404562534 1.863123100772953 .456090881732797 9943632 
-4105423 435291
7 57 2442628.5 2.051555558176830 1.886141605251758 .472823298420145 10269331 
-4201673 444032
8 58 2442632.5 2.022351954695353 1.908764537342989 .489456365913207 10597551 
-4338794 452892
9 59 2442L36.5 1.992723341918783 1.930985868712263 .505986866094588 10929028 
-4408682 461891
10 60 2442640.5 1.962674583686599 1.95279961493990 .522410377313731 
11263285 -4507240 471042
11 61 244Zc44.5 1.t93z210660829170 1.974199824729929 .538723274190)11 l600138 
-4(:)4384 483359
12 62 2442648.5 1.901336672270d44 1.995180606633518 .5549211/28448033 11939426 
-4730033 469849
13 63 2442652.5 1.d70057835180020 2.01573610660t459 .571001910304378 12280930 
-4794134 499519
14 64 244256.5 1.83b379465687284 2.035860521999652 .586959988880484 12624435 
-4886609 509372
15 65 2442660.5 1.806307079382194 2.055548101353153 .602792i3323360 12969822 
-4977410 519410
16 66 2442164.5 1.713846191582329 2.074793146367284 .618494513224526 13316872 
-5066487 529634
17 67 2442668.5 1.741002517737925 2.093590013935639 .634C6330C395363 13665396 
-5153800 540041
18 68 2442672.5 1.737781873741453 2.111933118241353 .649494668894860 
14015202 -5239313 550t28
19 69 244267r.5 1.614190196186906 2.129816932349621 .664784796410796 14366098 
-5322995 561389
20 70 2442680.5 1.640233542597642 2.147235992814657 .67992986509102 14717d91 
-5404823 572316
21 71 2442684.5 1.635918091618513 2.164184896793202 .694926062586081 
15070385 -5484783 583401
22 72 2442688.5 1.571250143193737 2.180658309149962 .709769582817657 15423385 
-5562866 594631
23 73 2442692.5 1.536236118778305 2.196650962050597 .724456627100803 
15776693 -5639074 605988
. 24 74 2442696.5 1.5008d2561670508 2.212157657581130 .730983404998919 
16130116 -5713421 617451
I 25 75 2442700.5 1.465196137548C20 2.227173270045284 .753346135364122 
16483465 -5785932 628994
26 76 2442704.5 1.429183635081863 2.241692748720283 .767541047599870 16836557 
-5856637 640585
27 77 2442708.5 1.392d51966054465 2.255711121160260 .781564383271174 17189265 
-5925566 652194
28 78 2442712.5 1.356208164424608 2.269223496438187 .795412397793999 17541408 
-5992736 663797
29 79 2442716.5 1.319259384778576 2.282225067503987 .809081361718473 17892841 
-6058155 675378
30 80 2442720.5 1.2'2012901314857 2.294711112670242 .822567561494377 18243392 
-6121331- 686923
31 81 2442724.5 1.244476107892829 2.30t676997329703 .835867300255536 18592884 
-5183775 698417
32 82 2442728.5 1.236656517899368 2.318118176293993 .8489768989603G2 
18941126 -6244009 709842
33 83 2442732.5 1.168561764217068 2.329030195914996 .861892697409903 19287928 
-6302567 721174
34 84 2442736.5 1.130199599293903 2.339408697020090 .874611055697354 
19633099 -6359490 732388
35 85 2442740.5 1.091577894229481 2.349249417566028 .887128355612415 
19976447 -6414828 743453
36 86 2442744.5 1.052704t38398154 2.358548195035283 .899441001859191 20317779 
-6468638 754337
37 87 2442748.5 1.313587938807028 2.367300969271497 .911545423542229 20656935 
-6520985 765003
38 88 2442752.5 .974236019191054 2.375503785041033 .923438075539103 20993633 
-6571940 775411
39 89 2442756.5 .934657219242830 2.383152794620941 .935115439883571 
21327773 -6621582 785519
40 90 2442760.5 .894859993622681 2.390244260429597 .946574027192142 
21659133 -6669999 795280
41 91 2442764.5 .054852911003647 2.39677455726387 .957810378090119 
21987521 -6717285 804646
42 92 2442768.5 .814644652960652 2.402740176699226 .968821064645436 
22312745 -6763545 813561
43 93 2442772.5 .774244012825438 2.408137726030390 .979602691805859 
22t34613 -6808391 821969
44 94 2442776.5 .733659894486983 2.412963934425903 .990151898829712 22952933 
-6853450 829804
45 95 2442780.5 .692901311191761 2.417215653603392 1.000465360702584 
23267514 -6897359 836997
46 96 2442784.5 .651977384431518 2.420889860677661 1.010539789552283 
23578168 -6940772 843470
47 97 2442788.5 .610897343000541 2.423983660796225 1.020371936135412 23884718 -6983859 849134 C
48 98 2442792.5 .569670522094288 2.426494290205810 1.029958591559385 
24187003 -7026799 853896
49 99 2442796.5 .528306361873504 2.428419119835553 1.039296589345234 24484880 
-7069777 857659
50 100 2442800.5 .486814404942892 2.429755658781247 1.048382807558689 24778220 -7112970 
860328
I Cr ES EtZTANGULC SPACE C"lINATES 3
L STFP JUL. t' O T E X Y 7 o PIJ6A T'I NS IN 10-T- DEC
1 0' 2442800.5 .486814404942633 2.429755658788068 1.048382807562369 0 0 02 1 2442804.5 
.445204293179191 2.43050155658693 1.057214170521796 779 -515 
-2543 2 24428P.5 .4034P5'65169314 2.430654606302483 1.065787650001276 3100 -2020 -10034 3 2442812.5 
. 361,66 654370149 2.430212743520)2 1.07410026(('4)925 6926 
-4459 
-22225 4 2442816.5 
.31*'620"520529 2.42O1740510737'3 1.3214900041642 12211 
-731 
-38936 5 24428791. .27(778482861342 2.427536763'38265 1.0899 1244164995 18907 -11942 -59977 6 2442P24.5 
.235725548074596 2.42529261634734 1.097'43903366(40 26959 -1600 -  
-85198 7 244':2?.5 .103614278069125 2.422460085458496 1.1046842908922400 36312 
-22641 
-114479 8 2442842.5 .151454952429141 2.419017929939806 1.111649718458267 46912 -2911P -14770
10 q 2442836.5 
.10925"933024947 2.414971650064890 1.1183350 28 1 = 6  59702 -35314 
-1848011 10 2442840.5 
.06733661199500 2.410320262501187 1.124745074993(76 71625 
-44211 
-2257012 11 2442844.r 
.02470265038n58 2.40506294846687 1.1369887197306 85625 
-52792 
-2703313 12 2442948.5 
-.01'45443516684 2.399199055)62540 1.13670547215064 100643 
-62046 
-3186714 13 2442852.5 
-.059597121676167 2.3927281 192r724 1.142?61442784466 116b24 
-71 ;65 
-3706915 14 2442956.5 
-.10192448P893343 2.3P5(4'-54 646-2 1.147;2344874042 13507 
-2546 
-4263916 15 2442860.5 
-.144125830n60484 2.377963935812133 1.15243v2?869383 151236 
-93799 
-4858017 16 244293.5 
-.816290258773377 2.369670622651014 1.15716856592640 169752 
-105704 
-5499618 17 2442968.5 
-. 22q406870620132 2.360770049792 36 1.161547398461458 188998 
-118305 
-6159619 18 244287?.5 
-.?70464696402652 2.351262611207261 1.165627613827361 201923 
-131616 
-6869420 19 2442976.5 
-. 31. 45271522021 2.341149Q82160 4 35  1.16943725739306 229482 
-1456-0 
-7620821 20 2442880.5 
-.354358057459029 2.330429621591790 1.17'884430803159 250650 
-160503 
-8416222 21 2442984.5 
-.396175008520602 2.31910774908833 1.176057314973576 272418 
-176148 
-Q257-23 22 2442888.5 
-. 439 013405371 2.307178476182855 1.178924171989754 294788 
-192624 
-10146824 23 244:892.5 
-.479484682117189 2.294649050713602 1.181483346645138 317757 
-209933 
-11084025 24 244296.5 
-.5205679442139 2.21519C146474 4 1.1I0333268437983 341315 
-228076 
-1206995o 26 25 2442900.5 
-. 562292103956427 2.26779007636348 1.185672451732891 365441 
-247058 
-13104627 26 244204.5 
-.603479341671427 2.253464137486731 1.187299497697730 390113 
-266P85 
-14199028 27 2442n08.5 
-.644507220392778 2.238543293866869 1.188613095468341 415306 
-287571 
-15323729 28 2442912.5 
-.685'64438373757 2.223029837311941 1.189612023799668 441003 
-309137 
-16510130 29 2442916.5 
-. '260368434019 2.206926256'14'09 1.190?5152605202 467186 
-331600 
-17749331 30 2442920.5 
-. 766521641801841 2.190235238927372 1.190561444263583 493843 
-354986 
-19042932 31 2442924.5 -. 806798%93678903 2.172959669919152  1.19070o955134224 520967 
-379317 
-20392333 32 242928.5 
-.R468604229q72q24 2.155102635528948 1.190439836897177 548552 
-404617 
-21799234 33 2442932.5 
-.8866r4639180231 2.136667422118649 1.189850337845300 576597 
-430c39 
-23265135 34 2442036.5 
-.926200340005771 2.11165751713579' 1.19q140804156012 605105 
-45 219 
-24791836 35 2442940.5 
-.9A'636259658162 2.098076609510s14 1.187710691097087 634079 
-486568 
-26380737 36 2442944.5 
-1.004721152317920 2.077928589906165 1.186159514174179 663524 
-515080 
-28033738 37 2442948.5 
-1.043533Q01611815 2.057217550810066 1.184286950212559 693449 
-546477 
-29752339 38 2442952.5 
-1.082063025787605 2.035947786449654 1.182092738362080 723861 
-578085 
-31538540 39 2442956.5 
-1.12629'692580-'3 2.01412379252'187 1.1'95'6731015651 754772 
-610830 
-33394241 40 2442960.5 
-1.158226675619744 1.991750265812215 1.176738884652266 786195 
-644743 
-35321642 41 2442964.5 
-1.195838956458602 1.968832103744710 1.173579260677144 818153 
-679858 
-3323343 42 2442968.5 
-1.23312353206P440 1.945374404329819 1.1700980264?1812 850686 
-716212 
-39402144 43 2442972.5 
-I.270069468661987 1.921382466401944 1.166295456404789 883847 
-753826 
-41560445 44 2442976. 
-1.306665998202027 1.896861780634613 1.162171033573035 917700 
-792709 
-43799646 45 2442980.5 
-1.3429020251879804 1.871818073481755 1.157727950039195 952301 
-832848 
-46120347 46 2442984.5 
-1.378767132830177 1.8465257215085181 1.152)64107213592 987694 
-874224 
-48522649 47 244299q.5 
-1.4142505A8121604 1.820185307265966 1.147881115877816 1023911 
-916818 
-51006249 48 2442992.5 
-1.449341847054725 1.793608636942999 1.142479796512475 1060979 
-960611 
-53571250 49 2442996.5 
-1.4840304 5 96427 25 1.766533683166394 1.136761070407641 1048919 
-10055'1 
-56217751 50 2443000.5 
-1.518306074805921 1.738967115805359 1.130726005119179 1137755 
-1051745 
-589460
1 rcoFS OP'T6NGULA SPACF C-D!~&TFS 
4
S STcO JULAN r)0ATF x Y 
7 O TURtTT1?4S IN 10-THP EC
1 51, 2443004.5 -1.t 5215B44614020 1.7100
1 5793750758 1.1241757?47 407 1177505 -1009063 
-617564
2 52 2443008.5 -1.5855r7437045494 j.59?2
P7 6 7
?72r5
Q 2 1.1177115004R031 121P1o5 -114-534 
-646493
3 53 2443012.5 -1.610553026052119 1.653387253358041 
1.110734703460921 1259343 -1197150 -676252
4 54 2443016.5 -1.651075312276518 1.623974678816230 
1.1034481 8257&45 1302473 -1247900 -706846
5 55 24430?'0.5 -lo163134?2b66c45 1.594006323161
7  J.oe5Q 4 Q 43A 3 5 5 P 4  1346104 -12
Q9 773 -738279
6 56 2443024.5 -1.714721007316946 1.563640 8414797 
1.08794426817.980 1390759 -1352773 -770558
7 57 2443028.5 -1.745825264589726 1.53283538071670c 
1.079733122397749 1436457 -1436879 -80 3 607
a 5 2443032.5 -1.17643o26372097 1.501598237920284 
1.071 1 7C25533554 1433218 -1462090 -837573
9 59 2441036.5 -1.806549773107589 1.469937741693492 1.0624007117A7026 
1531059 -1518402 -872525
10 60 2443040.5 -1.3615173690996 1.43'7P62342869q451 
1.0 5 3 2 0 3 6 2 3oQ518 157c;98 -15'5813 
-008250
11 61 2443044.- -1.8652349n5789990 1.405780654060501 
1.043h68911139200 1610053 -1634127 -944861
12 62 2441048.5 -1.$93790529421430 1.372501446035329 1.034158938201955 
1691245 -1603"54 -OP2372
13 63 2443052.5 -1.C21Al100221A0935 1.339233644118828 
1.024156164469318 1733603 -1754712 -1020804
14 64 ?443056.5 -1.940284967765443 1.3055863?4900872 
1.01386316343P83 1737171 -1816617 -1060177
15 65 2443060.5 -1.91620712346365
9  1.2-'156Q"13333131 1.00 3 2 P 2 6 1214247P le42310 --.18706P1 
-1100513
16 66 2443064.5 -2.002568425446597 1.237190179589845 
.992417293063522 1353193 -1943809 -1141S21
17 67 2443068.5 -2.02360994476599 1.202460214987383 
.981?7009283 311 1955776 -2009250 -1iP4105
18 6P 24430-2.5 -2 05157,140P75447 1.167388526312216 
.969844000858838 2014819 -2075707 -1227363
19 69 244307o6. -2.0782093683262151 1.131984831785410 
.958142107637194 2075165 -2143246 -1271593
20 70 244300.' -2.1022503'7323'70 1 "On6259C554Q253q 
.94616763411347 2137452 -2211842 -1316793
21 71 2443084.5 -2.125993l6,9250929 1.060221222978470 
.933924776560306 2?01116 -2281481 -1362965
22 72 2443088.5 -2.14853054931433 1.023P81476952212 
.921414012355076 2266399 -2352145 -1410110
23 '3 24430-2.5 -2.1703561288-'423 .9P72500"2650010 
.908641791544312 2333340 -2423821 -1458232
24 74 2443096.5 -2.19?36333?251103 .95n'07372878252 
.895610688681124 2401985 -2496494 -1507333
S25 75 2443100.5 -2.213145R97238314 .9131538433'89q6 .982324370622193 
2472380 -2570151 -1557417
D 26 76 2443104.5 -2.2336977779332
8 7  
.875710047825919 .868786594819632 2544575 -2644776 
-1608486
27 77 2443103.5 -2.2S3413149q13881 .838016642768086 
.855001207541573 2618622 -2720352 -1660541
28 '8 2443112.5 -2.272486411334-25 .300094372535444 
.9400'2142050607 2694575 -2796859 -1713584
29 79 2443116.5 -2.290912185914769 .761924064039430 
.826703416697924 2772488 -2874278 -1767614
30 80 2443120.5 -2.309585329491340 .723546621497338 
.8121091? 2 046204 2852417 -2052596 -1822631
31 81 2443124.5 -2.325800922908982 .684963021075703 
.797463473318036 2934421 -3031759 -1878631
32 82 2443128.5 -2.34254784102310 .646184305445196 .782500699261131 
3018556 -3111772 -1935614
33 83 2443132.5 -2.35q
9 4006 503515 8  .60722158250158 .76731514P92PE86 3104882 
-3192601 -1993576
34 84 2443136.5 -2 .3 7l1 5 S75 4 2 94286 .568085908540713 
.751911234813826 3193461 -3274226 -2052520
35 85 2443140.5 -2.387597678258231 .528788775331734 
.736293441839972 3284364 -335662' -2112444
36 86 2443144.5 -2.401360001977466 .489341162577857 
.720466324505503 3377678 -3439781 -2173353
37 87 2443148.5 -2.414440?30352156 .449754454642212 
.704434505809612 347'503 -3523653 -2235241
38 81 2443152.5 -2.4 26 A3 511013P0P6 .410030981631335 
.68?DP0675035335 3571'41 -3608187 -2298095
39 89 2443156.5 -2.438541632296321 .370209103796020 
.671775585520013 3673117 -3693307 -2361891
40 90 2443160.5 -2.449557033531590 .33027320505q333 
.6551580'1766950 37'095 -3778927 -2426595
41 91 2443164.5 -2.450
q187 06540887 .290243686806802 .638354946553971 3883958 -3864958 -2492173
42 92 2443168.5 -2 .4 695n4650303q33 .250131962254315 
.621371198330237 3993772 -3951307 -2558587
43 93 2443172.5 -2.4 784 3
2 5
6 P452 2 "2 O9c4c4506029P5 .604211798439592 
4106598 -4038 984 -2625801
44 94 2443176.5 -2.486660775905804 .169707572026814 .586881748742826 
4222494 -4124597 -2693776
45 95 244A180.r -2.494187735186017 .129417742326963 
.569386159114959 4341516 -4211349 -2762473
46 96 244314.5 -2.501012159846-66 .089091367398527 
.551730144740624 4463714 -4298044 -2831850
47 97 2443188.5 -2.507133007069939 .048739838135726 
.533918873632313 4589136 -4384580 -2901864
48 98 2443192.5 -2.512549478605536 .0093'4525089948 
.51595755399520' 4717826 -4473851 -29'2469 
o
49 99 2443196.5 -2.517261019989661 -.031993226800116 
.497951431577333 4849822 -4556750 -3043616
50 100 2443200.5 -2.521267319657468 -.072352103395404 
.479605787033915 4985156 -4642167 -3115256
1 rCoES 
-cCT4NGULEQ S~CE CO: 0 IN TF S 3
t STEP JULTA ' DATE y I PEoTURPBTIONS IN 10-TH DEC
I 0 2443200.5 -2.521?6f319657454 
-.072352103395441 .47960787033892 
-3 -0 02 1 2443204.5 
-2.52456R30 P9145 -. 112600826525350 .461225933265601 179 -410 -2353 2 2443208.5 -2. 52716'155647881 -. 152998159109537 
.44211 7212 74fl?6 726 -1627 -9354 3 2443212.5 -2. 52105573100755 
-. 19326291024?541 
.424)8494825956 1652 -3630 -20905 4 2443216.5 -2.53024230R150'04 -. 23347394023"708 .405334673036132 2962 -6398 -36916 5 2443220.5 
-2.530726144590290 -.2736201656517?3 .A06471662339749 4658 -9Q15 -57307 6 2443224.5 -2.530507899982339 
-. 3136 056410~526 .3675313 6305072 6742 -1416Q 
-82048 7 2443228.5 -2.529588923137567 
-. 353674179425582 .348429324882432 9220 -19155 -111119 8 2443232.5 -2.527970791332820 
-.393560124897693 .329260911072602 12105 -24868 
-1445110 9 2443236.5 -2.52565530'P66,nR 
-. 413375P576617' .310001629735099 15426 -31295 -1822211 10 2443240.5 -2.522644500478,- 3 -.472995831956634 .290656965100483 19210 -38409 -2241212 11 2443244.5 -2.518940620155348 
-.51752420335425 .27123240A3"q602 2347' -46164 -2700313 12 2443248.5 -2.514546139152642 
-. 551912134L55536 .251r33454890299 28227 -54515 -3196914 13 2443257.5 
-2.509463747807t16 
-.591149148043812 .232165600956151 33449 -63415 -3728615 14 2443256.5 -2.503606351401032 
-. 630224864214103 .212534341532105 39113 -72825 
-4293116 15 2443260.5 -2.497747066688701 -.669120001589358 .192945167432965 45203 -82712 
-4898517 16 2443264.5 
-2.490119218241105 
-. 707851392105748 .173103563137811 51672 -93047 -55131
18 17 2443268.5 -2.48231I335563468 
-. 746381934251751 .153315004502576 58489 -103806 -6165119 18 2443272.5 -2.473842149492981 -.784710696694411 .133494956335108 65617 --114970 -6843220 19 2443276.5 -2.464700589757637 -. P2282'213A931 .11351880247e25 73015 -126522 -7546321 20 2443280.5 -2.454895776605284 -. 860723576855069 .093122182412291 80644 -138450 -82732
22 21 2443284.5 -2.644432027196143 -.898388351304114 .073800311354925 99461 -150"43 -9022923 22 24432R8.5 -2.433313841987086 
-. 935812655611191 .053858655819062 96424 -163395 -9794824 23 2443292.5 -2.421545906056508 
-.972987126202444 .033902592652465 104487 -176403 -10598125 24 2443296.5 -2.409133084361'41 -1.00O002527934"75 .013037474731270 112607 -189769 
-11402526 25 2443300.5 -2.396080417932979 -1.046549756276718 
-.0060 ~171083423 120735 -203498 -122377
27 26 2443304.5 -2.392303119985181 -1.08?919840904935 -.025998645965368 128824 -217604 
-13093828 27 2443308.5 -2.368076571Q03373 
-1.119003947218424 -.045959081124817 136827 
-232104 -13971229 28 2443312.5 -2.353136319011597 -1.154793379227307 
-. 065907439777355 144701 -247027 -14870830 29 2443316.5 -2.3375'8066054633 
-1.19 27958155624' -.085838511001354 152410 -262411 -157940
31 30 2443320.5 -2.321407672538641 
-1.225454140978911 
-. 105T47151316510 159935 -278795 -16742632 31 2443324.5 -2.304631148528$28 -1.260308787320135 -.125628205887743 167272 -294715 -17719133 32 2443329.5 -2.29725465142R96' -1.294835394370288 
-. 145476589645046 174428 -311692 -18721634 33 2443332.5 
-2.269?84483249564 -1.329025981612752 
-. 165287248798604 181404 -329234 -19753035 34 2443336.5 -2.250727087208574 
-1.362872"16694994 -. 185355170820604 188189 -347345 -20012 336 35 2443340.5 -2.231589043229332 -1.396367917505678 
-.20477386391905 194763 -366034 -21899237 36 2443344.5 -2.211877063618473 -1.429504053583159 
-.224442970845336 201104 -385313 -23013839 37 2443348.5 -2.19150Q9P8504157 
-1.46227347632445 
-. 244053045878646 207186 -405201 
-24156439 38 2443352.5 -2.170758781717842 -1.494669776111728 -.263600780648014 212987 -425723 -25327640 39 2443356.5 
-2.149366524546636 -1.526685C70091908 
-.2830813o2978076 218487 -446q03 -265282
41 40 2443360.5 -2.127428416369114 
-1.558312716202771 
-.302490150679740 223670 -468772 -277590
42 41 2443364.5 -2.104951765561054 -1.589545957094283 
-. 321822372579904 228520 
-491358 -29020943 42 2443368.5 
-2.081O43QPP067451 -1.620378192024191 
-.3413'342964001 2  233027 -514693 -30314944 43 2443372.5 -2.058412602837961 
-. 650802977466924 -. 360238746023674 237181 -538808 
-316421
45 44 2443376.5 -2.034365227851026 -1.680814027398590 -. 379313800092829 240975 -563734 -330034
46 45 2443380.5 -2.009809576173978 -1.710405213675308 -. 398294125373656 244403 -589501 -34399947 46 2443384.5 -1.984753452047443 -1.739570566278786 -. 417175311483806 247461 -616142 -358327
48 47 2443388.5 -1.95920476996946 
-1.768304273509692 
-.435953005026199 250143 -643688 -37302849 48 2443392.5 -1.933171435949589 
-1.796600682135889 
-.454622910460174 252448 -672174 -38811550 49 2443396.5 -1.906661573308234 
-1.824454297500317 -.473180790957150 254371 -701635 -403601
51 50 2443400.5 -1.879683288890533 -1.851859783546907 -.491622469227327 255915 
-732114 -419503
1 CCFS 2FrTANGUL P PAt CD PIN, TES
L STFP JULT ' DATE X y 
PEoTJRBATTINS TN 10-TH DEC
1 51 244344,.5 -1.85?7
? 47 R365925 2 - 1.87~1162605660 -. 5099 7?23763 257088 -713657 
-45840
2 52 2443408.5 - 1.824154325390075 -1.005705914 549 
5 -. 523140916156cZ6 25716 -70309 -452635
3 53 2443412.5 -1.796320244874470 - 1. 93133476003445 
-. 5462094377750 258438 -830136 -469905
4 54 244341f6.5 -1.76775n933175120 -1.956899238047496 
-. 56414'7304?4q92 258701 -86066 -487659
5 55 2443420.5 - 1.7 334R304258 - 1. 9P19"54.6 6545 -" 51245 
7475 74 25744 -901190 -505896
6 56 24434?4.5 - 1. 701440468018040 -2.006603003691P52 
-. 59960599)760623 25593 -938473 -524612
7 57 2443427.5 - 1. 6 70416374749929 -2.0307353'9709Q2 -. 6171223007Q3729 
25P261 -76910 -543801
8 58 2443432.5 -1.647991163211650 -2.0543R254 
1558539 -. 634491360549)97 2?;753 016497 -563455
9 59 2443436.5 -1.617173480982366 -2.077540598934917 - 65170)?09 268 
2707 -1057237 -583573
10 60 2443440.5 -1.5859'2015823558 -2.100205'55342571 
-.6687-'1lo8 3243 256216 -1099133 -604151
11 61 2443444.5 -1.554395492787584 -?.122374381176769 
-. 6P5677846461612 255184 -1142190 -625189
12 62 2443444.5 -1.522,52670747349 -2.1 4
0429042 25 -.70242155332412 253972 -1166415 
-646665
13 63 2443452.5 -1.490152339242925 -2.16520827839287 
-. 719500374899920 252576 -1231816 -668639
14 64 2443456.5 -1.457~03315525685 -2.185867041784491 
-.73541101147305 250991 -1278402 -601052
15 65 2443460.5 -1.424514441501451 -2.206016258367384 
-.7516'228975224 249207 -1326182 -713924
16 66 2443464.5 -1.3911945807c3176 -2.225653043F?9665 
-.76771480815623 247215 -13751-67 -737257
17 67 2443468.5 -o. 3 5755261586A699 -2.244"74659645685 
-.783601P00175582 245003 -1425370 -761053
18 68 2443472.5 -1.323597445218994 -2..2633785I253046 
-.799308011687735 242556 -1476805 -795315
19 69 2443476.5 -.1,28533790588755 -2.281462152554298 
-.814890521132059 230858 -152491 -10047
20 70 2443480.5 -1.254'3144235368 -2.299023271975187 
-.830166420460367 2368930 -1583451 -835257
21 71 2443484.5 -1.210941866164937 -2.316059704533586 
-.845312866821786 233630 -1638713 -863955
22 72 2443488.5 -1.184823081254258 -2.33 2 5 60424025252 
-.R6026702582514 230361 -1695315 -8P7156
23 73 2443492.5 -1.149435726180712 -2.348550542995440 
-.875326355251020 226170 -1753302 -913819
24 74 2443496.5 -1.113788736309644 -2.364001310902751 
-.889588037152055 221962 -1812724 -94114;
25 75 2443500.5 -1.07"81043137463 -2.378920111750887 
-.903949544752464 217452 -1873624 -968985
26 76 2443504.5 -1.04175157?801019 -2.393305461843084 
-.918108357939190 212665 -1936030 -097405
27 77 2443508.5 -1.005379245134932 -2.40715608453541 
-.93?962019727649 207619 -199961 -1026414
28 78 2443512.5 -. 968782972118142 -2.420470529329819 
-.945308136473115 202318 -2065429 -1056018
29 79 2443516.5 -. 931971655292234 -2.433247931880260 
-.959344378014130 196757 -2132454 -1086222
30 80 2443520.5 -,894954183436063 -2.44548-25180"307 
-.972668477487776 190924 -2201058 -1117033
31 81 2443524.5 -.857739439044600 -2.457187651943769 
-. 985778231268405 184906 -2271273 -1148466
32 82 2443528.5 -.82033670825530 -2.468348420254046 
-.0986714QP452218 172391 -2343136 -1180533
33 83 2443532.5 -.782753482105720 -2.478960968232834 -1.011346200455606 
171670 -2416687 -1213254
34 84 2443536.5 -. 744999938666595 -2.489048829468075 
-1.023800320755569 164633 -2491970 -1246646
35 85 2443540.5 _.707084411801778 -2.4o8587657815563 
-1.036031904383222 157273 -2569033 -1280732
36 86 2443544.5 -.669015668128093 -2.5075852259617r4 
-1.048039057546376 149602 -2647925 -1315535
37 87 2443548.5 -.63080244693303 -2.516041423346550 
-1.059819c47235'52 141606 -?72P696 -1351078
38 88 2443552.5 -. 592453459451079 -2. 523956255560122 
-1.071372800799779 133292 -2811399 -1387387
39 89 2443556.5 -,55397386840476 -2,531329841776596 
-1.0826959055?7430 1246E9 -2896088 -1424498
40 o90 2443560.5 -. 5153829''-61681 -2.538162413705933 
-1.0937P7608230976 115'40 -2982820 -1462411
41 91 2443564.5 -.476678551901168 -2.544454313975621 
-1.104546314834540 106520 -3071654 -1501183
42 92 2443568,5 -.437872988521262 -2.550205994656054 
-1.115270489978705 97020 -3162650 -1540838
43 q3 2443572.5 -.39 8 74 34377365 -2.555418015833695 
-1.125658656648675 87257 -3255875 -1581410
44 94 2443576.5 -.359992300111202 -?.560091044186890 
-1.135809395811506 77253 -3351401 -1622937
45 95 2443580.5 -. 32093415344146 -2.564225851402171 
-1.145721345983411 67042 * -344o305 -1665461
46 96 2443594.5 -.281808723303955 -2.567823312146913 
-1.155393202559544 56675 -3549665 -1709030
47 97 2443588.5 -. 242624395541472 -2.570884401547502 
-1.164823716817509 46223 -3652550 -1753683
48 98 2443592,5 -.20338513248675 -2.573410192832569 -1.174011694895682 
35768 -3759010 -1799457 o
49 99 2443596.5 -.164112377044550 -2.575401855930295 
-1.182955997223452 25384 -3866079 -1846375
50 100 24436.00.5 -.124801244712538 -2.576860656923643 
-1.1916555384-0769 15139 -3976785 -1894459
I rEPFS cECTNGULAo SPr.F C 7o !N1T8S 3
L STEP JULTAM DATF x Y Z PERTUJqBATI2NS IN 10-TH DEC
1 0 2443600.5 -. 12480124469?320 -2. 576860656934045 -1.1916555? 847842? - -o -0
2 1 244 604.5 -. 085464320801276 -2.577787957185407 -1.2001002P'42P063 163 -504 -216
3 2 2443608.5 -. 046109800514307 -2.578185212168933 -1.2083162666',6877 663 -?012 -860
4 3 2443612.5 -. 006745778161966 -2.578053969964998 -1.216275552115903 1515 -4513 -1928
5 4 2443616.5 .032619663P0655 -2.57'303A69577332 -1.2238P62'2473-09 2734 -8001 -3415
6 5 2443620.5 .071978500726142 -2.576212639970988 -1.231447608653554 4334 -12469 -5320
7 6 2443624.5 .111322757537574 -2.574506097047077 -1.238658793224403 6332 -17910 -7638
8 7 2443628.5 .150644509541286 -2.57227814419n250 -1.245619109380636 8742 -24316 -10367
9 8 2443632.5 .189935AR3031238 -2.569530769290395 -1.252327892885425 11581 -31678 -13502
10 9 2443636.5 .229199056205474 -2.566266043985166 -1.2587845265IP2! 14863 -39C85 -17040
11 10 2443640.5 .268396259290757 -2.562486122170682 -1.264988444818322 18601 -49225 -20975
12 11 2443644.5 .307549775619474 -2.558193238673553 -1.270939130547838 22805 -593P6 -25302
13 12 2443648.5 .346641941934410 -2.553389707961756 -1.276636115240599 27488 -70455 -30015
14 13 2443652.5 .385665148972750 -2.548077322904284 -1.282078978466572 32651 -82419 -35109
15 14 2443656.5 .424611842004434 -2.542260353593477 -1.29726734744756 38299 -95266 -40580
16 15 2443660.5 .463474521432987 -2.535939546?31432 -1.292?0806655402 44432 -109990 -46425
17 16 2443664.5 .502245743541078 -2.529118122034745 -1.296879347431314 51050 -123589 -52644
18 17 2443668.5 .540918121476537 -2.521798775991996 -1.301302467546058 58160 -139064 -59242
19 18 2443672.5 .579484326306620 -2.513984275188989 -1.305470070532294 65779 -155422 -66223
20 19 2443676.5 .617937087547908 -2.5056774566533A7 -1.309382014701612 73933 -172657 -73592
21 20 2443680.5 .6,6269192668244 -2.496881225381642 -1.313038202149876 82671 -190750 -81343
22 21 24436R4.5 .694473486096321 -2.487r98553332049 -1.316438578225913 92003 .-209667 -89462
23 22 2443688.5 .'32542868899223 -2.4'78324'~277268 -1.319583131525533 101941 -229368 -97933
24 23 2443692.5 .770470299519289 -2.467586108359029 -1.322471893831569 112483 -249820 -106738
25 24 2443696.5 .808248794281560 -2.456P62611137225 -1.325104930756237 123614 '-270991 -115863
26 25 2443700.5 .845871428159281 -2.44566522286s671 -1.327482386528189 135313 -292859 -125294
27 26 2443704.5 .883331335535981 -2.433997241957383 -1.3296043933423R6 147563 -315406 -135024
29 27 2443708.5 .9206217101185P9 -2.421 6202889Q914 -1.331471160858577 160337 -338618 -145045
29 28 2443712.5 .957735805476137 -2.409263005324377 -1.333)82930850622 173614 -362487 -155352
30 29 2443716.5 .994666935280360 -2.396203652744276 -1.3344398563225P 187367 -387037 -165942
31 30 2443720.5 1.031408473410153 -2.382687511577927 -1.335542647632550 201573 -412175 -176813
32 31 2443724.5 1.067953854192659 -2.368718180165729 -1.336391278971064 216203 -437993 -187965
33 32 2443728.5 1.104296572570000 -2.354209313775797 -1.336 96281018703 231232 -464464 -199399
34 33 2443732.5 1.140430184246327 -2.339434623665852 -1.337328093985711 246633 -491598 -211120
35 34 2443736.5 1.176348305830480 -2.324127876179219 -1.337417196523873 262377 -519406 -223131
.36 35 2443740.5 1.212044614974104 -2.308382891385927 -1.337254105350887 278437 -547905 -235441
37 36 2443744.5 1.247512850529532 -2.292203544781231 -1.336839374905338 294784 -577117 -248060
38 37 244374q.5 1.282746812781619 -2.2'5593761543192 -1.3361'359703C10 311391 -607073 -261002
39 38 2443752.5 1.317140363845203 -2.258557520802555 -1.335257400731294 328235 -637811 -274286
40 39 2443756.5 1.352487428305196 -2.241098852258105 -1.334)91451742644 345305 -669378 -287937
41 40 2443760.5 1.386919 3940957 -2.223221835352533 -1.332676452041326 362605 -701823 -301981
42 41 2443764.5 1.421218111928859 -2.204930597464696 -1.331013138914464 380155 -735190 -316446
43 42 2443768.5 1.45518996027449 -2.19 6220312286528 -1.3201022P4072306 397986 -769510 -331350
44 43 2443772.5 1.488891521288288 -2.167122199165277 -1.326944693219112 416126 -804798 -346704
45 44 2443776.5 1.522317223452823 -2.147613523296371 -1.324541206148488 434590 -841066 -362516
46 45 2443780.5 1.55546129()413693 -2.127707595605969 -1.321892696780488 453388 -878329 -378794
47 46 2443784.5 1.588318107448742 -2.107408772132871 -1.319000072905830 472523 -916606 -395548
48 47 2443788.5 1.620982067732239 -2.096721453631412 -1.3158642'6075814 492002 -955924 -412702 0
49 48 2443792.5 1.653147662837540 -2.065650084361607 -1.312486281054802 511835 -996311 -430542
50 49 2443796.5 1.685109437408144 -2.044199151334780 -1.308867095430223 532034 -1037797 -448813
51 50 2443800.5 1.716761998465152 -2.022373183714947 -1.305007759370213 552616 -1080413 -467624
1 rEE S RF T NGULAr SDtC CFnIPT E 4
L STEP JULIAN DArF X Y C= RTUJOStTINS Tr 10-TH DEC
1 51 2443P04.5 1. 741,1Iq0015417073 -2. 000176751869631 - 1 . 3 0 0 9 09 3 4 5 11969 573602 -1124192 -496992
2 52 2443808.5 1. 7711819947598 -1.97614466730998 -1. 2965720590?786 595018 -1169154 -506935
3 53 2443812.5 1. Q091 1406945739 -1.954690q79131039 -1.2917|c'30191328 616992 -1215361 -527472
4 54 244381&.5 1.840174429969039 -1.931410979136949 -1. P7193n,3 r0388 639256 -1262810 -548620
5 55 2t43820.5 1.8'0702210195'07 -1. 07719195428R04 -1. 2 8 21474504g240c 662145 -1311539 -570397
6 .56 2443824.5 1.899889727379)86 -1.883800394724226 -1.2763708413?S034 685596 -1361575 -592819
7 57 2443828.5 1.929~73024311567 -1.859479381245961 -1.271362236169523 709648 -1412c43 -615903
8 58 2443832.5 1.058?24205903456 -1.834820996237013 -1.26562293274~578 734341 -1465669 
-639667
9 59 2441836.5 1.986361439263357 -1.809930117545168 -1.25965424983?757 759720 -1519778 -664130
10 60 2443840.5 2.015138953940q91 -1.7P4511659214'01 -1.25345-536002A34 '85833 -1575300 -689311
11 61 2443844.5 2.043052n42428243 -1.758870570)72930 -1.?4701416943?796 812736 -1672267 -715233
12 62 2443848.5 2.070596060751257 -1.732911836976271 -1.240395557481439 840505 -1690708 -741921
13 63 2443852.5 2.09'766428545Q95 -1.706640474925612 -1.233513135875533 869230 -1750638 -769394
14 64 244'856.5 2.124558629127218 -1.68,061533775984 -1.226418768022550 899007 -1812054 
-797660
15 65 2443860.5 2. 150968201 102224 -1.653180C94665782 -1.210102744697850 929027 -1874933 -826718
16 66 2443864.5 2.176990757690305 -1.626001270392635 -1.211567784295930 962067 -1939243 -856562
17 67 2443863.5 2.202621957113024 -1.598530206119769 -1.203915033013356 995493 -2004949 
-887181
18 68 2443P72.5 2.22735'527'61657 -1. 5707720'%48 506 -1.15946064744053 1030262 -2072018 -918568
19 69 2443876.5 2.252693257664561 -1.542737098052987 -1.187662481120611 1066427 -7140416 -950713
20 70 2443880.5 2.277124996944664 -1.514415503384228 -1.179265Q11117120 1104041 -2210113 -093638
21 71 2443884.5 2.301148657468474 -1.485827565658738 -1.170658010817171 1143154 -7281071 -1017244
22 72 2443888.5 2.324760213148352 -1.456973585873392 -1.161840463324161 1183813 -2353257 -1051612
23 73 2443PR2.5 2.347Q5569Q954468 -1. 4 2 7858 8q4 71334 -1.152814978454006 1226064 -2426634 -1086703
24 74 2443896.5 2.370731215826225 -1.39848852?54332 -1.143583292586229 1269951 -250162 -1122504
25 75 2443900.5 2.393082920719772 -1.368868847958659 -1.13414716F500412 1315514 -2576801 
-1159005
26 76 2443904.5 2.415007036723608 -1.339004295360351 -1.12450839521q387 1362790 -2653598 -1196194
27 77 2443908.5 2.436499847879702 -1.300900650723328 -1.1146687978765391 1411813 -2731242 
-1234057
28 78 2443912.5 2.457557700422740 -1.278563378758449 -1.104530187537225 1462610 -2809959 
-1272582
29 79 2443916.5 2.478177002738974 -1.247997984364602 -1.094394461208253 1515207 .-
2889618 -1311757
30 80 2443920.5 2.49R354225488214 -1.217209997028228 -1.083963501654829 1569624 
-29701Q1 -1351569
31 81 2443924.5 2.518085901803659 -1. 186204 73664090 -1.073339227421101 1625878 -3051611 
-1392011
32 82 2443928.5 2.5373686?7681261 -1.154988498459041 -1.062523582803529 1683985 -3133980 
-1433076
33 83 2443932.5 2.556100062633937 -1.123566182545523 -1.051519537772068 1743960 -3216065 -1474763
34 84 2443936.5 2.574573930446164 -1.091943663220050 -1.040326087658137 1805862 
-3301846 -1517072
35 85 2443940.5 2.592490019416672 -1.060126602669349 -1.028948252527769 1869709 
-3355404 -1560001
36 86 2443044.5 2.609944181604604 -1.028120686885600 -1.017387076553234 1935562 
-3470863 -1603539
37 87 2443948.5 2.626933331637034 -.995931625540102 -1.005644627854522 20C3460 -3556897 
-1647669
38 88 2443952.5 2. 6 4 345444623840A -.063565152684382 -.993722998959455 2073427 
-3643532 -1602367
39 89 2443956.5 2.659504564831167 -.931027027108609 -.981624306585161 2145477 
-3733710 -1737613
40 90 2443960.5 2.67508C789911689 -.898323032201077 -.969350602645115 2219613 
-3818378 -1783386
41 91 2443064.5 2.6001 0297740091 -. 865458976005694 -.956904323375429 229534 
-3906688 -1829670
42 92 2443968.5 2.704800289008574 -. 832440690449282 -.944287389530292 2374141 
-3995000 -1876451
43 93 2443972.5 2.718938088713259 -. 799274031030a33 -.93150210613~115 2454532 
-4083873 -1923715
44 94 2443976.5 2.732591046682685 -. 765964876627386 -.918550712489782 
2537003 -4173072 -1971452
45 95 2443980.5 2.745756587809723 -.732519128945792 -.905435471907889 2621555 
-4262565 -2019652
46 96 2443994.5 2.758432202188857 -. 698042712267552 -.892158671664653 
2708185 -4352320 -2068306
47 97 2443988.5 2.770615445407643 -. 665241573149597 -. 878722622893228 
2796892 -4442308 -2117405
48 98 2443992.5 2.782303938784381 -.631421680104911 -.865120660484058 
2988677 -4532501 -2166043
49 99 2443996.5 2.793495369610682 -. 597489023321074 -.851382143003747 2980533 
-4622874 -2216914
50 o00 2444000.5 2.804187491409536 -. 563449614397353 -. 837482452625849 3075476 
-4713403 -2267311
1 r(c~c, ECT^N;ULAD SDACF rC-':n!9 TFS 3
L STFP JULTLI OATF x y Z PEOTUBATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 0' 2444000.5 2.804187491409536 
-.563449614397353 
-. A37482452625849 0 
-0 
-02 1 2444004.5 2.Q1437A124210904 
-. 52930O4P6107934 
-. 923432cc5307Q62 192 -267 -813 2 2444008.5 2.824065154867654 -. 49507469?06991 -. 8092361c9627414 751 -1032 -3314 3 2444012.5 2.8332465174A6479 
-.460751307276039 
-. 794P44519071555 1653 -246C 
-760
5 4 2444016.5 2.84120203c 2 56 3 9 -. 426345426561797 -. 780410429782204 2878 -4462 -13683
6 5 2444020.5 2.800834514853?36 
-. 391863165637883 
-. 765786431654252 4419 -7097 -2219
7 6 2444074.5 2.R5"37360500949 
-.35731065959c710 
-.751925049R6c6 62 8 % -10415 
-32918 7 2444028.5 2.864877061190r96 
-. 322694061767475 
-.731288408730 8499 -14448 -4617




10 9 2444036.5 2.877610295519432 
-. 253293289411431 
-. 705942150137940 14114 -24703 -8069
11 10 2444040.5 2.883209634060330 
-.21821507294140 
-.6G065690175175p 17561 -30920 -10196
12 11 ?444044.c 7.A882 1437970)90 -.1P371041Q164370 
-. 6'5247217,71Qv, 21456 -3'857 -1258
13 12 2444048.5 2.892921282431015 
-. 148866265r03771 
-. 659715755567388 25803 
-45512 
-1524514 13 2444052.5 2.896849813095232 
-. 113995305334270 
-. 644065195174353 30599 
-53888 
-1816715 14 2444056.5 2.000352'46930409 
-. 07910301339480' 
-.628087?39200948 35860 -62989 -21358
16 15 2444060.5 2.903131872278031 
-. 044198081727429 
-. 617417(12603956 41592 -72818 -24819












-3685920 19 2444076.5 2. oQa0985q905391 .0544084538Q791 
-.54 781 3 6 7R4 3 7 2 72  69438 -119479 -4143021 20 2444080.5 2.91031803?055741 .130322845546977 
-.531406350643547 77691 -132983 
-46282
22 21 2444084.5 2.91012692650132 .165181007982275 
-.514002167007804 86485 -147217 




















-8127428 27 2444108.5 2.807804907043522 
.373470246769312 
-.414005843825009 151089 -247726 
-8809629 28 2444112.5 2.893884639872581 .407981699591531 
-.396905500922259 163918 -266998 -95216
30 29 2444116.5 2.889430375789743 .442417780561046 
-.379731941936125 177400 -286993 -102635
31 30 2444120.5 2.884442037204494 .476771997886910 
-. 362488217071347 191577 -307688 -110351




-11834733 32 2444128.5 2.872863220383351 
.545208831605159 
-. 327802571298950 222126 
-351023 
-12660534 33 2444132.5 2.866272982215463 
.579278420379808 
-. 310366852603138 238515 -373578 
-13510735 34 2444136.5 2.85Q149151553765 
.613240000474758 
-.2Q243372729508 255641 -396673 
-14383336 35 2444140.5 2.851492050946646 
.647087306112862 
-. 275325284735855 271491 
-420277 












-18069940 39 2444156.5 2.815540314'69194 .'81200654447304 
-.204550628004568 351802 -519242 
-190346
41 40 2444160.5 2.805224626733050 .814377315293903 
-. 186977508558661 373008 -545011 -200146
42 41 2444164.5 2.794379368174290 .847400168102979 
-. 169069125173590 394821 -571154 -210089
43 42 2444168.5 2.783)05456242208 .8802626366'6360 
-.151228771370706 417214 -597658 -220170
44 43 2444172.5 2.771103895858673 .912958141617590 




46 45 2444180.5 2.745722292650626 .977821930953578 
-.097549112952728 487595 -679239 -251176
47 46 2444184.5 2.737244705159133 1.009977046419991 
-.079614198654462 512020 
-707109 
-2617584R 47 2444188.5 2.718244381540330 1.041939961638542 
-.06166406q731320 536874 
-735324 
-272464 049 48 2444197.5 2.703722777326760 1.073700790850481 
-.043702134033647 562126 -763902 -283302
50 49 2444196.5 2.688681441334651 1.105256249131564 
-.02531817963587 587755 -792864 -294284
51 50 2444200.5 2.673122017071464 1.136598653726338 
-.007756566034777 613754 -822238 
-305424
I C'EFS Qr-T-NGUL :PtC~ c^n: .'ATES
L STEP JJt T fLN 'IE x y 
7 DOTATi NS IN 10-TH DEC
1 51' 2444204.5 2. 6 5 704 6243606345 1.167721425994108 
.010220159890;,03 640133 -P52043 -316736
2 52 2444?08.5 7.6404595435257? 1.19861799257500? 
.0281048 i 13 9 5R22 666908 -8822P5 -32P223
3 53 244212.5 2.62331301Q24122 1.2292PL'P'[15909 .046164103774;23 
6)4033 -912955 -339284
4 54 2444216.5 2.909719647491134 1.259706249214886 
.064.124315881
7 0 72169 - 944042 -351711
5 55 24442?0.5 2.587617772835159 1.2P9PP4825263725 
.OP2119q0Q61012 74Q631 -9'5536 -363699
6 56 2444224.5 2.568989675909535 1.31911059192631 
.100n3582?287?64 77797B -1307436 -375843
7 57 2444?7.5 2.540357673228459 1.34947q143158322 
.117915532327733 80o668 -1039744 -388144
R 58 2444232.5 2.5332241
A 100239 1.31qp77019)91715 .135R04264259948 835690 -1072466 -400601
9 59 2444 16.5 2.q10091716063840 1.4nQ009479779693 
.1536661R6862353 865029 -1105612 -413217
10 60 2444240.5 2.48G946296018779 1.436P6061q93579 
j71'*?76 3 q90154 3kQ4667 -113C1Q3 -425996
11 61 2444244.5 2. 469404404966585 1. 4654267473 805 1 
.189?95164 6 37482 924594 - 11732?0 -438941
12 62 2444248.5 2.4671'717370514 1.493701384590399 
-?3 70 3404215820 9479! -12077037 -452057
13 63 2444252.5 2.42 462020640261 1.5216
7P369'P3664 "2747?344435q285 9q5269 -1242666 -465348
14 64 2444256.5 7.402040017531415 1.54935,356874925 
.,42446942303054 1015999 -1273109 -478819
15 65 2444260.5 2.3789722'5225771 1.576711819677179 
.'61071784231?35 1046091 -1314049 -492475
16 66 2444264.5 2.359426080392476 1.603756050147929 
.277644282690747 1078207 -1350499 -506320
17 67 244426R.5 2.331414T4f,55672 1.6310476661137510 
.295160738566903 11C9670 -1387472 -520360
18 68 24442'2.5 2.30691173P350Q20 1.65696.28732211 
.31261'4411221' 1141364 -1424 092 -534600
19 69 2444276.5 2.2R195062n35P359 1.682921564'R002 
. 330010 0647C88 1173283 -;14630'7 -549049
20 70 2444280.5 2.256525065107425 1.703633240480144 
.347336687989136 1205424 -150169F -563718
21 71 24442R4.5 2.730638955P207
7 1  1.733995957281451 -36459175672r755 1237793 -1540934 
-570621
2? 72 24442R8.5 2.2n4?758874??930 1.75900347167297 
.38177?122242829 1270411 -1580807 -593773
23 73 2444292.5 2.17750016'7 7V" 5 1.73649551490470 
-3'3q1407365
4 D068 1303313 -1621324 -609184
24 74 2444296.5 2.150255814962136 1.C07927992913129 
.415)93692723428 1136539 -1662479 -624858
S25 75 24443n0.5 2.122r67061456792 1.831832628763607 
.432q27354495858 1370123 -1704253 -640787
26 '6 2444304.5 2.00443P240267
1 2 8 1.855357325521?66 .449671227439733 1404081 
-1746618 -656958
27 77 2444308.5 2.065P74833416404 1.87849585517283 
.4664215237042S6 1438417 -1789548 -673358
28 78 2444312.5 2.036978382220280 1.901242547422122 
-4Q33'44496710 05 1473129 -1333018 -689975
29 79 2444316.5 2.0074c6578376093 1.923590S88599180 
.499626206397785 1508207 -1877008 -706798
30 g0 2444320.5 1.9r7613219943208 1.945535326810301 
.516072990522954 1543640 
"  1921499 -723818
31 91 2444324.5 1. 04'35322053669 1.Q6'70696220519R0 
.532410975015033 1579413 -1966472 -741023
32 82 2444328.5 1.916681610151997 1.988187S7825490 
.548636409824013 1615509 -2011913 -758407
33 83 2444337.5 1.885603535635376 2.008884545328641 
.564745422767696 1651909 -2057833 -7"5Q60
34 14 2444336.5 1.854124261049748 2.029153520981879 
.580734220289393 16885a8 -2104129 -793673
35 85 2444340.5 1.821249168154364 2.0489152579556 
.596598988249674 1725520 -2150874 -8,11539
36 86 2444344.5 1. 7 09 A 3 7567-4598 2.06838573 9076220 
.6 1 2 3 3 5 9 1 2 7 5 3 0 95 1762573 -2198026 
-829550
37 87 2444348.5 1.75733>645262563 2.087337632944752 
.627941180976876 1800012 -2245572 -847698
38 88 2444352.5 1.724304570636590 2.105839242103286 
.643410982010870 1837497 -2293502 -865077
39 89 2444356.5 1.690902389099286 2.123885031860297 
.658741507703425 1875082 -2341812 -884382
40 90 2444360.5 1.65711107625855
3  2.1414695268645611 .673928953504070 1912718 -2300530 
-902911
41 91 2444364.5 1. 6233022'7524'0 2.15q9q712933761 
.688q69519297615 1950352 -2430572 -921565
42 92 2444368.5 1.538517558635616 2.175233039210511 
.70n3859410247979 1987930 -2489043 -940349
43 93' 2444372.5 1.S536P3906399257 2.191401420157078 .718594837738259 
2025403 -2533939 -959275
44 04 24443?6.5 1.518509229471507 2.207087238337593 
.733172020578809 2062735 -2589286 -978356
45 95 2444380.5 1.487997108541639 2.222285347601215 
.747587186554291 2099900 -2640107 -997607
46 96 2444394.5 1.447151245465439 2. 2 36C90676095900 
.761836573980'69 2136878 -2691413 -1017031
47 97 2444388.5 1.410995461945461 2.251198228361948 
.775916432808923 2173639 -2743203 -1036630
48 98 2444392.5 1.374518698909760 2.264903086542787 
.789823025249465 2210135 --2795477 -1056401
49 99 2444396.5 1.33'73401881335 2.278100412319219 
.803552626527217 2246310 -2848241 -1076344
50 100 2444400.5 1.300648596021382 2.290785448932596 
.81-7101525933492 2282099 -2901508 -1096461
I CERES PECTANGULAR SPACE CY1mDINATES 3
L STEP JULIAN CATE X Y 7 PERTURBATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 0 2444400.5 1.30C648595095760 2.2:0785448916936 .817101525927693 0 0 0
2 1 2444404.5 1.263269736493790 2.302953523355924 .830466027767688 287 -123 -47
3 2 2444408.5 1.225604658539171 2.314600049280358 .843642452613587 1119 -485 -185
4 3 2444412.5 1.187661502043149 2.3257205293Q3919 .856627139482189 2450 -1081 -410
5 4 2444416.5 1.149447326333352 2.336310558064497 .869416445151273 4235 -1910 -719
6 5 2444420.5 1.11C970109733081 2.3463658239018C6 .882006747471337 6428 -2973 -1113
7 6 2444424.5 1.072237749062445 2.355882112338875 .9943944456903?7 8985 -4278 -1591
8 7 2444428.5 1.031253259062578 2.364855308223710 .906575961991428 11863 -5834 -2159
9 8 2444432.5 .99403)77175C352 2.373281398411933 .918547742885384 15016 -7654 -2821
10 9 2444436.5 .954590535693193 2.381156474371650 .930306260518503 18403 -9757 -3583
1t 10 244i440.5 .914Q18915212212 2.389476734778877 .041848014128979 21981 -12162 -4455
12 11 2444444.5 .875033389518752 2.395238488100730 .953169531404917 25707 -14895 -5446
13 12 2444448.5 .8349425518C6897 2.401438155150302 .964267369680375 29541 -17987 -6571
14 13 2444452.5 .794655108355659 2.407072271611611 .975138118314337 33443 -21476 -7846
15 14 2444456.5 .75417^877732298 2.4121374905e4342 .985778398077201 37380 -25407 -9293
16 15 2444460.5 .7135'5790155203 2.416630585322508 .096164864631182 41329 -29833 -10939
17 16 2444454.5 .672701886901187 2.420548452450760 1.006354209275855 45284 -34811 -12813
18 j7 2444468.5 .631717318918401 2.423888115663686 1.016283161226696 49258 -40389 -14942
19 18 2444472.5 .590591344542386 2.426646729197785 1.02596848963149 53270 -4659 --17345
20 19 2444476.5 .549303326565664 2.428821580324879 1.0354070054023?4 57335 -53454 -20033
21 23 2444490.5 .507992730057339 2.430410091051328 1.044595562178174 61460 -60977 -23014
22 21 2444484.5 .466359121042538 2.431409820210717 1.053531057295316 6!641 -6lnA0 -26296
23 22 2444488.5 .424712164891988 2.431818465997409 1.062210433916611 69872 -78085 -29889
24 23 2444492.5 .382961624913467 2.431633868320276 1.070630682067666 74146 -87718 -33805
25 24 2444496.5 .341117360749172 2.430854011974120 1.078788840621883 78461 -98107 -38059
26 25 2444500.5 .299189325924948 2.429477029266991 1.086681999001947 82814 -109280 -42664
27 26 2444504.5 .257137565947850 2.427501202579606 1.094307298799613 87207 -121268 -47637
28 27 2444508.5 .21512221596C296 2.424924967216455 1.101661935608774 91645 -134101 -52994
29 28 2444512.5 .173003498220033 2.421746913935024 1.108743160716180 96134 -147808 -58750
30 29 2444516.5 .130841119611577 2.417965791499384 1.115548282813954 100682 -162415 -64920
31 30 2444520.5 .089647268991103 2.413580509207208 1.122074669727980 105298 -177950 -71519
32 31 2444524.5 .0C46430614425250 2.408590139339452 1.128319750128014 109993 -194437 -78563
33 32 2444528.5 .004202300334246 2.4029Q3919546475 1.134281015228268 114777 -211899 -86064
34 33 2444532.5 -. 038027055460712 2.396791255155279 1.139956020467132 119661 -230361 -94037
35 34 2444536.5 -.080246764759345 2.389981721362156 1.145342387158529 124653 -249847 -102497
36 35 2444540.5 -. 122446072017589 2.382565065447167 1.150437804105160 129763 -270383 -111461
37 36 2444544.5 -. 164614157304378 2.374541208639982 1.155240029191859 135005 -291999 -120947
38 37 2444548.5 -. 206740139103655 2.365910248511796 1.159746891044918 140400 -314732 -133979
39 38 244552.5 -. 2 49813C77157941 2.356572461476009 1.163956290928503 145983 -338613 -141579
40 39 2444556.5 -. 290821975971239 2.3+6828305819187 1.167866204943330 151803 -363665 -152768
41 40 2444560.5 -. 332755769A-19990 2.336378424407144 1.171474686190535 157913 -389893 -16455542 41 2444564.5 -.374603425853C35 2.325323646338120 1.174779866436872 164359 -417285 -176943
43 42 2444568.5 -. 416353752519539 2.313664987733191 1.177779957264185 171170 -445824 -189928
44 43 2444572.5 -. 457995599074129 2.301403652853637 1.180473251314467 178362 -475495 -203510
45 44 2444576.5 -.499517761455975 2.298541035576529 1.182858123790463 185046 -506285 -217684
46 45 2444580.5 -. 54C909005490420 2.275078720620641 1.184933033749509 193924 -538188 -232454
47 46 2444584.5 -. 582158070716186 2.261018485514327 1.1866696525983237 202300 -571198 -247822
48 47 2444588.5 -.623253675032714 2.246362301935974 1.188147232461141 211075 -605312 -263790
49 48 2444592.5 -.6641845187841C8 2.231112336920461 l.189283873810140 220246 -640532 -280366
50 49 2444596.5 -. 704039289275710 2.215270954277102 1.190105260907202 229811 -676857 -297555
51 50 2444600.5 -. 745506665437222 2.198840715610871 1.190610296300257 239765 -714291 -315364
L CERES RECTANGULAR SPACE CnROINATES
I STED JULIAN DATE X Y PFTURBATIONS 
IN 10-TH DEC
1 '51 2444.04.5 -. 7d5687322434C23 2.181824381294916 1.190797975o13037 250104 -7%2837 
-33900
2 52 2444S)8.5 -. 826033936117751 2.154224911342401 1. 1 90 6 6 7 3 8Q92 47 250318 -792500 -352374
3 53 244461Z.5 -.9o97119353321 2.146045466127518 1.1902177?206 18 2
7 1898 -833299 ,-372594
4 54 2444616.5 -. 9'5675773901555 2.127289)406971457 1.18M44825903 528 2P3333 -875212 -392971
5 55 2444620.5 -.945136398402713 2.10796029657731R 1.18~358377916508 295108 -918282 -414017
6 56 2444624.5 -. 984341791784257 2.088061899299589 1.186947562310920 307209 -962517 -435749
7 57 244462.5 -1.023280708578127 2.067598181244321 1.18215392256708 319618 -1007038 -458193
8 59 2444632.5 -1.0Q6194933705455 2.046573310250921 1.183151550251320 332324 -1056577 -481343
9 59 2444636.5 -1.100314297103380 2.024991655930350 1.133785821273
7 ?0 345323 -1102471 -505256
10 60 2444640.5 -1.13P386628331581 2.002857790045027 1.1780880Q3999382 358526 -1151658 -529951
11 61 2444644.5 -1.176147861794C78 1.980176487224490 1.175068362274345 372259 -1202171 -555456
12 62 2444648.5 -1.21359643010C355 1.956952725302962 1.17172672650319 386258 -1254024 -591791
13 63 2444652.5 -1.250692895306847 1.933191684535309 1.168053394482324 400647 -1307221 -609968
14 64 2444656.5 -1.2b7454765762206 1.908898745892458 1.16407e681716020 415441 -1361760 
-636996
15 65 2444560.5 -1.323 61730166591 1.884079489628327 1.159773011727786 430646 -1417643 -66585
16 66 2444664.5 -1.3599029982A9456 1.859739694133021 1.1551469166150?4 446253 -1474R75 -695647
17 67 2444668.5 -1.395567868785939 1.83288533448225-6 1.15C201037305632 462292 -1533470 -725297
18 68 2444672.5 -1.43C845724265C97 1.806522581669263 1.144936124750309 478736 -1593442 -757852
19 69 2444676.5 -1.465726037095794 1.779657301144950 1.139353039478870 495600 -1654809 
-790332
20 70 2444680.5 -1.500198374502162 1.752297551182615 1.133452752805191 512891 -1717591 -823756
21 71 2444684.5 -1.534252404158615 1.724448581396750 1.127236346809262 530618 -1781R05 
-858145
22 72 2444688.5 -1.567977899631895 1.696117830816942 1.120735014635021 549796 -1947473 -893520
23 73 2444692.5 -1.601064745827358 1.667312425881441 1.113850060641294 567440 -1014613 -929904
24 74 2444696.5 -1.633832944414420 1.638039678258579 1.106732900487562 586566 -1983244 
-967318
25 75 2444730.5 -1.666082619234942 1.608307082519275 1.099235061121938 606195 -2053383 -1005784
26 76 2444704.5 -1.697894021668610 1.578122313610962 1.091458180680078 626346 -?125049 
-1045323
27 77 2444708.5 -1.729227535947238 1.547493224162530 1.083374008286768 647042 -2198258 -1085958
28 78 2444712.5 -1.760073684386242 1.516427841595643 1.074984403750555 668305 -2273028 -1127712
29 79 2444716.5 -1.790423132469435 1.484934365045440 1.066291337144783 690161 -2349378 -1170609
30 80 2444720.5 -1.823256693687444 1.453021162145895 1.057296898293493 712638 -2427332 -1214676
31 81 2444724.5 -1.8495Q5334055330 1.420696765860932 1.048003246250896 735776 -250691 -1259944
32 82 2444728.5 -1.878400176496783 1.387969871647648 1.039412708945566 759631 -2588150 -1306441
33 83 2444732.5 -1.906672505724124 1.354849334950408 1.028527663058641 784273 -26710,5 -1354193
34 84 2444736.5 -1.934403774041066 1.321344168304478 1.018350683773484 809779 -2755591 -1403216
35 85 2444740.5 -1.9615P560743C692 1.287463537321678 1.007884333974481 836217 -2941757 -1453513
.36 86 2444744.5 -1.98820981076C509 1.253216755771412 .997131362854347 863643 -2929505 -1505094
37 87 2444748.5 -2.014268371876824 1.218613280957399 .986094604569352 892100 -33018797 -1557927
38 88 2444752.5 -2.)39753465880267 1.183662709390326 .974776997067302 921524 -3109599 -1512037
39 89 2444756.5 -2.064657458998552 1.1483747721F5363 .963181580712725 952245 -320L846 
-167411
40 90 2444760.5 -2.09e972911904321 1.112759331169691 .951311497292480 983994 -3295524 -1724048
41 91 2444764.5 -2.11.2692585117372 1.076826374322820 .930169988718739 1016896 -3390590 
-1781940
42 92 2444769.5 -2.135809441625099 1.040586011093083 .926760395579443 1050975 -3486971 -1841083
43 93 2444772.5 -2.158316651227167 1.004048467907523 .914096155808715 1086249 -3584647 -1901468 w
44 94 2444776.5 -2.180207594199142 .967224083291807 .901150803131266 1122737 -3683558 -1963087
45 95 2444780.5 -2.201475864721573 .930123302955636 .887957965451761 1160448 -3763649 -2025928
46 96 2444784.5 -2.222115274367994 .892756674798651 .874511363182748 1199388 -3984864 -2089978
47 97 2444788.5 -2.242119855234918 .855134843794776 .860814807480747 1239556 -3987144 -2155221
48 98 2444792.5 -2.261483863051708 .817268546780923 .84687.2198402469 1280045 -4090428 -2221642
49 99 2444796.5 -2.200201780052920 .779168607142498 .832687522975224 1323541 -4194655 '-2289223
50 100 2444800.5 -2.298268317655157 .740845929389341 .818264853174771 1367320 -4299766 -2357946
1 CERES RECTANGULAR SPACE COOPORINATES 3
L STEP JULIAN DATE x y z PERTURBATIONS IN I0-TH CEC












































































































































































































































































































1 CERES RECTANGULAR SAC C S DI TNATES
L STEP JULIAN OATF y PETURBATInS IN IO-TH DEC
1 51 2445004.5 -2.304070511268453 -1.246683826761711 -. 118760940357307 -2766655 -1957107 -13 E789
2 52 2445r08.5 -2.2909945P184F111 -1.281377796112551 -. 13865273901427 -2912765 -2048315 -1445099
3 93 2445012.5 -2.273141698121238 -1.315737919033520 -. 158509533631307 -3063'51 -2142179 -1504578
4 54 2445016.5 -2.2547836735J75h -1.349756273705140 -. 17832327501d40 -1219699 -223P716 -1565238
5 55 2445020.5 -2.235851165651709 -1.393425096054580 -. 199091955229605 -3380696 -2337958 -1627050
6 56 2445324.5 -2.216336803456329 -1.416736770627729 -. 217809504112430 -3546879 -2439936 -1690000
7 57 2445028.5 -2.196?52121649200 -1. 4 4 968383 6c23676 -. 237471303574955 -3718187 -2544689 -1754074
8 58 2445C32.5 -2.11 5c4Ce7044988 -1.482258909593880 -.257072181620169 -38P4855 -2652255 -1819250
9 59 2445C36.5 -2.15439)78825E758 -1.514455079251597 -. 276607415075874 -40769?0 -2762684 -1985549
10 60 2445C40.5 -2.132',4641)59454 -1.546265113454353 -. 296072230845)01 -4?64466 -2876026 -1952932
11 61 2445044.5 -2.1103513365865151 -1.577682257511640 -. 315461907235352 -4457578 -2992338 -2021404
12 62 2445048.5 -2.03752193?10525 -1.608699835177511 -. 334771774941434 -4656338 -3111680 -2093961
13 63 2445052.5 -2.064165755030388 -1.639311329270264 -. 353q97218445325 -4H60827 -3234119 -2151601
14 64 2445056.5 -2.040290437856693 -1.669510382205047 -. 373133677054570 -5071125 -3359727 -2233326
15 65 2445060.5 -2.015003714268120 -1.699290796451642 -. 392176645508583 -5287310 - 3489534 -2305141
16 66 2445364.5 -1.991034C9789048 -1.723646534933802 -.41112167597S459 -5509458 -3620779 -2383054
17 67 2445068.5 -1.q6562743P723283 -1.75'571721371065 -. 4299643778?4371 -5737641 -3756410 -2455079
18 68 2445072.5 -1.939753799831230 -1.786060640509476 -. 446700419614422 -5971923 -3895586 -2531238
19 69 2445476.5 -1.913400571789673 -1.814107738059960 -. 467325529459847 -6212354 -4038429 -2608557
20 70 2445080.5 -1.8865759C8643935 -1.841707620062088 -.485835495645595 -6458966 -4185066 -2687069
21 71 2445C84.5 -1.i59288035898551 -1.868855C51700031 -. 5042261668)313& -6711768 -4335619 -27668C5
22 72 244503 .5 -1.83154524759093 -1.895544956311170 -. 5224034520797q -6970760 -4490109 
-2847793
23 73 2445092.5 -1.803355904162231 -1.921772415306037 -.540633321756221 -7235940 -4548908 -2930052
24 74 2445096.5 -1.774728428541550 -1.94753266A753823 -. 558541808300443 -7507318 -4811850 -3013604
25 75 2445100.5 -1.745671302667503 -1.972821115430364 -. 576515007227503 -7784900 -4979133 -3098472
26 76 2445104.5 -1.71 193063353963 -1.997633312402847 -. 594249077674029 -8068695 -5150875 -3184685
27 77 2445108.5 -1.6M830?298199256 -2.021964974667952 -.611840243037843 -8358705 -5327206 
-3272278
28 78 2445112.5 -1.656007641709117 -2.045811973898083 -.629294791110049 -8654921 -5508260 -3361289
29 79 2445116.5 -1.625317772142537 -2.069170337708755 -. 646579074410432 -8957329 -5594176 -3451761
30 80 2445123.5 -1.594241407772060 -2.092036248830041 -. 663719510530193 -9269102 -58R5100 -3543741
31 81 2445124.5 -1.562787303586099 -2.114406043947810 -.680702582250184 -9580603 -6081181 -31637278
32 6 2445128.5 -1.530964248096867 -2.136276212772188 -.697524837768608 -9901386 -6282569 -3732426
33 83 2445132.5 -1.499781060031057 -2.157643396985421 -.714182890867406 -10228196 _-6489420- -3929241
34 84 2445136.5 -1.466246585300269 -2.178504389134787 -. 730673421032524 -10560966 -6701889 -3927780
35 85 2445140.5 -1.433369693835672 -2.198856131511917 -. 746993173557094 -10899619 -6920134 
-4C28104
36 86 2445144.5 -1.400159275632586 -2.218695715006035 -. 763138959620701 -11244072 -7144314 -4130277
37 87 2445149.5 -1.366624242792639 -2.23R020377944210 -. 779107656351865 -11594228 -7374590 
-4234354
38 88 2445152.5 -t.332773516606352 -2.256827504934591 -. 794896206884989 -11949984 -7611126 
-4340433
39 89 2445156.5 -1.298616C34609218 -2.275114625713684 -. 810501620417831 -12311225 -7854088 
-4449559
40 90 2445160.5 -1.264160742515763 -2.292879413942714 -. 825920972249850 -12677821 -8103648 
-4558817
41 91 2445164.5 -1.229416591968793 -2.310119685770474 -. 841151403709954 -13049625 -8359982 -4671290
42 92 2445168.5 -1.194392537313156 -2.326833397880634 -. 856190121800800 -13426464 -8623260 
-4736062
43 93 2445172.5 -1.159097533039727 -2.343018645054642 -. 871034398510151 -13808141 -8893642 
-4903215
44 94 2445176.5 -L.12354053230C865 -2.358673657995155 -. 885681570146733 -14194445 . -9171267 -5022820
45 95 2445180.5 -1.087730485826953 -2.373796802123323 -.900129037151473 -14585154 -9456256 
-5144943
46 96 2445184.5 -1.051676340085884 -2.388386577095375 -.914374264366398 -14980089 -9748720 -5269642
47 97 2445188.5 -1.015397034538193 -2.402441615833240 -.928414781130758 -15379015 
-10043768 -5396977
48 98 2445192.5 -.978871499274472 -2.415960683160748 -. 942248181121137 -15781734 -10356508 
-5527010
49 99 2445196.5 -.942138652287806 -2.428942674546221 -. 955872122280201 -16188033 -10672046 -5659802
50 100 2445200.5 -.905197397049630 -2.441386614013993 -. 969284326263640 -16597692 -10995487 -5795415
i r F-cS ocrT NrULtc SrCF C PDT?' THS 3
L STV o  JIILTAt rAT X Y 7 PET'JQB3ATI NS IN 10-TH DFC
1 0' 2445200.5 -. 90107397050667 -2.4413P66130 1754 -.- 992432625a013 -3 -0 -0
2 1 2445204.5 -. q6o0566?0808176 -2.453291652647195 -. 824825178123445 -1543 -235 -103
3 2 744570 . -.8072q192 55?44 -2.4A46570671215'4P -. q9954f47"6017427 -6159 -928 -400
4 3 2445212.5 -. c32 1 05077263A -2. 4754822574095S8 -1.r)09?2H6907T5n92 -13783 -2059 -874
5 4 2445216.5 -. 75552574957543 -2.485766746?30794 -1.0?77?4152?45710 -24368 -3610 -1507
6 5 2445220.5 -. 71757536394!4 4 -2.4c55101'643-62 -1.033)3364555412 -37864 -5560 -22P2
7 6 2445224.5 -. 679669579542491 -2.504712309909024 -1.045191450236'1 -54?22 -7889 -3180
8 7 2445?23.5 -.64151 7145777857 -2.513373025973975 -1.057062954113661 -73392 -10575 -4185
9 P 2445232.5 -.603226'!3001505 -2.521492310354564 -1.068706769956485 -95329 -13598 -5279
10 9 2445216.5 -.56407181435981 -2.529070299643195 -1.08011150958576 -119989 -16938 -6445
11 10 2445240.5 -. 526266999140972 -2.53610719926875 -1.0n1334435426025 -147329 -20578 -7669
12 11 2445?44.5 -.487514860681395 -2.54203320357387 -1.1022 6021211l81 -177309 -24505 -8938
13 12 744524R.5 -.44985935352356 -2.548559137610255 -1.112971365366711 -2049q8 -28712 -10241
14 13 2445252.5 -. 41030003524944' -2.553 c5192246796 -1.1234CIc36c7429 -245017 -33196 -11575
15 14 2445756.5 -. 371072413345534 -2.558852142195176 -1.133645450064067 -292634 -37955 -12936
16 15 2445260.5 -. 332057962221281 -2.563190748585072 -1.143'00305363254 -322665 -42c"8 -14315
l' 16 2445264.5 -. 292974113843545 -2.5f691874482781 -1.153465'06559940 -365031 -48235 -15699
18 17 2445268.5 -.253829259713360 -2.570256482632956 -1.162989526214858 -409667 -53686 -17063
19 18 2445272.5 -. 214631'50225q12 -2.572085635441711 -1.1722'125294514 -456520 -59284 -18380
20 19 2445276.5 -. 1753898910C9186 -2.575180491892233 -1.18130,538960129 -505550 -64986 -19624
21 20 24457?80.5 -. 13611195222638 -2.576842316200313 -1.190103294271253 -556'26 -70756 -20771
22 21 244524.5 -.096806145982415 -2.577972456593045 -1.198651481790890 -610021 -76561 -21799
23 22 74 4 57 8 8 .r -.057480646020090 -2.578572363?81268 -1.206953118873656 -665405 -82374 -22690
24 23 24452q2.5 -. 01P1435"6603914 -2.5'864357734R336 -1.21500'276340226 -"22956 -88169 -23427
25 24 2445296.5 .021196986604605 -2.578187729798557 -1.222813078051090 -782346 -93926 -23992
26 25 2445300.5 .060533017338182 -2.577206542860679 -1.230369700165788 -843852 -90624 -24372
20 26 2445304.5 .099956539456142 -2.575701825589562 -1.237676370730348 -907349 -105244 -24553
29 27 24453n8.5 .137159627752136 -2.573675473910697 -1.244732369103104 -972813 -110773 -24523
29 28 2445312.5 .15943440P661540 -2.5?112o468876990 -1.251537025426110 -1040223 -116194 -24270
30 29 2445316.5 .217673060932982 -2.568065875273987 -1.258089720105602 -1109547 -121496 -23783
31 30 2445'20.5 .?56867816272175 -2.564486840257530 -1.264389883302755 -1180'3 -126670 -23053
32 31 2445324.5 .296010950961533 -2.560394592036701 -1.270436994441951 -1253878 -131707 -22073
33 32 2445128.5 .335094841485073 -2.555791438614790 -1.276230581746432 -1328839 -136606 -20836
34 33 2445332.5 .3'4111825?1P042 -2.550670766595663 -1.281F70221507271 -140563q -141368 -19340
35 34 2445336.5 .413054391277711 -2.545062039941627 -1.287055539164356 -1484249 -146002 -17587
36. 35 2445340.5 .451Q15036597496 -2.538940798664072 -1.2Q2086205806150 -1564639 -150524 -15582
37 36 2445344.5 .4906;6326000119 -2.532318656083334 -1.296961940414104 -1646756 -154948 -13331
38 37 2445348.5 .529360882683743 -2.525198300576818 -1.301382507306180 -17305?8 -159278 -10839
39 38 2445352.5 .56703138754016' -2.51"5824P55c'27 -1.305647715441644 -1015912 -163503 -8101
40 39 2445356.5 .606390578315740 -2.509474036723176 -1.'09657417933124 -1902317 -167595 -5102
41 40 2445360.5 .644731249439253 -2.500875847444405 -1.313411512037682 -1991202 -171524 -1925
42 41 2445364.5 .682046252841543 -2.401790879295948 -1.316909938990818 -2081026 -175258 1746
43 42 2445368.5 .721128498413761 -2.482222160039555 -1.320152683617899 -2172255 -178770 5630
44 43 2445372.5 .75807C9548q4433 -2.472172"86'75047 -1.3231397'4052P55 -2264955 -182036 9P40
45 44 2445376.5 .796765650411957 -2.461645916255918 -1.325871280997873 -2358791 -185034 14390
46 45 2445390.5 .834408672517399 -2.450644771936764 -1.328347317251570 -2454330 -187741 11204
47 46 2445384.5 .871890169644669 -2.43017263837A395 -1.330568037274752 -2550535 -190134 24565
48 47 2445388.5 .909204346294529 -2.427232861722572 -1.332533636587144 -2648270 -192189 30217 0
49 48 2445392.5 .946344473132527 -2.414828847670947 -1.334244351320116 -2747199 -193879 36266
50 49 2445396.5 .983303877180504 -2.401964060914437 -1.335700457749503 -2847285 -195178 42725
51 50 2445400.5 1.020075946931442 -2.388642023983437 -1.336902271828357 -2948493 -196054 49613
Fr c c zr LL SA C r''-y T
L STFD JUL If" r T x Y 
C rT JZ 3tcI !S 10-TH P
1 51 2445404.5 1.05654171444444 -2. 74866162548 10 -1.3'7
1 r 1474 54 1  -3050'o0 -lob 64* 56045
2 52 24 4 54 09.5 1.0303 1940432923 -2. 360640572999003 -1.338S444825 5J3 -315414? -196412 64743
3 53 2445412.5 1.12970'1294440570 -2. 1456r:848448011 -1.33R)-S70551020') -3251'20 
-'95824 73323
4 54 2445416.5 1.165160 444836- -2.330953~"512O73 -1.331'42-02362- 
2 -3367? ~ - C45Q :81805
5 55 2445420.5 1.20089017n8 ) 10 -2.31 5 0310270 7t,2 -1. 3 3 01070~ -3470?43 
-19?244 91108
6 56 2445424.5 1. 2 6411743863215 -2.2993118577370 -1.338705603002566 -3577545 -1905;0 
103046
57 244542R.5 1.2'1692452548'63 -2.282892362236993 
-1.3382294A3289018 -3635753 -18738 111334
8 58 2445432. 1.30673517741295 -2.266045768569043 -1.33741293P765610 -3794941 -183 10 122285
9 59 2445416. 1. 3 4 153 3 '00 45POo3 -2.24P'6077 515 -1.3363466P334 246 -3C04739 - 10 13 133820
10 61 2445440.5 1.376082201207552 -2.231087336580856 -1.3350313979~s67 -401 394 -1743 4 145966
11 61 7445444.5 1.41 07466559375 -2.27120
836399 0 4 706 -1.37 46777 0523 -4125765 -168294 159764
12 62 2445448.5 1.444405225220898 -2.194460129108096 -1.3315566004'0i38 -423 627 -161310 172257
13 63 2445457.5 1.479169063187773 -2.175547908277612 - 1. 3295065 01 0609 -4 251567 -153208 186491
14 64 2445456.5 1. 511657422871373 -2.156224453345351 -1.3272C4776110328 -4441~9Q -144175 201513
15 65 2445460.5 1.544867608680413 -2.136502801700800 -1.324745812158554 
-4579100 -133865 217358
16 66 7445464.5 1.577792986315394 -2.1153P735514156 
-1.321952660963724 -4693114 -122291 234077
1' 67 2445469.5 1.61042'9P2448527 -2.05882482166232 -1.319916249466348 
-4839451 -109380 251712
18 68 2445472.5 1.642767085040099 -2.074992589597701 -1.315637537465612 
-4925739 -95058 270303
19 69 2445476.1 1.67490484325rR99 -2.05372212943147B -1.31211
- 5 1 71 816 C0 -5042?03 -7'254 287983
20 70 2445480.5 1.7065-5867374626 -2.032075594400709 -1.30a357212915039 
-5160684 -61897 310524
21 71 2445484.5 1.737954828806224 -2.013057518111182 -1.304357681045886 
-5279423 -42919 332240
22 72 2445499.5 1.760056460049309 -1.987672474425914 -1.300120000134391 
-5399068 -22253 355091
23 73 2445492.5 1.79935554652'91 -1.964925C76896840 -1.295645316244986 
-5519675 165 379089
24 74 2445496.5 1.830286967181017 -1.941819978228672 -1.2Q0?34752302005 
-5641304 24308 404305
25 75 2445500.5 1.860405613203739 -1.918361869787283 -1.285989498363556 
-5764025 53501 430767
S 6 76 2445504.5 1.890186469311189 -1.894955481163181 -1.280810765522673 -5887910 78525 458514
27 -' 2445504.5 1.0196245'3240625 -1.870405570787700 -1.2753c9705644439 
-6013039 108513 487577
28 78 2445512.5 1.948715024194804 -1.845916970541118 -1.269757860768635 
-6139491 140409 517987
29 79 2445516.5 1.977452983417386 -1.821094495162527 -1.263886262972015 
-6267344 174507 54076P
30 0O 2445520.5 2.005933674802290 -1.795943031177750 -1.257186333885520 
-6396661 210558 582941
31 81 2445574.5 7.03385?784882763 -1.770467490393749 -1.251459433915336 
-6527498 248680 617530
32 82 2 4 4 5529.5 2.061504461823944 -1.744672P1
7 71t " 06 -1.244906C51535356 -6659007 28P911 653568
33 83 2445532.5 2.088785314118283 -1.718563590992003 -1.238130303092959 
-6793954 331303 .691093
34 84 2445536.5 2.115690410137304 -1.692146021551423 -1.231130933060545 
-6929723 375005 '30145
35 85 2445540.5 2.14221 278626850 -1.665423554?89089 -1.223910314294749 
-7067303 422758 770763
16 86 2445544.5 2.16355500872381 -1.638402867387832 -1.216'69947647674 
-7206795 471898 P12993
37 8F 2445540.5 2.194106'51328675 -1. 6 1107872152183 
-1.20911136225809 -7348314 523349 856837
38 88 24455-?.5 2.21946471751642 -1.58348411204173 -1.21096114959
14 8  
-7491962 577130 902353
39 89 2445556.5 2.244429191944024 -1.555506'62331730 -1.10245'90113033 
-7637853 623251 049557
40 90 2445560.5 2.269'83978108011 -1.527431029717462 -1.184541999476117 
-7786086 691718 998473
41 91 2445564.5 2.293137002835)62 -1.498992151664133 -1.176026381874230 
-7936783 752531 1049120
42 02 2445569.5 2.31691021406240 -1.4702R530663105 -1.167300603041852 
-8090041 815687 1101520
43 93 2445572.5 2.340"3)9631372403 -1.441316060815659 -1.158366355435923 
-8245978 881175 1155687
44 q4 2445576.5 2.3631?1335960457 -1.4120894'3425148 -1.14922535804'23 
-8404700 948992 1211638
45 95 244580.5 2.385611470710785 -1.38261099063132" -1.139a7935623418 
-8546318 1019090 1269386
46 96 2445,84.5 2.407676240199148 -1.352885998069034 -1.130330121575305 
-8730940 1091476 1323942
47 07 2445589.5 2 .429 3 1IQl104853 - 1.322q1 0099646 c9 
-1.120570451731984 -8898677 1166111 1390315 
P
48 98 2445592.5 2.450514810510754 -1.292718168882011 -1.110629170358060 
-9069639 1242961 1453510 0
49 99 2445596.5 2.471281329664720 -1.262286245514758 -1.1004P112703368
0  
-9243937 1321982 1518530




PERTURBATIONS IN OSCULATING ELEMENTS
AT FUTURE DATES
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LMSC-D4 20943
Appendix D
PERTURBATIONS IN OSCULATING ELEMENTS AT FUTURE DATES
Appendix D contains the perturbations in the orbital elements for the first 50 minor
planets at successive 400-day dates from 1973 November 14 (244 2000.5) through
1983 September 23 (244 5600.5). The dates of osculation are contained in the page
headings. All of the perturbations are with respect to elements osculating at the
initial standard date 1972 October 10 (244 1600.5). However, to find the mean
anomaly at an osculating date see par. 4.4, Example 6.
NUM Number of the minor planet
DEL ARGPER Perturbation in degrees of the argument of perihelion
DEL NODE Perturbation in degrees of the longitude of the ascending node
DEL INCL Perturbation in degrees of the inclination
DEL MO Perturbation in degrees of the mean anomaly at the initial
standard date 244 1600.5 (Also see par. 4.4, Example 6.)
DEL A Perturbation in astronomical units of the semi-major axis
DEL E Perturbation in the eccentricity
DEL MDM Perturbation in the mean daily motion, which is expressed
in seconds of arc per mean solar day
D-1
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY. INC.
GECOUD IF UINI OLANFTS 'SCULATIC IS JUL!I! DfTc 24420)0.5 6
NU DFL APEPED DEL ,fnF DEL INCL ntL MO DFL 8 DEL F r)EL MM
1 .428021q17534 -.001668327179 -. 003247593975 -.42894769458? .00160936027625 -.00)33425117211 -.67246831416
2 -. 03440501171n .00C'3039138 .001415670039 .371573889446 -. 00055457095426 -.00020401647091 .23146897902
3 -.07a037536849 -. 02766416'163 -. 000571461421 .104510471080 .00162215484683 -. 10059721451934 -,74200424160
4 .106994524569 -.001373070457 -.00o270181149 -. 141259950728 .00014n75415044 -.00020270067949 -.C9736816080
5 -. 007418913497 .007196P72q? 8 .00382098P44 . 0 5 4 ;8 3 2 5 30 0 2 -.00050202332871 .00347382521678 .2Q579036237
6 .062948840685 -. 002281332645 .00)14095068 -.064745G75786 .0004S?98533126 .00013073555824 -.26298746701
7 -. 027599677167 -.034490228827 -.005477539199 -.365725762426 .00067781476903 -. 00102058063338 -.41002976776
8 -. 071253410730 -. 0000071o7613 .00 3025554'21 .106'53140003 -. 00 33 378Q4171 .00'15554378651 .26151004793
9 -. 133350506549 -.n04671907907 .00)277459494 .171565649191 -. 00068031941738 .00004868898163 .41210252423
10 -. 435308367061 -. 042472758480 -.00585025 419 .23279737262 .03140043643707 .00189644425329 -.425439C4411
11 -. 185062414348 -. 000909093655 .00)070721810 .179708514119 .00106990695122 .00034969250755 -.60423897161
12 .07654728451? -. 0165079 6?89 -.00)991950472 -.03)051462211 -. 0o009128202329 .00001189221607 .05831311609
13 .603725P67055 -. 0'564~c092'1 -. 011744750033 -.635R'2509600 .00240246123435 -.00)76597247601 -1.19879927163
14 -. 184905785536 -.023720806861 -.001749559802 .28384504697 -. n00241135325841 .00394504879286 1.19272711403
15 .03201891781 -. 001110768699 -.000287246241 -.065592413430 .00093332' 9QQ4 .00028P93715015 -. 39062081135
16 -. 1042P4 2 23 .000n87520064 .009055330554 .138998366827 .0010n886187474 .00)15588461533 -.03966865402
17 -. 042524248482 -. 0n2149561064 .0001782273 9 -.008252280%37 .00134540027275 .00059290480797 -.74687402937
18 -. 0304l1'70449 .003363744378 .003681150025 .062679391071 -.0004600338 8596 .00026206113276 .30665518604
19 -. 071799275367 -. 001091839596 .00017549A321 .109544502193 -.n0032907792135 .00316279657684 .19800943296
20 -. 080710537732 -. 014593876003 .00006583 26 .069648480181 -.00001064403001 .00305475175769 .00629469391
21 -. 214750173045 -. 009922533547 -.000888870514 .159108491534 .00112911498026 .00009696154209 -. 64922337648
22 -. 197973534356 -.010402718704 .001021173999 .226636751726 -. 00121987692862 .000202338V7064 .45001574513
23 -. 033454790220 -. 002965670365 .003242'77475 .023873Q6359 -.00072945876718 -. 000220712610P4 .34369332818
24 -. 163500495828 .000591245618 -. 00)n38492578 .190233054687 .00064614756113 .00013181718980 -. 19709872930
25 .014526635619 -. 010512282501 -.000005596581 .025523974196 -.00034976593611 -. 00324894996842 .2CP50715922
26 .1117 3 Q920175 -. 014"
' 190 06 -. 000430347456 -. 128336767510 -. 00007760914394 -.00022480992711 .03594491132
27 -. 092864820144 -.0N1111124955 -.00)027613386 .1014313q2264 -. 00061079685041 -. 00000)00C464101 .38528317052
28 -. 128924688386 -. 006311616053 -. 001003050031 .110194599'58 .00113094660828 .00016062286620 -. 46854309231
29 -. 269004038379 -.021484578796 -. 000116338185 .272409909263 .00164942724386 -. 00063151278518 -.84112562767
30 -. 083670055290 -. 000994750033 .000050310139 .119556530892 -.00059466663734 .00023326042500 .36800'32035
31 -. 042172190932 -. 011804093621 -. 0021A0456725 .021918316270 .00063615255046 .00016423255245 -. 19135731831
32 .1713078677?2 -.004404519183 -. 000081435305 -.13696614201 -.0007078089311 -.00012343146371 .01497615919
33 .02876Q085726 -.009142841980 .009523791075 -.021711969035 -.000c2697920870 .00041717077054 .35612649542
34 -.095017317057 -.012977485'7 1 .000]493936719 .082890217247 -.00017107957595 -.00017193194885 .07693214301
35 -.021774607951 -.02174451547C -. 001149962333 -.000594405235 .00360952491997 -. 00334276485755 -.20935588509
36 -. 05CP55973937 -. 103354641866 .0063415R2273 .030541709559 .00219124688529 -.00101271630362 -.93005647408
37 -. 114037184405 -.003171?60437 .000512440842 .136396654118 -.00098297&4568 .00 1 1885103538 .46099873230
38 -. 089325214401 -. 000674079569 -. 000125941645 .060978537PAq .0010431875P659 .00026676576873 -.4466311P334
39 -. 171983825210 -.053753812554 .010231837539 .115474866889 -.0007506579560b -.00112131147336 .31324405121
40 -. 452455286631 -. 009979694300 -. 001215329141 .376738160343 .00005950440736 -.00067982186761 -.04093558985
41 -. 030343879416 -. C0310'55 747 -. 0009q0559698 .081255262387 .00008666033033 -.00024435175411 -.03636493013
42 .059695649867 -.00880?266756 -.00)634788972 -.061439032412 -.00054435647664 .00024194192197 .31149157472
43 .070040186692 .000813601175 -.000424421436 -.0R5'21391402 .00053597512583 -.00323744410277 -. 39578531987
44 -.004569685822 -.000798247525 .000238634787 .083221543842 -.00035511686652 -.00005066915316 .20714060357
45 .208428139431 .00217A735359 .000699895000 -. 185369991719 -.00107385013530 -. 00022177060963 .46804764531
46 -. 170'59110262 -. 02534157549 -. 00307016c686 .1950596 807 .00146087193679 .00006795527258 -. 76725600076
47 .063823792389 .000538)80698 .00)437979688 -.029784332968 -.00041499153215 .00324884484110 .15730475566
48 .349199052670 -. 005930071042 .001186130844 -.285376572654 -.00079205695911 .00032543556347 .24325630661
49 -. 033327678011 -.004151199031 -. 000168556143 .009202572361 -.00020028081192 .00025801060354 .06305926316
50 -. 130844305022 -.05226S569091 .000414965854 .101758846769 .00206129732587 -.00033233932001 -.95917979977
GROUP CF MINOR PLANETS OSCULATION [S JULIAN DATF 2442400.5 6
NUM DEL APRPER DEL NODE DEL INCL DEL MO ;)EL A DEL E DEL 
MDM
I 1.810999074914 -. 186702230621 -. 0b1485420065 -1.873424040087 .004645d6341486 
-. 00137604579362 -1. 93973984803
2 -. 060249575854 -. 01310C8487470 .004374487718 .114390261835 .00124453014256 
-. 33106820740954 -. 51902522098
3 -. 240505299505 -. 052936915090 .005982296258 .152t00134819 .00230955692070 
-. 00152852937322 -1.28443024683
4 .23015t373015 -. 00064186393 -. 0C0166014116 -. 237367524274 -. 0C04r996422552 
-. 00041185604667 .31026602097
5 -. 072333411390 .001109872974 .000380180247 .102782499911 .0001OO 
39775194 .03068302772616 -. 0964599229
6 .101889086338 -. 004693179773 -. 000116181717 -. 130026917464 .00039994319867 
.03032673999119 -. 232199402C3
7 .052793361416 -. 0452255C0755 -. 005827618222 -. 104105259103 .03049885789826 
-. 00109065349067 -. 30180186264
8 -. 266597664184 -. 01257 528356 -. 001750152285 .240884266885 .00038206706243 
-. 30015384368387 -. 28262201266
9 -. 365075437770 -. 02413332182 -. 001159652195 .399495626236 .0007614971104
2 
-. 0003852919d638 -. 46092811747
10 -I.95839927217 -. 1703583791877 -. 00,185996825 1.316097552339 -. 00517502989540 
.00332631657652 1.56617363530
11 -. 627154568116 -. 009466363008 -. 000432379760 .607397225693 -. 00008444311419 
.00014904442989 .04771802205
12 .159443826786 -. C249Cll115206 .000326051292 -. 147361848067 -. 00074075407923 
.03005210075252 .47337561583
13 1.493781891251 -. 165093884152 .001853510853 -1.444679385389 .00000509208947 -. 00063678388401 
-. 00254384714
14 -. 268714291851 -. 025329983102 -. 002111413246 .397551619325 -. 00215014571677 
.0)112980593222 1.06339177911
15 .058334473273 -. 013383911333 -. 001595104326 -. 101506248840 .00053793703287 
.00055719999844 -. 25219212245
16 -. 644323502213 -. 007816126057 .000746691720 .592899123060 .00334745802661 
.000443C9834631 -i.39975384696
17 -. 392488555597 -. C1125b172063 -. 000234381593 .403b53208861 -. 00056344269919 
.03095850081856 .31308710462
18 -. 170749036886 .000917444711 .000366973588 .151452074198 .00037674458761 
.00023617099678 -. 25102082951
19 -. 298951562923 -. 071380684178 .000639079479 .329091959506 .00128141451927 
-. 0001138314731 -. 73149702787
20 -. 200333289744 -. 008912415844 .000297202327 .214942942079 -. 00066724729692 
.00015423714795 .39473291649
21 -. 254383794025 -. 017770061320 -. 000948809547 .262696131460 .00027129430330 
-. 00030241624305 -. 15605865170
22 -. 280594358959 -. C11578074784 .00 3 0 36 546676 .347374399120 -. 00197897942961 
.00050814779262 .73028891742
23 -. 008665656827 -. 026225766742 -. 003853979221 .073499987146 .00078821267051 
-. 00098304056700 -. 37574511565
24 -. 357703176531 .000072455474 -. 000064418729 .356779315276 .00220556449784 
.00036780678865 -. 67236056638
25 .077028203475 -. 028320023721 -. 003283205074 -. 052010254276 .00032791063269 
-. 00052872552347 -. 19540951857
26 .195913078940 -. 018233002183 -. 000033185709 -. 1911111468772 -. 00102042313428 -.
C053929060748 .47282191714
27 -. 174385458111 -. 001464598241 -. 000029004550 .215193811699--.00060251210519 
-. 00004889467691 .38005557740
28 -. 220179291642 -. 007867747594 -. 000003817708 .181457715596 .00093526808487 
.00023009234974 -. 38750900756
29 -. 298502744121 -. 041982948729 .0C2301707933 .197972583570 .00113103762520 
-. 00189685563719 -. 57691902272
30 -. 396914864101 -. 007339184351 -. 001372847080 .388709949308 .00089422077252 
.00016306799533 .55295007537
31 -. 110507518144 -. 016707844221 .003223756187 .085615033364 -. 00012140698331 
.00033169404127 .03653068244
32 1.326712862134 -. 147641646268 .004078773557 -1.329820043575 .00263555011017 
.00013506299023 -1.30064834003
33 .094064946377 -. 009984819892 .000525899131 -. 068678375705 -. 00205721102556 .00061632399009 
.79072892909
34 -. 257308396565 -. 013339766563 .001025510536 .269490264953 -. 00111090223656 
-. 30033438378018 .49992217549
35 -. 044774846738 -. 023582871701 .000305263244 .018114950290 -.
00022907127227 -. 00061934897313 .07870756106
36 .003904128320 -. 109997213065 .011231047424 .0217692C7880 .00068377009259 
-. 30142552067080 -. 29041942404
37 -. 180204251697 -. 002641882016 .000545442968 .239994372467 -. 00141616553363 
.0003237t074842 .66429695723
38 -. 157220347170 -. 009199423683 -. 000825441961 .123835342798 .00088252217921 
.33041398599734 i-.37787145175
39 -. 066139603C37 -. 053129402666 .010813614838 .059694886309 -. 00133777277419 
-. 00145827275379 .55839078152
40 -. 185448909378 -. 012383163381 -. 001456809866 .139433027824 .00008679313089 
-.00086474023067 -.05970775448
41 -. 101050831756 -.012978797189 -. 001808416066 .146702552986 .00110796162419 
-.00054086341136 -.46471477054 r
42 .133843365431 -.015053296545 -.000043785200 -. 102284907000 -. 00108945023841 
.00032887764106 .62357923943
43 ,.125088805256 -.614C59000641 -.000946391521 -. 153123499178 .00053420669968 
-. 000423393004804 -. 39447983846
44 -. 188048376021 -.001423159101 .000252582654 .212939613932 -. 00073519493419 
-. 00009433906080 .42892530323
45 .687151637107 .001908345246 .000383707890 -. 676183678814 .00076914819030 
.00002407846956 -. 33495675464
46 -. 304787271136 -. 043993016388 .001419969568 .321301331707 .00034220957416 
-. 00044533498222 -. 17982942819
47 -. 176124679459 -. 010728841506 .000883242743 .111044237103 .00267185821744 
.00124600773629 -1.01142544329 o
48 .419346955681 -.016226.399475 .001012840742 -. 364938055326 .00068787124648 
.0078257617959 -.21383394442
49 -. 007558838544 -.028750704030 -. 000320097452 -.005259260510 -. 00104708111482 
.00065738180579 .32979058280
50 -. 104139223033 -. 057581287801 .001155859213 .122376.118215 .00108159776259 
-. 00070039396784 -. 50353C48545
GROUP OF MINOR PLANETS OSCULATICON IS JULIAN DATE 2442800.5 6
NUM DEL ARGPER DEL NODE DEL INCL DEL MO DEL A DEL E DEL MOM
1 3.144809833862 -.282764261454 -. 005569014590 -3.061380820232 .00037979588703 -.00104226146358 -. 15378519331
2 -. 287326240767 -. 015311532925 -.025410668595 .166303216076 .00510999924275 -.33276948630882 -2.12738890827
3 -. 181525070522 -.053029297153 .005682690221 .136107484883 .00233379891148 -.03175530755868 -1.36716807892
4 .809945350244 -. 054203492997 -.001639895013 -. 849414323136 .03127695229746 -. 0001279bb12695 -. 79214554112
5 -. 151590694943 -.C06800440122 .CC0887019034 .184999980167 -.00041675713785 .00083294408189 .20892311445
6 .201393421565 -. 016653608840 .0002667)2467 -. 208778775768 -. 0003f82J-5934427 .000500112t7009 .22225433491
7 .129524502645 -. 06607729u172 -. 005393498320 -. 2016730115b5 .0008179>141590 -. 3099325656313 -. 49476620617
8 -. 197144131242 -. 019171925978 -. 001992743623 .211748154932 .00024509010214 -. 00038555181725 -. 18131174010
9 -. 412743217981 -. 063365026246 .000678410680 .439955500260 -. 00095601489468 -. 00118032352151 .03391989313
10 -1.464259609453 -. 195533361868 -. 006791594043 1.593474730416 -. 00678869937480 .03395495805612 2.05585392262
11 -. 629t66480872 -.010028378012 -.000786305630 .620396459970 .00037077830865 -. 00016141343683 -.20947478379
12 .135659595064 -. 048212554258 .004334907202 -. 170467721549 -. 00022809874785 .09060500232683 .14572555011
13 1.651636235110 -. 167273634779 .002458276512 -1.5734315878 5 .00016018032239 -. 00043116234433 -. 08301526105
14 -. 348114135060 -.033770716516 -.002680*53484 .443860244745 -. 00142738521495 .00128811752505 .70569146451
15 .164803527252 -. 030634455851 .000646 18582 -. 183364016997 -.00039 7 1467152 .00082585034299 .18655248538.
16 -1.042344732148 -.01995L221378 .000492494758 .996283013541 .00071315925423 -.0033045141573t98 -.25980407356
17 -. 503097424968 -.0112161218:- -.000642804904 .524525708461 -. CO004677369614 .90068899713994 .02598385229
18 -. 143176147529 -.000752623168 -.000260134248 .162218869173 .00015024459618 -.03003455952415 -.10011866162
19 -. 305575835948 -.07794510112 .001460910479 .39393983455273 .00019504924890 -. 0J050225505917 -. 11140601741
20 -. 373280855576 -.043621911635 .0C066C477312 .419311857997 .00045847807638 -.03007795404023 -. 27106991234
21 -. 186595917261 -. 025526777285 -.001261319811 .168747799755 .00111093831545 -. 00064962507857 -.63877803747
22 -. 559164675906 -. 024015331939 .002721701843 .648592178772 -.000C5215156800 .3075204910048 .19233080839
23 -. 119265480862 -. 127730123266 -.000380093036 .118950491883 .00413108481264 -.00255491525062 -1.96618024067
24 -. 447751278403 .012668902018 -. 000263556070 .393993110691 .00291336019244 .00063799167679 -. 8888008441
25 .084606779998 -.035884402911 -.001227547534 -.086491557824 .00049515143965 -.00078040694310 -.29504648855
26 .559979432794 -. 020331828335 -.000036527641 -.546736056494 .00018996347659 -.00071815389291 -. 08783216624
27 -. 400415537384 -. 011352787515 -.000118814361 .352447778539 .00067839211697 -.00062343989295 -. 42762774435
28 -. 336879087019 -.017340936956 .000640775956 .326208825976 -.00019457545095 .00050851917521 .0805933673
29 -. 070020205469 -.043480846907 .002068261191 .017614865577 .00075729086807 -.00212876490392 -. 38634911756
30 -. 430697557273 -. 050617037497 -.0C1898929137 .499808755532 -.00021658871329 -.00036954886108 .13400836539
31 -. 154592973489 -. 014643171191 .005234866747 .134341150886 -.00147231361979 .00082599912092 .44324812941
32 1.998287835984 -. 182485805315 .013423312974 -1.927203485724 -.00081870333365 .00146493992199 .40470593728
33 .104356755342 -.010564093966 .000066768835 -.081394096935 -.00100265893201 .00096475525143 .38521383716
34 -. 359950449929 -. 010695894103 .001068645250 .398296001596 -.00045230886204 -.00072942203640 .20348319470
35 -. 083469887621 -. 02633705C527 .000366806505 .099785301136 -.00117811813159 -. 00089333966005 .40495510276
36 .070461053067 -. 110249805359 .009768467649 -.088735153247 .00175002984805 -. 00133508639768 -. 74293451442
37 -. 445216022486 .003895964262 -.0C0451202420 .466797370147 .00058013573378 .00C38182622382 -. 271874C0375
38 -. 218259370418 -. 024571411694 .000776833604 .213241498252 -.0001650f356549 .00079299766217 .07070941020
39 .133490897217 -. 052985768820 .009870723259 -. 176141044300 -.00018235737883 -. 00164523594654 .07607687035
40 .116920964840 -.022244663676 -.001572417487 -. 191061595626 .00031512738440 -. 03095693143072 -. 2502103180
41 -. 172884934695 -. 015231725018 -.002016091646 .184528233091 .00200014789610 -. 00056180797436 -. 83858799732
42 .042130461348 -. 047637618089 .002058381477 -.046541279622 -.00095641271979 .00077536012679 .54739394037
43 .219255164011 -.026047862342 -. 000747466766 -. 213452155684 .00052158253807 -. 00046762938243 -. 38516040472
44 -. 425066714815 -. 017159850555 -.001246206666 .411911749052 .00120795266184 -. 03076118028864 -. 70403382221
45 1.826041193330 -.088949123205 -. 008921380302 -1.975573134980 .00176466836103 .00131022349699 -. 76814520968 I
46 -. 203211093220 -.053074737934 .001509645512 .213600137977 .00112268997596 -.00067369368186 -. 58974011962
47 -. 788993628888 -.027301087684 -. 000915983281 .781384741589 -.00113308454517 .00130056415381 .42963579382
48 .671464564868 -.019347988473 .001220440665 -.658076397143 .00178585318659 .0010t306605529 -. 55491176600
49 .107407432861 -.055347093119 .000836077737 -.092517239373 -. 00236236737978 .00100701518877 '74445054960
50 -.024184823684 -.061572031871 .001329029830 .004859462002 .00209664298795 -. 00081836049015 -.97561087837
rc NW rF M!NnR PLA FTS StrUL TI N I JULA n Tc 2443200.5 6
NUM OFL croF, nr= L LNr0 FL TrL D -L L DE L C EL nDP
I 3.321015330744 -. 2P40606797 -. 005333314276 -3.209767533790 .00051230444188 -. n0087111509264 -. 21417159313
2 -. 179982198981 -. 0439-334964 
-.036806178048 .110112578426 .00399463~q?2 
-. 0031987C289- c7 -1.49538555398
3 -.0982944170'? 




-. 10441,4430997 .004099392?94 
-1.107325454469 
-. 0006151351550 .0010'4344601298 .31R197750297
5 -. 19o846702944 





-.232808104025 .00032295722325 .00083424838997 
-. 187510248547 .?08776531531 
-.058731 14005 -.034152911533 
-. 283154490661 .C00181875184 4 5  -. 00090151991356 -.1:10050144018 -. 107767583395 
-.03056130056C 
-.001962301329 .0541i423cl14  .00053013125"63 -. 3J05124C15190 -. 3,98769726889 -. 279037157157 






-. 00605028505144 .00413627720705 1.83442971176
11 -. 69'024320038 
-. 0109450'6420 
-. 001139262398 .661221580325 .00096719552346 
-.00043962670750 
-.51462604107412 -.003939976588 
-.0465198A4871 .005871756609 .039993468981 
-. 00148519079950 .00101677977971 .94948350972
13 1.761710579056 
-. 1685'6067Pa5 .00 1 06 9130042 -1.-20!26'453)0 .00973Q5309 4 6 4 5 -. 00019540602573 -. 3688199907314 -.466479778228 
-.0337n)891172 
-.001648625881 .57~0?608914r 
-.00227819791093 .001398?6548809 1.1267919671315 .2 7093 003087 -. 03362463240 .001f,50104768 
-. 215 529311I -.00046t 54 1212 .0010131522 051 .22024371722
16 -1.04327315348 
-. 022673165044 .00)496522538 1.031920167716 .00072161331507 
-.00373925137537 
-. 2628828303217 -. 6100668C5155 
-. 019954520216 




-. 002120696744 .078988202389 .00068203534780 
-.00)28637799724 
-.45435691800
19 -. 200947133198 
-.085065868305 .001605333771 .265557479038 .00096691951684 
-. 00072673642569 
-.55205600129
20 -. 551018273040 
-. 032'36'40512 .001604061230 .52091'595077 .00007292557261 -. 000'4349337043 
-. 04312503819
21 -. 1848848,3592 -. 028696336165 -. 001162260816 .139437771220 .00117208q31093 -. 00089355105047 
-.67391808107
22 -1.346369761930 -. 043598329878 .008453704854 1.285689436743 .00n7602179376 .00394518990176 
-. 32287577901
23 -. 03152841206 
-. 13870015)903 .003488761436 .064926590882 .00218568-55295 
-.00327586515600 
-1.0412345501624 -. 526231589582 
-.005687778823 







-. 1,286194897426 1.819731366279 -.026950913092 -. 004979469720 -2.057353663095 .00265484034061 
-.00104840q99879 
-1.22801773296
27 -. 342133959269 
-. 012784008555 -.000077276659 .340038468185 .00013600304648 





-. 7881669899530 -. 304290590586 -. 064A31997551 -. 00239326P132 .361'O2354023 .3004Q566539490 -. 00358426042040 
-. 30038073253
31 -. 093778569106 -.022514391603 .005318548335 .107300742991 -. 0n294899819210 .00133181757132 .88933202707
32 2.038669673'99 
-. 183970241o20 .013446159960 -1.940272963005 -.00068388879546 .001741204-4052 .313904165044
33 -. 002117'Q0137 -. 06'6252371AO -. 001843043020 .100873324325 -.00328641904908 .00109506431511 1.26387785296
34 -. 798336042360 -.04777)473234 -.004577329188 .712359830443 .00297904035897 -. 00213473519283 -1.33806401367
35 -. 083054791921 -. 02859716"48 -. 002A33776234 .133391105300 -. C003409P20562 -. 00152302683703 .01171499158
36 .131471071476 -. 123613712294 .004754602953 -. 179943078045 .00202823392256 -.00140203728381 
-.86093074623
37 -. 583109047806 -.028932076642 -.002281899542 .617605495067 -.00064443024941 -. 000171c9740037 .3;0217987336
39 -. 19R150P33309 -. 02236Q427556 .00223462P308 .229935062864 -.00397251433896 .00116687500307 .41675603406
39 .215927260371 -.065605486190 .008154402697 -.285856023474 .00027093635688 -. 00191133442519 -. 11300761678
40 .482098218843 -. 022612049223 -.0012191'3283 -.532314532438 -.0003044Pa37414 -. 00104083593584 .20051312598
41 -. 229582438165 -. 022097880163 -.001392366984 .262347878011 .00097399263041 -.00070155036211 -. 40854861807
42 -. 066001587715 -.049090315687 .033121876643 .125291834233 -.00175461670673 .03084844023245 1.00464949322
43 .40051P141'61 -. 0'Q0644642?2 .003636103461 -.467536951717 .00042684218630 .00347018963901 -.31521673403
44 -. 394992591409 -.058101912771 -. 001032566002 .403337386468 .00015003802599 -.00149586117378 -.0:8749475763
45 2.305444258804 -. 157484190331 -. 007239304984 -2.2992480535)' -.00173527633360 .00261161455509 .75656640024 I
46 -. 178895377147 -. 05285q180398 .001396446279 .152419894833 .00171641274397 -.00099451186112 -.90135311638
47 -. 924671662662 -. 035796329077 -. 000902566670 .973779105425 -.00151731906145 .00127098190061 .57542348630
44 .90'815'2141 -. 02A241056326 .003442122014 -.9214A3482227 .001'C379049732  .00122224341308 -. 55737632354 0
49 .225314273102 -. 054977647738 .001809389992 -. 180255394323 -.00381792280135 .00105176928296 1.20384583854
50 .012780227640 -. 06751245f180 .000965716254 -.069520878169 .00253017489974 -.00108699210525 -1.17 10158827 c
GCUO rF MINQ PLA'E'T S OSCULATlN IS JULIN OD&T 24436005 6
NUM DEL ARCPER nFL NOOF OEL 'NrL DEL MO DEL A DFL E DEL MDM
1 3.499270404802 -. 25300626531 -. 005605201066 -3.42237690154 .00139560835814 -. 00063723349157 -. 58324633761
2 -. 112310002409 -.050461215298 -. 04)794445197 .041099?77085 .0047430033815 -. 00317658459720 -1.76713249246
3 -. 035847950308 -. O093'9765598 .002015767724 -. 06137446R254 .003399504A337' -. 00201546741247 -1.55374570900
4 1.ORR57591569 -. 105510(20199 .004222907201 -1.055398019645 -. 00041945294130 . )0117678J17037 .26044362564
5 -. 308947182271 -. 017979836051 .001803648965 .399111101699 -. 00039504566703 .00136020070677 .19709090199
6 .077409106983 -. 0509'1209063 .006312054100 -.034189047430 -.00000316153079 .00102R66410921 .52471063670
7 .248346561937 -.068464122)16 -. 004364013471 -. 314162398884 .00060802949346 -.30066842446548 -.36732807794
8 -. 021806867881 -. 030630564388 -. 001436841194 .323886992800 .00001932609179 -.00061149635007 -.01420SP0856
7 -. 172094995454 -. 0666q047722 .000154169065 .160106702679 .00071379612304 -.0013294 879909 -. 43206588662
10 -1.7107R4587356 -. 707406465190 -. 0072)5633301 1.842365743036 -. 00471524715596 .00447554096761 1.42676404080
1t -. 735309919481 -. 0210'!e90o46 -. 033659346548 .702951990475 .0003671353505 -. 00070538426086 -. 20741827895
12 -. 066553225832 -.04 71Ii'33471 .005649854215 .106028732029 -.0010447112,608 .00104617265753 .66772706537
13 1.865339104232 -. 178Q34311978 .003832856076 -1.823352557811 .00017c78474848 .00307782294170 -.087P0023864
14 -. 54116'765001 -. 033871136275 -. 031614549791 .688449006335 -.00283196825062 .00162255417296 1.40106075303
15 .051817022311 -.052187538484 .007417340139 -. 109121916179 -. 00043923554576 .00159855395385 
.20601474506
16 -1.047109794588 -. 0299gq409036 .00090239074 1.330317803277 .00173972029286 -. 00113955085340 -.63350242622
17 -. 721162485683 -. 019 .6349064 -.003433877792 .733315300004 -.00073974259646 .00051454352316 .13319547805
18 -. 047100724041 -.020907928822 -.001161085012 .337067009187 .00031548154323 -.00047961431820 -. 21020888261
14 -. 1547902-3609 -. 001689146848 .001452071'47 .1943810Q1646 .00105121924295 -.00394437760183 -. 60016045781
20 -.454619750068 -. 034406484072 .001594310039 .428171713542 .00047164060878 -.00085150452651 -.27885020414
21 -. 148334405589 -. 029236562121 -. 001193667335 .130569375029 .00071465959014 -. 00110964732239 
-. 41100544255
22 -1.694514283288 -. 050972818561 .007541570730 1.714173907036 -.00153284937704 .00333475299418 .56554806533
23 .042109269009 -. 138169541951 .002800490061 -.335301744185 .00301439617299 -. 00319336620473 -1.43545695545
24 -. 5005o'133112 -. 029139277202 -. 000562028401 .4'466419o839 .00088073128924 .00142276469058 -. 26863028245
25 .371736033194 -.110073072010 -.025163165080 -.422410216190 .00158808758270 -.,00047500114193 -.94575756341
26 2.662833106089 -. 078507862298 -. 007190493299 -2.787827681550 -.00061P82008110 -. 00039763554367 .29714484535
27 -. 251645541561 -. 012677683946 -. 000101712044 .211867259928 .00062831401792 -.00101941636363 -.39607133268
28 -. 596843122032 -.040663679014 .001784603305 .629377301379 .00105612074327 .00112346668225 -.43755800744
29 .403607875789 -. 064175616542 .000934445060 -.495893317853 .00134645691753 -. 00228480022739 -.
68672761381
33 -. 236795081153 -.075830747977 -.002121482352 .275916956307 .00049781776025 -.00078176683971 -. 30789491052
31 -. 029828689138 -. 027896218828 .007421091055 .083116984503 -.00351896876732 .00156717304622 
1.06026401104
32 2.032355957290 -. 187629380900 .012828157504 -1.965385952346 -.00011643999495 .00201541969076 .05753923797
33 -. 053699047676 -. 080012217568 -.000571891233 .224203447586 -.00409714903400 .0012171524821 1.57622391514
34 -. 547659310203 -. 10983343028A -. 004704958923 .547515610866 .00049179911528 -. 00309622204470 -. 22115178010
35 -. 212521946720 -.100272130097 -. 010353989295 .293567160559 .00376765466102 -.00279667095925 -1.29238628703
36 .189290756793 -. 144697439704 .004630756385 -.239734425297 .00163832086652 -. 00153505602450 -. 69554637050
37 -. 510343841428 -. 031027290450 -.002778453608 .561214637226 -.00014979410535 -.00339414633026 .07022353970
38 -. 392016336031 -.03553278333 .002936746596 .401287509874 .00104506724416 .00161417024355 -.44743555792
39 .301194363077 -. 076984659265 .009581052506 -.3'0261418309 -.00038320494426 -.00217019827583 .15988207724
40 .874592595002 -.024715482887 -. 001219990724 -.991698044141 .00089152318704 -.00045860661674 -.61303511097
41 -. 289602455072 -. 022306153620 -. 000034239629 .366420177612 .00043701234854 -. 0007385676'446 
-. 18335268837
42 -. 131205654718 -. 190617811348 .003031815295 .190289736540 -.00119306340868 .00075908404742 .68292157961
43 .4297366?0599 -.077254420092 .003982856503 -.429219170233 -. 00022851221847 .00091960933469 
.16881569645
44 -. 280794423579 -. 064108895138 -. 001068619989 .280307281155 .00074925023405 -. 00151086348300 
-. 43670057765
45 2.315853175125 -. 160848219908 -. 007201044980 -2.286534580693 -.00148090215696 .00287008547280 .64558583950
46 -.148368819027 -. 063191145142 .001450819438 .121991543605 .00123006199769 -. 00124463054883 -.64610745575
4' -1.055335042649 -. 0363089c6740 -. 001740929843 1.104696436432 -.00069660231593 .00116647480075 .26408313943
48 1.259712453844 -. 045165935306 .001118468340 -1.268139234879 .00084532838676 .00134858705829 -.26276499241
49 .281343793013 -. 063968745697 .002160994269 -.260317545064 -.00100587763990 .00179804170916 .31680779366
50 .045475975807 -. 080721522758 .001013030996 -. 104523996080 .00204849194289 -.00131400999359 -.95322684776
GRCUP CF "'NOR PLVIFTS 0SrTiPtTiN !S JULI t nTC 2444000.5 6
NUM DEL APrPFD OFL FCOF E L I'CL nFL 'MO r.L EL E DEL VDM
1 3.645359724389 -.293166323717 -. 006787883579 -3.588?286954429 .01 ?4 1 5543593 -. 00345844033475 -. 52413067740
2 -. 036209690537 -. 066271385876 -.03188q676976 -.0505g3246152 .0040069751924 -. 9033163523472P -2.03ASF08F9-8
3 .013564127075 -. 088RR01211885 .004204599582 -. 108470254(nt .00268921372206 -.00221171A30789 -1.22948282749
4 .990206800179 -. 107231590900 .034005587448 -.932467626V59 -.00033398265845 .0013384535787 .20735972197
5 -. 464144754802 -. 029656628391 .0015114'2'7 .521F66565810 -. 003841375883O7 .001057 0660298 .41985888595
6 .012897343408 -. 052149345560 .006?8429?597 .055591346816 -. 000712854-P631 .00094296969219 .41410725391
7 .120350254278 -. 091854499049 -. 00o4126?P368 -. 15922717013 -. 000'5?24637800 -. 00034730122264 .2'37381 15 99
9 -. 019665262174 -. 033313754066 -. 0n1862738116 -. 04307059 )051 .00047311482190 -.00008330605629 -. 34995360635
9 -. 037525381089 -. 073996r57814 .000150444180 .045141503397 .00005055885599 -. 001428505P8650 -.03061427206
13 -1.74221650759 -. 20063354 -. 00 2 3 7 . 7618265113 1.837626143 -. nn0041,l155976813 .104760319d8717 1.265009d5902
11 -. 568363137769 -. 07 327986090 -. 000521898116 .546(,76461?1 .? 10h~(29 )5969 -.001011A6364241 -. '0674426354
12 -. 114949549385 -. 053'70654462 .005415151556 .146340'724 '5 -.00119245186465 .00100523784187 .76221577529
13 2.0257q1210480 -. 18430)038272 .00)477536417 -1.94842017604 -. 000446687?2947 .00107604996982 .22319976201
14 -. 775201772620 -. 035023871618 -. 004176806169 .89260140q499 -. 00122248601655 .00155765510875 .60433101450
15 -. 098093249489 -. 05351594"33 .007458280053 .106739707866 -. 00157555 75758 .00175320667829 .73942774178
16 -1.155821722929 -.041040499080 .000186339874 1.113678294187 .00774852671325 -.00142342108267 -1.00041823996
17 -. 766922861847 -. 0213208747 15 -. 000316292392 .'95'4600603 .0039929689886 .03001005669247 -. 22176843109
18 .059625254653 -. 030596538749 .000788051719 -.090452169665 .00120994618990 -.00023743618936-- -.80580820788
19 -. 988858019531 -. 099709841263 .001592486009 .158355528755 .00047078973747 -. 00113008738017 -. 27400309231
20 -. 344314835616 -. 060929679075 .001515220690 .305734 716421 .00083524815020 -. 00101091612620 -. 49373436476
21 .278378858820 -. 054501872160 -. 003583584517 -.408?05221436 .00281444375659 -. 00113230172336 -1.61686265385
22 -1.709785335632 -. 048639155331 .006271378345 1.737482024544 -.00080249535644 .00001255541890 .32919750941
23 .115377799313 -. 149049007050 .000904815276 -. 138113727473 .00329077511476 -.00321407730411 -1.56686275979
24 -.361097470127 -. l320?037P480 -.001507765475 .367247T1? 503 -.00044523699574 .00178128333725 .13587268550
25 .543216400616 -. 196016034154 -. 019667973782 -.472187'68832 -.00011060549534 .00031952351818 .06592741963
- 26 2.733783314692 -.080737772889 -.007398188257 -2.845109642109 -.00017943166765 -. 00314703138993 .08310830662
27 -. 169029351586 -. 013977056798 -. 003125152699 .117448407229 .00024606110559 -. 00109477174708 -. 15514151354
2q -. 846423635689 -. 056501446878 .006480217780 .859400373753 -.00020851548538 .00070390482613 .08643858318
29 .620747919274 -. 065354033497 .001571556886 -. 5863909C4517 .00060057469871 -.00242767692500 -. 30642029978
30 -. 1537q3049373 -. 075966759265 -. 002115080482 .218058745511 .00010830707512 -. 00391615038127 -. 06700054603
31 -. 038206056834 -.057157938598 .003059682184 .082964348530 -.00165580877697 .00206506807173 .49852661198
32 1.993190895602 -. 202293644538 .013394420184 -1.916352910368 -.00072925682v5 .003210220C627 .3599R021635
33 -.092211178453 -. 080574126925 -. 000642116271 .299122116077 -.00391784558293 .0013364433644_0 1.50712545652
34 -. 376404763043 -. 115745296294 -.005100027690 .382956211450 .00113454480504 -.00312348623384 -.51002859362
35 -. 342966373752 -. 229976636709 -. 005101412400 .368350965B65 .00574621573132 -.00410016739274 -1.96944958910
36 .229792442995 -. 148286725431 .006158557070 -.254381159213 .00105951428169 -.00165411170408 -.44993335673
37 -. 482364107054 -. 043323743586 -.003105233229 .499961060872 .00068215638075 -. 00076-77167310 -. 31066939500
38 -. 654857485886 -. 039347352515 .003344798607 .669741563608 -.00066564428546 .00127424688855 .28521174263
39 .366915211787 -.076613487825 .010256551929 -.404604279698 -.00090110602144 -.00240511418412 .37.605046618
40 .493985880548 -. 030535
P 89357 -. 001587212605 -.558385053601 -.00029138366527 .0000c310749111 .20049389732
41 -.362659616923 -.034275543218 -. 001293636308 .476788294400 .00122114365789 -.00091900903752 -.51216073962
42 -. 183461634242 -. 053194306125 .002569997413 .221449766752 -.00113750361191 .00070083544050 .65110005016
43 .372794676579 -. OR9007C0141 .003733813768 -. 395592630401 -.00000804999868 .00102075417252 .00594553485
44. -. 190201089557 -.066941748388 -.000739006049 .157'96528872 .00090445064023 -.00157354810158 -.52722559212
45 2.311201218385 -.167182000008 -. 006850002889 -2.312?60408239 -.00072488908731 .003172c8401381 .315899C4518
46 -.010648559088 -.078269854090 .001497823340 .011996916146 .001784S495813 -.00132495111237 -.93715803597
47 -1.186250562350 -. 046151942432 -.002037202454 1.210166179095 .00024464987440 .00124800522473 -. 00270926872
48 1.660150730535 -. 047004059375 .002653425090 -1.644274320413 -.00054720952352 .00124337228761 .17019174985
49 -. 013680692962 -.091482085303 .000284576278 -.042307467938 -.00342021321666 .00301356119936 1.07826908796
50 .138242170317 -.096745820105 .001270826345 -.175441569183 .00 2 8 1153184741 -. 00125357410876 -1.30782256531
(r,*il o rF mINOR PLANETS SCIULA6ION IS JULIAN DCTr 2444400.5 6
NUM DEL A r.Pro EL ,rD0 OEL INrt DrL '0 OFL I OEL E DEL MD
1 3.9029104133R4 -.303020612071 -.00568335?187 -3.819294766519 .00318870353171 -.0025707309284 -. 07800003576
2 .11P3114A972 -. 070346609045 -. 034216625561 -. 138381438232 .00470572213293 -. 00343403059356 -1.95943766178
3 .112398440699 -. 092669525930 .005595614933 -. 216762924483 .00396037711536 -.00195406558181 -1.80957000392
4 .850302328072 -. 110944751199 .0 0 4 2 4 03 6 4 q9 -. 9051002n'~61 -.3 0 0 36 5725q0 2 4 .00152252418572 .58167508617
5 -.405743334393 -.030014298303 .003483159079 .469060695905 -.00036969584146 .00084223055600 .18'44143845
6 -. 058897351933 -. 052905590448 .005988674766 .0983C765020? -. 00019860122470 .00085485554199 .11533965403
.063211063592 -. 0037837452 ? -. 005744020309 -. 074974085883 -.00029797716849 -. )400071127564 .18034716967
8 -. 121271936925 -.039669518610 -. 032094444101 .117712002448 -. 00016767938361 .00022810940532 .12407423097
9 .091304126356 -. 100624565643 -.000724812)65 -.10602706420 .00 1 12 5 ' 1 4 Q 3 6 53 -. 00094352989192 -. 68125622443
10 -1.805614544290 -. 226982125223 -.007841363128 1.907540890847 -.00509025858099 .00511136320191 1.54046650317
11 .033868406630 -.034758617545 -.00:)043678892 -.190520799119 .00162343391143 -. 00139621266559 -.91658950925
12 -. 131804006156 -. 0603A2006939 .00-803938P35 .1QP931103678 -. 0 01 08143393514 .00074084437604 .69760732313
13 1.893315582300 -. 219316760013 .003035706265 -1.842430441458 .00086161184863 .00091420940384 -.43025527184
14 -. 835364446364 -. 050015784154 -.005854059374 .97380'?51754 -.0021771982o346 .00108192903073 1.07708223930
15 -. 187325967498 -. 05047i/03478 .006499835534 .194255351311 -.00088959525327 .00161836110173 .41733645428
16 -1.218420081605 -.041257512854 .003471405942 1.15896420532q .00229522383366 -.00164865478674 -.83558531578
17 -. 7730016597' -. 020543446722 -. 002202657147 .6955P2521006 .00137130427045 -.00091892701828 -. 76124420533
18 .046349810353 -.03n238264608 .003466078712 -. 082767172?55 -.00014177?35568 .00073196524307 .09448802687
19 .248774526572 -. 204676440302 .00?820884721 -. 184936454723 .00191970522383 -. 00058200923097 -1.09550828925
20 -. 227125q52631 -. 060955793781 .001816915263 .208682092943 .00011438525324 -.00112576209348 -.06764104946
21 .644325673416 -. 114726387787 -.004144361432 -.709016168425 .00074517702633 -.00034476408542 -.42854950944
22 -1.811800629235 -. 055752512668 .003409137648 1.917208957615 .0001650'822632 -.00033678384127 -. 06119333876
23 .205708012574 -. 16363714054 .001614947477 -. 219801896856 .00256432292784 -.00322417177374 -1.22139332649
24 -. 375051732841 -. 028225635124 -. 00)493270141 .399194425961 .00034164348070 .00215583489362 -.10422644439
25 .563377694401 -. 201650230458 -. 019254380428 -.472313752201 .00007089893269 .00052846592721 -.04225594733
26 2.770454006704 -. 089734210116 -. 007409670424 -2.907481764218 .00018224588811 .00010046681490 -.08439741438
27 -. 096531009196 -. 015444908026 -. 0001'2255192 .053477116173 .000 6805C683029 -. 00087590480242 -.42901699246
28 -. 820619114806 -. 056294912687 .006429298507 .855046582190 .00002082794884 .00343867606583 -.00863318364
29 1.049826398852 -. 073256495056 .00?169940998 -1.178227440720 .00241197859929 -.00183252811444 -1.22953028290
30 .0A3331307Q87 -. 104029805323 -. 004305003694 -. 101068842407 .00091297443588 -.00025858668936 -. 56454097307
31 -.214502720781 -. 085495942847 .018354504879 .310643440123 -.00404114360659 .00201521801223 1.21784834045
32 2.003852941249 -. 202322713289 .01411283638 -1.891909509264 -.00126083307993 .00261142752821 .62339513395
33 -. 138045750522 -.081300414913 -. 000699469517 .3316?5168?66 -.00289276288049 .00146238660513 1.11229567459
34 -. 213456496400 -. 126836120195 -. 004491631669 .191792485286 .00168549897346 -.00321689239379 -. 75751303255
35 -. 276913007652 -. 230936449Q02 -. 0035'0924661 .357258700526 .00396919396796 -.00461184344500 -1.36140413446
36 .302613970485 -. 169793527464 .019482727333 -.449110407802 .0026150160531 -.00070282928555 -1.10906618861
37 -. 463916744568 -. 047374298490 -. 002 c0304867 .453073483061 .00044343005249 -. 00100323569;68 -. 2078260O511
38 -. 653311825121 -. 036923335003 .002827268349 .682457202631 -.00028793477846 .00098937652Z15 .12335150861
39 1.063702489984 -.08564')655473 .012390993797 -1.204443376136 .00244087294459 -. 00259319808072 -1.01709239429
40 .17A15552005 -. 031814645'10 -. 001928642261 -.26201'866065 .00023871806734 .0030923235483 -. 16420799256
41 -. 519899607714 -. 061700801634 .004052679516 .560934907364 .00284679059870 -.001334624055c -1.19309721232
42 -. 202802143343 -. 055449629395 .002293810233 .277991661565 -.001356o2160601 .0004752002~'79 .77678095223
43 .296S02514080 -. 085291816045 .003963230506 -.279820980591 -.00040510556633 .00102126274405 .29930579640
44 -. 075599654490 -.066904333489 -. 003686560827 .061700947041 .00015272792223 -. 00162346846145 - -. 08906324846
45 2.220664404580 -. 166P'37C4 8 34 -. 006576407096 -2.228663624712 -.00141219294778 .00347342100244 .61561324374
46 .497311922241 -. 165797182657 .006637740233 -. 596359447511 .00283525837604 -. 00089078070591 -1.48807739160
47 -1.317506980027 -. 047675180169 -. 001653856762 1.339753380584 -.00055647708886 .00118355205515 .21004857932
44 1.969707327084 -. 050499226574 .002889518956 -1.924463659667 .00000425893225 .00140413211421 -.00132430913
49 -. 149997111181 -. 154955622951 -. 000419167762 .242543719160 -. 00667876517204 .00397279110107 2.10834651775
50 .402703099579 -. 166735900468 .009960974380 -.605918232082 .00372159682847 .00003808389919 -1.73040963463
GRCUP IF MINCP PLANETS OSCULATION IS JULIAN 0.AT 2444800.5 6
NUM DEL ARgPcR DEL NODE DEL INCL FDEL MO EL DEL F DEL MM
1 3. 71095061348 -. 3)9153523933 -.006053469530 -3.866316140578 .000OJO 45557638 .00006364910994 -. 33793393463
2 .081865990240 -. 0706/4332907 -. 034093896533 -. 183576103947 .0039222552136L -. 00357736364440 -1.59220063444
3 .100445169161 -. 132653526604 .004479750876 -.306372506795 -.302A301lR415783 -. 0004:179104118 -1.20618156888
4 .5193943E4137 -.13315487214 .0022669 33670 -. 50763770270 .9U?021065655000 .001228751RQ881 -. 17444836070
5 -. 370820132281 -. 030h65864550 .002938015632 .399299:252568 .00021749851777 .00054914722153 -. 1C947424394
6 -. 0927t47)7357 -. 055419506920 .005912611676 .14796 4 16434& -. 000r3JA034271rO .00066535745815 .41130598582
7 .014L19573E45 -. 103246444625 -. 006290697367 -. 041624099933 .00013366433936 -. 0004561520837 -. 08033047483
8 -. 198158214909 -. C42448914279 -. 002557553942 .176360583269 .00020278294687 .00021403717628 -. 15001753088
9 -. 089409250442 -. 124327347647 .001257986435 .135251004100 -. 00025?55274645 -. 00035947829656 .15295545635
10 -1.745844646935 -. 241748362707 -. 006870376844 1.980068062870 -.00619034221720 .005c5267652315 1.93197534506
11 .31~216203941 -. 044330902561 -. 002181722675 -.40904764536 .0006064033')231 -.00121682837646 -. 34255231568
12 -.092)83051120 -. 133237575796 .007397721638 .125947221004 .000?0570496334 -. 00017720666434 -. 13138830760
13 1.47C765671336 -. 228664A88728 .C000o4778671 -1.366192167454 -. 0063146346024 .00083295621602 .31555666654
14 -. 738300228524 -. 064315907475 -. 006922754358 .872251766174 -.00153831247194 .00093782136323 .76057407260
15 -.250893732195 -. 057137739688 .004945003165 .237548759440 -. 00052022A75276 .00158457428828 .24401235773
16 -1.299724012009 -.C41349230964 .C00479374712 1.270563253798 .00138405234948 -. 00189160038070 -. 50406598489
17 -. 6421P3653000 -.J3 6 252e89019 -. 002448271973 .602752989565 .00066355260398 -.00110381131622 -.36848605819
18 .027643566798 -. 030918588269 .003284744978 -.034085405288 -. 00015223935313 .00097462900071. .10146461914
19 .302448339C56 -. 2255E315CC89 .005391319211 -. 174296486606 .00001713302989 . 0004387415848 -.00978674093
20 -. 092589983679 -. 113491472624 .002522004258 .069765386532 .00123623682954 -.00066674593104 -. 73061596940
21 .6647025900C27 -. 117535876281 -. 004138387571 -. 712176577701 .00094678323352 -.00012250684819 -. 54443642208
22 -1.884094221G95 -. 066975864367 .004051435630 1.873590964635 .00023059239012 -. 00051808268637 -. 08501311786
23 .2608744791722 -. 16R972464435 .001976926199 -. 256?47639314 .00292314442665 -. 00306305782286 -1.39236325047
24 -. 835177578309 .049269828451 -. 001901375411 .632490129396 .00254628158176 .00312783536611 -. 77612202028
25 .519282554C003 -. 201q6~452118 -. 015924079785 -. 431436278704 -.000?)405571971 .00063846555401 .17582793942
26 2.772578656284 -. C90663R26613 -.007092714017 -2.904443822903 -.00058118465735 .00043717339287 .26924126525
27 -. 241792405453 -. 023149101336 -. 000138961471 .194757749297 -. 00025343638968 -. 00032925A17679 .15993414194
28 -. 8023302)e302 -. 054701627167 .005380450953 .807Q44876596 .00090974316792 .00006230079676 -. 37693761627
29 .849936032681 -. 0C0452693761 .001131787036 -.960085364743 .00052302327393 -. 00088271573464 - -. 26696277237
30 .113816701141 -. 145993998050 -. 0034546q28057 -. 029710899755 -.00029816001860 .00038115125870 .19448634229
31 -. 3259C6630179 -. C8394297C952 .02C957692256 .479438598795 -. 0040713-630276 .00202755505668 1.49874144410
32 1.567239976128 -. 234598662701 .016063024162 -1.498502792463 .00022917661170 .00285735763230 ... -. 11323050543
33 -.175831013130 -. 084143855565 -. 030800983275 .373500408805 -.00356542791944 .00140721943140 1.37134527272
34 -. 06237229322q -. 1260458?9557 -.004003379099 .029515742772 .00112264851660 -.00324936336520 -. 50468347223
35 -. 182333351796 -. 228977442948 -. 003991386887 .236765154114 .30507694026238 -. 0045997388432 -1.74054866349
36 .227C69201268 -. 176119915606 .018444157389 -. 327233462271 -.00059513042859 .00102563220018 .40597746838
37 -. 412300311556 -. 045714232045 -. 003034875005 .436989936748 .00015483971018 -. 001163996R0430 -. 07257845285
38 -.695201784363 -. 040016595645 .000931620520 .690678084324 .00055613917904 .00063359076984 -.23815877954
39 1.761206363E81 -. 108870091091 .007357241567 -1.9779683542-5 .00011559582981 -. 00141176354557 -.04821842815
40 -.067431861C95 -. 037445550293 -. 001724172894 -.007684897999 -. 000?0295425530 -. 0000224752935 .13964099587
41 -. 477290353243 -. C60;72742140 .004804140462 .565732136056 .00212486372735 -.00160475538003 -. 89082649617
42 -. 145467508934 -. 115670197603 -. 001124534800 .196062303767 .00063484401227 -. 00060578406337 -. 39153471921
43 .237040584278 - . 139029 6 7063 .002995903816 -.233713043071 .00053.325469672 .00047679008572 -. 39377705358
44 -. 057457380402 -. C79277616700 -. 001400763156 -. 006639556606 .00112501020361 -. 03109147682756 -.- 5572033690
45 2.234063159012 -. 159410791688 -. 006485640354 -2.209229C77394 -. 00214895488051 .003796503686.75 .93710507419
46 .71228))51295 -. 152296153225 .008431702296 -. 763647223968 .00066700980184 -.00013571254264 -. 35045397860
47 -1.450780808784 -. 048698110153 -.001656526995 1.507993163410 -. 00137660870715 .00124159650755 .52202898818 0
48 3.152230780775 -.064488740485 .006034301372 -3.267408467022 .00466b45971845 .00260351855758 -1.44893826721
49 -. 171156837667 -. 173505926060 .000191152157 .341826578879 -.00743017412788 .00442243719842 2.34626340129
50 .527293153398 -. 140334587253 .013453861804 -. 711995786631 -. 00002396128075 .00171959270375 .01116082991
GRCUP OF MINOR PLANETS OSCULATION IS JULIAN DATE 2445200.5 6
KUM DEL ARGPER DEL NODE OEL INCL DEL MC DEL A OEL E DEL MOM
1 361i789473C037 









-. 128491813696 .003007579462 
-. 239,25535778 .0005437025Q053 .00051721390537 
-. 24892546489
4 .574863392347 
-. 151207032437 .003350932273 
-. 510057905798 -.00062334837919 .00078406424950 .387398C0832
5 -. 330631574347 
-. 039282457477 .002751478027 .353704543946 -. 03014696207752 .000345326737q5 .)7331153421
6 .046031011051 
-. G0626005S863 
-. 002358657850 .005'40192216 .00095759681183 -. 00003843179959 
-. 49778700010
7 .001037962109 
-. 105506245345 -. 005908117805 -. 002054332464 -. 00025018791742 -.00063802261523 .15141949736
8 -. 232315254299 -. 045232324228 
-. 002302658715 .235767193830 -. 000122007964 .00005613514233 ,C9090790806
9 -. 209213806C43 




-. 241894519892 -. 006292427493 1.937539114164 
-. 00695501669320 .00582012990985 2.10665342459
11 .334271031054 -. C50315o00198 -.002464728803 -. 4493251119q 3 .00114732774583 -. 0009720731969 -. 64793745158
12 .000939583369 -. L38532202131 .0CS649811307 .076943351680 -.00050867438235 -. 00035053735944 .32532585549
13 1.359371i54043 -. 229516593830 .CC3055895212 -1.254367778620 -.00001913965255 .00057943026368 .00956167859
14 -. 666953399188 -. 075024304770 -. 006611297012 .775521057516 -.00113921991192 .00073246632309 .56314518151
15 -. 310433091880 
-. 060997486693 .006302266549 .323168370105 
-. 00125572438824 .00142743453751 .589200299q35
16 -1.219311262992 
-. 045364586844 -. 000133502883 1.199434926584 .00297928975325 -.00251645688489 -1.04795527694
17 -. 545703298638 -.045029127366 -. 002830621918 .480125192091 .00115927657801 -.00097011882571 
-.64351153902
18 -. 01P165545494 -. 035567394996 .003086016199 .001726676244 -.00024570196493 .00099156293275 .16376399768
19 .255282591319 -. 226586791797 .005453349719 -. 116176344563 .00039854759292 .00060636907279 
-. 22767128304
20 -. 3C9950918818 -. 076952059079 .003585037745 .284230223400 -. 00028313062988 .00000648840102 .16746219041
21 .610719339224 -. 120047483022 -. C03970055325 -. 672344809416 .00077969770992 .00003036901344 
-. 44839432742
22 -1.984393638893 -. 066242298474 .005328697206 1.989317177035 -. 000798a9245194 -.00080057269818 .29456016047
23 .133677105390 -. 185691458948 .007425027445 -. 165378690544 .00202139288392 -.00239284608945 -.96334315685
24 -1.382126675416 .016684924958 -. 002974369074 1.274993146766 -.00123539768335 .00319835678338 .37712422785
25 .479199232726 -. 200874181031 -. 015637770931 -. 359105935622 -. 00071448752958 .00083233923481 .42601079908
o 26 2. 7O249462687 -. 090316401653 -,007103537112 -2.892852230121 -. 00085163652240 .00067954138274 .39458181273
27 -. 321910605486 -. 0238C8490088 -. C00136130105 .299665710423 -. 00010819057478 -.00030059012387 .06872702153
28 -. 814934844297 -. 063574969761 .004158255051 .797740241342 .00113199533575 -. 00018182426718 -. 46897321042
29 .676895038232 -. 079471470326 ,0CC817935346 -. 767870343097 .00076336159152 -.00074522083049 .-. 38944507830
30 .025438899102 -. 152064019407 -. 004900648220 .047167269367 .00027030734507 .00051589406810 
-. 16720209902
31 -. 403959661267 -. 093160846669 .020914427625 .578077201120 -.00427773977657 .00186617430975 1.28927050544
32 1.281515370611 -. 232763835738 .017565234487 -1.166043073834 -. 00120189466769 .00243555512533 .594?3722012
33 -. 217938564480 -. 090720675118 -. 000727931557 .4611228256q8 -.00429873093987 .00142509313540 1.65392079960
34 .070372918C017 -. 126614735243 -. 004005040444 -. 075141672856 .00070107016795 -.00328550895046 -. 31522591273
35 -. 1C2982191635 -. 232818200082 -. 006090599751 .118677040369 .00575205294707 -. 00474061795792 -1.97144543101
36 .268611427149 -. 190849673123 .017000877406 -. 284512011429 -. 00213915004844 .00167151432556 .9C973411073
37 .028670388438 -. 075679304326 -. 006383814927 -. 127657562414 .00279764558768 -. 00099848229785 -1.30971125999
38 -. 7061873623.4 -. 055476213158 .000673858196 .701787993014 .00059612310717 .00042842117512 -.25099554214
39 1.999865327387 -. 123580389033 .007229044917 -2.132057240979 
-. 00108927264665 -. 00123025593724 .45461499047
40 -. 03)081656518 -. 047312532137 -.001760844872 -. 041188568957 .00051921572928 -. 00043881643605 
-. 35709985958
41 -. 404830718333 -. C61131632014 .002721862963 .456278387544 .00302043313618 -. 00166144485245 -1.265771Q1796
42 .014624711705 -.160457955746 .002899453810 .055426720486 -. 00050755597346 -.00117361125306 .29042814766
43 .328968774411 -. 151965248020 .003664966110 -. 278539976726 .00016440717089 .00031422911494 -.12143037577
44 -. 241098389477 -.097404291890 -. 001040951194 .249986067833 -.00022136125860 -. 00069181480663 .12911168969
45 1.867250639898 -. 181081595769 -. 008405497471 -1.857783135931 -. 00047387356587 .00411415018956 .20648530474
46 .698462432720 -. 152613076800 .008420422865 -.755849063411 .00124180311973 .00010181236351 -. 65227085613
47 -1.616506304e79 -. 044874347779 -. 002649252781 1.684894672893 -.00036376573100 .00096100334080 .13788427330
48 2.969634320896 -. 090317299233 .303544666016 -3.109221062121 -.00006165897533 .00468460692894 .01917328082 0
49 -. 230350622965 -. 176389170127 -. 000225090126 .409100068864 
-. 00647433168899 .00462113994135 2.04364222402
50 .577725952455 -. 139608013695 .013454033685 -. 716391733826 -. 00049211473315 .00203129086790 .22927080763
0w-0'p CF MT O L AN SrJL I r T JUL 'AN f)? E ? 45,03. S
NUM DEL AcrcoO nFL rr 'FL !t!rL fD UM PcL DFL F OEL M"D
1 3.1548~ 8')28371 -. 35335016,785 .0'02255222376 -3.050871 156520 -. 000522421 3?947 .00112927160382 .21850335980
2 .054750620737 -. 1331215q1003 -. 0494001 3812 -. 117Q1941651 .0036375c'32425 -. 30214247 21033 -1.51540500516
3 .119111722688 -. 13036?799746 .00?507429440 -. 203 ~'H89431 .001 '? 419- .00 075549147)83 -. 46954902951
4 .76406177R99 -. 157870154384 .0033S116iB58 -. 723-30143 i1 .00000744923904 .00372149811-04 -. 0046241Q987
5 -. 235091410046- -. 04660'473552 .002632534829 .283350976562 .00013179394618 .00333229448203 -. 06573607735
6 .3247178P 847 -. 1871063904 .003963566379 -. 261507172603 .00034352065112 -. 00059Q4756C022 -. 19945314843
7 .131660764131 -. 129721409572 -. 00396034 Q5' -. 102335193421 .00170r36506249 -. 00157253653077 -1.031069P8047
8 -. 072112811638 -. 080149802427 -. 001004940513989 .0222534860i9 .00109145'337?7 -. 000'e753557347 -. 80704307828
9 -. 304989821117 -. 127590145199 .001237437442 .33723967339- .0000878';944030 -. 00428233934 4 -. 0531C930381
13 -l.a8640Q1019 - .22015 5 14 -. 005624361340 2.346431694798 -. 0037 )9733653 .30665930310811 1.14031149049
11 .28273n802281 -. 054484194785 -. 001777579868 -. 388997155424 .nn04969440'913 -. 00067654601845 -. 28073520371
12 .029032195935 -. 14033310834A .004966156251 .01771491461R -. '02-5Pj31"64 -. 30016-3563'20 .17625173565
13 1.237069985018 -. ?30367290334 .007913854482 -1.164463777444 .n:(3P4?6498170 .00)40074862348 -. 16696156643
14 -. 584091652614 -. 07773q98981 -. 005805793140 .694137312039 -. 0017093053076 .00056336878492 .9251'616908
15 -. 030046310292 -. 0775226O535 .005P09032247 .347593453254 -. 0O044'43608760 .00096215551631 .20892359951
16 -1.141741753261 -. 16808480696 -. 001984026410 1.061536945872 .0072621800056 -. 09448522392259 -2.63827515526
17 -. 454372843R51 -. 051827713469 -. 0019157651"7 .392157130382 .00055405393964 -. 003743E9Q850I4 -. 31324783307
18 -. 060391369389 -. 038348120088 .002935567148 .077801369360 -. 00303597?66381 .008q92c6(')?94 .22304176627
19 .17743702A869 -. 228979233230 .005528406131 -. 052374839247 .00021010941195 .000(6190161702 -. 12005833908
20 -. 41104511Q197 -. 07377016542 .0035)006668C .197880535136 .00014463899198 .00004750228542 -. 08553007759
21 . 553277285861 -. 1193n0479435 -. 003026332132 -. 583686813894 .00016456201929 .00028262397108 -. 09466746252
22 -1.955196684470 -. 0662 1987195 .0053P0596030 1.086?45309522 -. 00043027448169 -. 0011271'425612 .15867550555
23 .039097588658 -. 184189661759 .007682232266 -. 007703954452 .00111258006821 -. 30204302757903 -. 53029086231
24 -1.52950064'r94 .014865506750 -. 003008196119 1.467722125486 -. 00138191398958 0031150592E300 .421A7522636
I 25 .369535161093 -. 200914164610 -. 019516860103 -. 280183368937 .00030011783484 .00075064323567 -. 17884973632
26 2.33n653938036 -. 095157208838 -. 008955522219 -2.519523487776 .00054332824406 .00105217006772 -. 25157059727
27 -. 391954867246 -. 023853087q82 -. 003110409066 .3 4 3 9 2 0q 3 4 5 50 .000146-5152829 -. 00334827'66867 -. 0253172379
28 -. 801568563082 -. n4R827167550 .005176133433 .807109790036 .00014971194004 -. 00048691676146 -. 06205198968
29 .495586535904 -. 087398095700 -. 001117383054 -.6117 0649368 .00123939881425 -. 00066030160414 -.61686580983
30 -. 05432P27324 -. 159622909854 -. 004537460799 .173078138312 -. 00030251351224 .00350527205516 .. 18717870008
31 -. 517416039274 -. 079081257665 .01858565n538 .669135356914 -. 0n289591167311 .0018095325399 .87232231710
32 1.358704670933 -. 23238l928232 .017343779411 -1.258554534710 -. 00038'16191830 .00210299687777 .10134410755
33 -. 262216494473 -. 09n230832313 -. 001923694011 .543135276537 -. 0041792657152 .00141658320547 1.60787296515
34 .327124345564 -. 173166542088 -. 007397281643 -.401337714167 .00260145890682 -. 00239851318169' -1.16867479613
35 -. 027P616P464 -. ?52233582240 -. 007414640531 .03135711859 .00555824913585 -. 00467869664706 -1.90517545612
36 .246569042036 -. 192167048950 .015519658408 -. 270100655696 -. 00133044726817 .0018655)698503 .56560217723
37 .533721579959 -. 237187621624 -. 012603655696 -. 501422168?58 -. 000?7953260004 .00032004638705 .13105308596
38 -. '1~937045178 -. 055770481984 .001439448123 .7440i6633609 -. 00023894154286 .00015551106328 .10236047575
39 1.971702506675 -. 125978095308 .005966272599 -2.134484591206 -. 00011560460985 -. CO)90862066306 .04822712377
40 .656320'15698 -. 060373736662 -. 00345 5o835 -.74975668950' -.00013258111007 -.00082917430258 .09121779545
41 -. 344996551405 -.075275496449 -. 000296410924 .371962903886 .00318642472428 -.00177613483857 -1.33523376217
42 .056254857060 -. 162774076992 .003028949089 -. 003544192859 .00006010069180 -. 0010056477460 o -. 0343P530659
43 .3P83c3216246 -. 157868108101 .004104976823 -. 362945776749 .00027916963653 .00044441170513 -. 20617995635
44 -. 345977739016 -. 101057702104 -. 001289915389 .355412336350 .00038303782385 -.00076580+8C476 -.22334185889
45 1.383553263324 -. 2 3 5 2 Q 12 2 5 740 -. 007406006509 -1.351'32317376 -. 0018679504057 .00374999258928 .81446091556 I
46 .634682786007 -. 158772267947 .008480354554 -.695381755109 .00083386280119 .00026'47870369 -.43808412028
47 -1.985636280795 -. 112822699597 -. 009132294843 1.989801257081 .00200372192215 .00023473354147 -. 75872407126
49 3.0150P0700934 -.10q813881747 .003712529856 -3.060958314702 -.00210052249766 .00546792246005 .65370679993 0
49 -.269590706324 -. 187593304418 -.000075429313 .426773564392 -. 00578039790948 .00480730170269 1.82408819579




COORDINATES AT FUTURE DATES
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Appendix E
PERTURBATIONS IN RECTANGULAR COORDINATES AT FUTURE DATES
Appendix E contains the perturbed equatorial rectangular coordinates and the
perturbations in these rectangular coordinates for the first 50 minor planets at
successive 400-day dates from 1973 November 14 (244 2000.5) through 1983
September 23 (244 5600.6). The date of the perturbations themselves is contained
in the column heading, while the date of osculation is contained in the page heading.,
Orbital elements at the date of osculation are contained in Appendix B.
Note that the perturbations are listed in terms of the 10th decimal of an astronomical
unit.
These pages illustrate the variations between individual minor planets of the
perturbations over 400-day intervals.
E-1
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY. INC.
,' UD o  F -INn , PL'IFTS -SCJLAT ON 'S iI.IL:TN DOTF 2441600.5
L NUM OUAL X,Y,Z C!YP!NATSS tT JijLT6N DATE 2420003.5 
PE: TUF 9aT! ,S TN 10-TH OEC
1 '1 1 .67714175465?769 -2.501562388985278 -1.316830719762791 
5364313 2710749 651505
2 2 1 -. 5311113.7821960 -3.038286057101516 
.639936250252360 2910246 4145432 -257018
3 3 1 .4q4824143179542 -2.915335754911318 
-. 580401376154327 7690620 3217127 -1086424
4 4 1 -2.0 8 76 2 9q 4 13pq813 *955P6954074P16
7  
.654053515206124 -2O
6 - 531 5494293 253-205
5 5 1 1.878629697259321 1.6377
6 3 75i935 55 .4569575-9493655 -9129773 -4831310 -1491160
6 6 1 -1.0A0392512122874 2.0:8981623389599 
.631573?67273628 -3822658 -2782380 200345
7 7 1 1.9287'03946
00822 -. 659959163208654 -. 075199626574540 19358146 
-1752)208 -7315098
8 8 1 -. 832039433878026 -2.187101167915344 
-. 769160126392091 2919719 3922511 1239191l
9 9 1 -1.315'262240-26 -2.139590086624593 -. 865601 
34640376 194125 3449335 1235487
10 10 1 2.803872455631478 -1.394340073287424 -.
436439104051740 22925828 -28279515 -12694285
ii 11 1 .95?878580798285 -1.849701755673841 -. 76q062295459134 
4544535 3541574 9C4359
12 12 1 -2.45-0'468'84
9
'79 1.2)18q0542106359 .093049688593948 -254*727 5214551 
2138183
13 13 1 I.P,06 A6243766956 -1.495997207739109 
-1.513918800684138 11223098 -6991066 -905774
14 14 1 2.8775041440c7937 .8316P0124384795 -. 131234780724714 
-51P9633 -12559941 -3062340
15 15 1 -1.71498n36642785 1.902548970372408 
.~48263761149053 -248*754 3040253 1022379
16 16 1 -. 638818698299025 -2.80R36697136068081 
-1o045721175273080 4054215 4288091 15410Q1
17 17 1 1.780781614CO3792 -1.250256472138'30 
-. 615367443866894 5436207 -223345 -651673
18 18 1 -1.206193781824169 -2.241165580674476 -.475149r73390149 
2517404 3974431 1134642
q19 1 1 -. 8983*5262324483 -2.371849720603578 
-.9'268'2 6 4
2 7692 3175420 395"857 1726061
20 20 1 -2.286093324229736 .022957954048754 
-.003730237577375 -3749278 4601766 1970219
21 21 1 1.798655373271636 -. 819358832381436 
-. 477045777464109 6876051 -3107194 -1510233
22 22 1 -2.684'36581721850 -1.646965313314399 
-. 230042511726405 154437 3738468 1142464
23 23 1 -.998715810442822 -2.445553?67990647 
-1,082504370329530 2619768 '599740 1086589
24 24 1 2.120816601176344 2.147538177422675 
.94065527e085309 -6937042 -70C732 -307163
25 25 1 1.171870405941291 2.246327249079130 
.461549580399549 -2294245 -3324656 -2143350
26 26 1 -2.357947017357089 .956700889028145 
.581715657502157 -2798828 59534932 2471131
S27 27 1 -2.00610421456'021 -1.307862694763 
-. 5 )0 8 100534qq509 -1344140 2754269 
1209143
28 28 1L -. 577486857920086 2.199646784891002 .678536474064533 
-3204799 1521370 1087168
20 29 1 .895462103325885 -2.197477745214011 -1.231683520931146 
6282621 1633716 1510000
30 30 1 -1.298645663529570 -2.055696455685322 
-.988307864408785 2265837 3532245 1682809
31 31 1 -2.112206154126497 .684780816311068 1.433993600532254 
-2555152 4204071 2317827
32 32 1 _.008423797389954 -2.360778496781464 
-. 833179619853123 3506478 4021077 1741100
33 33 1 -3.770714158304560 -. ?21688158331210 -. 084332899221282 
-790621 4346772 1876820
34 34 1 -2.3753 2a02201661 "3q2557'5P520466 
.106636361026420 -3296358 5210309 2147686
35 35 1 -1.425102161986395. 2.049047616839374 
1.230190613025674 -2442485 5922955 2486407
36 36 1 1.858619646595843 -1.175311158081058 
-1.039798810516800 15538781 -12604436 111256'
37 3' 1 -2.46753!232019754 -1.525435750706478 -. 76107422683141 
266947 3247921 1392698
38 38 1 -.614838508231397 2.026239171091262 
.935741846272791 -3494458 862533 -44918
39 39 1 2.446123442014867 -. 206003'23632959 -. 229347136-62442 
19611104 -224019 2 -12371505
40 40 1 2.155894756869429 .020069556142127 
-. 165556683577983 15056234 -14781937 -7066115
41 41 1 2.605673771657649 2.331284708750431 
.292037168861471 -6565776 -1014990 -"6790
42 42 1 -2.7
9 5 7 3195726P529 -. 0 2 9O52159976772 .448450655527296 -1807695 
4275849 1848647
43 43 1 -.3245972954"2267 2.355067059932590 
.984767192538843 -3503270 354940 -9907
44 44 I -2.221970719940201 -.6'4303503221353 -. 14296605251'713 
-3437691 3754891 1724329
45 45 1 -1.691307743950404 -1.785462971561266 
-. 4 6 6001664962839 615985 3314279 
1323097
46 46 1 .083601709804162 -1.896462666191503 -. 732234474881626 
5573017 2572943 790237
47 47 1 -. 811529141634817 -2.233282157278936 -1.204100304397414 
2984256 4063560 1974844
48 48 1 2.250536470129916 1.839564233805334 .576971383976410 
-8820998 -3866948 -1922185
49 49 1 -3.248897339336764 1.00593925S648407 
.269912134750'03 -2144810 4731427 2027979
50 50 1 1.529114684792852 -1.334225235898352 -. 511516199665994 
9644663 -3353046 -2028346
G;IOUP OF MINOR PLANETS OSCULATIGN IS JULIAN -)ATE 2442000.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,Y,Z COOROINATES AT JULIAN DATE 2442400.5 PERTUR3ATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1. 1 1 2. ', 149 95')5&,h 3520 .13';32251 5i63865 -. 520174286277118 32528191 -6898075 457017
2 2 1 2.4H30136209f'),)89 
-2.299 7520035959 t, .2731377160rj3808 3802395 7191011 -3650161
3 3 1 2 .0 2 0 5 3 5 2741396'04 .55981370510d414 .02444777607!376 25671035 - -2895914 
-4520409




5 5 1 -2.097777923003406 
.35 6065105626680 .253491057859291 
-3623373 40398 2704086 6 1 -2. 741533882469533 -. 964346289400533 .269245010506040 
-5005782 2175975 1234936
7 7 1 -I.640605443202553 1.521979364898463 .4L60819 67170145 -1c51819 -8910227 -3968652
8 8 1 1.779033042141323 .577483023577837 .0417617d1738561 13948944 
-5558C2 
-754836
9 9 1 2.047819605938244 -1.090795527707130 
-. 726178331212257 3749702 4378130 2204617
10 10 1 2.791531025649315 1.75o0049575274695 .99535'9181495004 5961936 -21211741 -12633660
11 11 1 1.43419D675597151 1.891573770386238 .6161882591,54757 20183455 




13 13 1 1.928318178383208 1.515685291473147 .613901198510192 23281853 
-14217924 
-1515942
14 14 1 -. 182996605254767 2.263449952006781 1.039969091334143 
-5118065 
-6467738 -1882832
15 15 1 -2.811552711757088 
-. 881930524766663 -1.077878641176d30 
-4645507 .. _2223793 1026964
16 16 1 2.469967238484188 
-. 653781262530831 
-. 318105927353258 10439535 3402112 717374
17 17 1 1.475723885890403 2.240328967498669 .699363880065082 6794903 -9811846 
-3819463
18 18 1 1.738369308971976 .450824696373139 
-. 039b68C28893186 6458909 1389644 
-255153
19 19 1 2.108281336334130 
-. 126290337261212 
-. 018684227108309 8725901 -1481958 224184




21 21 1 -. 063998300444118 2.372499018300871 1.057235579012563 -1365866 
-7740338 -3131699




23 23 1 2.174414953222552 
-1.934705435248752 
-1.4C7150205984451 4854259 5261928 3158830
24 24 1 -1.719102067076108 1.986155092945694 .901920164360760 
-4459401 319075 167328
I 25 25 1 -2.014468339563265 2.201681800246817 
-. 222110911494297 




27 27 1 1.177974511056782 
-2.20924989813065 
-. 987924713753358 395252 4842679 2071575




29 29 1. 2.09is270768600756 .995470239867625 .579893656621131 33293959 
-9472676 
-3605075
30 30 1 2.076891124983959 
-. 502230429005259 
-. 165128389704261 5050997 - 3075239- 1291857




32 32 1 2.778551542177425 -. 194219075997362 .113696276468528 20562174 -1972469 
-2978864












36 36 1 -. 613695245000780 1.569328035664356 1.406794073584301 3949800 -6290967 
-3547138












40 40 1 -1.132988066457109 1.815447119146839 .867736996494713 -3347613 -7630193 -2960971
41 41 1 -. 464919986423910 2.948591351384309 .395606961566298 
-5126765 
-1670131 552864




43 43 1 -1.986548225976186 
-. 549256058925355 
-. 364923938534822 -6058677 2483684 1001408




45 45 1 2.227984303307352 
-1.415375957042983 
-. 599204136139620 2975843 4859312 13=53679
46 46 1 .889941757381216 2.009139661080383 .777113449285622 18334157 -3260401 -1973384
47 47 1 2.550909587187519 -. 171829305456062 
-. 108624553286735 11671291 509946 665985
48 48 1 -1.527072097806659 2.438318489021142- .729349145555055 
-4380640 
-837587 85135
49 49 1 -3.173968796035680 
-1.817136524893272 
-1.007859423705469 -4179132 2523578 1267431
50 50 1 -. 623871737736657 2.228709269376267 .843082376415854 2248741 -5802619 -24'73111
GROUP OF MINOR PLANETS 3SCULATICN IS JULIAN DATE 2442400.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,YZ COORDINATES AT JULIAN DATE 2442800.5 PERTURBATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 1 1 .486814404942892 2.429755658781247 1.U483d2U075586 9 24778220 
-71!29'70 860328
2 2 1 2.522980d51048445 1.0107858U2701107 -. 384353965554576 18450d47 17244313 859424
3 3 1 -2.24o791i53994022 1.1638U1613985477 .30822d142487469 3304605 -8669558 -1707760
4 4 1 2.209o8855B034770 1.142608544044933 .166748371230953 4546931 "5668929 2983020














8 8 1 -2.179060802489460 .721586700743355 .507696681119541 29E9821 -7567013 -31453539 9 1 -. 103136471763355 1.895840908385537 .913833815482192 24346951 11644549 4825317
10 10 1 -. 248235792135260 3.C72964782461582 1.379290227936941 662281 L10957532 -5825840
11 11 1 -2.175906973625160 1.439842575242871 .69998364714007 
-923509 -5339107 -199522512 12 1 1.364190209653714 1.831301459637082 .792353702423895 7616472 4558890 984656
13 13 1 -1.977180255156867 .795486603091295 1.054466976958359 1100760 -7019315 -508558214 14 1 -1.726856262330443 
-1.359646692353685 -. 302347682187751 -5819696 -1069418 -18322
15 15 1 .131762709314170 -2.473755522547634 
-1.29482698122834 
-4743797 
-222026 27191216 16 1 .2979840099t1615 2.547818506400475 .9571d8434460771 26141695 3464156 820763
17 17 1 -1.949012136448786 1.585019198089405 .749688580925525 
-1335683 -5510995 -1962315
18 18 1 -2.169751083243435 1.216964613722524 .515643684218176 2403756 -7321016 -1983338
19 19 1 -1.473070413577614 1.782336411717253 .7C1743614373566 6138126 -4246514 -1995597
20 20 1 2.438693302244687 
-.071036607749335 
-.015606555q05782 
-1918965 6102910 246217521 21 1 -2.7500dU746429b01 .351789404767837 .315710053860494 
-4440143 -956882 -334356
22 22 1 2.672264962508578 
-.067570504558501 
-.718665022279129 -2394446 5481170 4272307












27 27 1 1.506932668403586 1.277933976115328 .505647974496039 10731330 7205363 2876427




29 29 1 -1.837154843180208 1.488362957456573 .828593389190328 1914794 -8535006 -4954225
30 30 1 -1.101478574326033 1.850745649316003 .817265314169035 10024042 1025940 62474




32 32 1 .486419220882491 2.472481939743702 .896648962570126 24860198 -3258796 -3716196
33 33 1 1.830103245724601 .734604490240379 .337562592006602 
-4133924 4455468 2092424
34 3- 1 2.844676355988497 -.810835328592230 
-. 241929950101412 -2734275 5988277 1895981




36 36 1 -3.274122114581544 -. 389313344683300 
-.382542380564404 
-5377425 -553284 -400694
37 37 1 2.318760513162985 .349285161982896 .155874928267141 
-260167 6585997 3109954




39 39 1 -3.018959315755481 .405722279190996 .318850063048830 
-4760173 -946189 -26450









42 42 1 .947429197646148 2.141356526871874 .811183783323294 12455620 5035555 2153571
43 43 1 2.040990474164985 
-. 209949385985725 .044191239309878 
-3382558 3323459 1273987
44 44 1 2.381770907605429 .515614639784069 .073663742092674 2232387 7257965 3037939
45 45 1 2.052643688227604 2.040864809890238 .525359701727020 39613496 11752864 4941450
46 46 1 -2.656946255555283 1.127330912380458 .433729304108120 
-2349305 -3011429 -106533147 47 1 .511944344052910 2.658860664412600 1.436294931905351 20205794 -4146455 -3234918
48 48 1 -3.082059786340452 -. 764801080702419 -.256662726298378 -6162218 -497883 26345 0
49 49 1 -. 420876037864780 
-3.116176614224941 -1.439308983027743 
-5445960 -78716 206016
50 50 1 -3.340457781190779 .246242185139172 .112391508213501 -5178489 -643954 -85846
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SPO!0D nF mIN'o DL'ETZ SCULATICN !5 JUIAN OATE 2443200.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,Y,7 C0rDD!NtTES AT JULL!ANJ DATE 2443500.5 OPEOTUPRATONS IP,' 10-TH DEC
1 1 1 -. 1248n1244'12538 -2.5'6860656923643 -1.10165553R470769 1513 q  -3976785 -1894459
2 2 1 -1.234599842295339 -2.648487287910484 .12696170656232 2466546 -1903350 -1194072
3 3 1 .544236851461967 -2.965948098267248 -. 578813078071761 -663456 -5421107 -2274092
4 4 1 -1.307421313681019 -1.652320282369928 -. 488376011755975 7129329 -74753 -960116
5 5 1 .987700804374256 2.032589141438677 .649634176250039 -6217137 -996605 136774
6 6 1 -2.6'1023160292098 .61038851431821 .599242274229049 4054272 0341979 5162977
7 7 1 .120002029450637 1.779959754745207 .747543859790706 -5094418 -2025986 -1340240
8 8 1 1.750402453552290 .649916934671388 .073040893064688 -41541 -3041100 -1334895
9 0 1 1.00785402326690 -2.118369336164758 -1.111098497556398 -384104 -5293574 -2351422
10 10 1 -1. 140443814117834 -2.3?1521417375024 -1.135606091(56235 1046910 -3253508 -1212872
11 11 1 2.242661Q49979657 -. 052141292183791 -. 179310523372467 472190 -4073184 -1780355
12 12 1 -1.37703347n438591 -1.442040379760016 -.662530774585658 4817673 -1641368 105647
13 13 1 2.337932437065547 -.869151174535816 -1.195479891401824 -323596 -4525593 -2032158
14 14 1 2.574993607109630 1.433475818R95936 .186307691582734 -4337327 -2366516 -304755
15 15 1 -1.981019633137159 1.7644?0074644477 .516318958425359 -281514 19157988 7013118
16 16 1 -2.48)815353129728 -2.000P0718217221i -.687556695357493 1750015 -3115419 -1386671
17 17 1 2.48'441149082320 .516777338544340 -. 021361373696505 -881774 -2824839 -1196138
18 18 1 1.764393477143422 -. 503405716020129 -. 291161252562806 1014776 -558)722 -2181741
19 1Q 1 1.133625764698166 -1.0'8420o34298232 -.786720337684340 -369484 -5672712 -2375865
20 20 1 -1.395707762563795 -2.055008827134145 -. 872767339311469 4531867 -1066460 -415997
21 21 1 1.660384672971752 1.451309978066483 .549184431P45194 -2758445 -1941297 -683777
22 22 1 -2.903882038353342 .045278610024226 .765517755363092 10302712 4153551 -1162279
23 23 1 -. 642599820711574 -2.597414114107735 -1.228743951575780 1269202 -2594740 -1455454
24 24 1 3.32607246084593 -1.000P70493863659 -.479830619575012 -1545590 -4185376 -1754117
25 25 1 -. 874969949867786 2.848122084015330 .082390048840313 -1273181 18448706 9894474
26 26 1 -2.426872891188211 .794133051376743 .50562249'077190 11462577 14806515 496'553
27 27 1 .153188486456932 -2.518158085830763 -1.090298302025197 -176029 -4323265 -1857396
28 28 1 .459928289898304 2.325492117263380 .611151909991616 -6330039 887319 1651760
29 2Q I 1.8064075494P2458 -1.62276042Q354889 -.934810991515369 -108006 -5368148 -2396417
30 30 1 1.377483121700045 -1.702020336189825 -. 739926896326473 -135740 -5680920 -2444248
31 31 1 2.389347381278270 1.246865745360914 .503642555084941 -4470438 -2923966 03734
32 32 1 .760843968280642 -2.329383501001345 -. 764989326444432 -79324 -4524290 -1793669
33 33 1 -1.709994690544406 .862561504831046 .4286n0999115540 7534542 -1823769 -1105692
34 34 1 -2.361140706457263 .493393021263577 .139862726584492 3c36230 17602926 8311476
35 35 1 1.145324859555345 2.733034203027428 1.671275233678010 -11555373 7299952 933757
36 36 1 1.474484800999377 -1.644042008804121 -1.464892888864810 -490948 -5410673 -2413463
37 37 1 -2.324820213998251 -1.7414859958C3579 -. 849875749291542 3931842 -1873308 -863976
38 38 1 .057470960703947 2.073937395273518 1.041812387534108 -5642685 2312720 -34235
39 39 1 2.210114217838736 -1.090290919969235 -. 431762195808071 926 -5001443 -2090059
40 40 1 -. 642088894731081 1.997274216669865 .905871683037731 -3431528 5352667 2632158
41 41 1 2.959869993087707 1.829731202611164 .222545018287325 -5109860 -1678123 -674498
42 42 1 -1.'508674441O5606 -1.568578940397259 -. 421056402441561 3562589 -1755283 -1485593
43 43 1 -1.960587741555685 -. 593491129341110 -. 382231681685560 10847081 -108605 533053
44 44 1 -. 866985190815363 -2.366877907006767 -. 963283418078844 2547371 -1751939 -917143
45 45 1 -7.008819328032288 -1.456513663839750 -. 339661255875047 6538867 -1215670 -733171
46 46 1 1.979128303766004 -.683111028096455 -.262570820892183 680640 -5347086 -2211758
47 47 1 -2.433295113644931 -1.398229130317645 -. 742163840046537 3176572 -2480637 -1146404
48 48 1 2.611485656335006 -1.754145417371355 -.512984410998229 -706362 -4854541 -2114386
49 49 1 .09365957019'360 2.352769156657644 1.073801634076375 -5440605 1817153 340989
50 50 1 1.674468570271145 -1.087280453083572 -. 419393612497220 297789 -5962575 -2456791
C.OUeI OF MTNOR PLd'rCTS OSCULATI N IS JIUL!4 ' DATE 2443500.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,Y,7 CPOPOTNATES AT JIIL!AN DTE 2444300.5 PEcTUoBAT Pr IN 10-TL DEC
1 '1 1 2.804107491409536 -. 553449614397353 -. 837432452625849 3075476 -4713403 -2267311
2 2 1 I.C701371854180 3 9 -2.767262053805666 .399963634538084 2538709 -3982135 -2157631
3 3 1 1.94779937108781 .622331213617206 .036979018655512 3547212 -4080073 -1804681
4 4 1 2.35476C6900-7640 -. 08710O20024P65 -. 343542931'06525 3764387 -438300C5 -2180568
5 5 1 -2.166209985787305 -. 679698327490083 -. 104149776453560 -13876047 12742836 6159584
6 6 1 -1.436431992608689 -2.333735731812368 -. 255194452470276 5807072 1841451 -652Q06
7 7 1 -2.731922410354192 -. 464417502903379 -. 484574053895061 -4683489 10641612 4911853
8 8 1 -2.211254450813101 .664208091136718 .48863319166352 -6384504 5828778 2874253
9 9 1 1.555432738996572 1.355295743P56198 .403Q08Q408'7074 1982593 -3002665 -1356432
10 10 1 2.597680682945381 -1.646924169955206 -. 5654058?7295642 ?980506 -400261 -2118254
11 11 1 -. 476857213470748 2.415582461473932 .950093165325296 -4188256 -3394476 -974567
12 12 1 1.919484650377067 .847550141545915 .530850295428809 4594478 -3654676 -1029662
13 13 1 1.145722890916318 1.835149749701370 1.07068394994<i99 -1428061 -3754665 -1274571
14 14 1 -1.015489691898245 1.867111518568116 1.009635553063103 -6123956 -16c7738 -181493
15 15 1 -2.696380311846241 -1.107554598053774 -1.174280105046158 7410437 3683816 3559925
16 16 1 1.031762150740839 -2.452696510870400 -. 959142414846376 2632301 -3969493 -1788810
17 17 1 -. 164'67027435145 2.61P666918763657 .0794470267c0891 -4668907 -3526378 -868503
18 18 1 -1.618275576519258 1.683414841212240 .58577048933328 -3710649 -1727405 327921
19 19 1 .757551331337698 1.826486971733530 .754?352'690039 146863 -2750524 -1218981
20 20 1 2.036592735861191 -1.580133333942278 -. 652855715764918 2903201 -4868627 -2133528
21 21 1 -1.97' 6787737625 1.714958703940276 .907146546807560 -10718089 8867163 3946537
22 22 1 -1.562614137224770 -2.599587242616835 -1.043759306121062 4851309 295539 -795290
23 23 1 2.409632443469860 -1.664479346360146 -1.311418530294240 2870463 -4634292 -2300819
24 24 1 2.3715333 132648 1.965953620627040 .857408395812971 -497620 -4220373 -1854009
25 25 1 -2.568422987924620 .164657630207629 -. 529184012215616 1380196 9609855 12043877
26 26 1 -. 277790731117775 -2.132756008487753 -1.049522310808231. 5620901 2249786 827222
27 27 1 2.2310158544'1664 .237664484950143 .022428975066309 3631933 -4374'65 -1985233
28 28 1 -2.493404573133105 -. 550128989071250 .092567584404176 -12291243 15566243 8034602
29 29 1 1.238088288893792 1.757647279214076 1.00486249?629414 -360408 -3187417 -1469405
30 30 1 .40P2618c7608401 1.931793248689202 .888879601736981 -1326322 -30181-5 - .-122400
31 31 1 -1.726179836991417 .934391239512696 1.618465206546290 -5641766 1520197 -1622790
32 32 1 2.72479795'493365 .549138316051927 .370305616421465 2446465 -3843106 -16r6'89
33 33 1 -2.723135823520906 -1.616756084408998 -. 750258133375603 6494158 865417 381689
34 34 1 -. 208210437684357 -2.632830563707032 -. 854568726945146 4454392 784333 129457
35 35 1 -2.134571290953474 1.212257666706620 .705436940199029 -21342362 22093407 6097403:
36 36 1 .256160084113073 1.494292340148341 1.347593230709116 -451717 -2723693 -1580939
37 37 1 .863515453909223 -2.53909451P321995 -1.272383336732098 2612947 -3P09057 -1670431
38 38 1 -2.563713540889449 -. 603519256528518 -. 615492646186013 -7369732 13457145 5559557
39 39 1 .644357018771423 2.490049267188624 .568335279316610 -2095540 -3853674 -1120622'
40 40 1 -1.952622016148O79 -1.264145068446673 -. 382832332444742 . 477129 8400101 3313775
41 41 1 .218899660871917 3.145099078718573 .416921379740055 -5655494 -4560530 56669,
42 42 1 1.966467183769765 .42383764092898 '  -. 130F79416365170 4590990 -4304944 -24R3146
43 43 1 2.053310665098039 -. 149114121296458 .071155942396466 3507606 -3581194 -1399792
44 44 1 2.353147004297668 -1.161699032283725 -. 569775358976570 3165553 -4990983 -2224430
45 45 1 1.938609143994912 -1.619209214662403 -. 672c67141635478 2688521 -4083157 -'1807118
46 46 1 -. 527685402291180 2.351551756944033 .908410097037603 -3582185 -3473480 -1311730
47 47 1 1.520844472445972 -1.727309758541615 -. 944261754491837 2595705 -3857415 -1745305
48 48 1 2.317420660230340 1.768453945796892 .555624234243847 232373 -3843392 --1735608
49- 49 1 -3.290289652052650 .936435179905256 .235762410170365 -10374396 27444112 12328328
50 50 1 -. 872965712938758 2.223313565592719 .842550246995653 -3224249 -3312616 -1170538
PrCUo 'F MTNQo PLANCTS 1SCJLUTrN 'S JULTA 0 DATE 244000.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,Y,7 rrr)INATS AT JULIAN DATF 2444400.5 CETU IATI'"S Tj 10-TH DEC
1 1 1 1.300649596021182 2.2'079544P)93596 
.8171015;25334Q2 2282099 
-2901508 
-10964612 2 1 2.926012"6914561 
.252390920624095 
-. 265731611935491 4719253 
-2769565 




-5745074 4 1 -. 01650537 234429 2.3801902123402)7 
.95262989731F487 279060 
-3C12398 
-1406 85 5 1 .887891587729847 
-2.658305262168795 
-. 98-717507900900 3115505 2614457 6979956 6 1 1.911812308757035 
-. 271299734473763 
-. 393003550158367 3949690 
-1850753 
-10982937 7 1 -. ?4 3' Q43354906 -2.505'3199701C?9 
-1.060?6h500708009 30P777 6  3R81506 20549668 8 1 -. 705317445972831 
-2.208264489168073 





-101693810 10 1 2.Q'0264441 1 6 3 030 1.494569844056993 .888702016482004 3848985 
-2732978 
-131459711 11 1 -2.584831367031086 
-. 330693687594604 
.n572295689F'981 




-194253413 13 1 -2.359403620834030 
-.013865440029726 
.567544170571729 
-7066605 7296 -146571514 14 1 -1.054106351356715 
-1.951111391124462 
-.699843559928439 
-14478074 3763225 234200815 15 1 .428005284522614 
-2.4[10154'3775142 
-1.201055946479599 3682239 159)714 144779016 16 1 2.2330251o1669356 1.1575725966834A7 
.375191659953927 4996493 
-2237244 
-110828317 17 1 -2.344058689513147 
-. 20133005319P297 
.125449721133895 
-20906062 5613009 332700618 18 1 -2.2q984128110331 2 -1.528689706793500 -. 190081390777793 -13616504 10377599 5251061
19 19 1 -2.707699994797301 
.248171036330917 
.059029395644552 
-12105626 2425495 158512220 20 1 .'91253622'75099 1.801740892140127 
.762593519144065 2982437 
-1788100 








-6P507323 23 1 2.060520144271862 1.382081585261105 
.334797077142296 4248104 
-2?87438 




-24896751 25 25 1 1.2670436436018P0 
-1.265302116809551 
.14998075F450762 2219293 7389365 14720633 26 26 1 2.7501'8274836175 
.058939132562712 
-. 106447979722450 4714607 
-2435944 





-23329182q 28 1 .096175754961415 
-2.990534931467323 

















-193604433 33 1 1.345611 3702507 -1.275438120690559 
-. 611035003990594 2942489 1405692 672084
34 34 1 2.814202209235745 
-. 896082903282263 
-. 270441176225669 4510258 




.36 36 1 -3.180613848668926 
.029272568868564 
-. 006234940016679 
-15874794 7240892 109259237 37 1 2. 187652106P55424 .656802791733238 .310307971350207 5383964 -2537057 
-1190328
3P 3P I .046000676662410 
-2.824142922128516 
-1.403417634607628 3695636 2651327 1748583
39 39 1 -2.770048444024283 1.118094737492096 
.477083042446264 
-12022286 
-1385842 140029740 40 1 1.865113C6*.896669 
-.970957c2R22903 
-. 565911632O84538 2631514 442614 7051141 41 1 -2.146965436231071 
.066284096786626 .024362601102549 
-1298A836 176397 293866442 42 1 -.9912225125Q2724 2.401685056387990 1.246322871599347 
-1069756 
-4042425 








45 45 1 2.294920153065775 1.790381938205231 
.425518947122031 3762107 
-2292851 
-111048446 46 1 -2.954551309722845 
.032215427607834 
.010542785307828 
-25930639 9864600 567445847 47 1 1.977277069157232 1.788456622273586 .956222632141472 3696543 
-2051846 




.049 49 1 -3.139310672587570 
-1.871693286649432 
-1.030493398798257 2730237 12102555 6853185
50 50 1 -3.371302911219345 .079176357675179 .05002191058621o 
-29819981 14695421 8344906 A
SRCUP OF MINOR PLANFTS OSCULATIO' IS JULIAN DATE 2444400.5 3
L NUM QUAL X,Y,Z CO3ROINATES AT JULIAN DATE 2444800.5 PERTUQ6ATIONS IN 10-TH DEC
1 .I L -2.238?683176b5157 .74084592389341 .818264853174771 13673)0 -4290766 --2357946
2 2 1 -. 7387131745C3926 1.957727024547040 -. 327707067058130 2942404 -783873 -71926
3 3 1 -2.423433273841463 -2.239854147900331 -. 323220319592547 -29kq2325 3370702 2068664
4 4 1 -2.167944723111789 -. 579256720469107 .0528502496Q2298 -440a460 -37.77621 -1763654
5 5 1 2.903411627159755 -. 156341478364682 -. 233439369107431 4425448 324582 -21'37
6 6 1 -1.470535155091660 1.895990474430832 .668353130591769 19951 66 -1805526 -433191
7 7 1 1.638119176093416 .639823913003364 .437015740957634 34405'6 766926 339208
8 8 1 1.71413869133C149 .724174065490477 .105878273834842 2264247 1415168 4A4664
9 9 1 -. 403714572924244 -2.402000444479101 -1.104663153140322 -9516631 4466684 1692815
10 10 1 .097946548789458 3.095195784006179 1.413613S56863421 3610804 -1526744 -868990
11 11 1 .874827430373369 -1.8O2601414462604 -. 770910244521300 -3103866 8017143 2934564
12 12 1 -2.221596264054242 -.618987910461222 -.491783271343937 -132q36' -5103838 -368832
13 13 1 -. 173270330615312 -2.251513083221582 -1.572261664746073 -7036820 5331896 1849573
14 14 1 2.568336270196355 -J.084543721100566 -.933636231124964 1869986 2645337 1208177
15 15 1 1.758688613046345 .876980753278172 .8'84Q0375475375 4598744 341136 416636
L6 16 1 -1.447224683182256 2.413040616139328 .956276935261421 2312432 -264Q652 -1070225
17 17 1 1.414281427009958 -1.530592787976417 -.686450k76696150 -2667422 7391367 2689866
18 18 1 1.382197168538039 -1.351828318438621 -.477828007368087 -453263 8329251 2153009
19 19 1 -. 795139349319779 -2.393840311972909 -. 985198516072479 -12134351 6192609 3411582
20 20 1 -2.274972229124424 -. 658441361090229 -. 307153673826562 -3118628 -3196479 -1165777
21 21 1 1.915619119541041 -.6C8438510568014 -. 341200325117235 -1196535 6684387 3024879
22 22 1 2.097998896517808 1.551982628088055 .326350849991881 5207282 293986 -107724
23 23 1 -2.057667272499145 .210776582228389 .491536103026988 2097210 -3715148 -2?50878'
24 24 1 -2.539242681338038 -1.329476234334251 -. 5716596754090~0 -20717117 -4253996 -1223399
25 25 1 .499304806139483 2.690677728262472 .358113131035569 3173740 273743 -183061
26 26 1 .557148582528299 2.548535225341482 1.212541247783683 3762720 -453394 -280852
27 27 1 -. 9007112480C7429 -2.366961907600583 -.993425699376242 -15060261 276260 478033,
28 28 1 2.842(90157260657 -1.133621096267710 -. 602717131280475 " 3699229 1084995 202739
29 29 1 -. 933825208168365 -2.235974113339807 -1.273345092350809 -16970938 2971437 1979895
30 30 1 .121693008754488 -2.259588804853578 -1.036592600020128 -4518567 7093256 3790624
31 31 1 -. 395119516060701 -2.7C1872792417177 -2.710752519458197 917660 6462420 4721650
32 32 1 -2.130878124856179 -. 819957060765926 -. 429351193392598 -7794205 -3878448 -827543
33 .33 1 -. 04526981 433920 2.531675190752239 1.198462780018808 3002424 270411 63893
34 34 1 1.284089694242958 2.217190180099934 .727448021925920 4753669 204052 -89683
35 35 1 3.136288680676628 -1.063359180384282 -. 597623353840238 3162166 1265460 721967
36 36 1 -2.201292352708592 -2.071161905358181 -1.88769142963R892 -16813963 11811039 9478273
37 37 1 -1.944986448209391 1.322105817206818 .674212750611119 1899115 -3018526 -1529163
38 38 1 2.705225641656185 -1.122277334434180 -.228299510881257 3644483 1019429 390254
39 39 1 -2.045539498999567 -2.146229322930338. -. 391573029568385 -35904991 2949529 1593559
40 40 1 -. 118432184592187 2.072755987423065 .895889398440008 3418322 511250 120953,
41 41 1 1.754007047567178 -1.868517780220432 -. 261120614844097 -2509444 6039164 1128028
42 42 1 -2.772255922268798 -. 161113005954587 .381215317481487 -8608399 -5678434 -3466187
43 43 1 -L.925745209442162 -. 650284226568591 -. 404097863822248 -7358453 -3623330 -1113731
44 44 1 -2.094162109186954 -1.138010948911287 -. 327519120175321 -6030634 -2660571 -946804
45 45 1 -1.[7463C66397988 2.420306976104854 .856263342936458 2549095 -2752358 -950876
46 46 1 -. 468098735927228 -2.24815982891365 -.886843477919381 -10280478 7808868 3782072
47 47 1 -1.43648026603463 2.553106637057610 1.39080551'444402 2420621 -2919794 -1619055 0
48 48 '1 -3.092054418147427 -. 695520092818175 -. 235336760280997 -17890213 -7415576 '-1176260
49 49 1 -. 347775872761774 -3.105848674169764 -1.430000556426876 929778 7931806 4108711
50 50 1 -1.831806942275179 -2.349711163760560 -. 873486193968127 -19915749 13789533 6694007
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1 1 1 -. 9J5197397049f30 
-2.441386614013993 -. 969284326263649 -16597692 -10995497 -5795415
2 2 1 -1.829306465907292 -2.032344707617156 .535353880492131 -3013746 -529q887 -1879207
3 3 1 .579853083890921 -2.951898364811003 -. 57 7759298930119 -9900752 8688430 157639
4 4 1 1.71C507243049562 -1.279597987736871 -. 735395291617987 -6795162 -955553 -514902
5 5 1 -. C05535001809260 2.073354899789e87 .728985395827699 4642088 3358110 1156(91
6 6 1 -2.606373537469824 
-1.287772439189908 .176063292268799 -956568 -6199106 -3395916
7 7 1 -2.433734304737357 .764544776944948 .066685406424241 2721246 -985068 -2982358
8 8 1 -2.243995243175220 .6C3910263845243 .468455909106638 2636443 -584905 -333158
9 9 1 2.21|75d39180C4738 -. 019817167947201 -. 238457533346921 
-1489575 4189838 2190651
10 10 1 -2.750715276699225 1.256890708349211 .377196262766892 4241450 -2003837 -872842
11 11 1 1.4'6059440246938 1.836368274 46865 .591005913549349 3151696 2395275 873655
12 12 1 1.891415516773279 -. 384001214m92017 .111301777945743 -6223923 1631236 370418
13 13 1 2.60808356923224 -. 148669416979967 -. 744921131615961 -250309 3490665 2657844
14 14 1 2.07E1'2869739788 1.920122681409886 .490683180959534 4794379 2r01186 900831
15 15 1 -2.225006 951933792 1.599676758895733 .375494611818693 2944384 -186222 -230914
16 16 1 -3.2914209401531F4 -. 328225284811811 -. 030672437160633 2480616 -5475833 -2254711
17 17 1 1.742626614334377 2.035120322326449 .601234709018769 4030255 2467077 869284
18 18 1 -. 834567504048512 1.965079037020061 .592649360355214 3208169 3789647 1009795
19 19 1 2.100615215049975 -. 004054058376021 .030848521356216 
-3040023 5195122 2064005
20 20 1 .7511946 8911865 -2.442135433593137 -1.022879953963262 -11669730 -1155713 -49908
21 21 1 -. 293659C35879848 2.379791685881813 1.074019646286405 3809762 2884795 1148772
22 22 1 -1.740389418528913 1.688101476032307 1.380250098800190 3313129 682195 144770
23 23 1 -. 2525820543C6190 -2.691478914557109 -1.348722425196708 -15878882 -7525084 -3670047
24 24 1 .565343257332621 -3.033180666933831 -1.359345916058103 -13506395 3803299 2366813
25 25 1 -2.405003474831616 1.617189706318939 -. 358416304684530 3767607 -2044933 382444
26 26 1 -2.4757437449C7717 .612605873531688 .419696230814331 3956858 -2075958 -1204113
27 27 1 2.212796265771402 -.951637480091865 -. 476856798105779 -2522323 5741123 2545741
28 28 1 1.430923760212441 2.087010456173502 .447229069280482 5076214 2777254 866470
29 29 1 2.358045237791174 -. 753151660125635 -. 408054199025889 -2488104 5316610 2985084
30 30 1 1.697517450272592 1.044162337546624 .534913475996927 289907 2625213 1082607
31 31 1 2.3327123328C4633 -1.475486711074176 -2.341275465315931 565698 4058526 4045451
32 32 1 1.547361813018718 -2.048912345255104 -. 615178914912757 -7815123 1652215 793033
33 33 1 -3.167360C91755796 1.813120930416815 .875490479671644 3985739 -2060184 -1081611
34 34 1 -2.330775401800992 .592904039766207 .175618856757975 3647085 -1730249 -511712
35 35 1 3.128597626950182 1.584776731671404 1.021420082257031 4867233 2443865 955523
36 36 1 .972927233068514 -1.998302416747663 -1.789200582414644 -5659509 6070295 7448077
37 37 1 -2.157715000950283 -1.937471956649517 -. 948784461501273 -10706691 -11121818 -4253886
38 38 1 .724161791091845 1.972718853313410 1.072903367899535 5025311 2956489 1384926
39 39 1 1.673343336344395 -1.872325973586463 -. 584176250383749 -6084672 7876969 1486347
40 40 1 -2.19690C920363390 -. 959999321344127 -. 190315540957447 2854369 -3492949 -1839097
41 41 1 3.190395183356910 1.244987889213476 .142474140297759 3810687 2407651 757070
42 42 1 .694300526164405 -1.600129949592770 -. 836449467025460 -17588687 -15342879 -6949472
43 43 1 2.067515319755326 -.090931484202446 .096922703212531 -5574296 3463600 1353935 o
44 44 1 1.210078012501221 -2.321572188006328 -. 954427277086214 
-8124328 3172648 1102606 I
45 45 1 -2.24!101C00357266 -1.114552735422365 -. 214167833487330 1493423 -4850455 -2097144
46 46 1 1.924893874686120 .61471764125440 .334065846063341 -1904587 3537579 1362623
47 47 1 -3.119792364948552 .000288708216581 .019032572645400 3364363 -4547735 -2315912 o
48 48 1 -. 657721874566274 -3.1C7393764502802 -. 949615093321054 -33450575 -7609691 -3560385
49 49 1 2.424557936866876 -. 866850714845835 -. 253887593556511 -697242 4927734 2083018
50 50 1 1.770451368360256 -. 842207015381884 -. 3275934-16215365 -5908327 8615212 3290624
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1 1 1 2.49160792,)Rn077 -1.?316296384h6513 -1.090137197217494 -9421674 1403125 1585372
2 2 1 1.347098646165918 -3.033173546153304 .5064771624?493P -7626740 -1053131 -997c2-6
3 3 1 1. "5-4'45P36P215 .679200246636292 .048117216447785 -5595839 3844975 86?600
4 4 1 1 . ?nO 69 l071 ,96R36 2. 15237,lq2955 9', 3 .7011 753 lb ?A3 14 1065 3170395 1362682
5 5 1 -1.91461427?2'"350 -1.57658P4 15''133 -. 4392cO 256c564 5242-51 -6bC816R -56055
6 6 1 .7,8r3836629r411 -2.115952424245785 -. 5907811474607337 -1 224097 -21178 )72 -1150300 r
7 7 1 -1. 543948110060498 -2.217644032033988 -1.073842474862943 192594 -8718284 -2602726
A P 1 -. 3"461063c0 830 -2.216835R-7414198 -. 801258659569040 -552736 -8711846 -4321902
9 9 1 -1.352439551837016 1.502718387591543 .852628105672927 1931358 5022593 2230707
10 10 1 -1.489389125537080 -2.1316'2 6C?'711 -1.073908?63573462 3053302 -5P91149 -1760517
11 11 1 -2.134745314103981 1.4918624b5318947 .716969435041975 2180031 2730659 1132502
12 17 1 -. 353019430206755 2.6121822515700S1 .836572593523083 2400288 4256615 1627053
13 13 1 .174345560531930 1.056061110627311 1.360 34833438549 3065729 4429864 2104952
14 14 1 -1.692568?32227444 1.215494474438545 .833955140351737 2121866 3741057 1625775
15 15 1 -2.551776858707854 -1.327107822482162 -1.260355'5244203. 5126560 -3314148 32823
16 16 1 -1.137429606916129 -2.726426210392489 -1.0013n397945405 -800801 -19715275 -9070043
17 17 1 -1.723507156123368 1.853690953243387 .829619630656?50 2501916 3413626 1413442
18 1q I -2.6136''723)6893 -.9 42P0027120406 -. 02224874674Pq79 5125354 -948937 -609573
19 19 1 -1.5809?813666R9?3 1.722354427864403 .675532158970015 1739401 4527576 1836785
20 20 1 2.230420208127185 .610579345338383 .2 6 9955 6 34C5 6 167 -4117787 3347343 1369433
21 21 1 -2.763375475643571 .154649185234605 .228775574971157 4201102 396372 -42676
27 22 1 -2.783130729427906 -1.468760695528772 -. 1054 9 8 837 7 65 5 2 7  5239846 -1013326 -1873375
23 23 1 2.604671085593509 -1.35641125P282326 -1.193433R66375358 -7770855 3331459 2921406
I 24 24 1 3.234904195487843 -1.251453146147398 -. 586806181907786 -4907230 4568434 2110327L 25 25 1 -. 758942890633318 -1.776420885495448 -. 327547889068024 3518531 -3822108 -376512
26 26 1 -. 047433063669591 -2.197428214473206 -1.066714509590255 -1884337 -10402544 -4465999
27 27 1 -. 6?4550008268112 1.699366239671889 .751472431916937 2448514 4881976 2033984
28 28 1 -2.37276'5001o3569 . 4 34'3 4 7c3267697 .358876290067458 2460953 1784706 7P8240
29 29 1 .061551890511859 2.078501440597705 1.17731?682578635 2723083 4247362 1962899
30 30 1 -2.275211240496574 .959642221416146 .369324707647639 1804231 2520494 1019050
31 31 1 2.633035093o17676 1.014213932076061 .178031613526820 456757 3243751 2283185
32 32 1 2.43783373941617e 1.240808097649520 .5G330671562295 -565312 3188092 1074450
33 33 1 -3.551769186170087 -.6563051604111'2 -. 2011505374P4214 597:384 -1517465 -732779
34 34 1 -. 305283721985607 -2.613224696179032 -. 848968719920578 -2631642 -11832186 -5139267
35 35 1 .206218742800720 2.715577899106705 1.663698735071056 3384495 4460701 1854613
36 36 1 1.051523505005713 1.114'27051937617 1.086656166335352 -2991511 2035806 1331800
37 37 1 1.113354?08910323 -2.430343715208579 -1.219453567185120 -21089964 -21058279 -6720675
t8 38 1 -2.580974673641969 -.05'3966~'1R5964 -. 346159173401541 3610605 404334 250471
39 39 1 1.444124421639920 2.054653916050341 .402916876722395 457768 2971768 1174316
40 40 1 1.540292239520954 -1.310066120732833 -.718894672977669 -6310460 -17686925 -7715980
41 41 1 .90309P917290887 3.16404301175050 .415085098995162 3356632 4420242 1714148
42 42 1 .811793401576850 2.219522014017869 .869479176517718 -862536 1991819 11861371
43 43 1 -. 476558547600526 2.338418112570888 .967173063PP5109 2540103 4447288 1838061
44 44 1 2.152095258549968 .937277813611050 .247416379236509 -2458806 3061398 1377990
45 45 1 1.61659661322976 -1.945779554327643 -.731995051768877 -9107536 -16840382 -7507843
46 46 1 -1.80EP44304081174 1.973655170610930 .761286605073085 2365258 3628941 1462331'
47 47 1 -.414399000540012 -2.269927088597569 -1.2?6002257546320 -2540063 -16171632 -6125097
48 48 1 2.561489537809280 -1.841179318441071 -.54305751001620 -10174081 4240730 337512
40 49 1 -. 072076134058882 2.376048218461918 1.074467676945076 2664683 4329417 1843936-
50 50 1 -1.132777124440523 2.184935603906965 .829196629229717. 1872665 4437095 1742783
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Appendix F
LIST OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The following list of 119 computer programs developed for this study is divided into
two categories: main programs and subroutines. All but three of the 32 main pro-
grams are new developments. Fifty-five of the 87 subroutines are new developments;
the remaining 32 are modified subroutines taken from previously existing computer
programs. A few subroutines have both single and double precision versions, and
sometimes both are used. Any skipped numbers appearing in the sequence of com-
puter programs is simply the result of omitting programs when they become obsolete
in the development cycle.
MAIN PROGRAMS
CIN1 List Observations on Cincinnati Tape
CIN3 Reduce Observations on Cards and Cincinnati Tape
CIN4 Copy Cincinnati Observation Tape
(Needed because of the frequent parity errors that occurred during
the reading of the original tape.)
CIN5 Last Accurate Observation Each Minor Planet
CIN6 Copy Cincinnati Tape with Long Blocks
CIN7 Cincinnati Observation Tape to Binary Form
JPL1 Translate JPL Ephemeris Tape
(Translates the JPL tape written with a UNIVAC to the CDC 6400 form.)
JPL2 Prepare Working Tape from JPL Ephermeris Tape
(Prepares from the translated JPL ephemeris tape a working tape
containing only the necessary data and covering only the specified
interval of time.)
JPL8 Prepare Tape of Planetary Coordinates for 400-Day Integrations
LECPY List, Punch or Tape BCD.Cards
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NMP1 Status of Numbered Minor Planet Ephemerides
(The program computes the estimated ephemeris uncertainties for all
of the numbered minor planets, and provides the listings of the results.
It uses data from tapes prepared by other main programs of the NMP
series.)
NMP3 Prepare Tape of Data from Opposition Ephemerides
NMP4 Prepare Tape of Numbered Minor Planet Names and Synonyms
NMP6 Consolidate Numbered Minor Planet Tapes
NMP7 Prepare Multi-Record Tape of Orbit Data
(Data selected by groups of 200 minor planets;
costly large storage is avoided in this way.)
NMP8 Prepare Tape of Orbit Information
NMP9 Distribution of Ephemeris Uncertainties
(Computes and lists several statistics relating to the orbital
elements and the ephemeris uncertainties.)
NMP12 Integrate Coordinates of One Minor Planet
(Numerical integration of the rectangular coordinates with
perturbations by specified major planets included. Any
number of minor planets can be integrated in succession.)
NMP13 Integrate Elliptic Motion
(The same as NMP12, but without perturbations by the major
planets. Used in the development of NMP12, and to study the
maximum size of step interval.)
NMP15 Residuals for Minor Planets
(Computes the residuals of observed right ascensions and declinations.
Rectangular coordinates of the minor planets are taken from a tape
prepared during a numerical integration. Reduced observed positions
are taken from another tape.)
NMP16 Prepare Tape of Numbered Minor Planet Elements
(Consolidates elements and other data from earlier tapes.)
NMP17 Consolidate Numbered Minor Planet Basic Data
(Forms the basic tape for initializing the new system.)
NMP18 Prepare Tape of Ephemeris Positions Near Standard Date
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NMP20 Prepare Elements Tape for Integrations
NMP22 Integrate Elliptic Motion for Group of Minor Planets
(Used to prove the accuracy of the procedures and processes of
NMP23. Elliptic motion permits essentially exact checks.)
NMP23 Integrate Perturbed Motion for Group of Minor Planets
(This is NMP22 with perturbed accelerations.)
NMP24 Improve Elements from Nearby Ephemeris Positions
(Provides provisional improvement of initial elements during
initialization of new system. Intended for use only when more
accurate and expensive procedures are not justified.)
NMP25 Improve Elements from Recent Observed Positions
(Provides provisional improvement of initial elements during
initialization of the new system. Intended for use when expensive
numerical integrations are not justified.)
NMP26 Integrate Perturbed Motion of Group from any Epoch
(The Epoch must be the same for all members of the group, but
it need not be a 400-day date.)
SUN01 Check and Tape Solar Coordinates
(Basic program to provide solar coordinates in coded form.)
SUN21 Solar Coordinates to Blocked Tape
(Basic program to provide solar coordinates in binary form
and ready to be interpolated for the date of an observation.)
SUN30 List Solar Coordinates from Tape in SUN01 Form
SUBROUTINES
PRNTA General Page Handling Routine
(This subroutine is used in all main programs. It is machine
dependent, and may be installation dependent. It prints page
headings, column headings, page numbers; dates each page;
prints elapsed times on each page; limits the number of lines
on each page; provides vertical spacing where needed. Several
entries provide for various other features, including automatic
input of the headings and control parameters.)
SUB09 Solve Kepler's Equation
SUB42 Calendar Date to Julian Date
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SUB43 Observatory Topocentric Constants
SUB46 Matrix for Rotating About N Axes
SUB86 Mean Obliquity of the Ecliptic
SUB100 Check Arithmetic Unit
(Used at each step of the numerical integration to ensure the
continued accuracy of the arithmetic unit.I
SB217 Julian Date to 3Q
SB138 Space Coordinates in Elliptic Orbit
SB 155 4-Point Lagrange Interpolation of Q Quantities
(Required in the interpolation of the solar coordinates.)
SB191 Space Coordinates and Velocities in Elliptic Orbit
SB236 Apply Constant Term of Stellar Aberration
SB245 Extended Gregorian Calendar Date to Julian Date
SB253 Ecliptic Angles to Equatorial PQR Matrix
SB282 Perturbed Two-Body Space Accelerations for One Point
(The principal subroutine for the computation of the accelerations
in the rectangular coordinates as required in the numerical inte-
grations.)
SB332 Convert Alphanumeric Array to Floating Point Number
(Provides for the printing of input data in its original form
and for its conversic-, to binary numbers.)
SB339 Logical Sum of N Words
SB380 Mean Obliquity from Julian Date
SB381 Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time from Julian Date
SB384 Precession Matrix from Reference Equinox to Julian Date
SB385 Besselian Year to Julian Date
SB386 General Precession Matrix
SB396 Rotate Array with Direct or Transposed Matrix
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SB400 Initialize Fixed Table
SB403 Place One Item at End of Fixed Table
SB405 Search of General Table with Argument in N Integer Cells
SB406 M Alphanumerical Characters to N Collating Integers
SB407 Place One Item in Sequential Table with Integer Arguments
SB408 Redimension Fixed; Table
SB409 Convert Integer Representation to Decimal Fraction for Printing
SB410 Sort with M-Word Argument and N-Word Function
SB411 N Collating Integers to M Alphanumerical Characters
SB412 Rotate String of Words
SB413 Search Table with Sequential Integer Arguments in N Cells
SB416 Collect N Words for L Lines
SB424 Orbit Coordinates to Equatorial Coordinates
SB425 Julian Date to Precessed Space Coordinates in Ellipse
SB426 Reduce Least Squares Matrix
SB427 Solve Least Squares Equations
SB428 N-Point Lagrange Interpolation of M Functions
SB429 Topocentric Coordinates of Date from Sidereal Time
SB430 Topocentric Coordinates of Date from UT Julian Date
SB431 Topocentric Coordinates to Mean Equinox from Julian Date
SB432 Lagrange Interpolation Coefficients
SB434 Set Integer in Heading
SB435 Angle to Sexagesimal
SB436 Roots of Real Quadratic
SB437 Difference of Two Nearby Angles
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SB438 Equatorial PQR Matrix to Ecliptic Angles
SB439 Julian Date to Besselian Year
SB440 Angle to Sexagesimal for Printing
SB441 Residuals from Perturbed Elliptic Orbit
SB442 Coordinates and Velocities to Elliptic Elements
SB447 18 Integer to 2A4 Format
BFILL Bit Manipulation Package
BMOVE
CIN2 Table of Observatory Numbers - Cincinnati to LEC
(Converts the observatory numbers on the Cincinnati tape
to those adopted in comet work.)
CMT6 Reduce One Observation with Solar Coordinates on Disk
(This is the principal subroutine for reducing observed positions.
It does much of the actual computing and controls the subroutines that
do the remainder.)
CONV1 Convert UNIVAC Fieldata to CDC Display Code
CONV2 Convert UNIVAC Integer to CDC Integer
CONV3 Convert UNIVAC Single-Precision Floating-Point Numbers to CDC
CONV4 Convert UNIVAC Double-Precision Floating-Point Numbers to CDC
CONV5 Logical Checksum of N UNIVAC Cells
DMPBC Dump Blank Common
EFT3 Set Table of Reductions to Ephemeris Time
EFT4 Look Up Reduction to Ephemeris Time
INTG2 Integration Setup
(Reads the controls and options that govern the numerical integration
programs. Sets default values and initializes other parameters.)
INTG3 Integration, Initial Start
(Controls and carries out the repetitive processes that start the
numerical integration from the coordinates and velocities at the
date of osculation.)
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INTG4 Integration, Run
(Controls and carries out the full numerical integration processes
at each step of the integration.)
INTG5 Monitor Differences During Numerical Integration
INTG6 Coordinates and Velocities for Restart
INTG7 Setup for Coordinate Integration
INTG8 Start Coordinate Integration
INTG9 Coordinate Integration - Run
JPL3 Planetary Coordinates in Numerical Integration
(Positions the tape containing the coordinates of the major planets
and loads the coordinates required during the starting process of the
numerical integration and then the coordinates required at each step
of the integration that follows.)
JPL4 Indirect Terms in Numerical Integration
(Computes and stores the indirect terms needed during the starting
process and later at each step of the integration. These terms do
not depend upon the coordinates being integrated, and so do not need
recomputation during the predictor-corrector processes.)
JPL5 Planetary Accelerations in Numerical Integration
(Computes and recomputes as needed all of the accelerations by the
specified major planets at each step of the starting and running
processes.)
JPL6 Indirect Terms for One Date
JPL7 Planetary Masses and Gravitation Factors
NMP14 Interpolate Minor Planet Coordinates
(Positions the tape written by the numerical integration program
and reads two adjacent records of 50 points each. The coordinates
for the given Julian Date are interpolated with a Lagrange formula
of specified order.)
NMP19 Improve Orbit from One Observed Position
(Uses an observed or ephemeris position to improve the given
orbit in the neighborhood of the date of the position. Adjusts the
mean anomaly, and then rotates the orbit plane slightly to give
exact fit.)
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NMP21 Perturbed Accelerations in 400-Day Block
(Computes the complete perturbed accelerations during one step of
the numerical integration of a group of minor planets.)
NTG10 Monitor Differences and Integration Convergence
(Monitors the accuracy and convergence during the numerical
integration of a group of minor planets.)
OBSY3 Set Table of Observatory Constants
(Reads punch-cards containing the latitude, longitude, and height of
each observatory. For each observatory, it computes and sets in
the table three constants needed to compute the topocentric
coordinates.)
OBSY4 Set Earth Constants
(Reads a punch-card with the constants that define the size and shape
of the Earth and the units used. Required by OBSY3.)
SET50 Input Elliptic Elements in Various Forms
(Needed to input the elements that define the initial osculating orbit.)
SUN22 Interpolate Solar Coordinates from Tape
TAN2 Arctangent with Range 0 to 360 Degrees
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